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PREFACE
Tourists from all over the world visit Amritsar, the City Sacred of
the Indian Punjab, to have a glimpse of the serene and immaculate
beauty of the Harimandir, the Abode of God, now known to people
as the Golden Temple, which seems to rise lotus-like from the surrounding waters of the holy Reservoir of Nectar. To the Sikhs, there is no
place holier than the Harimandir, so much so that the boon of a
visit to the city is sought after by every Sikh in his or her daily formal
prayers. Its international tourist clientele and holiness notwithstanding, there has been no satisfactory work in the market that could
serve as a good handbook on the history and management of the
Temple, and provide the reader with a detailed account of the practices
and customs followed there. The paucity of properly maintained
archival material, relating to the Temple, must have been the main
reason for the caution exercised by scholars in undertaking any major
project of historical research, but whatever the nature of the difl&cullies
involved in reconstructing the history of the Temple, ''whose beauty
far surpasseth the beauty of all the known edifices of the world*'
(Guru Granth, M 5, p. 1362), the absence of such an undertaking could
hardly be justified. Dr. Madanjit Kaur's present attempt, is, therefore,
both timely and welcome.
Dr. Kaur's work was planned to serve the scholar and the tourist
or the pilgrim alike although their needs are usually different. Whereas
the scholar is interested in the authenticity of the sources con >ultcd by
the author and may not mind some ponderousness on the part of the
latter, the tourist is interested in the clear presentation of the highrghts.
I have every hope that Dr. Kaur's book will serve both the categories
of its readers equally, in spite of the fact that the learned author's
first concern has been the authentication of her narrative rather than
its winsomeness. And this is quite understandable because very often
history has to tread on the toes of belief, thereby attracting the
wrath of insensate and occasionally malicious controversy. She
has tried to steer clear of such a situation with the support of
records.
r

The history of the Golden Temple is, in a way, the capsuled
history of the Sikhs. Throughout the five hundred and odd years of Sikh

(ii)
history, no place not even the birthplace of the founder of the Sikh
religion, Guru Nanak, can claim as intimate, effective and continuing
a role In the high drama of Sikh history as the complex of the Golden
Temple. At a particular point of history, the Tank-Temple complex
assumed the position of a symbol representing the life and soul of
the whole Sikh community. The success achieved by the enemies
of the Sikhs in demolishing and defiling the holy complex was
interpreted by them as a sure index of the complete liquidation of
the Sikhs. But phoenix-like, the holy edifice reappeared, completely
falsifying the dark pronouncements about the disappearance of the
Sikhs from the corridors of history. Besides, serving as a token of
their identity, the holy complex has served, on different occasions,
as an arbiter of community disputes, as a rallying point, as a source
of inspiration, as a refuge and as a healer. It moves through the whole
range of Sikh history as a living presence.
Apart from its great historicity, the Temple has a number of
other distinguishing features. For example, as against the normal
practice, elevated sites were rejected in favour of the present low-lying
area for erecting the Temple. Further, it is the first temple of its
kind in which a holy book is installed on a throne and worshippers
are required to kneel and bow before it as if it were a living being. The
unrestricted entry into the sanctum sanctorum by the Sikhs and the nonSikbs alike, is another notable feature of the Temple. Inside the Temple
relay teams of professionally trained singers sing devotional songs to
the accompaniment of musical instruments, in the prescribed musical
measures for almost twenty hours at a stretch. The only other
authorised activities inside the sanctum sanctorum include prayers, in
which everyone present participates by standing up respectfully with
folded hands, and listening to the after-prayer ceremonial readings
from the Sacred Book.
Probably, it is on account of the custom of constant singing of
God's name that an exception seems to have been made in the case
of this Temple, otherwise the Sikh Scripture looks askance at the
whole system of pilgrimages. **He pervades the entire universe" says
the Sikh Scripture; *'the whole universe is, therefore, the Temple of
God''. fGuru Granth, p. 463).
The Golden Temple is a thing of beauty; it is a place every inch of
which is crowded with history. It is the premier shrine and headquarters of the Sikh faith. The people flock to it from all corners of
the world for reasons ranging from curiosity to salvation; but the
message of the four-door Temple to mankind is unmistakable—'open

/

(iii)
out your mind to the flood of divine light and see for yoUrself that
in spite of hundreds of seeming differences, man is essentially the
same everywhere and deserves to be allowed to live a free, peaceful and
honourable life/
PRITAM SINGH
Professor (Retired)

INTRODUCTION

For a historical study of an institution of great significance like
the Harimandir, a researcher has to face a number of problems, but the
foremost of them is the paucity of first rate evidence on which to
base his or her conclusions. There are few writers who have left
behind them an eye-witness accounts of the events relating to the
Golden Temple although there is a plethora of the oral and the
written traditions.
r

The few Persian sources extant on the contemporary and the
near-contemporary history of the Punjab, contain casual references
only, and even these are biased, so that they fall short of expectations.
Therefore, the Sikh chronicles, emerge as our main source of
information for reconstructing the history of the Temple. The sdkhi
and mahimd traditions were the earliest to develop. Most of these
chronicles appeared during the period of Sikh rule. These earlier
traditions were followed by the introduction of the Gur Bilds tradition
with additional details. This literary tradition developed during the
late eighteenth century. All these early chronicles were incorporated
into the Panth Prakdsh tradition, with a semi-historical approach to
Sikh literature, which developed during the period of the advent of
British rule in the Punjab.
Throughout its past history, the Harimandir has been a subject of
absorbing interest for writers of Punjabi literature. But they are,
generally eulogistic For that reason the material available in these
writings lacks historicity. The writers of these works are basically
poets, persons far less concerned with facts of history. These posthistorians have mixed up history and fiction, the latter having the
upper hand. They have, in seme cases, allowed their imagination to
run rot. Their extreme devotion to the Sikh faith urged them to
create a halo around this nerve centre of the community, which
served the faith and the Sikh community well. Consequently, their
writings dwell on the spiritual blessings that accrue from a dip into
the holy Tank and from paying obeisance at the Temple rather than
on its history.

(ii)

Writing of history among the Sikhs has never been a scientific
pursuit. Most of the Sikh literature composed in the eighteenth and
nineteenth ceniuries is hagiographic and suffers from the ethereal
exuberance. Besides, writers of Sikh chronicles were often separated
from actual happenings by long gaps, sometimes extending over
centuries. They had, therefore, to fall back upon oral traditions
rather than on unimpeachable facts, authentic chronology and true
happenings Some of the trustworthy sources are, of course, Sikh
Gurus' own bdni preserved in Guru Granth Sahib and their hukmndmds
(epistles or letters issued by Sikh Gurus to sahgats in different parts of
the country) and Bhai Gurdas' Vdrdn. But they invariably suffer from
their datelessness and scantiness of details. Bhatt Vahis (records of old
families kept by bards and genealogists), recently brought to light by
the efforts of late GiamGarja Singh, furnish information on chronology
of certain happenings. They, therefore, provide useful details to fill
in the gaps. But as the authenticity and validity cf the Bhatt Vahis are
yet to be established, we, therefore, have hesitatingly made use of them
in constructing the history of the Golden Temple.*
It is this stuff we had to delve in for writing early history of the
shrine. But when we come to the twentieth century, particularly the
period after the enactment of the Gurdwara Act in 1925, we are on
surer grounds. We meet ample records to give shape to the later history
of the Temple. The Gurdwara Prabhandhak Committee of Sri Darbar
Sahib brought out a treatise called Report Sri Darbar Sahib in 1930. The
Report contains significant information, but it is concerned more with
matters of management of the Temple than with its history. For a historical reconstruction of the story of the Golden Temple one has to assess
the relative value of the Sikh traditions in the light of contemporary
and near-contemporary evidence.
The Europeans were the first to record the historical accounts of
the Punjab and the Sikhs. Most of these accounts unwittingly ignore
the early history of the Golden Temple. Whatever they have written
of the later period is based on traditions and hearsay. No doubt their
conclusions drawn have tended to be far-fetched.
A few attempts made by the present-day writers to produce
exclusive works on the Golden Temple, whether in the form of tracts,
Sec Report of the field study on the preliminary investigation of the research
project "A Study of the Bhatt and Panda Vahis as source material for the
history of the Sikh Gurus,"" undertaken by me under the scheme ; Support for
Advanced Research in Humanities and Social Sciences, University Grants
Corauiission, New Delhi, for thefinancialyear, 1977-78—Authoress.
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pamphlets or books, present no scientific study of this most important
shrine of the Sikhs. This had left scope for a scientific treatise on the
subject. Accordingly, the Department of Guru Nanak Studies, Guru
Nanak Dev University, made up a plan in 1973 to produce an
authentic treatise on the Golden Temple on the occasion of the
quartercentenary of the founding of *Sri Amritsar' which was to take
place in the year 1977,* The subject proved to be a challenging one. It
entailed many an hour of on the spot enquiry in the Golden Temple
itself. The completion of the research project took four years hard
labour. This historical survey helped the writer to collect useful data
concerning some hoary facts. All this has now been properly scrutinized
and made use of along with what was available in recorded pages.
In the interest of a better understanding of the history of the Golden
Temple, an attempt has been made to accept the credibility of Sikh
chroniclers after examining the authenticity of their statements on
scientific basis. Some significant evidence has been cited from contemporary Persian sources too to reconstruct the history of the Golden
Temple in historical perspective. Much useful information has been
collected from Urdu sources to supplement details on the development
and management of the Temple. Attempt has been made to remove
errors, clear doubts and controversies, and present a correct chronology
and a comprehensive history of the Golden Temple and to trace its
purposeful meaning. The study now can be said to present an
authentic account of the story of the past and present of the Golden
Temple in its true historical perspective. However, what its worth is, it
is for the reader to judge.
The present volume has made a rediscovery of many facts
related to the foundation, development and history of the Golden
Temple hitherto lying in the dark. Golden Temple's impact
on growing Sikh Community and its contribution to its evolution
have been especially emphasized. Besides, the. study throws a new
light on many of the aspects, ceremonial practices, art and architecture,
ancillary shrines and buhgas around it and the contribution of the
Golden Temple to the promotion of literature and learning which made
up an important part of the history of the Golden Temple but was
ignored by the historian so far, As the Temple is the nerve centre of
the Sikh community it has a living presence. Therefore, this monograph
does not carry any concluding remarks on this holy edifice.
r

The delay in the publication of this book, which was unavoidable on account
technical
Authoress.
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An attempt has been made to illustrate this treatise amply. A
number of appendices dealing with land records, inscriptions, documents, lists of important service personnel of the Temple, the mahimd
(glory) sung by the Sikh Gurus as also by some of its lovers in Punjabi
literature, have been included to serve as pastures for scholars who
want to pursue the subject still further.
A glossary of the oriental words and terms from Persian, Sanskrit
and Punjabi languages used in this study, has been appended to the
nionograph for ready references.
The select bibliography includes, in addition to the traditional
chronicles, a few studies of historical writing bearing references to our
subject, in English, Punjabi, Persian and Urdu languages.
It seems necessary to indicate here that, as planned, this book
conveys information and details about the history of the Golden Temple
only upto the year 1977. The subsequent history of the Temple from
1978 onwards would be covered in a supplementary study in the near
future.
AUTHORESS
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KEY TO TRANSLITERATION
Note : No attempt has been made to give diacritical marks to each
and every name that occures in this book. Names of places and persons,
as are familiar with English knowing public have been left without
diacritical marks. Such names as are integral part of this book have,
however, been inevitably given diacritical marks. The key to transliteration is given below :
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THE FOUNDATION
A living monument of spiritual and historical traditions of the Sikhs,
the Harimandir, popularly called the Golden Temple, has been a
source of inspiration to the Sikh community ever since it v^as founded.
Sikhism arose as a reformatory movement in the sixteenth century in
the wake of the Bhakti cult. The traditional visits to tirathas, places of
Hindu pilgrimage, had lost much of their relevance in the contemporary
situation and could not cope with the exigencies and demands of the
time. The Sikh Gurus felt a dire need to reject Hindu customs, and to
introduce healthy and progressive practices with a view to give Sikhism
a distinct identity.^ Accordingly, they followed a policy of founding new
Sikh centres of pilgrimage for their followers. The founding of Sri
Harimandir at Amritsar was a landmark in this respect. The Temple, in
due course, became an unparalleled place of pilgrimage, sung by Sikh
bards from time to time.^
Origin of the Place
The origin of the place where Sri Harimandir stands is shrouded
in mystery. Some traditions trace its origin back to pre-historic times
and declare it to be a place of religious importance having in its womb
3,n af77rit kuud (rcsQryok of nectar),^ The version seems to have been
borrowed from an ancient Hindu legend found in one of the Puranas.
This, in its turn, is supplemented by a tradition related to the great
1 Sarup Das Bhalla, the pott-historian of the late eighteenth century, records a
Sakhl showing that the Sikhs of Guru Ram Das, did not believe in the traditional
Hindu concept of the tirathas, vide, Mahima Prakash (AD 1773) Bhasha Vibhag,
Punjab, Patiala, 1971, part 11, p. 282.
2 See Saundhu, Ustat Sri Amritsar Jl Ki (AD 1797), MS, no. 193, GNDU
Library Amritsar, p. 331.
3 Kesar Singh Chibbar, BansIivaU-nama Dasaii Fatshalii^ii KU (AD 1769) pp. 2324; Nihal Kavl, Sudhasar, p. 4; Gian Singh Gianr, Panth Prakash (AD 1874),
p. 110; Report Sri Darbar Sahib, Amviis^r, 1930. p. 5; Tawarlkh-i-Awrifsar Ke Chand
Makhlz, (ed. Ganda Singh), Amritsar, 1953, p. 34.
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Hindu epic the Ramayana.^ The place lost its eminence under the
impact of the Buddhist movement which swept away most of the
important Hindu places of pilgrimage.^ Since the Puranas are mostly
mythical and not authentic history, the evidence of these ancient
Sanskrit texts cannot be relied upon. Anyhow, the hagiological literature associated with the Golden Temple, lays stress on the fact that the
site was chosen because of its religious antiquity. It does not, however,
need much ingenuity to show that this site, before its association with
the Sikh Gurus, was a low-lying area with a small pond at the place
where the Dukh Bhanjani Berl (the healer of pain) stands at present.
The pond was surrounded by a large number of shady trees and was a
sort of jungle, on the periphery of which lay a number of hamlets, to
wit, Sultanwind, Tung, Gumtala, Gilwall, etc. The pond evidently lay
on the route of caravans to the north-west frontier. Its surroundings
had a geographical importance and provided a commercial link between
India and Afghanistan. The site lay in oblivion till it was rediscovered
by the Sikh Guras.^
w

L

_

Legends and miracles connected with the origin of the Amrit
Sarowar (Tank of Nectar), state that Amar Das, later on the third Sikh
Master, found by the side of the pool a herb to cure the skin disease
4 The related tradition tells us that one Ksutriya King Iksvaku, a predecessor of
Ram Chandra, performed many Yajnas at this holy place and that it was named
Iksvakusar ^^XtT him. It is claimed that Sita stayed at Ram Tlrath (15 KM from
Amritsar) during her exile and gave birth to two sons. Lava and Kush. It is further
said that Lava and Kush fought a battle with their father, Ram Chandra, in which the
latter was wounded at the site where now stands the Dukh Bhanjani Ben. When
the identity of dying Ram Chandra was disclosed to Lava and Kush, they brought
amrit (nectar) which saved him. After serving some amrit to Ram Chandra, the
rest of it was immersed in a nearby pond. From that very moment, the pond
became a reservior of amrit^ See, Survey of Amritsar (ed. Nahar Singh Grewal
p, 1; also S. S. Amol, Amritsar^ p. 25.
5 TawUnkh'i-i-Amritsar Ke Chand MUkhiz, p.34. Some of the scholars believe that
Lord Buddha, along with a few of h\% Bhikshus (n\onk%) passed by this site and
proclaimed the place as ideal for meditation. Sardar Gumam Singh has
tried to idenuty i with another place associated with the birth-place of the
eighth-century Buddhist saint, Padamasambhava (popularly known as the Lotusborn), the founder of the Lamaist Buddhism in Tibet. But we have not been
able to find any uthentic historical evidence in support of this belief. See,
"Golden Temple : Its Theo-political Status," A Unilingual Punjabi State and
the Sikh Unrest, p. 15.
•

r

r

6 The Sikh tradition associates the place with the UdHsls (itineraries) of Guru Nanak
Dev. Gian Singh Giani surmises the date of Guril Nanak's visit to the site as
1559 BK (AD 1502), see Tawlfnkh Guru KhTllsTl (1892), p. 343.

1. Guru Ram Das
(Reproduced from a Sikh painting;
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of Gum Angad (the second Guru of the Sikhs).' The pertinent local
tradition highlighting the magical pdWers of the \vater of the pond,
r

however, is the Story of Rajanl^ the daughter of Rai Dunl Chand, a
kardar (revenue collector) of Patti.^ It is narrated that her leprous
husband got cured of his disease after having taken a dip into the
pond.i^ Ram Das, later on the fourth Sikh Guru, who was at that
time somewhere near the place, heard of the episode and was so much
impressed with the beauty of the site that he decided to turn it into
a place of pilgrimage. Accordingly, he would visit that place
in company of a batch of Sikh sahgat from Goindwal on the first day
of each Indian solar month with a view to have a dip in the pond. This
was before he assumed pontificacy.^^ According to another version, the
place was discovered by him during one of the itineraries undertaken
by him in this region to find out a suitable site for establishing a new
Sikh centre.^2 He found the desired site in the jungle to the west of
the Sultanwind village.^^ While reconnoitring the place. Ram Das
declared to the sahgat accompanying him that they were at a place
which promised to be a big centre of pilgrimage, and which, he
envisaged, would harbour a society at once liberated and emancipated.
He hoped that the sun o^ dhanna (righteousness) would rise from that
centre. Thereafter he sent for the people of the nearby villages and
ordered them to dig a tank.^^ Of these versions, Guru Ram Das' visit
to the site seems to be the only plausible account. Early lifehistory of Guru Ram Das tells us that he often moved about the place
in connection with his business from Basarke ^District Amritsar) to the
adjoining areas and back. He, no doubt, discovered the site during one
of his such visits.
Idea
The idea of establishing a place of pilgrimage, it is said, was
conceived by Guru Amar Das. The predominant factor which motivated
the Guru to cherish the idea was to continue the tradition of
7 BansHvali-n^ma, p. 23.
8 The earliest reference to a part of the stoiy, i. e. the miraculous properties of the
water of the pond, is to be found in a symbolic form in the bUni of Guru Ram
Das, See Guru Granth Sahib, p. 398.
9 Gian Singh Gianr, Panth PrakUsh, p. 111.
10 The earliest reference to this popular folktale is to be met in Kankan, a court
poet of GurO Gobind Singh, vide. Das Guru Katha (1707), p. 21. The later Sikh
chroniclers have followed the,story with still more details.
' '
11 BansavaU'riamHj p. 34.
12 Mahim'n Prak'nsh, pp. 289-91.
•
- '13 Ibid, p. 291.
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founding new places for Sikh congregations, as done by his
predecessors.^^ The life-history of Guru Aniar Das tells us that by that
time, the construction of the baidl at Goindwal was almost complete.
So, the Guru who had enough resources to meet the expenses, thought
of another project of a similar nature. According to Bhai Santokh
Singh of the Silraj Prakash fame, the Guru had a huge income from
revenue collected from fiefs in the pargana of Jhabal granted to him
by Emperor Akbar.^® Since the authenticity of the land grant made
by Emperor Akbar to the Guru is yet to be established, this version
cannot be accepted readily. Another version, found in the Sikh chronicles traces the genesis of the idea of founding the city of Amritsar, to
the thought harboured by Guru Amar Das to provide a separate abode
for Ram Das, his son-in-law and successor. This was to avoid all possibilities of a clash between his descendants and the successor. Guru
Amar Das thought it fit that his children should stay at Goindwal and
Ram Das should settle at aplace^^remote from them. Accordingly, Guru
Amar Das instructed Ram Das to choose a place for himself and
develop it into a Sikh centre.^^ Although we do not come across any
open conflict between Guru Ram Das and the direct descendants of his
predecessor, the above consideration seems to have carried weight. The
findings of modern Sikh historians, Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, hold
that after his succession to the gurgaddi^ Guru Ram Das shifted to the
new site as a precuationary measure to avoid conflict with the direct
descendants of Guru Amar Das.^^
Acquisition of the Land
As planned the new Sikh centre came up on the land lying between
the villages of Sultanwind, Tung- Gumtala and Gilwali. All of them, at
that time, formed part of the Jhabal pargana. The acquisition of land
by the Sikh Gurus has been described differently by different writers of
Sikh history. According to an old Sikh tradition, the land was presented by Emperor Akbar to Guru Amar Das as a token of his gratitude
for having blessed him with the conquest of the Fort of Chittor. This
»4 Ibid., pp. 291-92,
»5 Sri Giiv PvatUp Suraj Granth (AD 1840j, Vol. V, p. 1684.
16 Ibid.

17 Ibid., p. 1687.
'S Ibid., p. 1688. The author narrates that [Guru] Ram Das was advised to found
this centre on the land in the pargana of Jhabal granted by Emperor Akbar.
Guru Amar Das also directed Ram Das to develop the village step by step and
make it his permanent home.
»9 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 25.
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gift was made when the Emperor visited Goindwal on his way to
Lahore.-*^ At first, the Guru refused to accept the grant. Occupied as
he was in saintly pursuits, he showed his inability to gei involved in
mundane affairs. But the Emperor was keen to make the gift. He
requested the Guru to accept the land for the benefit of the sahgat. The
Emperor gave the Guru even option to select the site.-^ The Guru
accepted his offer. Thereupon Emperor Akbar, granted him a^patta
conceding the grant of yag/r comprising a number of villages^- in the
pargana of Jhabal. This was to be treated as Guru's personalyag^jr and
was to be directly under his control.^^ It is further narrated that Guru
Amar Das convened the sahgat, sent for Ram Das and transferred the
land to him. The people of the concerned villages, who had come to
Goindwal with offerings and to congratulate the Guru, on receiving the
land grant endorsed the Guru's decision. The Guru honoured them
by presenting them with turbans. Ram Das was introduced to them as
ura -* The responsibility for collecting and managing the
land revenue was entrusted to Baba Buddha.-^ The account mentions
neither the date on which the land was gifted nor gives the day when the
meeting was called. Later Sikh accounts are, however, dubious of the
above version. They assert that Guru Amar Das refused to accept the
land grant. On this Emperor Akbar offered to gift the villages to the
Guru's daughter (Bibl Bhani), which was readily agreed to. The possibility of the land grant having been made by Emperor Akbar (who
cherished great respect for saints) to the Sikh Guru, cannot be ruled
out. There is, however, no document to support or reject the tradition positively.
According to a later Sikh tradition, the land on the site was given
to Guru Ram Das by the zamindars of the village of Sultanwind.-^
The Sikh version of the grant of the site for Sri Harimandir by
Emperor Akbar to the Sikh Guru, as we have seen, cannot be supported
by any historical evidence. Yet it finds a mention in the Amritsar
District Gazetteer. There is, however, one variation. Whereas the Sikh
sources name Guru Amar Das as the recipient of the land grant, the
20 Sohan Kavr, GiirbilTis PTitshalu ChhevJn (1718), p. 22; Sec also Sn Guv PvatTip
Suroj Granthj^. 1681.
-21 Sn Gur Pratap Suraj Grant/i, p. 1682.
22 According to Sohan, the author of Gurbil^s Paishalu Chhcvui, this land grant
consisted of 84 villages, vide p. 22 of the above cited work,
23 5/-/ Gur PratUp Suraj Granfh, p. 1682.
2^ Ibid., p. 1683.
25 Sn Cur PratUp Suraj Granth, p. 1682.
26 Gian Singh Gianl, TawUrlkh Guru KhUlsIi, p. 343.
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Gazetteer makes the offer straight to Guru Ram Das by Emperor Akbar
in 1577.-' Still, at another place, we have in the same Gazetteer : *'In
1577 he (Ram Das) obtained a grant of site together with 500 bighas
of land from Emperor Akbar, on payment of Rs, 700/- to the zamindars
of Tung, who owned the land."-^ The revised edition of the Gazetteer
(1947) modifies" the earlier statement by recording '*that the site was
permanently occupied by the fourth Guru, Ram Das, who in 1577
obtained the land in the neighbourhood/'^^ In the same edition we
have, yet in another statement : ''. . . Ram Das, the fourth Gum who
obtained from the Emperor Akbar the grant of a piece of land where
now stands the city of Amritsar.'*^^
The first version recorded in the Gazetteer regarding the purchase
of the land by Guru Ram Das on paying Rs. 700/-is in keeping with
the tradition of the Sikh Gurus who never took any land gratis from
any ruler at any time. But the difficulty in accepting the historicity of
the information recorded in the Amritsar District Gazetteer is that there
is no documentary evidence to show that the Temple was founded on
the land granted by Emperor Akbar. Even Abul Fazl, the court historian of Emperor Akbar, is silent on the point.^^ Besides, a comparative
study of the statements in various editions of the Gazetteer, shows that
the information contained in them is self-contradictory. The Gazetteer
records not one but various versions at different places. The obvious
inference is that the site for the tank and the Temple was acquired first
and thereafter the grant of the land was obtained from Emperor Akbar.
Another explanation worthy of some credence, is that the site formed a
shamlat (common land) between the villages of Sultanwind, Tung^
Gumtala and Gilwall.^- It was acquired by the Guru first, and later on
payment was made to the zawindars and, very likely, a deed endorsing
the transaction from the State was also procured. Whether the land was
granted by Emperor Akbar or it was acquired by the Guru before the
grant was actually obtained or, still, was purchased by the Guru from the
zamindars of Tung at the instance of Emperor Akbar, or, alternatively, was
presented by the residents of Sultanwind out of reverence for the Guru
ire versions, each one of which is based on tradition, there being no
^

'
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27 Amritsar District Gazetteer, (ed. H.D. Craik), 1914, p. 1.
28 Ibid., p 13. See also the revised edition (1976), ed. by Barkat Rai Chopra,
Revenue Department, Punjab, Chandigarh, p. 27.
29 Amritsar District Gazetteer, (ed. A. Macfarquhai), 1947, p. 1.
^0 Ibid., p. 20.
31 SQQ AkbarnHmTi {3 vols.), tr. by Bevereidge, H., (first pub. 1902), first Indian
reprint, (Rare Books), New Delhi, 1972-73.
n SrJ Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, p. 16^9, - '
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contemporary or near-contemporary record or document bearing
testimony to them. Whatever the source of the manner of acquisition,
it is certain that the selection of the site was planned and not accidental;
it was the choice of the Gurus themselves. It was clear that the land of
the Harimandir was revenue-free. The land settlement records of
Amritsar made by the British rulers in 1865 note Hhe land of Darbar
Sahib of Guru Ram Das as revenue-free grant.' (see Appendix I), Even
the original name of the city, Chak Guru or Guru Ka Chak, bears testimony to the nature of the land as revenue-free.^^ The conclusion, therefore, cannot escape that the Chak had, at some time, obtained exemption
from the payment of land revenue from Emperor Akbar whose policy of
granting )ra(//(religious properties) even to the people of non-Muslim
faiths, is well-known.^*
Programme

Though mooted by Guru Amar Das, the execution of the project
was left to Ram Das. Arrangements and control of funds for the
purpose were entrusted to Baba Buddha. A number of intelligent,
experienced, devoted and elderly Sikhs were instructed to join Ram Das
in accomplishing the task.^^
F

Execution of the Plan

Ram Das took the party to the site.^^ The inauguration of the
work was made in the traditional Indian style.^^ Paid labourers were
engaged. The visiting Sikh devotees were exhorted to lend a helping hand.
Before regular excavation work of the tank (later on named'Santokhsar'),^® started, the boundary line of the new settlement was marked and
33 It appears from the history of Amritsar that the nature of relationship between
the Sikhs and the Mughal state directly or indirectly, affected the status of Amritsar
(the Temple land) with regard to the revenue tax from time to time. Probably, when
the relations were cordial, the tax was exempted and when they became strained,
the concession was withdrawn. But the subject needs a thorough investigation before
rea:hing a definite conclusion. After the establishment of the Sikh rule, the juisls
renewed the mu"Ufi (exemption) which was continued by Maharaja Ranjit Singh
aft^r his conquest of Amritsar in AD 1805. The same policy was followed by the
British.
34 V. N- Datta, Amritsar Past and Presenty p. 4.
35 Sri Gur PratUp Suraj Grauth, p . 1689.
36 Bhar Gurdas, Vnr^h, ed. Bhal Vlr Singh, p. 42.
37 Sri Gur PratUp Suraj Granth, p. 1689.
38 The first tank at the site started by Ram Das but left mcomplete, was later on
conrstuctcd in AD 1584 by Guru Arjan Dev. It took its name from one of Guru
Arjan's devotees, Bhal Santokha of Peshawar, vide Gian Singh GianT, Panth PrakTtsh

p.m.
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it was named Chak Guru or simply the Chak. Later on it began to
be called, variously, as Guru Ka Chak, Chak Guru Ram Das, or Ram
Das Pura. Opinions regarding the date of founding of the settlement
vary. The different versions recorded in Sikh chronicles give dates
varying from 1621—1629 BK (AD 1564—1572).39 While there is no
unanimity on the question of the year, Har Vadi 13 is commonly
accepted as the correct date. The Chak was probably founded in
1630 BK (AD 1573). Kilns were laid a n d a n u m b e r of hutments were
built/*' The Guru also took abode in a hut near the site (later named
Guru Ke Mahal). When a portion of the project was completed, Ram
Das went to Goindwal to pay his homage to Guru Amar Das and report
the progress to him. This time, Guru Amar Das instructed Ram Das
to dig another tank at a lower level near the site of the tank that was
already under construction.*^ On his return to the Chak, Ram Das made
a search for ihtberi (the jubjub tree), the covered site for the second
tank as instructed by Guru Amar Das. The site having been selected
the construction of the second tank (later on named Amrit Sarowar)
commenced under the personal supervision of Ram Das assisted by
Baba Buddha.*- According to Gian Singh Giani (Tawarikh Guru Khaha,
p. 344), the digging of the tank commenced on 7 Kartik 1630 BK,
(6 November 1573). A large number of labourers were engaged. Many
Sikh devotees came to the Chak to participate in the work of the
digging of the tank.^^ The digging continued for many months. Simultaneously with the construction of the tank, every care was taken to
develop the Chak also. A large number of traders and businessmen
from the neighbouring areas were induced to settle in the new
township.^^ In due course a market, called Gum Ka Bazar, also sprang
up there.^^ Some welJs were dug for supplying drinking water. A
(bankers) and banjaras (traders) found their way
-^f^
to the town.^^ A considerable number of the disciples of the Guru
shifted to the site. Whe
in full swin^,
39 Sec Gian Singh Gianl, Tawarikh Guru Khllsa (Punjabi) p. 5.
40 BafisTivaU'UTimliy p. 39; Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, p. 1689.
41 Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, p. 1691.
42 Ibid., 1692.
43 Ibid.
44 According to Gian Singh Gianl, people hailing from fifty two caste-groups oi"
Pattr. Kasur and Kalanaur were invited to settle there through Bhal Lalo, Chander
Bhan, Roop Ram, Guria, Gurdas and Udhani, etc. See Tawankh Guru KJialsa.
p. 344, and Tawarikh Amritsar (Punjabi), by the same author, p. 7.
45 This market is still the busiest commercial centre of the city.
46 Das Gur KathH, p. 19.

2. Dukh Bhanjan Ber, in the background is the Amrit Sarowar
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Ram Das was forced to rush to Goindwal at the call of the dying Gum
Amar Das.*' The work, halted for some time. It was resumed on
Ram Das' return to the place. He had, by the time, been raised to the
pontificate (AD 1574). The construction work of the two tanks got
completed in 1634 BK (AD 1577).^^ The significant point to be noted
here is that the descendants of the late Guru Amar Das did not put any
obstacle in the way of Guru Ram Das. On the other hand, some
members from the family of the late Guru Amar Das came all the way
long from Goindwal to participate in the digging operation.^^ On the
completion of the project, the Guru called the local khatris (business
community) and told them to take charge of the holy place. But they
pleaded their inability to perform religious duties in a befitting way
and requested the Gum to engage some Brahmins and y^^/r^-(mendicants)
for the purpose. The khatns, however, sought blessings of the Guru
in their A:/r/(profession).^^ With the encouragement of the Gum, the
khatns established a new market, called Chowk Passiafi- The new tank
came to be known as 'Ramsar' or 'Amritsar'.^^
I

The Gum and his disciples were overjoyed to see the tank come
up, Guru Ram Das composed beautiful verses to glorify the occasion
enjoining upon his followers to bathe in the holy tank and meditate
there on Han Nam (the name of God). The Gum assured his Sikhs
that whosoever followed his injunction, his sins would be washed away
and he would be blessed spiritually.^^ In course of time this centre
built up such a reputation that Samp Das Bhalla was moved to sing :
'Here is a town where no person other than a bhakta dwells; no one
resorts to guile and deceit; the place resounds with echos of soul
stirring kirtan and it abounds in thrills of meditation; besides, it provides the ecstasy of the sight of a heart-soothing saintly figure.^^
Soon after the town got a footing, it became a centre of Gum
Ram Das' missionary activities and the headquarters of the Sikhs.

/

47 Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, p . 1692.
48 BansHvali-rtUrnU, p . 40, This date has been accepted by the Punjab historian
Ganesh D a s Badehra in this account Chalinr-Bagh-i-Punjab
(1912 BK, A D 1855j.
See Extracts in Punjabi ed. J.S. Grewal and Indu Banga, tr. Amarvant Singh and
Mohanjeet, p . 128.
49 Sri Giir Pratap Suraj Granth, p . 1694.
50 Bans'Uvali'nllma, p . 40.
51 /6/W. It is evident from the history of Amritsar that from its very inception, the
city of Amritsar got identified with Amrit Sarowar (The Holy Tank) and
Harimandir (The Temple of God).
52 See, Guru G r a n t h Sahib pp. 305-06.
53 Mahinm Parkash. D. 293.
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Pucca Construction of the tank
The Sarowar continued to be kucca till Guru Arjan Dev ascended the
giirgaddi (AD 1581). At his behest the tank was made piicca and the
stairs on all the four sides were lined with bricks,^* The bottom of the
tank, however, remained kucca^^^ The Gurti sent hukamnamas (epistles)
to his masahds (agents) in various parts of the country asking them to
offer their services for constructing the tank. The masahds came alongwith the sahgat of their respective parganas and stayed at the site for a
number of days.^^ Sikhs of all shades showed a great enthusiasm for the
work. Hundreds of volunteers, masons and labourers came forward
and offered free service,^"^ Provisions for Guru ka Lahgar (free kitchen)
poured in from all sides, day in and day out. The construction of the
tank was soon complete. The successful completion of the project was
attributed to heavenly blessings. Guru Arjan commemorated the
occasion with following hymn :
came

<£

F

task of the saints;
Yea, He Himself hath come to do the work.
And, now blessed is the earth, the Tank and
the nectar with which it is filled.
Perfect is the blessing of God, and all our
wishes are fulfilled.
And our victory resounds through the universe,
and all our woes are past.
Eternal is our perfect Lord, the Purusha,
whose praises the Vedas and the purahas sing.
And Nanak contemplates the Lord's Name :
Thus doth God manifest His Innate Nature."
Guru Granth Sahib, (tr- Gopal Singh), p. 782.
y

Planning of the Temple
While the tank was under construction. Guru Arjan conceived the
idea of building a temple in the midst of the holy tank.^^ The Guru
consulted Baba Buddha on the point who apparently approved of the
idea- The plan was soon finalised whereafter it gained increasing
importance every day.
54 Macauliffe, M.A., The Sikh Religion, Vol. Ill, p. 4.
55 For the special features of the architecture of the tank see Infra, chapter VL
56 Sri Gur Part'5p Suraj Granth, pp. 1806-07; also TawUnkh Guru ^msTi, p. 363.
57 Mahimn Park^sK P- 316; Sn Gur PartTtp Suraj Granth, p. 1855; TawTlnkhGurU
Khms^, p. 362.
58 Sn Gur PartUp Suraj Granth, p. 1855.

r
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3. Guru Arjan Dev
(Reproduced from an old Sikh painting)

J
^

4. Baba Buddha
(Reproduced from a Sikh painting)
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Stories regarding the preparation of the design of the Harimandir
are met in Sikh chronicles. The purport of these stories is that the
Temple was designed by Guru Arjan himself. ^^ The object of Guru
Arjan in planning the structure of the Harimandir in the midst of the
Amrit Sarowar was to combine spiritual and temporal aspects and to
represent a new synthesis of the Indian thought. Prominent Sikhs and
devotees of the Guru were delighted to know the plan.^*^
Execution of the Temple Project
F

The plan was executed under the direct control and supervision of
Guru Arjan, assisted by Baba Buddha, Bhai Gurdas and other prominen*
Sikhs available on the site. Many masons were hired for the purpose.^^
The Guru appointed some of his trustworthy lieutenants, such as
Bhai Salo, Bhai Bhagtu, BhalPiara, Bhal Bahlo and Kalyana, to
superintend the construction work and procure the building-material/Brick-laying was entrusted to Bhai Bahlo who was expert in this art,*^
r

Foundation of the Temple

According to the earliest Sikh tradition, the foundation-stone of
the Harimandir was laid by Guru Arjan himself.®^ A mason, so goes
(foundation
this, the Guru prophesised that the foundation would be laid again in
the near future.®^ This version of Bhai Santokh Singh is carried by
almost all subsequent Sikh sources right up to the twentieth century.
Gian Singh Giani has thought it fit to add to the version the fact that
the foundation of the temple was laid by Guru Arjan on Kartik Sudj
5, 1645 BK (AD 1588).«« The renowned English scholar, M.A.
Macauliffe, who sought help from Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha for
collecting data for his book. The Sikh Religion, records that Guru
Arjan laid the foundation of the Harimandir on 1st Magh, 1645 BK
(AD 1589)/* The same date is to be found in the Mahankosh of Kahan
Singh Nabha/^
Two Modern Sikh historians, Teja Singh and
59 Gian Singh GianI, TawWikh GuidwariTln., p. 61.
60 Sri Gur Piatap SuraJ Cranth, p. 1855.
61 Ibid.

62 Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Vol. Ill, pp. 3-4.
63 Ibid., p. S.
64 Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, p. 1856,
65 This part of the tradition seems to be apocryphal; it is found in the Sikh
chronicles written after the reconstruction of the Harimandir in AD 1764.
66 Gian Singh GianI, Tawmukh GurU Khalsa, p. 365.
67 Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Vol. HI, p. 10.
68 MahWikosh, p. 57.
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Ganda Singh, accept this version.®^ The later Sikh tradition, however,
persists in believing that the foundation of the Temple was laid by the
Muslim Saint, Mir Mohammad (AD 1550-1635) popularly known as
Hazrat Mian Mir of Lahore, on a request from
from Guru Arjan"^*^, the year
being the same.*^^ The first recorded reference to this version is to be
met in The Punjab Notes and Queries. It records that "The foundationstone of the Harimandir was laid by Mian Mir... between whom and
Guru Ram Das there existed a strong friendship."'^^ The contributor of
the entry, E. NichoU, (Secretary, Municipal Committee, Amritsar)
does not cite any authority ; he merely states the fact. Likewise, he
attributes the story relating to the mason's accidently displacing the
brick and the prophecy regarding the relaying of the foundation by
Mian Mir. It is a pity that this fact is not supported by any of the
earlier Sikh sources, nor by Persian chroniclers including biographers
of Saint Mian Mir. This tradition, however, got a strong footing in
the twentieth century Sikh literature and was adopted by both Indian
and European scholars writing on the subject. Soon, this version
gained currency. Even the Report issued by the Darbar Sahib Authority followed this version."^
The construction work at the Temple went on with great
enthusiasm. A large number of Sikhs participated in the work. They
took sera at the site as part of their daily work. This they rendered
with utmost devotion.^* They worked hard day and night. Some of the
very devoted Sikhs passed into legends and, today, proudly adorn
pages of Sikh history.*^^
69 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 28.
70 This saint was a celebrated Sufr divine of the Qadirl Order. He had established
his Khanqah in the area of Lahore Cantonment. See Muhammed Latif, Lahore,
its History Architectural Remains and Antiquities, p. 57. Mian Mir enjoyed
popularity both with the masses and the royalty of his times for his learning and
holiness. Among his celebrated followers was Prince Data Shikob who wrote a
booK on Mian Mir, entitled Sakinat-ul-Aulia. Hazrat Mian Mir, lived upto the
ripe age of 88 years and, although born in Sivastan (Central Asia), he made
Lahore his home. It is said that he spent about 60 years in this city. He died in
AD 1635. Sikh literature concerning Guru Arjan is rich with persistent tradition
that Guru Arjun had fraternal relations with him. But there is nothing to support
this version, in Persian sources.
71 Report Sri Darbar Sahib, pp. 8-972 The Punjab Notes and Queries {\U9'\%U),
Library, Amritsar), n.d, p. 141.
73 Report Sn Darbar Sahib, pp. 8-9-

Vol.1, Typed Copy (Sikh Reference

74 Sn Cur Pratap Sura] Granfh, p. 1859.

75 Many of the sakhis (stories) incorporated in Sikh'^h Dl Bhagat Mai (Bhal ManT
Singh), ^?alsa Samachar, Amritsar, (1950) revolved round this subject.

5. The Harimandir
(The Golden Temple—An aerial view)
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The construction work at the Temple went on incessantly with no
break or hindrance.'® Even as its construction was in the offing, the
news of a unique pilgrimage centre being set up by the Guru, spread
far and wide. The Sikhs began to visit Amritsar in large numbers.
The devotees contributed their mite from their earnings towards the
construction without any break. Collection of funds was also made
from the neighbouring hill states.'"^ Rich people sent in large donations.
As an instance, Santokh Singh, author of Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth
gives the names of two chaudans, Lai Dhillon and Lahgah, both of
Patti. Both the chaiidaris, not only offered hard cash but provided
labour also and took part in the seva themselves."^^ The masahds of
the nearby and far-off places also collected large sums for the purpose.
All the Sikhs engaged in collecting funds forthe work worked honestly.'*
No hindrance occurred during the time the construction was going on.
The tank and the Temple, when completed, presented a beautiful sight.
Guru Arjan composed the following hymn to commemmorate the
occasion and highlighted the unique virtues of the holy bath in the tank
and the blessings accruing from it :
' T h e Creator—Lord Himself, became my support
And so no harm came to me.
The Guru hath prefected my Ablution.
And contemplating the Lord, my sins have been washed off.
O Saints, beauteous is the tank of Ram Das ;
Yea, whosoever bathes in it, his whole progeny is blest.
He is acclaimed by the whole world,
And all the desires of his mind are fulfilled.
Bathing, his mind is in peace,
For, he contemplates God, his Lord.
He who bathes in this tank of the Saints
Receiveth the Supreme Bliss.
He dieth not, nor cometh, nor goeth;
(For) he dwelleth only upon the Lord*s Name.
He alone knoweth this wisdom of the Lord
Whom the Lord blesseth with mercy.
Nanak seeks the refuge of God, the Lord,
5?
And all his woes and cares are past.
Guru Granth Sahib, p. 623.
76 Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, p. 1865.
77 Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Vol. Til, p. 8.
78 Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Granth, p. 1863.
79 /Z>/^., pp. 1863 and 1869.
r
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The construction of the Temple witnessed scenes of unique voluntary services oiFered by the Sikhs. Their selfless, sincere and hard
labour was duly acknowledged by the Guru. All the Sikhs participating
in the seva were adequately rewarded with moaey or blessings
{bakhshishV^
Simultaneously with the construction of the Temple, plans were
made to expand and develop the town. New markets were opened and
trade was encouraged. In due courses, people from different walks of
life, as also from different caste-groups, settled there.^^ They
were encouraged to make it their permanent home. This saw the city
grow in population in no time. The inhabitants and traders of Lahore,
however, could not reconcile with the rapid growth of the town. They
ridiculed the planning of a city around a big tank in a low-lying area,
and feared loss of property and their ware during the rainy season.
Their forebodings alarmed the business community at Amritsar. They
approached the Guru and expressed their fears and discussed the
matter .with him. The Guru assured them that there was no danger to
their life or property. On the contrary he prophesied a bright future
for them and the town,^^ We have in the holy scripture a hymn by
Guru Arjan, embodying his vision of the town :
Eternal is this city of my Guru my God.
Contemplating (herein) the Name, I have attained BUss
And have attained all the fruits that my mind desired;
Yes, the Creator Himself has established it.
Tm blest with gladness and all my kindred and followers are happy,
And they all sing the praises of the Perfect^Lord
and all their affairs are adjusted.
Our Lord, God Himself, is our Refuge ;
Himself is He our Father and Mother,
Sayeth Nanak : "Vm sacrifice unto the
True Guru who hath blest this city.
-Guru Granth Sahib, p. 783.
With the coming up of the Harimandir. Amritsar attained the
status of a great holy place. Its praise spread far and wide. The local
Sikhs visitea the temple daily; the Sikhs of the nearby areas also
frequented it on various occasions, w^hereas Sikhs from distant places
visited it twice a year i.e. on Dlwall and Baisakhi.^^
80 Ibid.,pA869.
81 Ibid., p. 1860.
82 Ibid, pp. 1860-62

83 Ibid., p. mo.
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The next remarkable development connected with the Harlmandir
was the compilation of the sacred writings of the Sikhs, While the
Gura was on tour planning Sikh centres in the nearby areas or
inspecting their working it was reported to him that his elder brother
Prithi Chand was distorting the Guru's bani and attributing some of
the Guru's compositions to himself to gain popularity amongst the
Sikhs. Guru Arjan Dev took a serious view of this lapse on the part
of Prithi Chand. He immediately abandoned his tour and returned to
Amritsar,^^ He resolved to collect the authentic Z?a«z of his predecessors and prepare an anthology of the sacred writings for use by the
Sikhs. He collected genuine banl of the first four Sikh Gurus. To their
bam he added his own compositions and also selections from the
writings of some Hindu bhaktas and a few Muslim saints. The criterion
r

laid down for the inclusion of hymns in the Sikh scripture was the
Unity of God and the brotherhood of man. The hymns selected finally
for the purpose were dictated by the Guru to Bhai Gurdas. This went
on by the side of Ramsar, a quiet and beautiful place, away from the
hustle and bustle of the town. When Guru Arjan was busy compiling
the holy Granth, it was reported to Emperor Akbar by a faction
enimical to the Guru (the Prithi Chand's group) that the book of the
Sikhs, under preparation, contained verses derogatory to the Muslim
Prophet and the Hindu gods. The Emperor paid a visit to the Guru
at Goindwal on his way to the Deccan. This was towards the end of
AD 1598. He asked the Guru to show him the sacred scripture.^^ He
selected a few hymns at random which were read out to him. He was
pleased to hear them. The Emperor appreciated the quality of the
hymns and in recognition of this he remitted the annual revenue of
the zamindars of the pargana, who were hard pressed by a considerable fall in the price of the grain that had occurred due to the departure
of the royal camp from Lahore to the Deccan.^® This concession from
4

r

84 Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs, VoLT, Ox.Uni. Press, Bombay,1977.p.5885 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 33.
86 Sujan Rai Bhandarl," the author of KhuMsat-iit-Tawankh, a Persian account of
the late seventeenth century, writes that when Akbar visited the centre of Guru's
activities i. e. Goindwal, h5 was pleased to hear the holy scripture of the Sikhs.
The Guru welcomed the Emperor and requested him that, owing to the encampment of the royal troops at Lahore, corn had become very dear, resulting in an
increase in the revenue of the local parganas. Now that the troops had moved out
and the price of the corn had fallen low, it was difficult for the ryots (cultivators)
to pay their rent according to the enhanced rate. The Emperor acceded to the
request of the Guru and made remission of one-sixth of the total revenue. The
Emperor issued orders to his officers strictly to adhere to this instruction and
charge only 5/6th of the revenue and deal with the cultivators sympathetically.
Khulas^t-ut'Tawarikh (Punjab) tr., Ranjit Singh Gill, p. 496.
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the Emperor gained for the Guru immense popularity amongst the
Jats and the zamlndars of the area. The peasants flocked to the Guru
in ever increasing numbers. The influx of the visitors not only contributed to the fame of the Guru but also strengthened his estabHshment
and increased his income. The holy scripture compiled by the Guru
won the title of the Adi-Granth. As there was no binder at Amritsar at
that time, the manuscript was sent to Lahore for binding per Bhal
Banno.^*^ The Adi-Granth was formally installed in the Harimandir on
Bhadon Sudi Ekam, Samat 1661 BK (August 1604).»8 B^^r^ Buddha was
appointed the first granthi (head priest) of the Temple. From that day
onwards regular worship, kjrtan and other religious services began to
be held at the shrine. Soon, the Harimandir acquired the pride of
place amongst Sikh shrines. It became a spot of unparalleled beauty
and glory. Guru Arjan commemorated the achievement thus :
''I have seen all places; but there is none
other like thee.
For thou wert established by the Creator—Lord
Himself, who blest thee with Glory.
Ramdaspur is thickly populated, unparalled and
supremely beauteous.
Whosoever
his sins are off*.
Guru Granth Sahib, p. 1362.
The Harimandir was pulled down by the Afghan invaders thrice,^^
each time to be rebuilt with renewed energy. The last construction
came up during the period of the Sikh misJs (confederacies), AD 1765®*^
when its foundation was laid by Sardar Jassa Singh • Ahluwalia. This
was on 11 Baisakh, S. 1821 BK (AD I764).«i The construction, however,
could not be completed as per schedule on account of the Afghan
invasion in December 1764. After the departure of Ahmad Shah, the
Sikhs assembled at Amritsar and resumed the construction work. It
was carried out under the supervision of Des Raj as per plan through
the joint efforts of the Khalsa- The reconstruction of the Sarowar, the
87 Gurbilas PatshTiht Chhevln, p. 89. The version is also accepted by Gian Singh
Giant, See TawTlnkh Guru KhTtls'a, p. 396.
88 Ibicl\, also Report Sri DarbTirl Sahib, p. 9.
89 Ganp Singh, Ahmad Shah Dinrnnl, pp. 188, 282 and 289.
90 The common belief that the present complex of the Temple was built in April
1764 has been rejected, keeping in view the fact that the Temple was destroyed
by Ahmad Shah Durrani in December, 1764.
91 MaWUnkosh. D. 57.
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Temple, the bridge and the Darshani Darwaza came up by 1833 BK
(AD 1776),^- whereas construction of the parkarma (the circumambulatory path) and of small shrines around the tank was completed by
1841 BK(AD 1784) only.^^
The Harimandir got the name of Swaran Mandir (Golden Temple)
when its upper part was covered with gold plated copper sheets during
the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh.^^ Most of the architectural design
of the present building of the Harimandir was, however, completed
and decorated in the nineteenth century.

b

92 Gian Singh Gianr, Tawllnkh Amn'tsar,
93 Ibid.
94 Infra, Appendix II (ii).

p. 49

HISTORY
HARIMANDIR UNDER THE G U R D S (AD 1604-1651)
The early history of the Harimandir relates to its progress under GurQ
Arjan who looked after its construction, management and working
since its inception to the day he was martyred in 1606. During his hfe
time, as also long after him, it remained the nerve centre of the Sikh
Community. The events which followed, revolve round the tank and
the Temple and constitute an important chapter in the history of the
Sikhs. Simultaneously with the completion of the Harimandir, more
and more pucca houses were built around the Temple. The market
i.e. Guru Ka Bazar grew at a rapid pace and the city expanded in
commensurate with expectations held by its founders.^ The Guru
ordained his devotees to take their abode in the newly built tenements.
Bhai Bahlo assisted the Guru in executing the scheme.^ Consequently,
the area around the Temple became more populated. The Guru ordered
the Darshanl Darwaza to be built to ward off any danger to the
Temple from an intruder.^ A garden was planted near the Harimandir
which was later on called the Guru Ka Bagh.^ Some wells and bauljs
were constructed for supplying water to the pilgrims.^ Thousands of
Sikhs benefitted from the development of Ramdaspur. It became a
supreme place of pilgrimage.* The Guru himself took bath in the
holy tank early in the morning, paid homage at the Temple, walked
around it, held the darbar and received visitors."^ He made regular
J GmnSingh Giavn^ Taw'^rJkh Amritsar^ p. 8.
2 Macauliffe, The Sikh Religion, Vol. Ill, p. 20.
3 Gian Singh GianT, op, cit-j p. 8.
4 The ban/ of Guru Arjan Dev provides a clear reference to this garden. See Guru
Granth Sahib, p. 782.
5 See Das Gur Katha, p. 23.
6 Mahima PrakTish^ p. 320; Sri Gur Pratap Sliraj Granth, p. 1870.
7 The Guru used to sit and receive his disciples in regal state after the fashion of
ihe darbUr (court) of native princes. So he earned the txtlc oi SachU PatshUh (ThQ
True Kine^ and the Harimandir also came to be called DarbTir STIhibx
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arrangements for the recitation of the holy Granth, performing o^kirtan
and distribution of lahgar, and laid down rules for the guidance of his
devotees in matters pertaining to religion and ceremonial practices.^
The task of supervising the Harimandir occupied Guru Arjan
for a considerable time.^ He appointed his trust-worthy lieutenants i.e.
Baba Buddha, Bhai Salo, Bhai Bhagta, Bhal Phem and Bhai Kalyana,
to look after the various assignments made to them.^^ The funds for
construction and provision for the lahgar were collected from the Sikh
devotees. The masafids collected offerings for the Guru and faithfully
delivered them to him. The funds, thejagir and the property of the
Temple were all under the direct control of the Guru who spent it as
best as he could for the maintenance of the Temple, and for missionary
work. The income of the Temple comprising offerings in cash and kind,
as also arrangements for the community kitchen {Guru ka lahgar) were
under the charge of Prithi Chand, the elder brother of Guru Arjan.
The provisions and fuel for the lahgar were arranged through voluntary service. As the Guru himself was present at Amritsar, matters
regarding the mode of worship and rituals etc. were decided by him.
Diwans were held in the Harimandir both in the morning and the
evening, where the recitation of Gurbani or kirtan was a regular feature.
So long as Baba Buddha remained alive, he worked as the H^eLdGranthi
of the Harimandir. Because of his high status in the community, the
distinct privilege of applying tilak to the Sikh C urns
ion to gurgaddi rested with him.
The descendants of Baba Buddha continued to attend to religious
duties at Darbar Sahib, after his death,^i The services at the Temple
went on smoothly. Prithi Chand, who was in control of income and
expenditure of the Temple was not working honestly. Instead of
accounting for expenditure, he started embezzling offerings received
from the sahgat with the result that the Guru's lahgar practically
stopped functioning. There was scanty food to serve the sahgat. Even
that which was available was poor in quality. Food was served
to the people from the personal exchequer of the Guru.^'^ Prithi Chand's
misdeeds were soon exposed by Baba Buddha and Bhai Gurdas. The
8 Mahimn PrakTish, p. 319 and 363.
9 Sahib Singh, Jlwan BrWaht Guru Arjan Dev JL p. 27. Mr. Singh has calculated
the total period devoted by Guru Arjan to the construction work of the Temple
to be eight years.
10 Macauliflfe, The Sikh Religion, VoL III, p-2.
11 Report Sri DarbTir Sahiby p. 82.
12 Ibid., p. 83.
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Guru made an inquiry and found him guilty and incompetent. The
Gurn ordered his Sikhs to send their oflferings direct to him and made
satisfactory arrangements for running the community kitchen.^^
Guru Arjan reorganized the masahd system. The masahds proved
quite useful for collecting offerings from the devotees. These were
now remitted regularly to the headquarters at Amritsar and were
utilized gainfully in various development projects. The masahds rendered the account of their collections to the Guru annually on the eve
of Baisakhi. In this way a steady flow to the central exchequer at
Harimandir was assured for meeting various expenses.
Because of its distinct features, the Harimandir, in due course,
became the foremost pilgrimage centre in the area.^* The Guru himself
was highly respected for his sainthness and spiritual attainment. He
was *'a man of name and wealth, and his influence extended over
Hindus and Muslims to such an extent that he incurred the wrath of
Emperor Jahangir, who saw in him a man of dangerous ambitlon."^^
Jahanglr was not liberal in his religious outlook. He had, at the time
of coming to power, made a promise with his reactionary supporters
to uphold the cause of Islam.^^ The memoirs of the Emperor, Tuzuk-iJahangin speak in unequivocal terras of Jahangir's prejudice against
the popularity of the Sikh movement and Guru Arjan,^^ But the
Emperor refrained from launching wholesale persecution of the
Sikhs and did not destroy the Harimandir, the central shrine of the
community, though he ordered execution of the Guru with torture.
This came on 30th May, 1606.
•

^

13 This action of the GurO was highly resented by Prithl Chand. He broke away
from the Guru and established an independent church like the Harimandir and its
tank at Hehar. But it so happened that no water could be retained in the tank there
and no Sikh devotee would pay a visit to that place except Prithl Chand's personal
sahgat The centre could not attract adequate popularity. (Sri Gur PratUp Suraj
Granth, pp, 1998-2002). Consequently, Prithl Chand transferred his centre to Amritsar.
The temple and the tank at Hehar remained neglected,
14 Saundha, Usfat Sri Amritsar Ji Ki, p. 331.
15 Amritsar District Gazetteer (ed. 1947), p. 21.
16 Sri Ram Sharma, Religious Policy of the Mughal Emperors, p. 7.
17 a) "So many of the simple-minded Hindus, nay, many foolish Muslims too, had
been fascinated by his way of teaching. He was noised about as a religious and
worldly leader. They called him Guru, and from all directions crowds of fools would
come to him and express great devotion to him. This busy traffic had been carried
on for tlu'ee or four generations. For years, the thought had been presenting itself to
my mind that either I should put an end to this false traffic or he should be brought
into the fold of Islam . . . "
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The tragic death of Guru Arjan gave a rude jolt to the affairs of the
Sikhs at Amritsar and proved to be a turning-point in the history of
the Punjab. The Sikh community got inflamed against the Mughal
rulers. A new development of far-reaching consequences took place
r

in the history of the Golden Temple during the subsequent period,
when the sixth Guru introduced some martial traits into the character of
the Sikh community. When Guru Arjan's heir and successor, Sri
Hargobind, took charge of the pontificacy, he wore two swords, one
symbolizing spiritual power and the other, the temporal authority. He
adopted regal paraphernalia and introduced martial traits in his doings
and make up. He issued hukmnamas to his followers and admonished
them to bring arms and horses in place of cash as offerings, in future.^^
He erected a meeting-place for the Sikhs across the Harimandir on a
platform much higher than the Temple, This was done in the same year
and was named the Akal Takht.^^ Henceforth, apart from praying and
preaching, congregations were held there to decide on questions affecting
the welfare of the community. The Guru held regular djwans at the
Akal Takht.^*^ This place soon came to be recognised as the highest seat
of spiritual and temporal authority amongst the Sikhs. It was from
this place that the affairs of the Sikh community, hereafter, began to
be administered. The Guru sat in the Akal Bufiga and administered
justice. His followers revered him as "the Saccha Pat shah'' (The True
King). He himself practised swordsmanship and spent his time in
"I fully knew his heresies, and I ordered that he should be brought into my
presence, that his houses and children be made over to Murtaza Khan, that his
property be confiscated and that he should be put to death with tortures."- Tiizuk-iJah^nglrly (tr. Rogers and Beveridged), Vol. I, pp. 72-73,
b) Soon after his accession to the throne, the Emperor found a chance to put an
end to the so-called false traffic of the Guru. It was reported to JahangTr that the
Guru had shown sympathy towards Prince Khjiisrau who had rebelled against his
father and sought help from the Guru during his flight. It is true that the Prince me*
the Guru and received his blessings like other visitors, but beyond this no assistance
was given to the rebel Prince, as the Guru had no intention to interfere in the
affairs of the State. But the friendly gesture of the Guru was misinterpreted and a
charge of treason was framed against him. The Guru was heavily fined but he would
neither admit the charge nor pay the fine, JahangTr ordered the Guru to be arrested.
No enquiry was made, and no trial was held. —Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A
Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 34.
[Note that the Guru was put to death under orders of the Emperor, is clearly
evident from the Emperor's own statement above—Authoress.]
»8 Gurbilns PHtshahl ChhevJh, p, 156.
19 Ibid., p. 151.
^0 /Z)A/.,p. 154.
w
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hunting. He raised an armed unit forming the troop of his bodyguards.
These were provided with horses and arms.^i c^re was taken to imbibe
in them the martial spirit by regular exercise, hunting expeditions and
symposia on warfare. The venue of the morning service was the
Harimandir, where, besides divine hymns, heroic ballads called vars,
were recited daily to the accompaniment of the dhadh. Some renowned
dhadis and rahabis were engaged for the purpose.^^ The Guru gave
sermons and led the congregations in prayers, too. In the afternoon,
physical feats were performed in the open in front of the Akal Takht,
Visitors were received and complaints were heard and redressed by
the Guru himself. *'The Sikhs were thus encouraged to have their
disputes decided amongst themselves . . ."^^ He fortified the defences of
the town by constructing a small fortress called Xohgarh (the castle o;f
steel) in 1667 BK/AD 1610. All these measures encouraged the Sikhs
who had become crest-fallen after Guru Arjan's martyrdom to take
interest in the affairs of the Temple anew.
At first, no notice was taken by the Mughal rulers of the changes
wrought about by Guru Hargobind in the Sikh organization and the
martial-like exercises practised at Amritsar. But, when the number of
the Gurus' armed band increased, the local officials got alarmed and
reported against the Guru to Emperor Jahanglr. He too got alarmed"
and he ordered the arrest of Guru Hargobind. The Sikh tradition tells
us that the State ordered the Guru to pay the fine of one lakh of
rupees imposed by him upon his father. The Guru expressed his
inability to comply with his order. Consequently, he was arrested.
The Guru was sent in prison to the Fort of Gwalior, where he.
remained confined for over a year.^* The services at the Harimandir
and the defence of the shrine were looked after by Baba Buddha and
BhaT Gurdas in the absence of the Gum. After his release. Guru
Hargobind ruturned to Amritsar and resumed his missionary work and
martial activities. The working of the Akal Takht was pushed forward
with greater enthusiasm. The return of the Guru was celebrated with
great rejoicing in the Harimandir on the Diwall day. Henceforth, the
celebration of the Diwall festival at Harimandir became a regular feature.
Tt is maintained by the Sikh chroniclers that Jahanglr did not disturb
the Guru any more after this and also tried to be friendly with him. A
story goes that the Emperor paid a visit to Amritsar as well and offered
w

2\ Jbid.,p. 153.
22 Ibid., p. 151.
23 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 40.
24 Forster, Journey, Vol. L p. 259.
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to complete the building of the Akal Takht.^s The Guru, however,
declined the offer saying, '*Let me and my Sikhs raise this throne of
God with the labours of our own bodies and with the contributions
from our own resources. I wish to make it a symbol of my Sikh's
service and sacrifice, and not a monument to a king's generosity."^^
As the Guru was left in peace, he engaged himself in consolidating his
hold on the Sikhs and their centres. The fortress of Lohgarh was
strengthened and the Sikh sahgat was encouraged to settle at Amritsar.
The Guru built Chaurasti Atari adjoining the Guru ka Bazar. Another
bazar was opened near the Lohgarh fort, A centre, called Guru Ka
Chowk, was established near the Akal Bufiga and armed guards were
posted there. A garden was laid out adjoining the Guru Ka Chowk. At
present, this garden is known as Akallan da Bagh. With a view to
stimulate martial traits in the Sikh sahgat, some dhadis (ballad-singers)
were engaged in the Akal Bufiga. The atmosphere of the Harimandir
always remained charged with the spirit of heroism so that Chak Guru
Ram Das was, to all intents and purposes, a chhaiini (camp or cantonment) of the brave Sikhs.^"^ After strengthening his hold on Amritsar
Guru Hargobind decided to move out of town and start preaching Guru
Nanak's mission in the adjoining areas. He kept his headquarters at
Amritsar to which he retreated often.
Emperor Jahangir died in 1627 and was succeeded by Shah Jahan who
was less liberal than his father and grandfather towards his non-Muslim
subjects. The Guru also could not live in peace. It so happened that
the Guru's men got embroiled with the Mughal guards at Gumtala,
in the neighbourhood of Amritsar, over a dispute arising from a
hunting expedition.-^ The skirmish led to the battle of Amritsar
(Monday, 17 Baisakh 1691 BK/AD 1634)2^
Although the Mughal troops had to return beaten up, the Guru
thought it advisable to leave Amritsar and retired to Jhabal, a nearby
village.^o After sometime, the Guru felt it prudent to shift his residence
from Amritsar to Kartarpur. The trouble with the Mughals, however.
25 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 41. (This
statement is entirely based on Sikh tradition and is not supported by any of the
contemporary Mughal historical accounts.)
26 jhid.

27 Sri Darbnr SWtib JI De Sankhep HUl, part III, p. 90.
28 GurbilUs Pntshnhi Chhevlh, p. 271.
2"^ Bhatt Vahi MultTini Sindhi, as quoted by Fauja Singh in ''Chronology of the
Battles of Guru Hixrgoh'md," Proceedings, Punjab History Conference, Sixth Session
(1971), p. 136.
30 Gurbims Pntshnhi Chhcvlh, p. 283.
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continued. Therefore, the Guru left even Kartarpur and shifted to
Kiratpur, a small town built by him at the foothills of the Himalayas.
The rest of the Guru's life was spent there in retreat and he could not
return to Amritsar. The Guru died on 3 March 1644 (Chet siidi 5,
1701 BK)3i.
No event of any historical import relating to the Harimandir took
place during the absence of the Guru. His successor. Guru Har Rai
(AD 1630-1661) visited Amritsar on a request from the sahgat, alongwith his family, on the eve of Diwali in 1708 BK (AD 1651).'^'- Hearing
the arrival of the Guru at Amritsar, the Sikh sahgat collected there
in large numbers. Soon a big lair was organised and the Guru stayed
there for well-nigh six months. There was a continuous influx of
pilgrims for the holy dip into the tank during the Gum's stay at
Amritsar.^^ We do not find any reference to Guru Har Rai's any other
visit to the Harimandir.
The eighth Guru, Har Krishan (AD 1656-64), had had no occasion
to visit Amritsar, for he died very young.
•

4

The Harimandir Under the Mims (AD 1651—99)
The absence of the Sikh Guros from Amritsar for a long period gave
ample opportunity to the masahds (agents of the Guru) to make
capital out of the situation and appropriate to themselves rights in the
managements of the Temple, as there was no check and supervision
from the central authority. Besides, some of the greedy and ambitious
mahahts and masahds had allied themselves with the descendants of
PrithlChand and had shifted their loyalty to this hostile camp. Subsequently, Sodhi Mihrban, son of Prithi Chahd established his hold
over the Harimandir.^* He was succeeded by his son, Sodhi Harjl on
Maghar sudj Pahchami, 1696 BK (18 January AD 1639).35 Sodhi Harjl
kept Harimandir under his personal supervision and appointed
masahds to look after routine services at the Temple. For the next 57
years, the Harimandir remained under the exclusive control of Sodhi
" d, an unsavoury incident took place at Amritsar
Master Guru Tegh Bahadur accompanied by Makhan
Shah Labana and a number of other Sikhs, arrived there on 22
31 K a r a m Singh, Giimpurb Nirnaya,
32 Tawarihk Guru Khals'S, p . 602,

p . 124.

33 Ibid.

34 S. S. Ashok, Soclhi Mihrban, p . 62.
35 Shahid Bilas (Bhai M a n ! Singh), p . 28.
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November, 1664.^^ At the time of the Guru's visit, Sodhl Harji was
the custodian of the Harimandir. His karindas (agents) closed the
doors of the Temple upon Guru Tegh Bahadur under orders from
him.3' This was out of rivalry or fear, lest the Temple should be
occupied by the Guru and his supporters. The Gura did not protest,
took bath in the holy tank and fixed his camp upon a raised platform
under the jujube tree behind the Akal Buhga, and waited for the
masahds to open the doors.^^ When the Guru found no change in the
attitude of the possessors of the Harimandir, he quit the place. On
his way back, the Guru halted at the village of Walla Verka outside
the city, where now stands Gurdwara Damdama Sahib in commemoration of his visit. According to a local tradition, the Guru uttered the
following curse before he left the place : ^^Amritsanye afidarsariye,''^^
meaning thereby that the ministrants of the Temple were rotten from
within. When the citizens of Amritsar came to know of this, they went
to the Guru to apologise for the misconduct of the priests and to seek
his forgiveness. It is stated that a large number of women of Amritsar
attended on the Guru and served him and his sahgat with food. The
Guru thereupon blessed the womenfolk of Amritsar saying: "Ma/an
Rabb Rajaiah'' which meant that the v/omenfolk of the town would
always be a repository of His benedictions.
According to the second version, no undesirable incident took place
at the time of the visit of the Guru, and Harji, son and successor of
Mihrban, welcomed the Gum and took him inside the Temple. This
version is based on evidence found in the Bhatt Vahi Tomar Bijlautoh
Ki and Sarup Singh Kaushish's Guru Kiah Sakhjah. This version is in
m

M\

Mahal
Guru
Arjan Ji kU, Parpota Guru Ram Das Ji ka, bans Bab'^ Thakar DTis Jl ki, Suraj bahsl
gotra So.ihi Khatri Kiratpur Rajn Kahlur sal satrU Sai ikis Mangsar kipuminiU ke dihu
Guru Chak Nijharala (Sic AjncilU) aye, gailo Guru Dwarka Das beta Guru ArjUni
Sahib Bhalla ka DiwHn Darg'nh Mai, beta Dwarka Das Chhibar ka, Makhan Shah
beta Dese Shan Peliya Bunj'Ura^ hor jaklr aye, Guru Ji ne Sri DarbUr Harmindar Ji ka
darshan p'Uye darshani deorhi Tlge ek ucche chabutra te '5ye asan I'Uya, Satgur k'3 UnTi
sun Guru HarJi bet's Guru Manohar DUs k'S, pof^ Guru Prithi Chandka^ bet's Kamal
Naih ko gail I aye darshan pane aye. Parspar charan bandan'U hui Guru Ji ek dihu
Guru Chak se niwHs kar g'Sm Waleverke aye'\ Bhatt Vahi MultUni Sindhi, Extracts
preserved with the Department of Guru NUnak Dev University, Amritsar.
w

37 This version is based on the authority of Bhal Santokh Singh, See Sri Gur
Pratap Suraj Granth, PP. 4051-55 (Vol. X).
38 A Gurdwara Thara Sahib or '*lbum Sahib" byname stands at present on
the site where the Guru stayed,
89 Sri Gur Pratap Suraj Grauth (Vol. X). p. 4057,
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sharp contrast to the earlier one. It is difficult to support any of these
two. The observation of Dr. Fauja Singh seems to be nearer the truth
that Harji was acting diplomatically. Out-wardly, he was showing good
will towards the Guru, while in his heart of hearts he nursed grudge
and malice. He, therefore, seems to have instructed his masahds secretly
not to allow Guru Tegh Bahadur to enter the Harimandir.*" The Guru
did not visit Amritsar again. He met his martyrdom on 11 November,
1675 at Delhi, and was succeeded by his only son, Gobind Rai. There
is no written account, whatsoever, of Guru Gobind Singh's any visit to
Amritsar. Probably, he did not visit central Punjab. The Harimandir,
thus, continued to be under the control of the Miinas (descendants of
Prithi Chand). But the death of Sodhi Harjl (20 Baisakh, vadl 11,1753
BK/17April, 1696) proved yet another turning-point in the history of
the Golden Temple.*^ Harjl's descendants could not compromise on
the issue of succession, with the result that the Mina sahgat got divided
among his three sons, namely :
i) Sodhi Niranjan Rai
ii) Sodhi Kanwal Nain (also known as Kaul Sahib)
iii) Sodhi Hari Gopal.*^
The lack of unity amongst the Mims weakened their hold over the
Harimandir. Consequently, the masahds engaged in the s>ervice of the
Temple became autonomous and began to assert their right over the
Temple income, and even extorted offerings from the pilgrims.
The Sikhs of Amritsar were deeply agitated over the deterioration
of the management of the Temple. Some local ?>ikh sahgats visited
Guru Gobind Singh at Anafidpur on the eve of Baisakhl that fell in
the year 1756 BK (30 March 1699) and broached that since the minas
had left the Harimandir, arrangements for its take over and management be immediately made.^^ Accordingly, Guru Gobind Singh deputed
Bhal Mani Singh*^ to take over charge of the Temple and the Akal
^0 b. tauja Singh and Gurbachan Singh Talib, GWT4 Tegh Bahadur : Martyr and
Teacher, p. 30.
41 Shahid Bilas (Bh ai Man! Singh) p. 28.
42 Ibid., p. 28.
43 Ibid,, p. 70.
44 Opinions vary on the identity of Bhal Manr Singh, the Head-granthI of the
Harimandir and the tenure of his appointment. He is differently identified with
Manr Singh Multanr, Manr Singh Kamboh, Mani Singh of Kanha Kachha and
Mani Singh (Dulat Jat). Sometime, it is asserted that two different persons
Mani Singh Multanl and Mani Singh Kamboh as their names served the Temple.
The third version combines these two persons into one and claims that Bhal
Manr Singh was a Dulat Jat. Actually, there was only one Man! Singh who served
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Takht. Five devoted Sikhs, viz. Bhupat Singh, Gulzar Singh, Koer Singh
Chandra, Dan Singh and Klrat Singh, were deputed to assist Bhal Mani
Singh. A copy of the sacred Granth was also given to them for installation in the Harimandir.
The Harimandir Under Guru Gobind Singh (AD 1699-1708)
r
W

On order from Guru Gobind Singh, Bhai Mani Singh and his party
reached Amritsar/^ The local Sikh sahgats extended full support to
Bhal Mani Singh. The holy Granth was re-installed in the Harimandir
on Jejh sudi chauth, S 1755 (AD 1699),^® All the traditional ceremonies
were duly observed. Bhai Mani Singh proved to be a successful organizer. The services at the Temple were resumed and made regular. Apart
from the routine prayers, hatha of Guru Granth by Bhai Mani Singh
on the style of Anandpur was made a daily feature. Special congregation (diwans) were also organized at the Akal Takht. Rules for the
Sikh code of conduct, prescribed by Guru Gobind Singh, were propagated and arrangements for giving pahul (baptism) to the Sikhs were
made.**^ As a result of Bhai Mani Singh's efforts a large number of
visitors, mostly hardy Jats of Majha, got converted to the Khalsa
Order during this period. This was a great contribution to the Sikh
cause made by Bhai Mani Singh. The number of Khalsa increased day
by day and the Minas' inJBuence receded very much. Ultimately, they
completely lost their hold over the Sikhs of Amritsar. Moreover, family
disputes and personal jealousies added fuel to the fire and it became
difficult for the rival Mina claimants to stay peacefully at Amritsar.
Consequently, they left the city and settled at different places in
Malwa.^^ With
Mina
Guru's hold over the Harimandir was fully established after a gap of
sixty years or so. Bhai Mani Singh continued to manage the Harimandir
and visited the Guru at Anandpur to pay his homage to him and report
the progress of his work.

Gum
Mani
the Harimandir from AD 1699-1734. HewasaPanwar Rajput of Alfpur (Multan).
See Introduction to Shahtd BWQs (Bhal Mani Singh). Bhal Mani Singh was appointed
twice the ^rflrn/A/of the Harimandir; first, by GurO Gobind Singh in AD 1699 and
then for the second time by Mata Sundrl in AD 1721. For early life of Bhai Mani
Singh, see Appendix III.
45 Shahhl BilTis (Bhal Mam Singh), p. 70.
47 Ibid., also PrUchin Panth PrakTish (ed. B h a l Vlr Singh) p. 40.
48 Ibid., p . 70.
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1700 and participated in the first battle of Anafidpur, alongwith his
two sons, Bachitra Singh and Udai Singh.*^ After the battle, Bhai
Manl Singh came back to Amritsar. The Guru was highly impressed
with the excellent management of the Temple and issued a Hiikmnama
in appreciation of his services. This was dated 1 Kartik, 1760 BK/
AD 1703.^^ Guru Gobind Singh had to leave Anandpur after a battle
fought there in AD 1704. He retired to the jungle tract of Malwa. As
soon as the news of the Guru's departure from Anandpur reached
Amritsar, Bhai Mani Singh, alongwith a few Sikhs, went to Malwa
and joined the Guru at Sabo Ki Talwandi. He remained there for
sometime and accompanied the Guru upto the town of Bagher on his
journey to the Deccan via Rajasthan (March 1707).^i The Guru asked
him to go back to Amritsar and look after the affairs of the Temple.
Accordingly, Bhai Manl Singh returned to Amritsar and consoled the
Sikh sahgats who were feeling highly depressed because of the departure of the Guru from the Punjab. He now took to narrating stories
from the lives of the Guru and got completely absorbed into the
of the Temple,52

aflfairs

Gurn Gobind Singh died on Kartik Sudi 5, 1765 BK (7 October 1708)
at Nander in the Deccan-^^ Personal guruship ceased after him. Just
before his death, he vested the Adi Granth with the guruship of the
Sikh community and made it a permanent institution. The authority
of the Harimandir now passed on the Holy Book as a true representative of the Sikh Guras.
45 Ibid,, p. 29.
50 The Hukmnania reads :

^§

Hf3mi m

Hi Hf3Ui3 H1 5r| W3\w fi I s'e't gfen im HI I ^igl § § fniw AI i gTsl
>Hfe^ frfui H) I ^^Ht Mng fm HI I §^^1 »\w\^^ fnuj fit i ^^fu^ n^^ ^^g
p

#fU H^t f W ^

^T^jgj^ HUH UyaiT 1 5Rt HU U5 ^UHEU yT^T^^e U I HHT §UU

R^3 '^:)^0 fH3l 5?35f <H

See photostat copy reproduced by G i a n i Garja Singh
(Bhai Manl Singh), p . 71.
51 /Z>/V/.,p. 72.
52 Ibid., p . 73.
53 Saina Pat, Gursoba, (ed. Shamsher Singh Ashok), p. 131.

(ed.), Shahld

^

BWQs
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Muffhal

Before
Madho
(renamed
pauhal)
of the Sikhs. Later developments under him had serious repercussions
on the Sikhs. The Mughal Government was alarmed at the increasing
power of the Sikhs and took a serious notice of the situation in the
Punjab. A strict eye was kept on their movement. Some of their
centres were destroyed, and others subjected to abject surveillance.
Under these circumstances, the Sikhs came into conflict with the State
on several occasions. One such occasion arose on the eve of Baisakhi
held in 1766 BK (29 March 1709). This was during the reign of Bahadur
Shah. An armed clash took place near the vicinity of Amritsar. The
episode flared up because of a petty local dispute arising out of the
refusal of a faction of the people inimical to the Khalsa, to sell
mulberry fruit to the Sikh pilgrims.^^ The feud took place in a fruitgarden that lay on the outskirts of the town. The garden belonged to
Ram Ji Mai, son of Chuhar Mai Ohri, a follower of the Mim sect
and a masahd oi Sodhi Niranjan Rai. The Sikhs were annoyed at their
refusal to sell the fruit to the pilgrims for they were ready to pay a
hfgher price even. In anger, they snatched a handful of fruit. The
matter was reported to the Lahore authorities by Ramji Mai who
himself went to Lahore to lodge a complaint against the Sikhs.^^
The Government took a serious notice of the incident and sent a
strong mihtary contingent to besiege Amritsar and punish the Sikhs.^^
The Sikh pilgrims who had gathered at Amritsar for the Baisakhi
festival, were plundered and harrased.^^ A police post was set up at
Amritsar and a strong mihtary detachment commanded by Aslam
X

54 This event has been reported by Kesar Singh C h h i b b a r (BansHYalimma,
p.
189), b u t he has not cared t o give details of the[fighting. The full details of the armed
conflict have, however, been given by D a r s h a n K a v l in his VTxr Amritsar Ki (ed.
G a n d a Singh), p . 8; see also Shahid Bilas ( B h a l M a n l Singh), p p . 73-80.
55 Darshan Kavl writes :
W^^T^

§f3

^f?5>HT

HUI

• •

cl^

»1H?5H tf^5 % »fHI

-^^T

^

w^

* « •

f n V H H I H^HI 11^311
Var Anirilsar Ki, p. 21,

^^ ^ ^ 1 ^ § ? l >HTfH UUl ??3Tet
H5T mfe^T ^f3>HT fny n t ui§ W^'] 11^:5:^11
57 Ibid.

—BmsavUnama. p. 189.
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K h a n , the Nazim of Lahore, was sent to suppress the Sikhs. Bhai
M a n i Singh tried to pacify the aggrieved parties vJid a p p r o a c h e d the

The
Sikhs
Mughals
had no option left but to fight. Bhai Manl Singli despatched hukmnamas to the nearby sahgats.^^ The Sikhs collected at Amritsar under
his leadership. Meanwhile, the forces of Aslam Khan were joined by
a contingent headed by two local functionaries of the Mughals,
namely Deva the chaudhan of the purgana of Patti and his Diwan,
Har Sahai-^* A fierce fight took place in a tract some three kos away from
the town, on 15 Baisakh 1766 BK (12 April 1709). By chance, the
Mughal besiegers were badly hit by lightning. The Sikhs made use of
this natural calamity to their advantage; attacked the enemy and
dispersed them. Recalling the desperate bid of the Mughals to hold on
till they were forced to give up, Kesar Singh Chibbar, a near contemporary Sikh chronicler, writes; "Harsa (Har Sahai) was killed,
Deva ran away, and Aslam fell back on Lahore.«" The Sikhs were
victorious and the holy shrine was saved.^^
With the decline of Banda's power and his escape from the Fort of
LohgarhinGurdaspur30Magharl767 BK, (30 November 1710)«2, the
Sikh hold on the Punjab weakened considerably. Emperor Bahadur
Shah sent a strong contingent to suppress the Sikhs. The retribution
was so severe that the very existence of the Sikhs was in jeopardy.
58 Shahid-Bilas, p. 76.
5' (a) >)fHSH y s VU¥'S' tffr>HT RH TTH'3 55'5l I
Vnr Amritsar Kf, p. 23.
(b) V?T W

Bqofl ^fi? »f'f5»fT I

^Tfs ^1?TS Uf^ HU'fe ^f3 »iTf5»fi I |:?3I1
-BTinsavalhiTima, p. 189.
60 BUnsvallnama, p. 190.
61 The victory of the Sikhs is confirmed by a news found in Va& Akhbars of the
reign of Emperor Bahadur Shah, forming part of the Jaipur collection of Akhbar-iDarbm-i-M'uim, 29 RabT-ul-Awwal 1122 Hijri (19 Jeth, 1767 BK/AD 1710), preserved
in the Rajasthan Archives. Bikaner, The news item was recorded on the day,
Emperor Bahadur Shah halted at the Mughal Camp stationed at Toda, Rajasthan,'
on his way back from the Deccan campaign. The news Tcoveys the following information : '*the village popularly known Guru Ka Chak,in the ta'aluka pargana of Pattl,
became the scene of a battle field. The Khalsa Sikhs were victorious. The contingent
sent from Lahore could not control them. They (the Sikhs) had extended their raids
even into the areas of Jullundur. Under such circumstances, Wazlr [Khan had sent
his forces. But even their commanders were killed.
Quoted by Giani Garja Singh, in his Introduction to Shahld BilZis
(Bhai Mani Singh) fn, p. 34.
62 Ibid., p. 35.
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Orders were issued for the wholesale extermination of the Sikhs. They
were declared ^'outlaws" to be given no shelter, but to be killed at sight
wherever found.^^ This drastic policy against the Sikhs was reinforced
vigorously by the succeeding Mughal Emperor, Farrukh Siyyar
(1713-1719) on his accession to the throne. As a result, the leader of
the Sikhs (Banda Singh) and his followers were captured and put
to the sword with utmost cruelty at Delhi (1716).^^ A number of
other prominent Sikhs were also hauled up, brought to Delhi and
executed mercilessly.^^
The Sikh community after the death of Banda Singh Bahadur witnessed a great persecution. The Sikh annals abound in harrowing tales
of the atrocities perpetrated on captives.^^ This forced the Sikhs to
leave their homes and take shelter in the inaccessible recesses of hills
and hideouts of nearby forests. Under the circumstances, the pilgrimage
to the Harimandir got very much curtailed. To come to Amritsar for a
holy dip was like wooing death. Many of the musaddis (service
personnel)at the Hari Mandir, left the place.^^ But Bhai Mani Singh
stuck to his post like, a true Sikh and braved the horrors of the
situation. An idea of the difficult times for the Sikhs, can be formed
from a letter written by Bhai Mani Singh to Mata Sundari, the widow
of Guru Gobind Singh who was at that time residing at Delhi.^^
63 The order of the Emperor Bahadur Shah, dated Shawwal 29, the 4th regal year
(1122 al-Hijri/lODeccmfcer 1710) from his camp in the neighbourhood of Lohgarh
•Mumalik

f,hujdars in the neighbourhood of Shahjahanabad to kill the worshippers ofNanak
(the Sikhs) wherever they were found. *'The entry reads : ''Nanak parastan r^ harja
kih biyabahd baqatal rasanahd^-^'' Akhbarat-i- Darbar-i-Mualla
quoted by
Ganda Singh in *'The Punjab News in the Akhbar-i-Mu'alla, Panjab Past and
Present, Vol. IV-ii, p. 227.

An edict was also issued by Emperor Farrukh Siyyar (1713-1719) directing his
officers that every Sikh falling into Iheir hands should, on refusal to embrace Islam,
be put to the sword (Forster, Journey, Vol. I,p. 312). This anti-Sikh policy of the
Mughals was continued by the subsequent Mughal emperors till the invasion of Nadir
Shah of Persia in 1739.
64 Wilson's Early Annals of the English in Bengal Vol.11, Part ii, pp. 96-98, vide
extracts reprinted in Early European Accounts of the Sikhs (ed. by Ganda Singh), p. 51.
65 Shalhd BilTis (Bhai Man! Singh), p. 81.
66 ^ ^ §y ^ y fnU HU HU^ ^ i\w\Tl 11
(The Sikhs suffered from lack,of clothing, starvation and tortures but did not
shirk death). Ratan Singh Bhangu, PrUchln Panth Prakash, p. 162,
67 Shahid Bilas (Bhai Man! Singh), pp. 35, 81.
63 The letter is dated 22 Baisakh. It does not carry the year of its compilation.
But from the contents it appears that it was written after the escape of Banda
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In these very trying days for the Sikhs, a redeeming factor made
its way in the history of the Golden Temple. The Udasis^^ took
possession of the sacred Temple. Due to their having not t&kenpaiihal
and in form being not markedly distinguishable, they proved to be
useful custodians of the Harimandir. They assisted Bhai ManI Singh
in the conduct of the affairs of the Temple whole heartedly.
Towards the end of the year 1711, the proprietary rights of Chak
Guru were conferred on Baba Ajit Singh, the adopted son of Mata
Sundarf" by the Mughal Emperor, Bahadur Shah. At that time, Bhal
Mani Singh appears to be on a visit to Delhi. He, it appears, was
directed to settle the affairs of the jagir, besides tending t o his Temple
duties. Bhai Mani Singh obeyed as ordered. He remained at the
Temple till Asuj, 1774 BK (Sept. 1717). Thereafter he left for Delhi.'i
Bahadur from Gurdaspur. The text of the letter is reproduced below :

feUH WQTS § RT^T H^IU ^Tg ^T wj5r fe5r»g't Ufe f^>y\^ 5 H>HH3 3 3 ?

R^ fRfe ^H U3 I UBT^IH fnfe ^f^
»i^H 5 ^ i fe^U fR^lif ^

t^U^Ua ^ '

^fu»fr

H^gul ^U^ § 3 I R^t ^5f f ^ BIH U5 I R^RUl

U 5 ^ ^ W U^R RH Ufe Ulfe>HT 5 i Q^lw R #^^ fR^Uf U^fe

I R fH^T »fR? iti

§^T^, ^R f?f^

^^T 5 fBf g^T g g ^ H ^ ^ ;Q§ ^igi

^|fe»iT y^U H tRT 5 I c^3 UREJU3 Hi 5^r fniii Rt H W^ U^S I UR URHV3 fUR
§RT el>HT I fHR § gUU^f g] d I feR R § f e

RT^UIT I HR3e1§ ^

fURT^ OT] EIM^

- S e e ShahidBims (Bhai Mani Singh), p. 96.
69 They connote the followers of the Sikh missionary order of ascetics,
established by Baba Sri Chand, the elder son;of Guru Nanak.
70 ThQj-agtr of the village of Chak Guru (the present city of Aniritsar) was granted
to AjIt Singh on the occasion of 1st day of Bahadur Shah's 6th regal year (1st of
Zil-Hijja, 1123, al-Hijri/30 December 1711)~Ganda Singh "The Punjab News
inTheAkhbar-i-Darbar-i-Mu'alla", Punjab Past and Present, Vol. II, October 1970,
p. 225. The grant OijUgir is also referred to by Ratan Singh Bhangu, Prachin Panth
Prakash, p. 214.
71 Tawm-ikh-i-Amritsar Ke Chanel Makhiz, p. 7.
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Bhai Man! Singh appointed an Udasi Sadhii, Gopal Das, popularly
kr.own as " G o d a r Takir", the grantin of the Harimandir, before he left
for Delhi.7Gopal Das worked enthusiastically for the progress of the Harimandir
and devoted himself whole heartedly to its affairs.^^ He laid out a
garden, on the site of which was built Akhara Santokh Das later on.
This was adjoining the Guru K a Bagh.*^^
By this time, the I^halsa got divided into two factions, viz. Tat Khalsa
(the adherents to the strict discipline of Guru Gobind Singh) and the
Bandais (the followers of Banda Bahadur). In spite of differences in
their ideals and practices^^ both the factions were united in their
opinion on affairs of the Harimandir till 1720. Thereafter the relations
between the Bandais and the Tat g h a l s a got strained. The Bandais had
already made themselves distinct by adopting a different garb^®
and by refusing to accept the authority of Guru Granth as the Guru
of the Sikhs. Now they, as the representatives of Banda Bahadur,
put forth their claim for the control of the Harimandir. They acclaimed
him as theii eleventh G u m .
The representatives of the Bandais would sit on the ground between
the Akal Takht and the Harimandir and greet the visitors with the
72 Ibid,, p. 3.
73 "^tt Report Sri Darblir Sahib, p- 19. However, in the subsequent period we see
a marked change in ihe character of Gopal Das UdasI an^l his attitude towards
the Temple.
74 BansavalinTlma, p. 183.
75 The Bandars were strictly vegetarians. The different food habits of the Bandais
were due to their leader Banda Bahadur who himself was a strict vegetarian and
prohibited the use of all sorts of intoxicants and of flesh by his disciples (ses the
hukmnama of Banda Singh Bahadur addressed to the sahgat of Jaunpur, dated 12
Poh, S. 1767 BK/AD 12 Dec-1710, in/fw^w^zS/we edited by Ganda Singh. Punjabi
University, Patiala, 1967, p. 195.
76 The mode of dress adopted by the Bandais under the leadership of Mahant
Amar Singh Khemkarnia clearly marks the separatist tendency among the Bandais.
The disciples of the Mahant discarded[the traditional blue dress of the Khalsa and
adopted the red dress as a token of the red 5arc>/?S (the turban of Banda Bahadur
which he wore at the time of his execution), bestowed upon Amar Singh by Sahib
Kaur, the widow of Banda Singh on the occasion, when Amar Singh brought the
martyred body (in the form of severed limbs) and the turban of Banda Singh Bahadur
from Delhi to Dhode-da Tanda, Pargana Riasat (Jammu) in 1716 (see 5Aa///rf5//35
(Bhal Mani Singh, pp. 81-82 f.n.). For his chivalrous act, Amar Singh was equally
respected by the Khalsa Panth and the title of Mahant was bestowed upon him. But
subsequent behaviour of Amar Singh clearly demonstrated his intentions and uncompromising attitude towards the Khalsa.
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salutation, Fateh Darshan and would entreat them to make offerings
to them."^
The claimant to gurnship, Mahaht Amar Singh Khemkarnla, was
the son of Raghupati Rai Nibbar, a K a m b o j o f n o t e ofKhemkaran
(Kasur).78 j j ^ declared himself to be the leader of the BandaTs and
installed his gaddj at the Harimandir.^^ Dissenters have always been
looked upon with contempt by the devout Sikhs. The action of Mahaht
Amar Singh caused a rift amongst the Sikhs. Soon, a * serious dispute
developed between the Bandals and the Tat Khalsa on the question of
Bandais' authority to hold sahgats (congregations) and receive offerings
independently. They pressed hard their right to control the Harimandir.^o g^^ ^j^^ IChalsa was determined to hold on. They would not
allow departure from the accepted tradition. They were not willing to
introduce any change in the administration of the Harimandir.^^ Consequently, the differences over the question of the control of the Temple
turned the warring factions into two armed camps. Each was preparing
to assert its authority in the vicinity of the Temple itself on the occasion of the Diwall festival of the year 1720. Baba Kahan Singh, who
had made arrangements for holding the Dlwali festival with the
permission of the Mughal authorities, was deeply perturbed over the
turn, the events at Harimandir were taking. He issued a fervent appeal
to the rival camps not to fight in the precincts of the Holy Temple.
He forbade them to exploit the sahgat on this sacred occasion. H e
suggested that they should postpone the settlement of their dispute to
some later occasion.82 w h e n Mata Sundari got the news of the
unhappy state of affairs at Amritsar, she deputed Bhai M a n ! Singh^^
77 See, Ratan Singh Bhangu, Pr^chin Panfh Prak^sh, p. 164; Shahid BilUs
Makh
78 For the life-history of Amar Singh Mahant, see, Pratap Singh Khemkarnla.
A'm-i-Khemkaran, (Urdu), 1925; Shahid B11 as (Bhal ManI Singh), pp. 36 & 81, and
law an Kii-i-Amritsar Ke Chahd Makhiz,p.3, also make casual references to Amar
Singh Mahant.
79 Shahd Bilas (Bhal Man! Singh), p. 81.
80 Ratan Singh Bhangu, Prachin Panth Prakash, p. 164.
81 Ibid.
82 Ibid.

83 Kesar Singh Chibbar, the author of Bans aval inUma docs not talk of the reappointment of Bhal ManI Singh by Mata Sundari. The author is not only confused
about the identity of Bhal ManI Singh but is also ignorant of his early life. The
first reference about Bhal ManI Singh in his account appears after the arrival of
Kirpal Singh from Delhi. He is spoken of in a very casual manner. Kesar Singh tells
us that Bhai ManI Singh Kamboj arrived at Amritsar as a stranger and joined
Kirpal Singh and others in their efforts to organise the Harimandir fsee BansavalinUtnTi, p 184j.
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along with Kirpal Singh, the maternal uncle of her husband, to Amritsar
to restore peace, to settle the dispute between the Bandals and the
Tat Khalsa, and to take control of the Harimandir in his own hands.^^
The party was drafted with specific instructions for reorganising of
the management of the Temple. Bhal Mani Singh, was reappointed the
granthi of the Harimandir.
Akal Bunga too. He was instructed not to send funds from the offerings
of the Harimandir, to the Mata at Delhi anymore, but to spend the
whole income on the affairs of the Harimandir itself including the
running of the community kitchen.^^
Bhal Man! Singh and his aids were back at Amritsar in 1721. They
held consultations with prominent citizens of Amritsar, including
zamidars and artisans.^^ The citizens and ciders of the town were convinced of the necessity of holding two melas (Diwali and Baisakhi) by
the Sikh safigat at Amritsar. Kirpal Singh stayed for sometime at
Amritsar and helped to set affairs of the Temple in order.^^ Four masahds
were appointed to perform regular service at the Temple. They were
assigned different duties. The names of these masahds and the duties
assigned to them were as listed below :
i) Sahaj Singh Trehan—the collection of tax and octroi;
ii) Dayanant Rai Brahmin—the management of the village land
attached to the Temple;
iii) Man Singh 'Mewra', Arora by caste—the saying of the supplicating prayer (Ardas);
iv) Gurbaksh Singh Chibbar, son of Dharm Chand—Diwan-Daroga
(Treasurer) i.e. incharge of the cash received, as also of the gaukhana (cow-shed). The treasury and the karkhana (foundry).^^
(

V

84 Ibid', pp. 83-84; also. Tawnrlkh-i-Amritsar Ke Chahd Makhiz, p. 3.
85 Ratan Singh BhangO, PrUchin Panth PrakTish, p. 222.
86 Kesar Singh Chibbar, the author of BansTSvalinam's gives an exhaustive list of
the names of the persons who assembled on this occasion. They included Mohan Mai,
Bhag Mai Lamb, Hirda, Kaisar or Kishan, Jeet Mai *Patharia', Chaudhari Rama
Kam, Shyam Bhabra, Shyam Julka, Gurdial, Mohan, Kalyana Pass!, Gurdas Duggal,
Bakhat Singh, Sukhdev (zamlndar)^ Kirpala Khoda, (digger), Daya Singh Sangru,
Ram Chand, Chuhar Mai Oharl, Brindaban, Nathu Brahman Madhara', 'Pandha'
(teacher) Mansa, Nauranga Soinr and many other people of the caste of Soini,
Nayyar, Seegrl, Oharl, a number of masons and carpenters etc. vide BansHvalinamTi,p> 183,
87 The policy followed by Kirpal Singh and Bhal Mani Singh on instruQtions
from Mata Sundari at that time was later on fully adhered to by Maharaja RanjTt
Singh in forming a joint council for the administration of the Temple and the city,
after the conquest of Amritsar in 1805.
88 Bam'Svalinama, p. 183.
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Apart from making for the efficient management of the shrine,
measures were taken to stop pilfering of the Temple money. All cash
offerings and income were to be counted and deposited with the firm of
a local banker, Shyam Bhabra.^^ Serving of food to travellers, sadhus.
ensured in the Guru Ka
fak
Lahgar. The handicapped (blind and lame, the old and infirm—men and
women both) could get free food from the lahgar. The construction
work at the Temple was also not neglected. Four artisans were appointed to work daily in the Temple. They were paid wages at the rate of
8 annas a day. The monthly salaries of the permanent personnel of
the Temple i.e. workers, masahds and darogas were fixed."" All income
from octroi and the village land was to be sent to Delhi to Mata Sahib
Devi (Kaur) through a Inmdl (bill of exchange) drawn on the firm of
Kahan Singh Kalal of Lahore."i
The reorganisation of the Temple as per plan chalked out above,
was executed through the good offices of Bhal Mani Singh. Kirpal Singh,
the maternal uncle of Guru Gobind Singh, helped him in this task.
They were further assisted by a few Sikhs from outside, namely
Tara Singh of village Dhalwan, Gulab Singh of village Sanjhwan and
Bhai Bakhsh Singh of the Maim sub-caste."'''
Bhai Mani Singh and his companions made elaborate arrangements
for celebrating Baisakhl which was approaching near. Board and
lodging facihties were provided for all sorts of pilgrims and visitors.
The Tat Khalsa were housed in the Akal Bunga and the Bandals established themselves in a fenced enclosure covering the Jhanda BufigaThe Bandais were led by Amar Singh Mahafit of Khemkaran.^^ pj^
J

ignored the sanctity of the holy Temple, showed no respect and sat
reclining on a cushion, as if he was a privileged person.^^ The atmosphere was highly charged and both the rival groups seemed ready to
come to blows. But the situation was saved and a settlement was
reached through the intervention of Bhai Mani Singh. The dispute was
settled by casting lots. Two pieces of paper with the slogans of the
factions inscribed thereon, were floated in the Holy Tank at a place
known as Har Kl Pauri. The slip containing the slogan of Tat Khalsa
89 Ibid., p. 184
90 Ibid.
9" Ibid.
92 Ibid.

'3 Tawarikh-i-Aiwitsar Ke Chahd Makhiz, p. 3.
»4 See Tcja Singh and Ganda Singh. A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I. p. II5
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(Fateh Wahgura jl ki) kept floating while the other sank down.**^ So,
the decision was given in favour of the Tat Khalsa. At this, most of
the Bandals reconciled and withdrew their claim. Their leader, Amar
Singh Mahafit, was, however, not inclined to accept the decision. To
pacify the dissident group, a diiTerent sort of trial was now proposed.
It was agreed to have a wrestling bout. This was done on a suggestion
M
from Kahan Sinsh Trehan.
Singh, son of Kahan Singh Trehan and of the Bandars Safigat Singh.
4

The wrestling-bout was held in the parkanna of the Temple in front of
the Akal Takht.^^ Sangat Singh lost the bout. At this Lahora Singh,
an ally of the Bandals, and many of his followers submitted themselves
to the Tat KJ alsa. A few of the Bandals still resisted, but they were
driven out of the Temple. Thereupon a skirmish followed and Amar
Singh Mahant of Khemkaran was killed in action.^^ The remaining
Bandals soon joined the ranks of the Tat Khalsa.^^ With the consent
of both the parties, the gaddi established by Amar Singh Mahafit
Khemkarnia was surrendered to Bhal Mani Singh and he was recognised
as the common leader of the Khalsa.^^ After this incident, the Bandais
did not interfere in the affairs of the Harimandir.
Bhai Man! Singh was immensely influential and assertive in his
times. The Sikh community had great confidence in him. He would
sit in the Akal Bunga, listen to disputes, pull up the defaulters and
punish the guilty.^^^ He established an ashram on the bank of
Babeksar ^^^ The institution provided boarding and other facilities to
Sikh scholars and students. Under his able leadership, the working of
the Temple improved tremendously and Amritsar again became a centre
of great Sikh activity. Encouraged by the response of the Sikh sangat.
celebratins; the
Mam
Diwali and Baisakhi festivals which had lain suspended for many years
on account of hostile attitude of the state.
r

Political conditions had now admirably changed in favour of the
Sikhs. This was during the reign of Mohammad Shah (1710—1748),
nicknamed Rarglla. Under this degenerate ruler, the Mughal hold on
95 Shahid BilUs (Bh^l Manx Singh), p. 81 : Ratan Singh Bhangu, Prachin
Prakash. p. 168; Gian Singh Gianl, Shamsher Khalsa, p. 100,
96 Ratan Singh Bhangu, op. dr.. p. 169.
MakJii
op. cit., p . 116.
98 Ratan Singh Bhangu, op, cit. p. 170
99 lbid.,v. 169.
100 Ibid.,
^.ll-i.
101 Report Sri Darbar Sahib, p. 300.
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the Punjab had considerably weakened. On the other hand the Sikhs
had regained their strength. The central government through Zakriya
Khan^ the Governor of Lahore had patched up with the Sikhs^^^ by
conferring a big J agv'^^^ and the title of the Nawab on Sardar Kapor
Singh Fazullapuri (AD 1733). The leadership of the Sikhs was now
in the hands of this celebrated military genius. He was guiding the
Sikh community both in secular and spiritual affairs. The Dal Khalsa
i.e. the Army of the Sikhs, was looking after the defence of the city
of Amritsar. Sensing a favourable climate and expecting the guarantee
of the security of the pilgrims, Bhal Mani Singh and some prominent
Sikhs sought the permission of the State to celebrate the DiwaU festival
(1790 BK/AD 1733) at Amritsar. The permission was negotiated
through Subeg Singh and Surat Singh, both of Lahore. The celebrations were to go on for ten days and the Sikhs were to pay Rupees
10,000 by way of yaz/^ (capitation tax) to the State exchequer.^*^^ Bhal
Mani' Singh extended invitation to the Sikhs in general to visit Amritsar
and attend the fair. Just then the Government changed its mind and
planned to trap the Khalsa on this gathering. Bhal Mani Singh got a
secret despatch from the Sikhs of Lahore about the evil intentions of
the rulers. He, therefore, thought it fit to postpone the fair.^^^ After
sometime, Mani Singh again sought permission from the Government
to hold the Baisakhi festival in the vicinity of the Temple (1734j. The
permission was granted on similar conditions.^oe g^^j MQ^QJ Singh sent
fresh invitations to the Sikh sahgat to attend the festival and make it
a great success.
The Governor of Lahore, Zakariya Khan once again changed his
mind before the actual festival could take place. Under the pretext of
keeping peace in the city, a contingent of Mughal troops under the
command of Diwan Lakhpat Rai, was drafted at Ram Tirath. The
102 The negotiations were reached through Subeg Singh, a goverment contractor
Ak
Sikh gathering, the title of Nawab was conferred on Sardar KapQr Singh Faizullapurr
the most honoured leader of the Sikhs.
i03 ^'Comprising the parganas of Dlpalpur, Kanganwal and Jhabal, of which the
total income was about a hundred thousand rupees. —Teja Singh & Gandu Singh
A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 121.
^0^ Shahid Bilas (Bhal Man! Singh), p. 85; Ratan Singh Bhangu, PrTichin Pariih
Prakash, p. 224.
105 Shahid-Bilas (Bhal M a n ! Singh), p . 86.
106 The information regarding the permission for the celebration of the Baisakhi
festival sought by Bhal Mani Singh and granted by the State has been stated by
Sswa Singh, the author of the above-cited Shahid Bil^s, p. 88.
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Mughals planned to march on the Diwali day and do away with as
many Sikhs as possible.^o*^ The movement of the Mughal troops frightened the Sikh pilgrims. The few Sikhs who had gathered, dispersed
without celebrating the festival.^*^^ As a result no congregation could
be held. Therefore, there were no collections from offerings. Bhai
Manl Singh was thus not able to deposit the stipulated amount in the
State Treasury. The Government decided to take a stern action against
him and the Sikhs. The State confiscated the Jagir granted earlier to
the Sikhs and also moved the punitive detachment stationed at Ram
Tirath to Amritsar to suppress the Sikhs.^^^
The city of Amritsar was besieged by the Mughal forces. The area
around the Harimandir was taken hold of and all approaches to the
Temple were sealed. The Sikhs were prevented .from entering the
Temple. Bhai Manl Singh and his companions were arrested and
taken to Lahore. Bhai Man! Singh was prosecuted on charges of
treason and for not paying the stipulated sum. He was awarded the
capital punishment but was given the option to accept Islam. He
refused to abjure his faith. Accordingly, he was executed on Har Sudi
Panchami, Sambat 1791 BK (24 June 1734) at Chowk Nakhas (Ghora
Mandi) in Lahore.^^*^ A few companions of Bhai Manl Singh were also
executed the same day.
r

The Harimandir was now occupied by the Mughals. The shrine was
plundered and the tank was filled with earth, logs of wood cut from the
surrounding woods, and with carcasses of animals.^^^ Even the city was
not spared. Most of the houses were burnt, a number of people were
either killed or taken prisoner to Lahore. The testimony of Kesar Singh
Chibbar, the author of Bansavalmafna who happened to be an eyewitness of the events that followed the execution of Bhai Manl Singh,
is the most significant evidence on the atrocities of the Mughals perpetrated on the Sikhs and of the indignities heaped on the Temple.^^"
'm

The cAflWfi^/^ar/^ of the nearby parganas were set on to crush the
Sikhs. For their safety, most of the Sikhs fled the plains and took
shelter in the adjoining hills and jungles. The persecution of the
107 Tawarikh~i-Amritsar

Ke Chanel Makliiz^

p . 4.

108 R a t a n Singh BhangQ , PrTichin Panth Prakash,
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Sikhs, thereafter, continued unabetted- The Harmandir remained under
the control of the Mughals. The invasion of Nadir Shah in AD 1739
provided an opportunity to the Sikhs to reappear on the scene. They
took full advantage of the confusion which prevailed at Delhi and
Lahore and grew bold enough to plunder the baggage train of the
Persian invader on his homeward march."^ The conversation that
took place between the Persian invader and Zakariya Khan at Lahore
about the people who dared snatch away from him his booty, is a tale
worthy of being recalled :
"Nadir Shah is said to have questioned Zakariya K[ an about the
brigands who had been audacious enough to attack his troops.
r

The Governor replied : ''They are fakirs who visit their Guru's
tank twice a year, and after having bathed in it disappear."
"Where do they live ?'" enquired the Shah. "Their homes are
their saddles," repHed Zakariya Khan. Nadir Shah is said to have
prophesied, "Take care, the day is not far distant when these
rebels will take possession of your country."^^^
The warning of the Persian invader had its effect on Zakariya Khan,
He woke up immediately to the occasion and launched persecution of
the Sikhs in a big way. The orders issued to the local officials
regarding the Sikhs before the Persian invasion, were re-inforced.
Prices were fixed on the heads of the Sikhs.^^^ The local chaudhariSy
muqaddams and karindas were approached for their support to the
Government against the SikhsMassa Rafighar, the local zamindar of Mandiali, proved to be a
devil in the game. The Harimandir was occupied by him. He converted
the Temple into a Government office and used the central shrine as a
dancing-hall. The Sikhs could not tolerate this sacrilege, Bhai Mahtab
Singh of Mirankot, and Bhai Sukha Singh of MariKambo, infiltrated into
the Temple in disguise and killed Massa Ranghar TAD 1740V^^^ Before
113 Forster, Journey, Vol. I, p. 313; Ratan Singh Bhangu, PrUchin Panth Prak'Qslu
p. 230.
114 See Khushwant Singh, A History of the Sikhs Vol., I, pp. 125-126.
»15 The Government announced an award of rupees ten to each person giving a
clue to the whereabouts of a Sikh, and rupees fifty for bringing with him a Sikh's
head. Orders were given even to confiscate the property of the relatives of the Sikhs
(Ratan Singh BhangQ, PrSchin Panth Prakash, p. 232;.
116 Mahtab Singh and Sukha Singh were at Jaipur when the news reached them
about the atrocities of Massa Ranghar, Both of them vowed to protect the sanctity
of the holy place and left for the Punjab. They reached Amritsar sometime in August
1740, Dressing as Muhammadaus and feigning to carry two bags fulls of currency
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Massa Rafighar's men could apprehend what had happened, both the
desperadoes had gone out of their reach. When the happening was
reported to Zakariya Khan, he marshalled all his armies to hunt out
the two Sikhs. With the help of Harbhajan Niranjania of Jandiala,
Mahtab Singh's house at his village, Mirankot, was seized and in
retribution his only child, Rai Singh was wounded seriously.^^"^ Mahtab
Singh was captured by the Mughal troops in 1745 after a long pursuit
extending over j5ve years. He was brought to Lahore and done to death
publicly by breaking him on the wheel by the order of Zakariya
Khan.^^^ The other accomplice, Sukha Singh, could not be caught by
the Mughals. On an inauspicious occasion, when he had gone to
Amritsar to have a dip in the holy tank^ he was spotted and fired upon
by a Mughal picket. But he escaped unhurt to be killed only in a
battle fought against the Afghans on the bank of the Ravi in 1751,^^^
Another example of a Sikh adventurer who risked his life in visitin or
Amritsar to take a dip into the holy tank is that of Bota Singh, a
Sandha Jat of Majha. It is said that he was a devout Sikh and would,
alongwith a few others, come to Amritsar now and then and bathe in
the holy tank even during the period prices were set on the heads of^the
Sikhs. He usually did this under cover of darkness. At this, someone
taunted him saying that his visits to the Temple in the dark tantaraounted to cowardice. Bota Singh's spirit was aroused. Henceforth he
would not only visit Amritsar during the day, but would collect tax
as well to make the Government feel his presence there. For this he
established himself at Sarai Nuruddin (on the Grand Trunk Road). With
a stout club in hand, he would stand on the road and not let 'any
vehicle pass without paying him the tax. It is recorded in the Sikh
chronicles that Bota Singh collected a toll of one anna per cart and one
paisa per donkey-load. He even challenged the State by sending a
Cf

A
(brickbats) they entered the preinises of the Harimandir, pretending to be ryots as
had come to pay the land revenue of the Chaudhari (Massa Ranghar). After tying
their horsrs outside the main gate, they entered the central hall where Massa
Ranghar sitting on a cot was enjoying music and dance of naufch-gk\s, Sukha Singh
kept watch at the gate, while Mahtab Singh beheaded Massa Ranghar with his
sword. The whole operation was performed so quickly that the attendants of Massa
Ranghar could not apprehend as to what had happened. The episode passed on as
a heroic tale in the pages of Sikh literature. See, Ratan Singh Bhangu, o/?. c/V. pp.
235-238.

117 Ratan Singh Bhangu, the author o^ PrUchin Panth Prakash v/as son of this
very Rai Singh and the grandson of Mahtab Singh of Mirankot.
118 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh. A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 129.
119 Ibid., p. 128.
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message to the Governor of Lahore disclosing his identity and the
authority he had usurped for himself at Amritsar.i-" A strong military
contingent was sent from Lahore to bring him to book. The indomitable Bota Singh fell fighting the Mughals in the true spirit of a Sikh
soldier.121
The Sikhs had to face still more hardships to visit their holy shrine,
Diwan Lakhpat Rai of Lahore vowed to wipe out the Sikh community
in revenge for the death of his brother, Jaspat Rai, the Faujdar of
Emnabad at the hands ofaRanghreta Sikh, Nibhan Singh by name
in AD 1746.122 The orders issued by the Dlwan sounded monomaniac.
The reading of the Sikh scripture and talking of the Sikh Gurus were
threatened with the dire consequence of ripping open the belly of the
culprit. Even the word gur (jaggery) which sounded like Guru was forbidden to be uttered.123 Tj,e Harimandir was desecrated and the tank
was filled with earth. The period that followed witnessed terrible
happenings. A large number of Mughal auxilliary forces moved against
the Sikhs under the command of YahiyaKhan and Dlwan Lakhpat Rai.
As a result the Sikhs had to face an unprecedented holocaust, which
in Sikh annals is known as the First Ghalughara (2 June 1746). No
less than seven thousand armed and unarmed Sikhs were killed in
several skirmishes. Three thousand of them were taken to Lahore as
prisoners and executed publicly at the site later named Shahidganj.i^*
This was a great set-back to the Sikhs. They could not liberate their
holy shrine till 1748 when, under the leadership of Jassa Singh
Ahluwalia, the Sikhs killed Salabat Khan, took possession of the town
and the Temple, both. The Baisakhl festival which fell on 29 March
1748 was celebrated with great rejoicing. The Sikhs gathered at the
Harimandir in large numbers and held huge congregation. In this
congregation, the Sarbat Khalsa passed a number of resolutions called
gurmatas. The Khalsa was declared to be a State and Sardar Jassa
Singh Ahluwalia was chosen as the Comnoander-in-Chief of the Dal
Khalsa. Attention was paid to the security and defence of the Temple.
I'O fgsT fey ^= fffu^ §3, I ^ g 0 ^^,_

»f^ ¥'g] w^ t Si 5}]Tu fnur g3T II 14 II
Ratan Singh BhangQ PrUchin Panth Prakash, p. 244.

'2i Ibid; p. 246.
'22 Ibid., p. 306.
"23 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 132.
'24 H. R. Gupta, History of the Sikhs (1739-1768), p. 30.
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A small mud fortress, named Ram Rauni, with watch-towers and a
moat around it, was erected at a distance of about a mile to the south
of the Harimandir.125 The Diwali festival of 1748 was also celebrated
with great enthusiasm at the Temple. Taking advantage of the Sikh
gathering, Mir Mannu, the new Governor of Lahore, alongwith Adina
Beg, besieged Ram Rauni. The siege continued for three months from
October to December 1748. At that very time, Ahmad Shah Abdall
invaded the Punjab. On the advice of Diwan Kaura Mai, Mir Mannu
patched up with the Sikhs- Kaura Mai had fraternal sympathies with
the Sikh Panth. On his intercession, certain concessions were made
to the Sikhs. These concessions proved to be of great importance in
the maintenance and defence of the Temple. The Sikhs were allowed to
retain the possession of Ram Rauni and the revenue of twelve villages
of Patti and Jhabal parganas, which came to about Rs. one lakh a
year.i-^ A quarter of it was assigned to the Harimandir as token of
offerings. The Sikh annals state that Kaura Mai too offered
Rs. 11,000 to the Temple by way of thanks-giving. The tank filled in
by the order of Lakhpat Rai in 1746, was uncovered and cleaned. The
Diwali festival of 1749 was celebrated with great jubilations. The
services rendered by Kaura Mai were highly appreciated by the Sikhs
and, in token of their gratitude to him, he was nicknamed Mitthd Mai
(the sweet one) instead of Kaura Mai (the bitter one).^^'
For about a year and a half, the Sikhs were left unmolested. This
respite of peace was utilized by them to strengthen their position and
organization. The headquarters of the Sikh military and missionary
activities remained at the Harimandir. The interest of the Sikh leadership in the affairs of the central Temple is noteworthy. During their
stay at Amritsar, the Sikh leaders gave all sorts of direction to the
pujaris and the mahahts of the Temple. They not only took part in
the community affairs discussed at the Akal Takht but also baptized
others and made them 'Singhs.' This spell of peace, however, was
spoiled by the invasion of Ahmad Shah Abdali (November 1751).
Before his way back home Ahmad Shah appointed Mir Mannu as
his deputy in the Punjab.
Mir Mannu now felt more secured in his new position under the
tutelage of Abdali. After the death of Kaura Mai, Mir Mannu
changed his attitude towards the Sikhs. The Jagir granted to them
in 1749 was confiscated. They were attacked at Batala with greater
125 See Ratan Singh Bhangu PrUchin Panth Prak'Ush, p . 326.
126 Ibid., p. 329; Sec also Gian Singh Giani, Shamsher KhUlsa, p. 117.
127 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol- I, p . 142.
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severity. About nine hundred Sikhs took refuge in the fortress
of Ram Rauni, but soon got killed in their fight against the
forces of Mir Mannu.^-^ Unprecedented oppression was now let loose
on the Sikhs. Moving columns were sent to hunt them out and
fascinating rewards were proclairhed for catching them alive or for
bringing their severed heads or their horses. The Sikhs fled the plains.
Consequently, the pilgrimage to the Harimandir got stopped for the
* time being.
M
The political upheaval in the Punjab following the death
Man in, encouraged the Sikhs to come down to the plains and visit
their shrine again. This respite was disrupted again in 1757 when the
city of Amritsar was conquered by the Afghan invaders and the holy
tank and the Temple were demolished by Ahmad Shah Abdali's men
for the first time.i-^ No sooner did Abdali leave the Punjab than the
Sikhs again became active and created difficulties for his son Tairaur
Shah, the newly appointed Afghan Governor of the the Punjab. The
Shah vowed to wreck his vengeance upon the Sikhs. He planned to
hit them on the occasion of their future mass gathering at the Harimandir i.e. on the occasion of Baisakhi in 1757. K jehad (religious war)
was declared against the Sikhs. Jahan Khan, the General of Taimur,
marched against the Sikhs. He himself made a surprise attack and
came to grips with the Sikhs near Gohalwar in the neighbourhood of
Amritsar.^^^ The armed Sikhs numbering more than five thousand
were mostly peasants who had gathered under the leadership of Baba
Dip Singh'^^^ to protect Amritsar even at the cost of their lives. They
were attired in the ceremonial dress of the bridegrooms. The battle
proved ferocious. Baba Dip Singh was severely wounded in the battlefield (March 1757). Supporting his almost severed head, so goes the
story, he pushed forward through the enemy lines, reached his destination i.e. the precincts of the Harimandir, and fell down dead in the
128 //>/c/.,p. 148.
»29 Ibid., p. 154.
130 Gian Singh Gianl. Shamsher Khalsa, p. 198,
'3» Baba Dip Singh Shahrd belonged to the village Pahuvindjin Distt. Amritsar
(previously in Lahore). He received pahiil (baptism) from Guru Gobind Singh.
Dip Singh was a great scholar and an undaunted warrior. He was incharge of the
Sikh shrine at Talwandl Sabo, also called Damdama Sahib, Distt. Bhatinda. At the
time of this happening, he was busy making copies of the Granth Sahib. On hearing
that the holy tank and the Temple had been desecrated by the Afghans, Dip Singh
started a campaign proclaiming to avenge the sacrilege of their holy place and to
rebuild the Temple. By the time he reached Taran Taran thousands of Sikhs had
joined him See Gian Singh Gianl, Shamsher Khalsa, p. 198.
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parkarma of the holy tank. In this way the great hero kept his
tryst with death. The spot where his head fell in the parkarma stands
sanctified with the mark of a circle. A shrine commemorating his
martyrdom also stands at the place nearby. Previously, the Shahid
Bunga existed at that very spot.
Hira Singh, Nahar Singh, Saht Singh and Nihal Singh, warrior
companions of Baba Dip Singh, v/ere killed in the Guru Ka Bagh.
The Afghans pursued the Sikhs to the Harimandir, pounced on the
five guards standing on the gate and slaying them entered the holy
Temple.132 Baba Gurbakhsh Singh (of Anahdpur) and Basaht Singh,
two other companions of Baba Dip Singh, met their end near the
Akal Buhga."^ The tank and the Temple were, thus, once again
desecrated.
It is said that the Ram Rauni Fortress was also demolished during
this attack. The Sikhs suffered considerable losses, but the Afghans
failed to destroy the zeal and power of the Khalsa* Under the undaunted courage and leadership of Jassa Singh Ahluwalia, the Sikhs
soon stood up. They entered into an alliance with Adina Beg,^^^ and
secured the help of a few other local chiefs. Their combined forces
this lime inflicted a crushing defeat on the Afghans near Mahilpur in
the district Hoshiarpur in December 1757.^^^
Thereafter the Sikh power rose rapidly. Early in April 1758, the
KJialsa Army (in alliance with the Marathas) routed out the Afghans
from Lahore and captured the town. Prince Taimnr Shah and his
General Jahan Khan escaped the wrath of the Sikhs, but all the
Afghan soldiers left by Taimur Shah at Lahore, were captured and
brought as prisoners to Amritsar. There they were made to remove
the debris, earth, and all that from the tank which the Afghans had
themselves dumped in earliar.^^^ The Ram Rauni Fortress was also
repaired.137
At this juncture the Maratha leaders also came to Amritsar, visited
the Temple and paid their homage to the holy shrine of the Sikhs. The
Sikhs, however, were not left in peace. Adjna Beg Khan renewed his
»32 Tazkirmi-i-TahmTisp (AD 1779) MSS Khalsa College Amriisar, p. 165 as
quoted by Khushwant Singh, History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 146.
133 Gian Singh GianT, Shamsher Khnlsa, p. 199.
134 Khushwaqt Rar, Tm-ikh-i-Sikhclh (AD 1811), p. 58; Ratan Singh BhangQ,
PrUchin Panth Prak'Qsh, pp. 323-26. The names of these local chiefs have not been
mentioned, obviously they were some Hindu jagivdurs,
135 Tcja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, P. 157.
»36 jbid.^ p . 159; also Ganda Singh, Ahmad Shah DurrTini, p. 205.
'37 Gian Singh Gianl, Shamsher KhUls'S, p. 199.
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hostility towards them. He raised a large army and all of a sudden
besieged their Fortress of Ram Raunl. The Sikh leaders besieged in
the fortress, had to face a desperate situation. They faced the enemy
bravely and succeeded in escaping from their clutches. The situation
took a turn in favour of the Sikhs after the death of Adlna Beg in
September 1758.
The Sikhs took advantage of this respite from external danger and
concentrated their attention on the reconstruction of the Temple. A
hukamnama issued from the Akal Takhat on Baisakh 3, 1816 BK
(March, 1759) to the Sangat at Pattan (Farid Ka) directs them to send
their daswahd, V.e. 1/10th of their income to Amritsar on the occasion
of the Dlwali festival. This bespeaks of the hold they had regained on
this.important centre of their activity by this time.
Besides, it is clearly stipulated in the hukamnama that every penny
of the funds so collected, would be spent on the reconstruction of the
Harimandir.^^^ .
*
The Sikhs celebrated their Dlwali of the year 1760 at the Harimandir.
Important discussions took place in the meeting of the Sarbat Khalsa
on this occasion. After passing the gurmata (resolution) to wrest Lahore
from the Afghans the Sikh leaders, to wit, Jassa Singh Ahluwalia, Jai
Singh Kanhaiya and the three Bhangi Sardars, namely Harl Singh,
Gujjar Singh and Lehna Singh, pounced upon Lahore.^^^ The Dal
Khalsa, under the command of Sardar Jassa Singh Ahluwalia, occupied
Lahore and proclaimed the establishment of Sikh sovereignty by bestowing on him the title of Sultan-ul-Qaum (the King of the Nation) and
in commemoration of this event minted coins in the name of their
Gurns.^^^ This was done in 1761. The Sikhs stayed at Lahore for a
short period of seven days only. Further developments had a direct
^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M
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139 G a n d a Singh, Ahmad Shah Durrani, p. 265.
140 Teja Singh and G a n d a Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p . 167.
[In t h e subsequent period Amritsar became the chief m i n t city of the Sikhs]
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bearing on the history of the Golden Temple. Political negotiations
of the Sikhs at that time were governed by the needs of the Harimandir.
Mir Mahmud Khan, the Afghan Officer-in-charge of Lahore, appeased
the Khalsa with a present of thirty thousand rupees for karah prascidM'^
Such a big amount was indeed a great help towards expenses for the
renovation of the Temple. But the negotiations offended the higher
authorities.^^- As the payment had been made out of the revenue
payable to the Afghan Treasury, Mir Mahmud Khan was dismissed from
his high office by Sarbuland Khan, and the fief of Lahore was made
143
over to Yaqub Khan.
The Sikhs, however, celebrated their victory with a great rejoicing at
the time of their annual gathering at the Harimandir on the occasion
of Diwali i.e. the 27 October 1761. In the meeting of the Sarbat Khalsa,
the Sikhs passed a gurmata to seize the strongholds of the Punjabi
touts and supporters of Ahmad Shah, who had proved to be an obstacle in the way of liberation of the country from foreign yoke. The
Sikhs conveyed the decision of the nearest tout of the Afghans, Aqil
Das of Jandiala (the Guru of the Niranjanla order of the Sikhs),
admonishing him to submit to the Khalsa. But Aqil Das reacted
differently and reported the matter to the Shah and sought his help.^^*
Consequently, the Shah marched on the Punjab with the set aim of
destroying Sikhs root and branch. In a devastating confrontation with
i

the Sikhs on 5 February 1762 at Kup Harira near Barnala, his troops
were able to destroy some thirty thousand Sikhs.^^^ This event is known
as Wadda Ghalughara (the great holocaust) in Sikh History.
After the horrible carnage of the Sikhs at Kup Harira on 5 February
1762, the Shah attacked the Sikhs at Amritsar. This was on 10th April
1762. On this occasion thousands of Sikhs had gathered at the Temple
for a holy bath. The Temple was blown up with gunpowder for the
second time, and the surrounding buildings and the buhgas were totally
demolished in the vain hope of destroying the life-source of the Sikhs.^^*
The holy tank was once again filled with slaughtered cows, debris,
earth, and rubbish and the level of the tank was made even with that
of the Temple, and barley was sown on the site.^*"' It is recorded in the
141 Ganda Singh, Ahmad Shah DunHni, p. 265.
"42 Ibid,, p. 266.
143 Ibid; p. 265
H4 Ibid,, p. 275.
145 Gian Singh GianI, Shamsher KhmsU, p. 207.
"46 See, Forster, Travels, Vol. I, p. 320; Ganda Singh Ahmad Sliah Durrani
p. 282.
'"^^ Tawarikh-i-Amriisar Ke Chahd MUkhiz, p. 4.
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conteinporary war chronicles lefi by Persian writers and in a few other
sources as well, that while the building of the shrine was being blown
up, a flying brick bat struck the Shah on the nose. The wound thus
caused did not heal and eventually proved fatal.
The Temple and its surroundings remained out of control of the
Sikhs, until Charhat Singh Sukarchakia acquired possession of Amritsar
in the beginning of 1763. The Sikhs gathered in large numbers on
the ensuing Baisakhi festival (10 April 1763). They resolved to uncover
the tank and to build the Temple anew. At that time, some Brahmins
of Kasur appealed to the Khalsa against the atrocities of Usman KbSn,
the local Afghan ruler of Kasur. He had kidnapped the wife of a
Brahmin and convened her to Islam, The Sikhs immediately took up
the cause of the Brahmin and attacked Usman Kj:an and killed him.
The Hindu lady was rescued and restored to her husband. A large
booty fell into the hands of tiae victorious Sikhs. They returned to
Amritsar and presented a big amount for karah prasad at the Temple.
The victoiy was celebrated with great festivities.^^^
V

When the Diwali festival of 1763 (4 November) approachpd, the tank
had already been cleaned. The Sikhs gathered in large numbers on this
occasion, but the restoration of the Temple could not be undertaken,
as they got the news of Jahan Khan's march against them. The Sikhs
moved out of Amritsar, rushed to Sialkot and defeated the Afghans.
They still had to cross some hurdles to rebuild their holy Temple.
After the conquest of Sirhind (14 January 1764) the political conditions
became favourable to the Sikhs. They made elaborate plans to rebuild
the Harimandir. The K^halsa spread out a sheet of cloth and collected
donations which amounted to the formidable figure of nine lakh
rupees.^^^ This amount was deposited with some of the most trustworthy ^a//w/:ar^ (bankers), such as Mohan Mai, Bhag Mai Lamb, Shyam
Bhabara and Kalyana Pasi.^^o gj^g^ Q^^ J^^J^ ^ Khatri of the village of
Sursingh, District Amritsar, known for his honesty and truthfulness,
was put incharge of these funds, so that the building of the Temple
and the tank might be completed as per plans.^^L gj^^j j)^^ ^gj ^^^
granted a seal (Gw/w di Mohar) to collect more funds for the
purpose.i^^ The Sikhs virtually regarded the imprest of the seal as an
H8
H9
iso
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Gian Singh GianL Shamsher ^alsa, p. 203.
Tawarikh'i-Amritsar Ke Chahd M^khiz, p. 4.
Gian Singh GianI, Shamsher KhalsH, p. 213.
TawHrikh-i-Amritsar Ke Chahd Makhiz, p. 4.
Gian Singh GianI, Tawarikh Amritsar, p. 48.
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order from their guru {hukmnania) ^ The building of the Temple started
under the supervision of Des Raj.-^^^
In those days the duty to attend to celestial matters and perform
religious worship vested with the Udasi sadhus, while the responsibility
to protect the shrine fell on the shoulders of a handful of devout Sikhs
known as Akalls. These people resided at the Akal Bunga and were
under obligation^'to maintain a special type of discipline.
Ahmad Shah Durrani carried out his seventh invasion in the full
hope of destroying Chak Gum and annihilating all its inhabitants. The
Shah reached Amritsar (1 December 1764) and encircled the city. But,
to his surprise, he found it totally abandoned.
Only a small contingent of thirty fearless Sikhs was there to guard
the Temple. They had been instructed to lay down their Hves for the
honour of their sacred shrine.^^^ This contingent of thirty Sikhs was
led by Gurbakhsh Singh; a native of village Leehl. Gurbakhsh Singh
and his companions fought valiantly but ultimately fell to join the
ranks of the numerous shahids (martyrs) of the Khalsa Order.^^^ For
the third time the Harimandir was desecrated and the tank was filled
with slaughtered cows by the Afghans.
The spirit of the Sikhs, however, could not be cowed down.
Immediately after the Shah had left, the Sikhs reappeared on the scene
and celebrated their Baisakhi (10 April 1765; at Amritsar. They passed
a gur'mata to conquer Lahore also. This was achieved on Baisakh
VadiU, 1822 BK (16 April 1765).i^« On this occasion coins were struck
in the sacred names of the Gurus by the Sikh Sardars and ^b^lsa was
declared a sovereign state. Amritsar, which was jointly ruled by the
Misl Sardars became the chief mint city of the Sikhs. The Sikh sardars
showed a keen interest in the affairs of the Temple. The tank was
cleaned and the Temple rebuilt. The services at the Temple were
reorganised. Gopal Das Udasi was still the granthi of the Harimandir,
but his administration was not satisfactory. He neglected his duties
and misappropriated funds. He had kept a number of menials only to
look after the Temple and himself had stayed out at his village, Jasowal,
in District Ludhiana.^^*^ The Sikh sahgat resented his arrangements.
153 Ibid/
154 Q a z i N u r M u h a m m a d , Jang-riUmH, translated a n d edited by G a n d a Singli
p p . 97-101.
155 T h e samUdh of Shahid Gurbakhsh Singh stands at the back of the A k a l
Bunga.
156 G a n d a Singh, Ahmad Shah DurrUni, p . 308.
157 Taw'^rikh-i-Amritsar
Ke Chahd MWiiz.
v. 5.
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Moreover, Gopal Das was a clean-shaven Udasi and the members of
the Biddha Dal were unwilling to bow before a cap-wearing (kuladar)
Udasi.i^'s He was, therefore, removed from service with the common
consent of the Khalsa, and in his place was appointed a baptized
selfless and devout Sikh, Chanchal Singh by name.
Bhi Chanchal Singh was an honest man. He managed the affairs of
spent on the
the Temple efficiently. Most
community kitchen (lahgar) and the rest was distributed among the
poor and the needy.^^^
The Diwall festival .of 1765 was celebrated with great eclat at the
Harimandir,
Though Ahmad Shah led another attack on Amritsar in November
1767, he spared the Harimandir. The Temple ever afterwards remained
in the hands of the Sikhs.
As religion and politics were combined in the Sikh faith, the Misl
sardras were, both, the political leaders of the KJialsa and the religious
leaders of the Sikh community. Throughout the Misl period, the
Harimandir remained the rallying point of the Sikh religion and Sikh
politics. Besides holding meetings of the Sarbat Khalsa (the whole
Sikh community) at the Akal Takht, the Sikh sardars initiated the
newcomers into the fold of the Khalsa at this very place. There are
instances recorded in the Sikh chronicles in which pahul (baptism) is
said to have been administered by a political leader of the status of
Kapur Singh Faizullapuria. The celebrated Sikh leader, Sardar Jassa
Singh Ahluwalia, received his baptism at his hands at the Akal
Takht.^^^^ During their stay at Amritsar, the Sikh sardars used to
stay at their respective ^w/ig-a^ (mansions), but they did not interfere
in the affairs of the Temple. No meetings were held in the central
shrine. The place was meant for worship, only; Kirtan or recitation of
the Granth went on there.
r

The Kbalsa assembled for their general gatherings at the Akal Takht
only. As a fully grown convention, the presence of the Granth was
considered to be essential for passing a gunnata. At its conclusion a
hymn from the Granth was read out. This signified the sanction of the
Guru. Only'thereafter, it could be called a gurmata. A number of
granthis were always at hand to serve the Akal Takht.
The internal affairs of the Harimandir could not develop on solid
grounds to become a regular institution during the Misl period.
158 Ibid.
I 59 Report Sri DarbUr Sahib, p. 20.
'60 Ratan Singh Bhajigu, Prachin Panth Prakash, p. 218.
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The Temple was managed in accordance with the exigencies of the
time. No systematic account of the affairs of the Temple pertaining
to the early Misl period is available. The accounts pertaining to the
These contain significant inforMisl
mation touching the history of the Golden Temple of the period.
The poUtical leadership comprising the various sardars appears to be
in full control of the administration of the later Misl period. There were
no separate arrangements for the management of the Harimandir and
the Akal Takht, although they were two distinct institutions. The
latter was the highest political seat of the Sikh power while the former
was a holy place of worship. The sardars visited the temple frequently
and held their meetings there. During their period of stay, they gave
directions and guidelines to persons in charge of the Harimandir, to
wit, the granthis, mahahts and pujaris. The sardars took personal
interest in the defence and development of the Temple. Many of them
built their individual buhgas around the Temple. The frequent influx
of the pilgrims demanded more boarding and lodging facilities. Consequently, the lahgar was expanded and many more buhgas were built to
accommodate them. The sardars were interested in promoting
learning and literature also. They granted jagirs, allowances and
stipends to the buhgas and the scholars for the said purpose. All
these developments added to the prosperity and the popularity of the
Temple.
Another remarkable feature of the history of the Misl period is the
devoted service of the grantlifs and the giants. These service personnel
of the Temple were selfless workers and were not attracted by
monetary considerations. There are several instances in which personnel of the Temple refused to accept personalyag^/r^ and gifts. For
example, Bhai Lakha Singh refused to accept a patta of the Sujanpur
pargana off'ered to him by Amar Singh Thappa in 1764. Similarly,
Bhai Bhagat Singh declined the offer of a jagir, comprising seven
villages made to him by Sardar Sada Singh Nakkai of Baharwal.
Another case is that of Bhai Sucha Singh who refused to accept the
jagir offered by Sardar Gujjar Singh of Gujarat.''^^
T

i

Misls
lakhs of
rupees were collected by them for the Temple. Finances secured,
the institution of Guru-ka-lahgar was brought on solid grounds. The
money left after meeting expenses of the lahgar, was now spent in
constructing and beautifying the Temple.
161 Beport Sri Darb^r Sahib, p. 91.
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With
work entailing
the Amrit Sarowar, the Harimandir, the connecting bridge and the
Darshani Darwaza was completed by 1833 BK (AD1776;. The construction of subsidiary shrines around the tank took another eight years
to complete. This was accomplished in 1841 BK (AD1784).i62 The
buhgas around the tank were built later on by the Sikh sardars.
The Harimandir during the Sikh Rule (1802-1849)
With the emergence of Ranjit Singh as a sovereign ruler of the
Punjab, the poHtical condition of the province got stabilized. Most
of the misls were liquidated by him through conciliation or coersion.
He occupied Lahore in 1799. With the establishment of a Sikh
sovereign State at Lahore, Amritsar ceased to be the political headquarters of the Sikhs. The later history of the Golden Temple thus
became devoid of external politics and, invariably, revolved around
Its internal affairs i.e. its construction, beautification, expansion,
management, supervision and religious services until the commencement of the Gurdwara Reforms Movement in 1920.
Ranjit Singh's association with the Harimandir did not start with
his occupation of Amritsar. It is not unlikely that he visited Amritsar
as a boy in the lifetime of his father, Mahan Singh. It is quite certain
that he came to Amritsar in 1796, during Shah Zaman's invasion of
the Punjab. On this occasion, and also later in 1797, he played a
decisive role in the dehberations of the Sikh rulers in the face of a
common threat to their status.^" These deliberations must have
taken place at the Akal Takht, and Ranjit Singh must have visited
the Harimandir several times during his stay at Amritsar. When he
occupied the city in 1805, he went to the Harimandir to offer his
homage by making large cash offerings at the Akal Takht as well as
the Harimandir.i«*
Immediately after the conquest of Amritsar, Ranjit Singh formed
a committee of responsible citizens and prominent Sikhs to look after
the affairs of the Temple and to carry on the administration of the
town. Misar Chhaju Mai was appointed the collector of customs
at Amritsar. The income from octroi was gifted to Darbar Sahib i.e.
the Temple. Further, jagirs were granted to the Temple for meeting
expenses of the community kitchen (GurQkalahgar).
The construe
ticn of a number of buhgas was taken up for accommodating
' « Gian Singh Gianl, TawHrikh Amritsar, pp. 49-50.
' " Khushwant Singh, Ranjit Singh : The MahTtrHj^ of the Punjab, George Allen
& Unwin, London. 1962, pp. 33-36.
'64 Srta Ram Kohlr, Mah-nrajn Ranjit Singh (Punjabi); Atma Ram and Sons,
Delhi, 1953, p. 60.
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7. The Golden Temple with Minaras (Watch Towers)
(These minaras were got constructed by Sardar Jassa Singh Ramgarhia.
Their upper storeys fell down during the earthquake of 1905)
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8. Maharaja Ratijit Singh at the Golden Temple
(Reproduction of an oil painting on canvas by August Schoefft,from the Princess Bamba
Collection, Antiquities of Sikh Period, Department of Archaeology, Pakistan, Lahore)
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pilgrims.^^^ Sardar Lehna Singh Majlthia son of Sardar Desa Singh
MajTthia was put in-charge of the Harimandir.^^^ Surat Singh Gian! of
Chiniot, District Jhang (now in Pakistan), was appointed Manager
of t h e D a r b a r Sahib.i^'
Maharaja RanjTt Singh continued to pay his homage along with offerings on the occasion of important campaigns and conquests. After the
conquest of Kashmir, for instance, he came to Amritsar and paid his
obeissance to the Harimandir, making large offerings in cash and
169
gold.^63 This was not the first or the last occasion of its kind.
The Maharaja
visited the Harimandir much more
frequently
to pay his homage out of devotion and piety. The testimony
of Sohan Lai Surl alone is enough on this particular point.'*"^^^ These
visits were usually paid on the amavas and sahkranti days of the month.
On these occasions the Maharaja used to take bath in the holy tank, to
go inside the Harimandir, to rub his forehead on the ground, and to listen
to the hymns of the Granth Sahib. He would leave only after saying
his ardas like any other Sikh visitor. The Maharaja made offerings
to other sacred places, like the Akal Takht, Jhanda Buhga and Dukh
Bhanjanl Ber also. He would perform sankalp according to the old Hindu
custom, and distributed alms and charities generously on all such
occasions. The Maharaja
would visit the Harimandir
on the
festive occasions of the Diwali, Baisakhi and Dussehra also with offerings.
165 With the patronage of Maharaja RanjIt Singh, many learned scholars settled
down in these buhgas and produced valuable literary works. Many of them opened
their schools and trained pupils in various disciplines. See C h . VII, infra.
166 JLehna Singh was serving in the Ordnance Department of the Lahore Darbar,
and in that capacity was holding t h e control of the State foundries at Lahore and
Amritsar. H e was a man of literary taste and scientific disposition. His remarkable
invention was a clock showing the hour, the day, the m o n t h and the phases of the
moon. See H . M . Lawrence, Some Passages in the Life of an Adventurer in the
Punjab, p . 46.
167 T h e G i a n i was a great scholar of Sikh scriptures a n d w a s well versed in
Arabic a n d Persian. H e received t h e custom of performing katha started by B h a l
M a n l Singh. T h e M a h a r a j a was so m u c h pleased w i t h h i s services t h a t t h e post of
the Manager of t h e T e m p l e was m a d e hereditary in t h e family of t h e G i a n l . See
Report SriDarbar Sahib, p . 24,

168 Sita R a m Kohlr, Maharaja Ranjit Singh, p- l57; Pandit Debl Prasad, Gulshani-Punjab (Pbi. tr. Harminder Singh Kohli), Punjabi University Patiala, 1979.
p. 20169 H.L.O. Garrett and G.L- Chopra (tr. & e d . ) . Events ar the Court of Ranjit
Singh, 1810-1817. Punjab Languages Department, Patiala, 1970 (reprint), p . 87.
»70 Sohan Lai Swrl, Umdat ut-TawHrikh (tr. V. S. Surl), Punjab Itihas Prakashan,
Chandigarh, 1974, Daftar III, p p . 23, 109-10, 137-38, 139, 146-47, 148, 171, 173, 204,
240, 543, 246, 251-52, 305, 309, 325, 376, 418, 437, 589-90, 625-26, 642 & 648.
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and for ardas. Special arrangements were ordered to be made on such
occasions.^'^i An order was issued to Prince Kharak Singh in 1831 to
go to Amritsar on the Baisakhl day for a sacred bath and 'to rub his
forehead at the Harimandir in order to secure everlasting fehcity.^'^^
The Maharaja built his own. biihga towards the north-west of the
Harimandir, close to the sacred tank, to be used for stay if necessary,
on the occasion of his visits.^''^
As a token of his devotion and piety Maharaja Ranjit Singh made
many offerings in kind to the Harimandir. In the toshakhana of the
Harimandir there are many precious articles which were offered as
bhent by the Maharaja; for example, two golden portals with floral
designs and representations of traditional episodes from the lives of the
Gurus, a canopy embedded with about twenty pounds of gold and
studded with diamonds, emeralds, rubies and pearls, a bejewelled
headband worth million of rupees, another canopy equally precious, a
sword with a gold handle studded with jewels and pearls. In consonance
with his own custom, the Maharaja willed befor his death that his
personal horses should be sent to the Harimandir.^'^*
Maharaja Ranjit Singh performed many *acts of service' for the
Harimandir. Several alterations were made within the Harimandir and
its precincts. 1^^ An inscription over the entrance towards the northern
side of the Harimandir tells us that, through Bhai Sant Singh Giani,
Maharaj
of Guru
Ram Das Ji in gold and white marble.I's This was inscribed in 1820.
Three walls of the Harimandir were inlaid with gold provided by the
Maharaja."^ Much of the white marble too was contributed by him.
The best artists available were employed for naqqashi. For this
'service'in gold and marble, the Maharaja contributed over 16,00,000
rupees, amounting to a quarter of the total estimated cost. The
remaining three-quarters were contributed by all the Sikh rulers put
together."^ Thus 'everything that gold and marble could do was
done.'i^s Revenue-free lands worth over a lakh of rupees a year were
<7I Ibid., pp. 19, 82, 182, 308 & 525-27
'72 Ibid., p. 29.
173 TawHrikh-i-Amritsar Ke Chahd Makhiz, p. 48.
>74 Sohan Lai SOrl, Umdm iit-Tawarikh, Daftar III p 693
'75 Ibid., p. 589.
'
176 See Appendix II (ii).
"77 Gian Singh GianI TawiSrikh Sri Amritsar, p. 28.
'78 Ibid., p. 30.
'79 V.N. Datta, Amritsar Past and Present, p. 178.

9. The Golden Plaque commemorating Maharaja Ranjit Singh's
^service' to the Harimandir (Samvat 1887/AD 1830)
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granted by the Maharaja to the ardasias and mutasaddis of the
Harimandir.''®^
Acording to a contemporary statement the number of persons who
were formally associated with services in the Harimandir and its
management was 500 to 600 J 81 It may also be expected that services
were well organized. All offerings were not, necessarily, meant to be
spent on the lafigar and the work of construction. Occasionally, therefore, disputes would arise over the distribution of offerings among
various individuals. This was because the Akalis had been customarily
given a certain share. In January 1814, for example, the Maharaja
^called upon the Akalis and the men of Phula Singh Akali, and listened
to their dispute and claims about their shares of income'.
He ordered the men of Phula Singh that they should take only that
portion as their share which was fixed as such since a long time,
and should not claim anything more from the share of other
Akalis, adding that if they claimed more than that in the future
and if the A.kaHs complained again, he and his men would be turned
out of Amritsar altogether. In short this dispute went on until
noon, and in the end they agreed to act according to the order of
the Noble Sarkar and then went away.'*^^
It is evident from this case that the disputes relating to the distribution
of offerings were settled by Ranjit Singh. It also implies that the
management of Harimandir was under his control.
The name of Bhai Sant Singh Gianl figures as we have noticed
before, in the inscription on the northern entrance of the Harimandir
as the person through whom the 'service of gold and marble' was performd. In all probability, Bhai Sant Singh Giani was supervising the
general management of the Harimandir on the authority of the
Maharaja. Bhai Gutmukh Singh, who is better known as the trusted
courtier of the Maharaja, and who acted as the priest of the Maharaja
and his family, was Bhai Sant Singh Giani's son. After Bhai Sant
Singh's death in 1832, Bhai Gurmukh Singh inhertted his rank
and continued to enjoy the Maharaja's confidence till his death in
1839.1S3

The authority of Maharaja Ranjit Singh to take up the responsibility
of managing the affairs of the Harimandir was never questioned by any180 TawUrikh-i'Amritsar
Ke Chahd M'Qkhiz. p . 5.
181 Walter Hamilton, The East India Gazetteer, London 1828,1, p. 48, quoted in
Y.N. Datta, Amritsar Past and Present, p . 177.
182 Garrett and Chopra, Events at the Court of Ranjit Singh (1810-1817), p. 127.
I 83 ShQhdim?ii AM, The Sikhs and Afghans,
Punjab Languages Department Patiala
1970 (reprint, first published 1847) p. 29 & 31.
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body. We have seen already that even the disputes regarding the
distribution of offerings were decided by him. However, on the
question of maintaining the sanctity of the Harimandir with regard to
the visits of dignified foreigners the Akalis were not prepared to make
any compromise. During Alexander Burnes' visit to Amritsar in
August 1831, Sardar Desa Singh Majlthia as the governor of the
Majha tract with his headquarters at Amritsar, had been entrusted
the duty of conducting Burnes to the Harimandir. The report sent
by Sardar Desa Singh Majlthia is recorded by Sohan Lai Sari :
A letter from Sardar Desa Singh came to the Maharaja. It is said
that as soon as Burnes Sahib reached near Amritsar the said Sardar
went out to receive him with great show of respect, enquired after
his health, and, taking him along with himself, secured him the
honour of enjoying the sacred sight of Durbar Sahib. On hearing
the news of the glorious Sahib in Harmandir Sahib ordinary folk
gathered together in a huge crowd and overcrowding of the public
went to such an extent that on every roof, in every window, in
every door, at every gate, in every thoroughfare nothing could be
seen but men and wo^^en. The Akalis also gathered together in
I

large numbers and began to raise great hue and cry abruptly on
the arrival of the Sahibs and went on knocking at the door with so
much severity that the proverb 'the mob are like the cattle' applied
to the situation. The Sahibs enquired after the nature of that
situation from the said Sardar, who said that it was simply a
a demonstration of happiness and pleasure of the people and that
it sigfinied a welcome to the Sahibs. After that the Sahibs went to
their camp and the formahty of entertainment and hospitality
towards the guests took place according to the emphatic orders
of the Maharaja. The Maharaja felt very happy on hearing the
contents of this letter.i^*
The anxiety of the Maharaja about the visit of Burnes to the
Harimandir, interest of the general populace in his visit, and the satisfaction of Sardar Desa Singh that nothing unpleasant happened indicate
L

that the visit of a European to the Harimandir was not liked by the
Akalis. Indeed, it was not always possible for foreigners to visit the Harimandir. Jacquemont, for instance, was not allowed by the guardian
of the Harimandir to enter its precincts in March 1831,185 The objec184 Sohan Lai SQrr, Umdat-ut-Taw'ankh,
Daftar III, p . 73.
185 V. Jacquemont a n d SoltykoflF. The Punjab : A Hundred Years Ago (ed. H . L . O .
Garrett), Punjab Languages Department Patiala, 1971 (reprint), p , 34.
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tion of the AkalTs, readily conceded by the majority of the Sikhs, was to
the keeping of the shoes on while entering the Darbar Sahib. Most of the
foreigners were ignorant of the custom, and some of them were aggressive enough not to accept the suggestion. In 1843, two officers of the
army of the East India Company, for instmce, refused to take off their
shoes on their visit to the Harimandir.^®^ The Akalls, generally, were
not prepared to tolerate this kind of affrontIt is understandable, therefore, that Maharaja RanjTt Singh had to
take extra precautions when a state guest or important visitor was to be
taken to the Harmandir. In 1838, for instance, Lord Auckland visited
Amritsar, accompanied by his sister, Emily Eden, and the commanderin-chief, Sir Henry Fane. They were entertained by the Maharaja in
a grand way. Troops dressed up in clothes of gold were lined up for
miles along the route. Prior to Lord Auckland's arrival, the Maharaja
reached Amritsar and personally inspected the arrangements made.
The Maharaja warned the people of Amritsar that if any of the
Governor General's men was maltreated, *he would cut open their
stomachs'.^®' This was precisely because a visit to the Harimandir
was a part of Auckland's visit to Amritsar. Sohan Lai Surl tells us,
that the custodians of the Akal Bufiga and others had been ordered to
illuminate the bufigas ^^^
The Maharaja was particularly precautious, for the Akalls had
developed a dislike for the English on political as well as religious
grounds. But he was the master of the situation. On this occasion,
Jamadar Khushal Singh 'presented fourteen Nihang Singhs. wellarmed and dressed and with jSne horses The Sarkar said to them
that they should go to the Lat Sahib and talk about cjurage and
bravery; but should not utter anything contrary to th£ friendship
and unity between the two governments which should incur a complaint by the Lat Sahib.'^^^ When Auckland visited the Harimandir
the next day, there arose an argument about the propriety of
his covering his shoes with a pair of dark stockings instead of removing
them. But eventually he was admitted. He sat beside the Maharaja
on the floor covered with a carpet."<^ Elaborate arrangements for
their visit had been made by Bhal Gurmukh Singh.^^^
\
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V.N. D a t t a , Amritsar Past and Present, p. 39.
Emily Edan, Up the Country, London 1866, p, 215.
Sohan Lai Surr, Umdat ut-Tawmikh,
Daftar III, p 589.
Ibid., p . 590.
Emily Eden, op. cit., p . 116.

191 " B h a i G u r m u k h Singh was ordered to go to DarbTlr SWub and arrange for
illuminations and play of fireworks in the most suitable manner. Immediately after
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Similar precautions were taken by Maharaja Ranjit Singh on the
following day when he was informed that Emily Eden and the wife of
Macnaughten wished to see the city and visit the Hariraandir. The
Maharaj )rdered Sardar Ajit Singh Sandhanwalla and Sardar Lehna
thia to accompany
accomnanv the ladies. He also stressed they should
Singh Majlthia
see that none of the citizens, Akalis or Nihangs, should utter any
undesirable word which might create suspicion in their mind.^^'
We can see in retrospect that Maharaja Ranjit Singh visited the
Harimandir as a devout Sikh, made liberal offerings in cash and kind
as a mark of his devotion, expressed his devotion further in his
service of the Harimandir as a service to Guro Ram Das, and acted
as the custodian of the sacred place. The fact that his authority to
look after the general management of the Harimandir was questioned
•

by none, indicates that it was based on a genera] acceptance.
On account of the personal interest shown by the Maharaja and
because of the state control of the Harimandir, its construction and the
process of beautification went on at a tremendous pace. It was given
a face of marble and a look of gold for which it received the popular
name of Swaran Mandir or the Golden Temple. This enhanced the
glory and prestige of the Temple still further, so that its fame spread
far and wide.
The history of the Golden Temple during the reign of the successor
of Maharaja Ranjit Singh relates to the completion of the building
making an obeisance by the Lat Sahib (the Governor General) he should deliver to
him thuteen Kliilats. -Eleven Khilats should be given to the Nawab Sahib (the
Governor General)... The sister of Lat Sahib (Miss Emily Eden) and wife of
Macnaughten Sahib should be given ten Khilats... The Lat Sahib (The Governor
General ard the Sarkar made their obeisance with due respect and offered an
Ard^s. The Sarkar offered Rs. 700 for DarbUr Sahib and Rs. 500 for Akal Bungn,
The LS/Sahib (the Governor General) offered Rs. 11,250/for Darbar S'Shib. The
sister of'NawW Sahib (Emily Eden) went inside the Z)a/Z)a/- S^hib and examined
the gold plating. The'7Vawa6'Sahib (the Governor General) offered a prayer with
folded hands that the friendship between the exalted governments should last for
ever. Thereafter both the holy Sarkars together went to the Buhga of the Sarkar
and made a public appearance. On all the four sides illuminations took place and
multicoloured fireworks began to play. Out of foresight and wisdom Bhai Gurmukh
Singh had made the figures of strange animals float on the surface of water. In
addition large-sized rephcas of summer houses were set afloat. Illuminations were
made on these objects and fireworks played. The whole scene looked very strange
to the onlookers and was pleasing to the eyes of the observers. The 'NawM' Sahib
(the Governor General), felt very much pleased and remarked that he had not seen
similar illuminations and the play of fireworks anywhere between the ferry of
Barike and Amritsar.'* Sohan Lai SOrl, op. cit. pp. 590-591.
192 Ibid, p. 593.
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complex and the beautification schemes only. No event of any poHtical
magnitude took place at the Temple during the period. On the
development plan, the work of inlaying the Temple with marble
and covering it with a gold-leaf, went on as per plans under the
supervision of Maharaja Kharak Singh and Kanwar Nau Nihal Singh.^^^
The former had ambitious plans to see the Temple become a marvel of
all times to come, but they were cut short owing to his untimely death
resulting from palace feuds (1840).
Mah
interest in
the affairs of the Temple. The service personnel of the Temple were
rewarded for their meritorius services. Bhal Gurmukh Singh, the Giani
of the Temple, was retained in the rank of a courtier of the Lahore
Darbar and was entrusted with the responsibility of continuing the
work of the Temple.^^^ Bhai Gurmukh Singh died in 1841 and was
succeeded by his son Giani Parduman Singh. Bhai Parduman Singh
was a gifted person. His style of reciting Katha was very effective,^^^
The religious services at the Temple gained immense popularity under
him.
The affairs of the Temple were running smoothly under the patronage of Maharaja Sher Singh, but internal intrigues snatched him
away too. The death of Maharaja in 1841 marked the downfall of the
Sikh Kingdom, and the Punjab was annexed by the British in 1849
with which a glorious chapter in the history of the Golden Temple
came to an end.
One significant point worthy of note in the history of the Golden
Temple under the Sikh rule, is that though the Sikh rulers of the Malwa
region had political and diplomatic differences with the Lahore Darbar,
they were all united in their effort to serve the Temple, They paid
regular visits to it and bestowed y^g-zr^*, allowances and landed property
to it besides making offerings in cash. All of them, invariably, made their
contribution to the lahgar. A number of Mal\^a chiefs built their huhgas
around the Temple. Some of the Malwai buhgas imparted training in
certain avocations besides giving education in the traditional subjects,^^®
The Malwa chiefs were quite restrained in meddling into the internal
affairs of the Harimandir. The control of the Temple remained under
the suzerainty of the Lahore Darbar.
' 193 Vide the legend inscribed on the marble fixed on the Northern gate of the
Central Shrine (Appendix II, vi).
194 Report Sri Darbar S'Qhib, p . 215.
195 Ibid.

196 See Chap. VII, Infra.
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The Golden Temple Under the British
On ihe termination of the Sikh rule in the Punjab in 1849, the
control of the Sikh shrines passed into British hands. The weakening
of the Sikh hold bred inefficiency in the affairs of the Temple. Had the
Britishers exercised care in entrusting the control of the Golden Tempi
to the Sikh community itself, there would have been a smooth running
of its administration, and most of the evils which crept into the affairs
and the unpleasant situations that arose later on, could have been
avoided. The British Government, however, failed to visuahse future
complications.
The British colonial administration fully realised the significance of
the gurdwaras as centres of Sikh power and politics, and, therefore,
wanted to control the Sikhs through a surreptious hand in the management of the Sikh shrines. The British allowed the retention of land
revenue by the Golden Temple. All the Jagirs and pensions held by the
Temple and the attached shrines were closely scrutinized. Sardar
M
Mai
of the Darbar Sahib. In the beginning, the British Resident, Henry
L
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Lawrence, supervised the management of the Temple. This arrangement
remained in force from 1849 to 1859. This was a period of direct
control by ihe Britishers. 'Tn 1^59 the Darbar Sahib enjoyed from .a
jagir an annual income of Rs. 4,000 for the maintenance of the building,
whereas an additional Rs. 29,787 was earmarked for the support of
granthis, pujaris, rababis and other functionaries of the Golden Temple,
the.Akal Bunga, the Shahid Bunga, the Jhanda JBunga and the
BabaAtal."^"
.
' *
The motive of the British in providing this financial support was to
earn the gratitude of the Sikh community in general and to exercise
an influence on the Sikh aristocracy in particular. This direct and
open involvement of the British in the management of the central
shrine was always resented to by the Sikhs. By the end of 1859, the issue
became the object of controversy. Consequently, the British withdrew
from direct involvement and evolved a system of indirect control of
the shrine.
By an order of the Governor-General, the control of the Temple was
now entrusted to the Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar, while the
actual management was handed over to a committee of Sikh Sardars
and raises. The attitude of the British towards the Sikh aristdcracy in
this context was in tune with their poUcy towards the Sikh shrines
L
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197 Ivan J. Kerr, *The British and the Administration of the GoJden Temple in
1859", Panjab Past and Present, Vol. X. Part II, Oct. 1976, p. 3 10.
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which regarded them as a powerful channel for an indirect control of
the Sikhs.i»« But the British failed to give the Temple an efficient management. No rules for management were laid down, nor qualifications for
the appointment of the caretakers and the priests were prescribed. The
work was carried on, on traditional lines. The British left all the internal
matters to be dealt with by the priests themselves. The Temple had an
annual income of several lacs of rupees. The pujarls, mahahts^ ragis
and other functionaries received their customary share of the offerings
at the Temple, but would sometimes assert proprietary rights over the
landed property of the Temple too. This created dissensions and soon
there was a formidable list of disputes going on in courts between the
pujdris, the mahahts, the granthis and the ragis over the question of
sharing of income.
Thus within a few years after the take over of the administration of
the Temple by the Britishers, the affairs of the Temple were at their
lowest ebb. The income of the Temple was enormous and it was now
being swindled regularly by the granthis, pujaris and ragis. There was
no control worth the name. Hence the service personnel lost all fear,
neglected their duties and indulged in all sorts of malpractices. This
caused the complaints lodged by the Sikh community with the British
Deputy Commissioner to swell. The complaints pressed on the British
authorities to pay more attention to the management of the Temple.
Frederick Cooper, the then Deputy Commissioner of Aniritsar, on a
suggestion from Raja Tej Singh and a few others, called a
meeting of the prominent Sikhs, which was held in the bungalow of Raja
Tej Singh on 5 September 1859 at Amritsar and lasted till 12 September.
The Deputy Commissioner himself presided over the meeting "^ The
names of some of the prominent Sikhs who attended, are listed below :
1. Raja Tej Singh
2. Sardar Sharasher Singh Sahdhawalla
3. Sardar Dial Singh
4. Bhai Parduman Singh
5. Sardar Jaimal Singh
6. Sardar Mehtab Singh Majithla
7. Rai Mul Singh
8. Sardar Mafigal Singh Ramgarhla
9. Sardar Lai Singh Talwandiwala
10. Sardar Hardit Singh Padhana
•
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198 See, N G . Barrier. TA^ 5/^//5 and Their I/to-^///re, Introduction n XI
<99 Repof t S i DarbUr SWiib, p. 93,
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The committee framed rules and regulations for the proper administration of the Golden Temple, called Dastur-uWAmal This was at the
instance of the British officers themselves. The study of the contents of
the document reveals that it tried to delineate ways for the internal
management of the Golden Temple and the adjoining buhgas, and
delimited the nature and extent of British involvement in the internal
affairs of the Temple.^o" It was, inter-alia, laid down and resolved :
1. That the ownership of Sri Harmandir Sahib rested with Sri Guru
Ram Das only; no individual Sikh could claim the ownership of
this holy place, and that all the Sikhs must have equal right of
worship in the Temple;
2. That all the pujarjs, granthis, ragis and rababis should be given
suitable rozina (daily allowance) out of the income of the Temple;
3. That Sardar Jodh Singh be appointed Sarbarah (Manager) of the
Temple, but he was not to interfere in rehgious matters, mode of
worship and the observation of rituals and customs;
4.
That a separate commitee be formed, according to whose directions the sarbarah should work and control the Temple. This
committee was to be called the Golden Temple Committee;
5. Tha.t granthis, pujaris axid ragis such as fail in their duty, conduct
or character, be deprived of their rozina (daily allowance) while
those maintaining good reputation be rewarded in a way that
should ensure the continuance of the daily allowance to their
descendants even;
6. That the staff, including granthis and pujarjs, be suffered in their
posts as long as they carried on their duties honestly and effectively and that the Sikh Panth had the full right to dismiss them on
finding them guilty;
7.
8.
9.

That the construction work of the Temple be entrusted to Bhal
Farduman Singh Gianl, son of Bhai Sant Singh Gianl;
That the accounts of the income received and the expenditure
incurred on the Temple be maintained by the Sarbarah;
That the British Government would appoint the Sarbarah who
would take advice and the needed help from the committee
which was formed for the purpose.201

The British auihoiities were satisfied with the formulation of the
Dastar-ul- Ama^hut
the arrangement brought about by it, could not
200 For full details, see 'Dastur-ul-Amal Gurdwara Sri Amritsar', reprinted in
MTikhi

administrative paper, see Appendix IV.
^0' Report Sn D^rbUr SUib, p. 94.
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bring about any improvment in the management of the Temple. On the
contrary, the Government continued to ignore its responsibility to take
action for lapses on the part of its functionaries. The internal affairs of
the Temple continued to remain in the hands of the mahahts B,nd pujaris
who were under the control of the British Deputy Commissioner. The
funniest thing was that the committee met rarely. It became absolutely
defunct by 1881. Soon a new sarbarah was appointed with the consent
of the Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar to look after the Temple.^^^
Henceforth, the entire responsibility for the administration of the Temple rested with the sarbarah, but they turned selfish and became stooges
of the Government. They spent most of their time in flattering the
British oflScers rather than in looking after the affairs of the Temple,
In the absence of proper control and supervision a lot of corruption
crept into the Temple functionaries. Revenues from customs declined.
Ceremonial practices and observance of the Temple services got disarrayed- The main reason for this state of affairs'was the irrespon^
sibility of the sarbarahs who were appointed by the British authorities and were responsible to none but them. Henceforth, they had
no fear of the Sikh Panth and the Temple staff. The only important
thing for them was to keep the Deputy Commissioner pleased, and
manage things according to the wishes and in the interest of the British
authorities. Curiously enough, the latter, all the time, were loud in
declaring that they did riot, in any way, desire to act against the
decisions of the committee.^^^ The British anthorities were virtually
the masters of the whole show.
The internal bickering still aggravated the situation. Many of the
pujaris and the granthis started backbiting against the sarbarahs to the
members of the committee and openly interfered in the management
of the Temple. The members of the committee on their part generally
sided with the staff i.e. the pujaris and ihe granthis. With an eye to
their personal interests these functionaries began to look upon the
British authorities as the major partner in the management of the
Temple. This made it easy for the British to interfere in the internal
affairs of the Temple. In a meeting held on 3 May 1870, the/7w/arjj
supported by their allies staked their claim to a hand in the administration of the Temple, which was partially conceded.^^^'^ The arrange202 Datta, Amritsar Past and Present, p. 89.
203 See translation of a deed of agreement dated 10 Asuj Samvat 1913 executed by
Jawahir Singh, Granthr, forming a copy of the deed recorded in Sardar Mangal
Singh's Manuscript, Notebook 2 (English) preserved in the Sikh Reference Library,
Sikh History Research Board, SGPC, Amritsar (Ace. Mo. 7237,)
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ments made by the Dastiir-iil-'Amal remained operative until the
commencement of the Akall movement in 1920s.
A study of the Dastur-iil-\4mal shows that the changes introduced
by it proved hopelessly ineffective. The adminitrative paper did not
yield a permanent solution to the disputes persisting among the Temple
functionaries. On the contrary, it furnished an open ground for future
dissensions and disagreements. The right conceded to the granthis and
the pujans to pocket money offered at the Temple by the devotees,
was a serious lapse. It enabled the priestly class to take away whatever was offered to them for ardasoXihQ Temple. Instead of putting
the money in the golak (cash-box), they would distribute the money
among themselves. The worst part of the right to pocket money
enjoyed by the pujaris, was that they fanned out their agents to extract
from the pilgrims whatever they had to offer even before they had set
their foot in the Temple.^os The poor devotees were thus fleeced even
before they had paid their homage to the holy place. This left a huge
deficit in the income of the Temple. Open quarrels for grabbing money
offered for the ardas arose among the granthis, ragis and pujaris. They
would care little for the sanctity of the place even. This led to unprecedented litigation in judicial courts.
In 1862 the British authorities began constructing a Clock Tower^^®
in the Gothic style facing the main entrance to the Temple on the
site of some old buhgas demolished by them.^^^ The scheme was
strongly opposed to by the Sikhs but the authorities went on with their
plans till the clock tower was completed.
Further developments in the history of the Temple indicate that the
British did not want to abandon the control over the Central shrine of
the Sikhs in spite of diflSculties involved in its management.
Between 1859 and 1883, several meetings of. the Golden Temple
Committee were held, but with no results. Ultimately, the committee
lost even verbal say when the sarbardhs started deciding everything by
204 Report Sri Darbar Sahib, p. 94.
205 Ibid., p. 95.
206 The structure of the Tower was designed by John Gardon, the Municipal
Chief Engineer, Amritsar, and was built at a cost of Rs. 50,000 at the expense of
the Municipality. Originally, the Tower was intended to adorn the front of the
Town Hal], The site of the Town Hall was later on changed. The installation of the
Tower was universally condemned by the Sikhs and it remained an eye-sore to
them till the edifice was demolished after the attainment of Independence.
207 The most famous among them was the Afan of Sada Kaur, the mother-in-law
of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. The site was first occupied by the Amritsar Mission
School and later on by the Kotwalr (Police Station).
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themselves. The only orders they heeded were those of the Deputy
Commissioaer. Even the members of the Committee showed an ultra
loyalty to the British Government.'"^ The Panthic control over theTemple went on weakening. After 1883, the Committee stopped
functioning and the sarbarahs would not tolerate interference in their
day to day business. In this way, the priesthood became a private
concern, so much so that some Hindu priests were ushered in- The
direct outcome of the Hindu priests performing daily services in the
Temple resulted in the observance of non-Sikh practices in the very
precincts of the holy shrine. These practices posed a definite threat to
the authentic religious procedure, as also to the ideals and distinct
entity of the Sikh faith.
The state of affairs deteriorated further when the area around the
parkarma began to be used for commercial purposes. New bazars
sprang up and numerous stalls dealing with all sorts of wares were
put up. Unscruplous persons began to sell dirty (pornographic) literature near the Temple. Scenes of moral degradation and worst
debauchery could be witnessed in public houses that had appeared in
the area.209 This could not be tolerated by devout Sikhs. They felt
helpless to do anything in the matter. The administration of the place
rested with the British who had no interest in the welfare of the Sikh
shrines.
The visitors to the Temple went back disgusted and the Sikhs, in
general, felt very much aggrieved. With administration slackened, the
income of the Temple went down considerably. There was misappropriation of funds on a large scale. The income Uom jagirs and property
allotted to the Harimandir dwindled. The share of revenues from octroi
raised by the Municipal Committee also stopped. Only,the expenditure
on the use of electricity and the bills for water-supply to the tank were

208 The farewell message sent to Lord Ripon by Man Singh, President of the
Golden Temple Committee, on behalf of the Sri Guru Singh Sabha, showed such
an attitude : ''Our bodies are the exclusive possession of the British. Moreover, we
are solemnly and rtligiously bound to serve Her Majesty; that in discharging this
duty we act according to the wishes of our great Guru, the ever-living God and that
whenever and wherever need be felt for us, we wish to be the foremost of all Her
Majesty's subjects, to move and uphold the honour of the crown; that we reckon
ourselves as the favourite sons of our empress-mother, although living ^ar distant
from Her Majesty's feet and that we regard the people of England as our kindred
brethren." The Tribune, November 15, 1889, quoted by Khushwant Singh, in History
of the Sikhs, Vol. II, p. 142.
209 Report Sri DarbUr SUhib, p. 95.
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No regular account of the income and expenditure of the Temple
was kept. The sarbarahs did not hold themselves answerable to the
public. Consequently, the Sikh community did not know what drains
the income of the Temple was going down. The people were convinced of the misappropriation of funds by the sarbarahs. Vehement
protests, made against all this from time to time, proved futile.
Consequently, a general agitation was started. Frequent pamphlets and
articles appeared to protest against this sorry state of affairs. The
recent growth of journalism offered an effective means for the purpose.^^ The demands put forth unanimously were :
1. The sarbarahs should be appointed according to the wishes of the
Sikh community;
2. An elected committee should be appointed and it should be made
answerable to the Sikh community and not to the British
Government;
3. Only pujdris, granthis and ragis should be retained in service, the
rest should be disbanded;
4. Only Sikh observances and practices be allowed in the premises
of the Temple, the rest should be stopped;
5. Accounts of all incomes and expenditures of the Temple should
be presented to the Sikh community regularly.^12
Not withstanding persistent appeals, the demands for ' reform of the
management of the Temple remained ignored. Since the ' British
Government and the sarbarahs were not paying any heed to these just
demands, the agitation for reform grew stronger and more stronger
with the passage of time. The Sikhs felt immensely aggrieved. The
situation became inflammable when the question of the control of
Gurdwara Babe Ki Ber at Sialkot and of Khalsa College, Araritsar,
arose. The atmosphere, thus, became highly surcharged.^is
The close of the 19th century was a period of communal revival
in the Punjab. The Sikhs, Hindus, Muslims, Christians vied with one
210 Ibid.

'

/

2H The Khlils-a AkhbUr (a Punjabi weekly) was the earliest Sikh venture in
journalism. It was followed by KhmsTi SamUchar in 1899. Th3 Sikh newspapers were
started with a particular purpose; generally, the motto was 'Sikh Revival.' The
newspapers were mostly in Urdu and Punjabi and were published weekly, fortnightly
or monthly. For further details see N.G. Barrier, The Sikhs And Their Literature

pp. XXVII—xxvm.

2^^ Report Sri DarbUr S^hib, p. 96.
ii3 Ibid.
f
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another for ascendancy. The anti-Sikh attitude of the Arya Samaj was
strongly reflected in a counter-Sikh movement with the slogan 'Ham
Hindu Nahin.'2i4 The Sikh movement was pushed ahead with full
publicity and a strong religious zeaL The issues grappling the minds of
the Sikh people were the power to control the gurdwaras, genuine Sikh
rites and practices, the problem of conversion, etc. The Singh Sabha
Some leaders
Moveme
of the movement took a bold step ,and removed from the parkartna of
the Golden Temple all idols and relics which smacked of heresy against
the Sikh tenets. The reactionary Hindus agitated against this and
defamed the Sikh Sudharak Jatha (Sikh Reforms Party) which was
leading the movement. The Hindu propaganda, however, could not
cut any ice, and the movement for reform of the Gurdwaras spread.
Although a strong agitation was carried on by the Sikh community for
transfer of the management of the Sikh shrines to the Sikh people
the British Government did not relent. In one of the meetings of the
Chief Khalsa Diwan during those days, Sardar Bahadur Arjan Singh,
who had worked as sarbarah of Darbar Sahib, proposed that necessary
changes be made in the Dasiur-ul-'Amal in consultation with the Sikh
community.^^^ This resolution too met the same fate. Consequently,
the agitation for the reform of the gurdwara managements and their
control by the Sikhs became more intense by 1906.
The Sikhs went on making their demands feverishly through the
press and the stage.^^® The Sikh literature circulated at that time,
asserted that the mahahts, granthis and pujaris should have no hereditary rights in the gurdwaras and that the Sikh places of worship should
be deemed to be the exclusive property of the Sikh Safigat^ For that matter
all the jagirs, lands and income of the gurdwaras be declared as panthic
assets and should be enlisted in the names of gurdwaras to which they
belonged. Nobody should be permitted to sell, mortgage or exchange
the gurdwara property. The appointment of sarbarahs should be made
r

• • - — • —

^
r

214 xhis slogan was currently derived from a pamphlet issued by Bhai Kahn
Singh of Nabha. It bovQ the talc Ham Hindu Nahtn (Punjabi). This was reprinted
by the Sri GurO Singh Sabha Shatabadi Committee, Amritsar, in 1973.
215 Heport Sn Darbar Sahib, p. 98.
216 A number of papers in Panjabi and Urdu were in existence under the
patronage of the Singh Sabha Movement, Details arc listed below :
Sukabi Sobodhinh Amritsar (1875); Aknl PrakTish, Amritsar (1876); Gurmukhi
Akhbar, Lahore (1850); KhnlsH Prakash, Lahore (1884); 5w Gurmat Prakash,
Rawalpindi (1855); PanjTib Darpan, Amritsar (1885); KhTilsll Akhbm restarted in
'' Lahore in 1886;and the VidyW'ak, Lahore (nS6)\ Khalsa Gazette (Urdu); Loyal
Gaze//e (Urdu); started by Sardar Amar Singh, later on converted into The Sher-iPimjab; etc., etc.
^
•

w
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by the Sikh community and not by the British rulers. Only men of
integrity, character and proven fidelity to the Sikh faith be appointed
in the Temple. The British Government should not interfere in the
religious affairs of the Sikhs. An elected committee of the Sikhs
should be formed and empowered to select sarbarahs and control the
affairs of the Temple. A great stress was laid on publishing the
accounts of the Temple and bringing to the notice of the public all
defects in the current management. The demands of the Sikhs were
genuine and just. Yet the Government did not move their little finger
even.
The Sikh revivalists under the banner of the Chief Khalsa Diwan
were making vigorous attempts to strengthen and expand Sikhism;-^*^
and to preserve its separate identity. For this purpose they demanded
immediate reforms in the administration of the gurdwaras. For Fear
of losing their position of vantage, the pujarjs and mahahts of the
Golden Temple were against any reform. The priestly class was afraid
of the supporters of the Chief Khalsa Diwan, popularly known as the
Tat K[alsa, because their orthodoxy and staunch attachment to the Sikh
faith. The priests banned their entry into the shrines and rejected their
offerings. To enforce their decision they sought the help of the British
Government too. In 1910, just before the opening of the Third Sikh
Educational Conference, the priests of the Temple having learnt of the
proposed procession of the Chief Khalsa Diwan and its affiliates, which
was to start from the Amritsar Railway Station and end at the Golden
Temple, requested the Deputy Commissioner, Arnritsar, to ban the
procession on the plea that the organizers and the leaders of the conference had interdined with low castes and thereby committed religious
sacrilege.2^^ It was a lame excuse, for Sikhism did not stand for caste
distinctions. The fact was that the Sikh reformists had decided to
take direct action and punish the incharge of the shrine for his
misconduct and malpractices. The clash was, however, averted by the
chance late arrival of the train so that the processionists had to change
their plan to march to the Temple. Instead, they proceeded direct to
Khalsa College. Soon after this, an episode of great magnitude occured
at Delhi. This involved the Sikhs in a more forceful agitation for
4

J

2'7 The Sikh revivalists bplieved in conversion and re-baptism of the low-caste
Sikh converts to Islam and Christianity. They were social reformists. They asserted
XoghxpHhul to the outcastcs. the untouchables and then took food from the newly
baptized converts. Sikh intellectuals, social reformers and progressive thinkers were in
the forefront of the n.ovement.
218 N.G. Barrier, The Sikhs and Their Literature^ p. XXXII.
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Gurdwara Reforms. The movement started, when the Government
acquired surreptiously some
old bounMah
dary wall of the said Gurdwara The Government wanted to extend a
road to the nearby Secretariat, for which they needed that strip of land.
The Sikhs were highly agitated and stood up like a rock against the
dismanthng of the wall.^^^
At this juncture there erupted an iniernal disisention in the Sikhs
with regard to their attitude towards the British. The Chief Khalsa
DTwan sided with the Government. A general feeling of annoyance
against he Chief Klalsa Djwan grew among the Sikhs. Meanwhile,
the First World War broke out. The British tried to appease the
Sikhs for getting their loyal support in the war. They pleaded for the
postponement of the agitation and assured them that a decision conformir.g to the wishes of the Sikh community regarding reforms in
their shrines, would be taken after the cessation of the War. But
when the promised time came, the British Government did not stir their
little finger even. The promise made about the reconstruction of the
wall of the Gurdwara Rikab Ganj at Delhi was also ignored. Disgusted
with the British attitude, the Sikhs resumed their agitation and passed
gurmatas in religious diwans for the immediate cessation of their demands.
After the promulgation of Martial Law in the Punjab in 1919, a
powerful political movement was launched against the British demanding 5ivara/(self-rule). The Sikhs too formed a political paity,
i.e. the Central Sikh League. This was done at Amritsar towards the
close of the year 1919.^20
The formation of the Sikh League was proof of a national awakening
among the Sikhs, The first meeting of the League took place at
Amritsar in 1919.221 Among other resolutions, a resolution demandirg
cessation of the right for the control of the Golden Temple by an elected
Sikh Committee was also passed. At that time, all Sikh societies and
sabhas passed gurmatas that the control and administation of Sri Darbar
Sahib as well as of other Sikh shrines, should vest in the Sikh
community, but the British Government did not pay any heed to them."*
The Government was not interested in introducing any reform in the
affairs of the Golden Temple. The Sikhs reacted strongly and stepped
w
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Up the movement vigorously to bring the adamant authorities to their
heels.
Movement
The prevailing political upheaval in the rest of the country drove the
Sikh Reforms.Movement into the arms of the political agitation in
1920. The Akalis resorted to greater publicity to mobilise public opinion
in their favour. The Akdh Akhbar was started from Lahore in May
2920.222 xi^is Daily effectively propagated the cause of the Sikhs.
The passive policy of a peaceful agitation in the form of requests,
such as waiting in deputations and submitting petitions to the British
was decried. Instead, direct action against the British authorities was
advocated. The Akalis openly preached that the exigencies of the
time demanded sacrifices from the Sikhs to achieve their end. The
Akali Akhbar wrote vigorous editorials demanding control of management and administration of the Golden Temple from the British
rulers.223 The forceful propaganda of the Akali Akhbar proved very
effective. It successfully stirred the religious sentiments of the Sikh
masses who were prepared to make every conceivable sacrifice to see
their holy shrines liberated. Sikh shahidi jathas were raised to launch
a country-wide agitation. The Government was alarmed and decided
to suppress the Sikh movement at all costs. The second annual
session of the Sikh League was to be held at Lahore towards the end
of 1920. Like other Indians the Sikhs were totally disillusioned at the
Montague Chelmsford Reforms. Besides, the promulgation of the
Martial Law in the Punjab had opened their eyes as never before.
This was the time when non-cooperation Movement against the
British Government under the leadership of Mahatma Gandhi was
in full swing.- The British feit that, in case the Sikhs also joined this
Movement the British position would become vulnerable. They,
therefore, made a declaration on July 14, 1920 that the Government
would be prepared to hand over the control and administration of the
Daibar Sahib to the Sikhs as soon as provincial councils were formed
in consultation with the Sikh members of the Punjab Council.224
222 Ibid., p. 101.
223 The Akalis strongly resented the deposition of Maharaja Dallp Singh, the
massacre of the KQkas, the taking over of the control of the Khalsa College,
Amriisar, the Nankana Sahib Gurdwara, Babe Kl Ber, restriction on wearing the
kirp^n dismantling of the wall of Rikab Ganj (Delhi),the suppression of the Canadian
Sikhs (1914-15) and the grievances of the Sikhs regarding mismanagement and
malpractices prevailing in their holy shrines which were virtually under the control of
the British Government.
224. Report Sn Darb^r S^hib, p. 102.
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The Sikhs were not satisfied with this declaration, as it was hedged in
with several conditions. Moreover, they were not sure of the type of
Sikh members that were to be selected for the purpose. In fact, the
bonafides of the British were not trusted. The Sikhs, therefore, did not
pay much heed to the declaration and continued their agitation with
greater vigour and zeal. The Sikh League passed a resolution not to cooperate with the Government. The British instilled the hope in the
minds of Sikhs that the Punjab Government would satisfy their
demands and would carry on the control and administration of the
gmdwaras in accordance with their wishes. But at the very time, the
sentiments of the Sikhs were greatly hurt by the attitude of Sardar Arur
Singh, the 5ar6ara/z of the Golden Temple. He, in his zeal to show
his loyalty to the British Government, went to the length of arranging
a Sikh diwan in front of the Akal Takht to felicitate General
Dyer, the British officer responsible for the Jallianwala massacre
(19 April 1919), with a siropa and a Kirpan. The General was not only
honoured but declared to be true Sikh also.^^s^ That was the height of
idiocy on the part of the sarbarah. The Sikhs could not tolerate this
and felt that a great insult had been done to the highest seat of the
Sikh political-cum-religious authority. The pujarjs, the granthjs and the
local Sikhs lodged their protests with the sarbarah, but he ignored them.
The Sikh citizens of Amritsar held a meeting at Mafiji Sahib sometimes in
August 1920 to review the situation. The Deputy Commissioner issued
X

L

w

w

an order banning the meeting- But the Sikhs disobeyed the order and
held an open session. Sardar Amar Singh and Sardar Jaswant Singh
Jhabal made forceful speeches against the order. Resolutions were
passed condemning the action of the sarbarah and the Deputy Commissioner. A demand for his immediate removal was made. Considering
the seriousness of the situation, the sarbarah was* at last sent on
two months' compulsory leave, but the Sikhs were not satisfied. They
demanded, the removal of the 5ar6ara/j and fixed 29 August 1920 as
the deadline, after which an effigy of the Sarbarah was to be taken in
a procession through the streets of Amritsar and burnt in public.
The Sikh women held a separate meeting in this connection and
passed a resolution in protest against the Sarbarahs' action. The whole
city was in turmoil. A big gathering was held in the Jallianwala Bagh
and the matter was discussed regarding the taking out of the proclaimed procession with the effigy. Sensing the sentiments and the
fury of the mob, the Sarbarah himself appeared at the meeting and
225 Ibid, p. 103.
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tendered his resignation as desired by the Sikh community and apologized for his conduct. The British now appointed Sardar Sunder Singh
Ramgarhia, as the Sarbarah of the Golden Temple.-«
Although one of the demands of the Sikhs asking for the removal
of the sarbarah had been met, all problems pertaining to the mismanagement and defective administration of the Temple yet remained
unsolved. Their remedy could be possible only if the control and the
administration of the Darbar Sahib were to pass on to an elected body
of the Sikhs themselves. But this was not acceptable to the Government. Hence the agitation continued. The most serious complaint
with regard to practices at the Darbar Sahib at that time, was the
turning down of the offering of the karah prasad of the low-caste
Sikhs by the pujaris or the mahahts- The mahahts refused to accept
their karah prasad and pray for them. This virtual apartheid practised
by the/?wya/'/^ and the mahahts could not be tolerated by the Sikhs
whose Gurus had abolished the caste-system and formed the Khalsa
Brotherhood under the cardinal principle of the fatherhood of God
preached by the Sikh Gurus, of which the brotherhood of mankind
was an inevitable corollary. The conduct of priests at the Temple
was most unSikh like. This was a clear breach of the basic tenets of
Sikhism. When the Sikh Reforms Movement was started in the early
years of the twentieth century, the Singh Sabhas commenced their
missionary work by admitting low-caste people to the fold of Sikhism
which was bound by a common brotherhood called the Khalsa
Baradarl.
The Akal Takht was the place where persons desirous of entering the
Sikh brotherhood were administered pahul or amrit (baptism)
irrespective of their caste and creed. In actual practice, however, only
Hindus and persons professing the Sikh faith, and that too of high
castes, were accepted for the purpose. Persons belonging to other faiths
were usually refused this privilege. The priestly class of the Temple
was so much averse to this reform that they refused to accommodate the
Sikh Sardars and even the intellectuals and professors of Khalsa College,
Amritsar, who were at that time leading these reforms and were
clamouring for free entry of low-castes into Sikh Shrines. The
administrative authorities of the Darbar Sahib overlooked these lapses
on the part of the whimsical mahahts and pujaris. An organization
of long standing of the Sikhs of Amritsar called Khalsa Baradari had
.Iseen striving for the removal of these evils which persisted in the Sikh
w
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society for long. The Khalsa Baradarl took an active Ipart in putting
up to the authorities the grievances of the Sikh community. It held
a meeting on 12 October 1920 at the Jallianwala Bagh and demanded
vehemently that the karah prasad offered by all Sikhs, irrespective of
their caste or status in society, should be unhesitatingly accepted both
at the Akal Takht and the Darbar Sahib, and it should be distributed
to the sahgat without any discrimination. The meeting was addressed
by a number of Sikh sardars, a few professors of Khalsa College,
Amritsar, and some dignitaries from the town. At this meeting a
number of people from amongst the untouchables were administered
pahuly^"^ Tht meeting unanimously decided that those who had been
given pahul should proceed forthwith to offer kaiah prasad at the
Akal Takht and the Darbar Sahib. Accordingly, the gathering proceeded
to the Golden Temple with a large quantity of karah prasad which was
carried by the new converts in their hands- Thousands of Sikhs joined
the procession. The whole gathering marched on to the Darbar Sahib
singing hymns (sabads). After traversing the parkarma, they got into
the Harimandir and offered karah prasad but the pujaris refused to
accept it. The processionist asserted that the refusal of the offerings at
the Temple was against the Sikh tenets. They argued that since every
person, irrespective of his caste or creed, could be converted to
Sikhism, everyone including the new converts had the right to offer
karah prasad at the Sikh shrines, A long discussion followed. Ultimately, it was agreed that a hymn from the holy Granth be read at
random to know the mind of the Guru. Whatever the dictum, it should
be binding on the whole gathering ^^s j h e granthjs, the pujaris, in fact,
everybody readily agreed to the proposal. Bhal Fateh Singh, the Head
granthi opened the holy Granth at random and the following hymn
appeared :
Hfef U -^ H ^ §3H 5 ^Ul UTH ^TfH f:e3 ^rfH |
Ufg Vllt ^ y ^yfB fHSTfe I
Guru Granth Sahib, p. 638.
The sabad was perfectly in keeping with the issue under dispute. The
whole sahgat was amazed to hear it. Every body took it as a dictum
from the Almighty. Even the grant his and the pujaris of the Temple
accepted the dictum. They distributed the karah prasad to the Sikh
r
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sahgat present on the occasion. Whole of the gathering then marched
on to the Akal Takht. But the mahahts and the puj^ns got frightened
and fled from the scene. The sahgat felt very much annoyed. They held
that by leaving the Akal Takht vacant in that cowardly manner, the
mahahts, the pujaris and the granthis, all had disgraced the highest
seat of authority of the Sikhs.
The Sikh sahgat occupied the Akal Takht. It was decided to leave
25 Sikhs there to carry on the work of the Akal Takht. This was given
eifect to by choosing the persons for the purpose there and then. They
were instructed not to touch the cash oflFerings and the treasure at the
Akal Takht. It was decided that the defauhing granthis and the
pujaris of the Akal Takht might be pardoned and reinstated if they
came forward with an apology for their disdainful conduct.^^^
The matter was reported to the then sarbarah, Sardar Mangal Singh
Ramgarlha. He asked the granthis to tender their apology as
demanded. But the granthis would not listen. The next day, to be
exact, on 13 October 1920, the Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar
called the sarharah, some representatives of the Sikh sahgat^ tho pujaris
and the granthis of the Akal Takht to thrash out the whole problem.
The granthis did not attend the meeting. On this the Deputy Commissioner nominated an a^//<9(: committee of nine Sikhs. It was decided that this ad hoc committee should act till some permanent arrangement was made. Accordingly, the ad hoc committee took charge of the
administration of the Temple.^^**
m

•

The ousted granthis of the Akal Takht started propaganda against its
take over by the new committee. They even approached the Nihang
Singhs of the Buddha Dal and gave them an exaggerated report of the
happenings, and prejudiced them by saying that some Mazhabi Sikhs
(converts from among the scheduled castes) had taken possession of the
Akal Takht. The Buddha Dal and the Nihang Singhs came to the
Akal Takht to know the fact. They w^ere informed of the correct
position and the ad hoc arrangement made for the administration of the
Temple. The Nihang Singhs were satisfied and left the place in peace.
After the appointment of the ad hoc committee, hukamnamas were
sent from the Akal Takht to all prominent Sikh bodies to attend
a general meeting of the Sikhs convened for the management and
control of Sri Darbar Sahib, the Akal Takht and other Sikh shrines.
The conditions for attending the gathering were :
F
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i)
ii)
iii)
iv)
v)

The participant must be an amritdhari (baptised) Sikh;
He should be a regular reciter of the holy scripture;
He should have five kakars, i.e. the Sikh symbols on his person;
He should be an early riser, and
He should be a regular contributor of: daswahd {\ IlOth of his
income) to the Sikh cause.^^^
Immediately after the said hukamnamas were issued from the Akal
Takht, the Punjab Government announced the formation of a
committee of 36 Sikhs. Although the majority in this committee were
of the supporters of the Gurdwara Reform Movement, the Sikhs felt
aggrieved that the right to select their representatives which appropriately belonged to the Sikh community, had been surreptiously usurped
by the British Government.
The Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee
In the joint meeting of the Sikhs held on 15 and 16 November 1920
at the Akal Takht, efforts were niade to draw up concrete plans for the
management of the Sikh shrines and the Darbar Sahib. After lengthy
speeches, all sorts of arguments and suggestions, it was resolved that
a committee consisting of 175 members, to be known as the Shiromani
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, be formed to manage the gurdwaras
situated in the Punjab and outside it. The 36 members of the nominated
committee declared earlier by the Government, were also incorporated
in this committee. Each district, state, army unit and Sikh body
worth the name was given representation on it. Till the coming into
existance of the proposed committee the following persons were
selected to act on it in the capacities mentioned below :
Sardar Sunder Singh
President
Sardar Harbans Singh
Vice-President
Bhal Jodh Singh
Secretary
A grand meeting of the Sikhs was held on 12 December 1920 at the
Akal Takht to elect members for the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak
Committee.^^2
F
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The first meeting of the newly elected committee of the Shiromani
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee was held on 15 August 1921 at the
Akal Takht to elect its office-bearers. The committee elected Sardar
Kharak Singh as its President, Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgarhia as its
Vice-President and Sardar Bahadur Mehtab Singh as its Secretary."^^
231 Ibid., p. 107.
232 Ibid., p. 108.
233 Ibid., see also Ruchi Ram Sahal, Struggle for Rsforms in Sikh Shrines, p . 67.
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The Shiromani GurdwarS Prabandhak Committee took up the
administration of the Golden Temple with a definite mandate to remove
all sorts of evil and show improvement in its management. The
misdeeds of the previous management were exposed. It was found that
no regular accounts had been maintained and no records had been kept.
Some important documents and precious articles from the toshakhana
rtreasury) were also found missing. The outgoing sarbarah, Sardar Arur
Singh had not handed over the charge even after his resignation.
The Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee took necessary
steps to improve the management of the Temple and thought of various
devices to set it on a sound footing. First of all, the articles and the
documents in possession of the Temple were listed. Then a Local
Committee consisting of 9 members was formed to look after the day to
day management of the Golden Temple and the attached gurdwaras.
This came off in September 1921. Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgarhia
was made its President. Later on, the committee was expanded and
the following new members were included :
4

i) All the sitting members of the SGPC as were ordinarily resident
at Amritsar.
ii) Five members from amongst the inhabitants of
Amritsar as were not members of the SGPC.

the

city

of

ih) Seven members from amongst the members of the Executive
Committee of the SGPC as hailed from outside, i.e. were not
ordinarily resident at Amritsar.
The president of this Local Committee was to be nominated by the
Executive Committee of the SGPC from amongst its members. He was
to be designated "member-in-charge." The committee when it came
into action, framed rules and regulations for running the gurdwaras as
^reproduced below :
i) The income from Darbar Sahib and other local gurdwaras should
be deposited in the name of the SGPC;
ii) Thedaily income in the form of cash offerings should be counted
by a darogah and after counting, the amount should be entered
in a register meant for the purpose;
F

iii) A regular office should be set up where accounts and registers
should be kept}
iv) Salaries and emoluments payable to the granthis and pujans
should be fixed; and the practice of making offerings to the

J
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pujaris and granthis in cash

and
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kind

should

be

stopped

forthwith 231

This Local Committee worked for about one year and brought
about a tremendous improvement in the management of the Golden
Temple. The Sikh community, as a whole, was fully satisfied with the
working of the local committee. They believed that the British Government would no more interfere in the affairs of the Temple. Besides,
the committee of 36 members nominated by the Government had been
incorporated into the body of the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak
Committee,
The Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee was pushing ahead
its programme with great enthusiasm, but it had to face many hurdles
placed in its way by the selfiish priests. They were loath to relinquish
their unauthorised hold over the offerings of the Temple and were in
favour of the policy of interference by the British Government.
M Dunnet, the then Deputy Commissioner of Amritsar,
tried to bring about a rapproachment between the Government and the
SGPC on the question of control of the Golden Temple, the Government refused to acknowledge it as a legally constituted body. Standing
on legal technicalities they managed to oust the committee.^^^
The Government tried to induce the SGPC to take the formal possession of the Temple, but the Committee refused to oblige saying that it
last eighteen
defi
months. They were afraid that if they agreed to take the formal
possession now, the administrative actions taken by them earlier might
be declared null and void. When the Government failed in its attempt to
bring the Committee round, it followed the course of toppling it down.
In the absence of its various members, Lala Amarnath, the District
Mag
invaded
the house of Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgarhia, the President of the
Darbar Sahib Committee and Vice-President of the SGPC oh
7 November 1921, and forcibly took away with them the keys of the
toshakhana of the Golden Temple. This high-handedness on the part
of the Government enraged the Sikhs much. As a result there ensued
an agitation known in the annals of Sikh history as ''The Agitation,
for the Possession of the Keys".^^®
The seizure of the Keys aroused considerable resentment am.ong the
Sikhs. There were mass protests against the British in the Punjab*
+
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Dlwans were held and the Government was condemned for its anti-Sikh
pohcy and interference in the religious affairs of the Sikhs. The SGPC
in its special meeting held on 10 November 1921 at the Akal Takht;
"called upon the Sikh members of the provincial legislature, under
threat of excommunication, to vacate their seats."^^''
The Government now tried to win over a Sikh gentleman whom
they could appoint sarbarah and give him the keys. Captain Bahadur
Singh was appoached for the purpose. The Captain accepted the
appointment and brought the keys to the Temple, but when
reprimaaded by the Sikh sahgat for accepting the appointment in
contravention of the declared policy of the community, he apologized
to the sahgat and tendered his resignation from the office of the
Sarbarah.^^^
The agitation for the possession of the keys, soon, took a serious turn
and resulted in the arrest of about two hundred Sikhs, including the officebearers and the members of the Working Committee of the SGPC The
Sikhs went on offering arrests. When the Government realised that
there was no end to the number of Akalls offering for arrest, it agreed to
the unconditional release of all the Sikh prisoners, provided the SGPC
received the keys through the court.^39 The Sikhs refused to accept
the condition and demanded that the keys be delivered at the Akal
Takht. The Indian National Congress and the Khilafat Movement of
the Muslims also supported the Akalis in their demand.
Frightened at the surcharged political atmosphere in the country,
the governmet yielded to the demand of the Sikhs and released the
Sikh prisoners. The Keys were handed over to Baba Kharak Singh,
President of the SGPC on 20 January 1922.24*>
Akalls had remained non-violent throughout the Keys' Agitation.
Mahatma Gandhi congratulated the Sikhs on the success of their
agitation. His telegram of 18/19 January 1922, addressed to Sardar
Kharak Singh, read : '4^irst Battle of India's Freedom won. Cong*atulations/'^^^
This was the. time when the Non-cooperation Movement in the
country was in full swing. The Akalls also supported the national
demand. The SGPC had already passed a resolution not to cooperate

SGPC, Amritsar, 1965.
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with the Government and urged the Sikhs to boycott British
products.2*^
The proceedings of the ShiromaiiT Akall Dal relating to 1921-23 and
pertaining to the Gurdwara Reforms Movement, provide a lot of
insight into the contemporary political situation. For example, a
Mar
of
the British bureaucracy, urged the people to observe full hartal (strike)
on the visit of the Prince of Wales to India.^^^
Considering the forceful mass agitation of the Gurdwara Reforms
the Government felt that
Mov
r

,
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some action had to be taken regarding the amicable settlement of the
question of the control and management of the gurdwaras. For this
purpose, the Government annoiinced the appointment of an ienquiry
committee and it was proposed to hold a conference of the representatives of the SGPC and the mahafits under the presidentship of Shaikh
Asghar Ali.^** The proposal, however, did not materialize.
The Lieutenant-Governor, Sir Edward Maclagan, had earlier tried
to push through the legislative a measure to transfer the gurdwaras to
their rightful owners, the Sikh congregation.^*^ Now, the matter was
renewed in the Punjab Council. The Education Minister, Mian Fazl-iHussain, brought in a resolution in the council on 14 March 1921 that
a bill, '*to set up a Board of Commissioners which would take over the
management of the Sikh shrines"^*® be introduced to meet the long
standing demand of the Sikhs. It was resolved to appoint an ad hocs
Gurdwara Commission consisting of three members to do the job till
the enactment of the bill. Bat the Government did not go in for the
Gurdwara Commission and instead decided to present the Gurdwara
Bill itself on 5 April 1921. Even the presentation of the bill could not
be carried out. The legislature opposed the bill and objected to having
non-Sikhs on the Board. Moreover, there was no unanimous opinion
on what constituted a gurdwara, as the Udasi stewards of the Sikh
shrines had already declared themselves to be non-Sikhs and the
shrines under their possession to be Hindu temples. These separatists
2'^2 See SGPC's resolution, dated 21 May 1921, as quoted by Khushwant Singh
in A History of the Sikhs, Vol. II, p. 202.
243 See KarwHiy'&n Shiromanl Gurdw^rTi Prabandhak Committee, Amritsar,
1922-1938, Register no. 2, Gurmata no. 2, Sikh History Research Deptt., Khalsa
College, Amritsar, Ace. no. 1793.
244 Kahan Singh, MahUn Kosh, P- 312.
245 Khushwant Singh. A History of the Sikhs, Vol. IT, p. 202,
246 Ibid.
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from the mother church had the backi'ng of the anti-Sikh members
of the Legislature, Fazl-i-Hussain, however, succeeded in getting
the bill passed, and it came on the statute book as "The Sikh
Gurdwaras and Shrines Act VI of 1922." But the Sikhs ignored the
Act altogether.
At this juncture, the British atrocities on the Akalis participating in
the Guru Ka Bagh Morcha and the brutality with which they were
beaten, assumed tremendous proportions.
The Sikhs' religious
fervoui: was excited as never before.2*' The British policy towards
Maharaja Ripudaman Singh, of Nabha, and bis subsequent abdication
brought in another morcha (agitation), called 'Jaito Ka Morcha.' This
flared up the Sikh sentiments still further. The British used military
force to suppress the Sikhs. The SGPC observed 9 September 1923 as the
Nabha Day, The Government came with a heavy hand, declared the
SGPC and the Akali Dal as illegal organizations, and arrested most
of the Sikh leaders.24^ But the agitation could not be suppressed. On
the contrary, it became a mass movement and won the sympathies of
Punjab Hindus and Muslims alike. Even the Indian National
Congress proclaimed its support to their cause.^.^^^
Simultaneously with the Jaito Morcha another morcha was started at
Bhai Pheru in Lahore against the mahaht of the shrine there. The
forceful and unending resistance of the Sikhs for gaining control over
the management of their shrines ''exasperated the Government and it
made a desperate bid to smash the movement."^^^
The Amritsar Police raided the Akal Takht^ the place from where the
y^Mai* started. This was sometime in the first week of January 1924,'
A number of documents of the SGPC were seized and 62 persons
were arrested. Orders were issued for the confiscation of the properties
of the participating Akalis in the State and for the use of greater force
against the agitators. An alarming number of Akalis were killed
when the police opened fire at Jaito on 21 February 1924 to disperse a
peaceful Jatha of about 5O0 volunteers. The use of firearms against
247 According to Khushwant Singh **Guru Ka Bagh excited the Sikh religious
fervour to a degree which had not been seen among the Sikhs since the annexation of
their Kingdom," History of thz Sikhs, Vol. II. p. 204.
243 The prominent leaders among them were Mehtab Singh, Teja Singh Samundrl,
Teja Singh Akarpurr, Bhagat Jaswant Singh, Master Tara Singh, Bawa Harkishan
S ingh. Gianl Sher Singh, Professor Teja Singh, Professor Niraijan Singh, Sarmukh
Singh Jhabal, Sohan Singh Josh, Gopal Singh Qaumr and Sewa Singh Thikarivala.
249 Among those arrested at Jaito was also Pandit Jawahar Lai Nehru,
250 Khushwant Singh, op. cit, p. 209.
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peaceful agitators aroused unprecedented sympathy throughout India,
for the Sikh cause. An adjournment motion was moved by M-A. Jinnah
and Madan Mohan Malviya in the Central Legislative Assembly
to discuss the Jaito firing, but the motion was not allowed.
The next day, in a meeting of the Working Committee of the AllIndia Congress Committee held at Delhi under the presidentship of
Maulana Mohammad All, a resolution was passed expressing sympathy
for the victims of the Jaito firing. The incident brought the Sikhs
closer to the freedom movement going on at the national level. A
Congress-AkaU Bureau was set up at Amritsar.-^^
The Akali organisation was further strengthened. Jathas continued
to march triumphantly from the Akal Takht to Jaito (Nabha) and Bhai
Pheru (Lahore). The Government got alarmed at these developments.
General Sir William Birdwood opened negotiations with the Akali leaders
in March 1924. Meanwhile, the SGPC had declared that the primary aim
of the Jaito Morcha v^as not to protest against the dethronement of the
ruler of Nabha, but to affirm the right to perform religious worship
252
in their temple there without outside interference.
General Birdv/ood's policy proved fruitful later, w4ien Sir Malcolm
Hailey became lieutenant governor (May 1924). Hailey was a diplomat.
He continued the repression policy, but at the same time kept up the police
action against the Akali morchas- Negotiations were reopened with the
moderate Sikhs, wherein diplomatic measures were applied to convince the
Sikhs of the legitimacy of the British policy concerning the Gurdwara reforms.^^^ The Government allowed a group {jatha) of five Sikhs to enter
the Jaito Gurdwara and perform the non-stop recitation {akhahd path)
of the holy Granth, in October 1924. A five member committee of the
Sikh members of the Legislative Council was constituted and the draft
of the new Gurdwara Bill was presented to the Akali leaders imprisoned
in the Lahore Fort. The draft conceded practically all the demands
of the Sikhs concerning the management of their shrines.^^^ After a
lot of discussion and a good deal of thinking the Government, at
last, passed the Sikh Gurdwara Act, 1925 (Punjab Act No. VIII of
251 Ibid., p. 210.
+

252
Ibid.,p.m.
253 It is said that Lieutenant-Governor Sir Malcolm Hailey encouraged the
moderate section of the Sikhs to set sudhUr (Reform) Committees in the Sikh
districts, Hailey also toured the Punjab and made speeches, warning the drastic
effjct of their agitation on the Sikh future in the armed services. See Khushwant
Singh, op. cit.y p, 211,
254 By which about 625 important gurdwarUs in the Punjab came under the control
of the SGPC, see Kahan Singh, Mahmi Koslu p. 312.
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1925) which was duly signed by the Governor-General on 28th July
1925. The Act came into force on 1 November 1925. With this the
management of the Golden Temple and other important Sikh shrines
passed from the hands of the hereditary mahahts, pujarjs and the
sarbarahs into the hands of the elected representatives of the people
i.e. the SGPC.
In accordance with a provision in the Gurdwara Act, a meeting for
electing members of the Gurdwara Central Board was held on
4 September 1926 in the Town Hall, Amritsar. Fourteen members
were elected for the purpose. The first meeting of the Gurdwara
Central Board was held on 2 October 1926 in the same hall in which
office-bearers were elected and an interim committee was formed. It
was resolved to rename the Gurdwara Central Board as the SGPC
The Government accepted the change in the nomenclature through a
notification dated 17 January 1927. The outgoing SGPC handed over
the charge to the newly elected SGPC on 27 November 1926.
THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE GOLDEN TEMPLE UNDER THE
BRITISH
The only constructive achievement in the history of the physical
development of the Golden Temple under the British control, was its
electrification.
The Electrification of the Golden Temple
This was achieved towards the closing years of the nineteenth century.
The issue had been a subject of bitter controversy between two rival
Singh Sabhas, one of Amritsar and the other of Lahore. The Lahore
Singh Sabha vehemently opposed the electrification of the Temple,
whereas the Amritsar Singh Sabha strove hard for getting it. The
resolution in favour of the installation of electricity was moved by
Sardar Sunder Singh MajTthia on 26 January 1896 at the 23rd annual
session of the Singh Sabha at Amritsar. An eleven-member Lighting
Committee was set up under the presidentship of Sardar Arjun Singh.
A campaign for raising funds was started in towns as well as villages.
Maharaja Bikram Singh of Faridkot, through his representative, announced a cash grant of twenty thousand rupees at the Akal Takht on 25
April 1897.^^^ On the occasion of the Diamond Jubilee of the rule of
Queen Victoria on 22 June 1897, arrangements were made to display
electricity with the help of a generator installed temporarily for the purpose. Later on, Maharaja Bikram Singh of Faridkot donated one lac of
J
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255 Harbans Singh, Professor, *'Polemic Over the Electrification of Golden
Temple," The Sikh Review, Baisakhl Number, Vol. XXIV, April 1976, p- 38.
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rupees for installing electricity and for raising new building for the
lahgar. A generator audits accessories were purchased out of this
fund.256

Some people and parties inimical to these developments embarked
on a vicious propaganda against the scheme through tracts,
pamphlets, letters and editorials in dailies. They were, however,
brought round and the scheme to electrify the Temple, was pushed
through in 1898.'-^^ Strangely enough, electricity was used for lighting
the exterior parts of the Temple only, it was not admitted inside the
ji

central Shrine and the Akal Takht. Complete electrification of the
Temple, however, came much later, in the earlier years of the twentieth
century.

J-

256 Ibid., p. 39.

257 Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgharla, Guide to Darb'ar SUhib or Golden Temple of
Amritsar^ p. 5h

3
Golden Temple Under the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee
>

With the transfer of the management of the gurdwaras to the
Shiromani Gurdwara Prabhandhak Committee (SGPC) the Sikh control
over the Golden Temple was fully established. This had come off
after a gap of 77 yearsOn assuming power, the SGPC first concentrated its attention on
various malpractices prevalent in the precincts of the Golden Temple.
They were all removed in due course. The granthis and the pujarjs too
began to attend to their duties conscientiously. Services of dishonest
and incompetent members on the staff were terminated forthwith. As
a result, misappropriation of the Temple funds stopped and the
hereditary rights of the priestly class came to an end.
Many disgruntled ^w/ar/i' and the mahahts filed suits in civil courts
against the SGPC. According to the Act, gurdwara disputes were to
be registered with the Gurdwara Tribunal established at Lahore by the
British Government. Many of the cases registered with the Gurdwara
Tribunal were decided in favour of individuals and against the SGPC.
This led to huge Pahthic properties going out of the hands of
the SGPC
As a rule, the administration of the Golden Temple under the
SGPC went on smoothly except the occurrence of two untoward incidents in 1926 and 1929. The first incident took place at the Akal
Takht. Certain persons with ulterior motives, started interfering with
the management of the Golden Temple. On 18 June 1926, a group of
persons came shouting to the Temple in a procession, drove out the
sewadars on duty and placed their own men in their place. The rest
rushed to the Akal Takhi to take possession of it. The staff of the
Akal Takht resisted, but could not stand their overwhelming number.
The processionists forcibly climbed up the Akal Takht and attacked the
sewadars with swords and daggers. Many persons were seriously
wounded. The hooligans succeeded in occupying the Akal Takht
temporarily. Ultimaely the police was called in and the intruders
were got arrested though some of them succeeded in escaping. Legal
w
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action was taken against the intruders and the offenders were punished.
The other incident involved a theft that occurred on the night of
22 March 1929.^ Certain persons, in league with some sewaddrs of the
Temple, conspired to steal the golden Chhabas (tassels) that hung as
decoration pieces against the canopy earmarked for display on the
Jalao days. The chhabas were stolen during the night by two
farashes
were on night duty, in league with one
outsider. They took the chhabas to Patiala.^ A report was lodged
with the police who arrested them. The offenders pleaded guilty and
admitted that they had sold the articles to some dealer at PatTala. The
police made further investigations but could not recover the stolen
property.
Another case of theft came to light when some Golden sheafs were
found missing from the treasury stock. The matter of theft was
discussed by the Committee. The local Gurdwara Prabandhak
Committee passed a gurmata (No. 375/5, dated 24 March 1929)^ to
recover the loss which amounted to Rs- 132/-, only from the Secretary
and the Superintendent. No theft occurred in the history of the
Temple thereafter.
The history of the Golden Temple under the SGPC is marked with
an all-round development. First of all, the SGPC turned its attention
to construction work, and took in hand a number of development
schemes of which the most significant were the following :
Kar Sewa
Tho kar sew a rendered in the summer of 1923 was a memorable
event in the history of the Temple. The SGPC prepared a plan for the
long-overdue disilting operation of the Tank. A special kar sewa
committee was set up for the purpose by the SGPC. Bhagat Jaswant
Singh was called upon to act as its Secretary.* Adequate arrangements
to cover all sorts of contingencies on the occasion were made. The
work was started on 17 June 1923 by Pafij Pyards chosen especially
for the purpose. They inaugurated the work with gold spades and
silver baskets after the ardds had been performed and certain religious
ceremonies observed.^ Thousands of Sikhs from India and abroad
came to participate in the operation. It was a huge gathering of the
sahgat and comprised all ranks and classes. The ruling Sikh chiefs
i
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'^Report Sn Darbar SUhib, p. 115.
2 Ibid.
3 Ibid.
* Ruchr Ram Sabnr, Struggle For Freedom in the Sikh Shrines, p. 100.
^ Ibid. pp. 101—102.
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were represented by Maharaja Bhupendra Singh of Patiala. Even the
Hindu and Muslim devotees of the Sikh Gurus participated in the
service. Elaborate arrangements were made for board and lodging of the
sangat. The desilting operation {kar sewa) was completed in 22 days.
The whole scheme got executed in accordance with the plan. The
tank was properly desilted, necessary repairs made, and the tiles inlaid.
The work was completed on 8 July 1923. The tank was refilled with
water the next day (9 July 1923). This was, indeed an occasion for
great rejoicing to be remembered and cherished for long afterwards by
the devotees.
The Akalls took advantage of the big gathering and made use of
the occasion to broadcast to the Sikh sangat the grievances they had
against the British.^
Parkarma of Sri Darbar Sahib
The old parkarma had neither been planned properly nor maintained
well. It was a sort of bazar all around the Temple. Sanitation
was poor and the surroundings unhygienic. As soon as the Akalis
took over charge of the Golden Temple, all shops and stalls were
removed hom the parkarma- AJathedarwas appointed to look after
the maintenance of the parkarma and the biihgas. Sixteen sewadars
were put under him for help. Adequate security measures were
taken to stop the recurrence of thefts and burglaries. The sewadars were
instructed to see that the pilgrims and visitors did not violate the
sanctity of the Temple. They were to insist on the strict observance of
rules. Measures were adopted to keep the parkarma neat and clean.
Cloak rooms were set up for the sangat to deposit their wares and
cash in.
Separate bathing enclosures called i7<9/ja^ were set up for women to
bathe and lady sewadars were put on duty to look after them. In
those days the enclosures of the poms bulged towards the parkarma^
which encroached on the passage. This hindred the act of perambulating the parkarma, particularly on days when there was a great
rush due to festivals. Consequently, iht ponas tow suds the parkarma
were demolished to provide a wider passage. A sura of Rs, 2,00,000
was earmarked for the ntw parkarma scheme in the current budget of
1978-79.
Diwan Asthan
/

The open space in front of the Akal Bunga and on the southern side
of the tank began to be used as Diwan Asthan on festive occasions.
* See Khushwant Singh, History of the Sikhs. Vol. II, p. 207.
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Arrangements were made for reciting the Granth there early in the
morning for the benefit of the visitors. One granthi was appointed for
the purpose.
Chhabil
A C/;//flZ?i/called Chhabil Bhai Swaya Singh, existed on the western
side of the Temple and supplied drinking water to the visitors
throughout the year,' After the takeover of the management by the
Akalis, this service was extended and two more chhahils were arranged
during the summer.^
Chubachchas
Arrangements were made to provide water to the visitors to wash
their feet before entering the precincts of the Temple. Small tanks in
masonry structures called Chubachchas wQve constructed at each entrance,
to the parkarma, for the purpose. The Municipal Committee, Amritsar,
was requested to supply water round the clock to the taps to feed the
chubachchas.
Phuleras
Stalls were installed at the main entrance to the Temple and at
various places in the parkarma to supply fresh flowers to the pilgrims
for offering at the holy shrines. Contracts for the purpose were given
to thei?/Wer«^ on yearly basis, with definite instructions for the kind
of flowers they were to sell. If the conditions laid down were not
observed, they were made liable to be fined- This practice continues
even to this day.
Jorebardars
Arrangements for the depositing of shoes by the pilgrims at all the
entrances to the parkarma, were also made. A number of persons called
Jorebardars (shoe-keepers) were posted near each entrance to the
Temple to keep an eye on the shoes of the visitors. They were not
paid by the Gurdwara Committee. Instead, they received tips from the
visitors. In case the shoes of a visitor were lost by the Jorebardars,
the owner was duly compensated for the loss.^ At present this service
is rendered by the sewadars, at the main entrance without any fee.
At minor entrances the old system involving payment for the service
still persists.
+
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' John Campbell Oman who visited the Golden Temple in 1907, has referred to
this chhabil without giving its name and other details, vide Cults, Customs and
Superstitions of India, p. 99.
^ Report Sn Darbar Sahib, p. 126.
^ Ibid,, p. 127.
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Noticeable detailed instructions and rules to be observed by the
visitors, were fixed at the various entrances, at the Darsham Deoh];i
and at selective places in the parkarmd.
Langar
The lahgar or community kitchen is a very important institution of
the Sikhs. It is an indispensable part of every Gufdwara whether large
or small. Before the Akalls took over i.e. during the times of the
sarbardh the lahgar at the Golden Temple, functioned in a barrack in
the adjoining Guru ka Bagh. No proper arrangements for cooking
and distributing food in an adequate way existed. Only one maund of
flour was baked into chapdtis daily. These were distributed to beggars
only. Food from the lahgar was not served to visitors and pilgrims.
This cut at the root of an age old convention of the Sikhs. Now,
under the AkalTs due attention was paid to meet this deficiency. The
cooking of meals began to be made on a largescale and its management was entrusted to the local Sikh sahgats under the competent
supervision and leadership of Baba Harnam Singh and Mahant Mool
Singh. 1*^ Thereafter, the services at the lahgar, now christened as
Langar Guru Ram Das, improved considerably. More space was
provided to the community kitchen on the eve of the kdr sewd to cope
on with the huge number of the pilgrims that were hkely to come on
the occasion. As a result a new building for the lahgar was raised in
the open space of Gura Ka Bagh adjoining the parkarmd- It could
accommodate thousands of pilgrims at a time. Tlie new arrangements
proved extremely useful during the kar sewd- Since then great attention
has ever been paid to the lahgar arrangements.
To make close supervision possible Sardar Khem Singh Sindhi was
appointed incharge (honorary) of the Jafigar. He served with zeal and
selfless devotion.ii The accounts and the office work of the lahgar
were placed under the supervision of the local Gurdwara Committee.
The staff of the lahgar consisted ofjatheddrs, a khazanchi, a granthi and
a sewadar. After the enactment of the Gurdwara Act and the stoppage
of the/worc^a, the pressure on/fl/jgar got greatly reduced. The newly
elected Gurdwara Committee abolished all the previous sub-committees
and offices and took charge of the lahgar in their own hands. The
expenditure on lahgar till the compilation of Report Sri Darbar Sahib
in 1929, when the rations were very cheap, came to about Rupees 1,800
10 Ibid, p. no.
^ Ibid., p. 131.
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aQnually.12 ^[^^Q then, much has been done to improve and extend
the lahgar facilities. Expenses for the purpose are met out of donations
received in cash and kind and partly from the Temple funds. Cooked
food is served to the pilgrims and the poor twice a day, irrespective of
caste, creed and nationality. Previously six maunds of flour was cooked
daily!" Now it has been increased to double that quantity. Special
arrangements are made for preparing meals on gurpurab days and
festivals.
The old building housing the lahgar having become inadequate to
meet the growing needs of the community kitchen, plans were prepared
for a big kitchen and extensive dining hall. It is at present nearly
completion. The new building seems to come up in a big way. It stands
majestically at the back side of Bunga Ramgarhia. The credit for its
construction goes to Baba Kharak Singh, a Sikh saint of great fame.
The site of the old lahgar is intended to be used for some other purpose
under the new parkarma scheme.
Karah Prasad
Previously, karahprasad was prepared by the kitchen personnel. Now,
there is a separate arrangement for it. The income from the offerings
for A:ara/2/'r(3^5^ amounted to Rs. 44,63,090/- and the expenditure to
Rs. 20,15,421 in the year 1977-78.
Guru Ka Bagh
Another praiseworthy work of the SGPC was beautification of the
Temple Garden known as Guru Ka Bagh. This was situated on the
southern side of the enclosure between the Golden Temple and Baba
Atal. The garden was in a neglected condition. The silt taken out of
the tank during the kdr sewa of 1923 was utilized for levelling the
Pfound of the garden. The land of the garden, about 30 acres in area
was divided into plots and parks.^* Lawns were laid out and made
attractive with flower plants and fruit-trees. A big plot was, however,
kept vacant for holding diwans on festive occasions specially gurpurabs-'
The garden provided a nice place for the people to sit in and relax.
Some staff consisting of one mali (gardener), one sewadar, three labourers,
one sweeper and a mashaki (water-carrier), was appointed to look
after the garden ^^ Later on, the site was earmarked for constructing
a spacious hall. The need for a such hall had long been felt. * The
•
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W Ibid., p. 132.
13 If) id.

1* The area of the garden has been recorded as 60 kanHls and \3 marlas {Khasr'S.
DOS, 2539 aad 2540) See Report Sri DarbSr Sahibs p. 141.
15 Ibid., p. 140.
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scheme was put into execution in due course so that a hall big enough
to accommodate over five thousand people at a time now stands
magnificently built at the place.
Sanitation
Before the Reform Movement, there was no proper arrangement
for sanitation. The pilgrims had to suffer a lot of inconvenience
on this count. Besides, no good arrangements existed for cleanliness in the various corridors leading to the parkarma of the
Temple. The same was the story'with the bufigas^^ and the Guru Ka
Bagh- After the takeover of the management of the Temple by
the SGPC due attention was paid to sanitation and cleanliness;
Separate staif was appointed for the purpose. The staff consisted
of one daroga safai (office incharge;, five bhahgis (sweepers), and one
mashki. A separate contingent of bhahgis was appointed for the buhgas.
Guru Ka Bagh and the entrance to the parkarma. The SGPC has tried
hard to improve the sanitation from time to time. In recent days,
modern flush system has replaced the old type.
Sri Guru Ram Das Hospital
The establishment of a hospital is another achievement of the SGPC
and needs a mention. The hospital provides humanitarian service to ihe
people irrespective of caste and creed. It gives free medical treatment
in the morning as well as the evening. The hospital has a full-time staff
for the purpose. In the beginning there were one doctor, one compounder, one dresser and one sewadar on its staff. Now the number of the
staff-personnel has gone up considerably. Previously, the hospital was
located in Guru Ka Bagh in the area adjoining Kaulsar and Baba Atal.
It has now been shifted to a new building in the same area, with more
space to cope on with the needs of the increasing number of patients.
In the beginning, Rs. 4,250/- was allocated for the various items of
expenditure of the hospital annually.^^ Now the total expenditure of
the hospital has gone upto Rs. 207,00,000/- a year.
The hospital provides free medical service round the clock on the
festive occasions of Diwali, Baisakhi and certain other days- Medical
Students and medical practitioners sit round the clock to attend to
visitors and cases needing immediate attention. The average number
of the patients visiting the hospital is about three hundred per day.
Serious cases are admitted as indoor patients. The hospital has besides
a dispensary, five compartments, namely;
^^ For a detailed study of the Buhgas see Chap. VII, infra.
^7 Report Sri Darbar Sahib, p. 143.
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' 1. Dental
2. X-Ray
3. Clinical Laboratory
4. E. C G.
5. The Diathermy Plant
Now that the hospital has acquired a new building for itself the
management intends to expand its services in a big way.
Religious Prachar (Publicity)
Prachar is essential to keep a religion alive. This means was
extensively used by the SGPC to spread Sikhism and to weed out
non-Sikh practices from amongst its followers. Every attempt was
m ade to vest the Sikh Faith with a distinct identity-^s To foster learning and educate people with regard to their faith a library was
established on the premises of the Golden Temple. Likewise, frequent
lectures on Gurbm and life-histories of the Sikhgurus were arranged. The
venue for such gatherings was usually Guru Ka Bagh or the parkarma.
of the Temple. Lectures and diwans were a regular feature of gurpurab
celebrations arranged in'the Gum Ka Bagh. The granthis and gianis
of the Golden Temple, as also renowned Sikh theologians, obliged
the sahgat with their scholarly discourses and exposition of the Holy
Scripture A regular evening programme of katha went on at the
site known as Gurdwara Manji Sahib, situated in Guru Ka Bagh.
Services of a renowned preacher, Buddh Singh by name, were
requisitioned specially for the purpose.!'
A diwan on behalf of the Singh Sabha, Amritsar, was held weekly on
Sunday in the Guru Ka Bagh. Besides carrying on local prachar
(preaching) the Gurdwara Committee often met demands from outside
Sikh sahgats for the despatch of ragis and preachers. Bhal Labh Singh,
ihQgranthi of Sri Harimandir Sahib was in great demand outside.
The granthis and gidms rendered valuable service to the community
as preachers when the printing-press had not yet made its way in
the Punjab. When the printing-press came, the local Gurdwara
Prabandhak Committee availed itself of the services of Sikh scholars
of the calibre of Bhai Vir Singh, Professor Teja Singh and Ganga
Singh, Principal, Shahid Sikh Missionary College, Amritsar, to
write for them tracts on Sikh history, Sikh faith and Sikh practices:
18 The tendency of breaking away from the Hindus was expressed vehemently
by the famous Sikh scholars, Bhal Kahan Singh, the then Chief Minister of Nabha.
in his pamphlet, Ham Hindu Nahin Haiti in 1897. The pamphlet immediately gained
a great popularity.
19 Report Sri DarbTir SUhib, p. 144.
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Arrangements for free distribution to Sikh sahgats of copies of special
numbers of newspapers, periodicals and magazines issued on the
occasion of gurpurabs were also made. For the benefit of foreign
visitors literature in English was got prepared. Booklets containing
hymns from the Guru Granth, tracts and religious pamphlets concerning
the Sikh faith and the Sikh mission were distributed free at Amritsar
and other places. The local Gurdwara Committee extended financial
help to some educational institutions too for ensuring religious propagation. That was a period when communal politics held sway in the
Punjab.^"
To counteract. anti-Sikh propaganda the practice of holding daily
diwans at Gurdwara Manji Sahib was stepped up. The Committee
requisitioned the services of two granthjs from Sri Harimandir Sahib.
One of them, Bhal Labh Singh,21 gained immense popularity for clarity
of expression and forceful exposition of the Holy Word. Religious
prachar is carried on with the same vigour even today.
Religious Grants
- It had been a practice with the authorities of the Golden Temple to
deduct a part of the employees' rozina (allowance) for religious
purposes {dharmartli). Even the British sarbarah had followed this
practice. The SGPC too continued it, and it is still in force.
It is evident from the data given in the Report Sn Darbar Sahib that
sometimes widows (probably the widows of the employees of the
Temple) were granted allowances in cash.^- There are instances on
20 Ganda Singh, *'The Origin of the Hindu-Sikh Tension in the Punjab", Journal
of Indian History, XXXIV, April 1961, pp. 120-123; Jones, W, Kenneth, '^Communalism in the Punjab : The Arya Samaj's Contribution*', Journal of Asian Studies,
XXVII, I, November 1968, pp. 39-54.
For details on the British attitude towards the communal politics in the Punjab,
seeN.G. Barrier, '^The Punjab Government and Communal Politics 1870-1908,
Journal of Asian Studies, XXVII, 3 May. 1968, pp. 523-29.
^^ Report Sri Darbar Sahib, p. 144.
2^ The said Report records six cases of widows having been granted monthly
allowances from the dharm'Srth fund of the Temple by the Committee. It is interesting to note that religion was no bar to the allotment of such grants. Three assignees
out of the six cases mentioned above, were the widows of Muslim rabat\s (musicians).
The details of the cases are given below :
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Mai Rukmanl
Malan Rababan
Amir BlbJ Rababan. Amritsar city
Razl Rababan, Amiitsar city
Mar Gobindr, Amritsar city
Mai Malaii, Manjl Sahib
—Ibid.,p. 151.

Rs.
10
4
4
4
5
5

Annas
0
2
2
2
0
0

Paise
0
2
2
2
0
0
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record when some musicians were compensated with fixed allowances
for their services on festive occasions, such as Diwali and Baisakhi,
celebrated at the Templets The Committee extended financial help
and gave scholarships to orphans and poor students also.2* A few cash
allowances were granted to others, besides the employed rahabis.
Rs. 1,000/- was spent on this item annually in the past. Now with
increase in the income of the Temple, the expenditure on this count
{dharmarth) has gone up to Rs. 10,003/- a year.
Sarai Sri Guru Ram Das
The foundation of Sarai Sri Guru Ram Das, also called Sri Gura
Ram Das Niwas, was laid by Sant Sadhu Singh of Patlala on 17 January
1931. The Local Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, Amritsar, initiated
the project. The building complex of i\iQ sarai comprises 132 rooms
and eight halls spread over two storeys. It is provided with modern
means of sanitation and other amenities of civilized life. Bedsteads
and beddings are also supplied to .the needy. The services are free
and the entry is open to all. Normally, a pilgrim can stay here for
three days. The period of stay can be extended with special sanction
of the authorities. The reception room remains open round the clock
to attend to visitors. Recently two new mansions, Nanak Niwas and
the Akal Rest House have been added to the building complex to meet
the needs of pilgrims, such as can pay. . The rest-houses stand next
door to the Teja Singh Samundrl Hall. They have a large number of
furnished rooms which are let out to pilgrims and visitors at a
nominal rent.
The Guide
To brief non-Punjabi and foreign visitors to the Temple on matters
concerning Sikh Religion, Sikh history and Sikh practices the
Committee secured the services of a competent guide. The office of the
guide was located in a room adjoining the DarshanT Deorhl. Previously
offerings from foreign visitors were received at the guide's office and
were then deposited with the Committee's treasurer. This practice
has now been stopped. All offerings now go straight to the Committee's
Office. A register forming a sort of log bock is kept in the guide's
office. In it visitors to the Temple record their impressions and jot
down their suggestions. Tracts and pamphlets in English, Hindi, Urdu
23 According to GwrwarSf no. 185/7, dated 7 August, 1927, JhandO baroopiU was
granted an allowance of Rs. 15/- for his performance on the occasion of Dlwall and
Rs. 15/- on that of Baisakhi from the Dhannarih (veUgious fun.l) of the Temple
Report Sr; DarbUr SUhib, p. 151.
2* Ibid

(
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as also in a few other languages briefing the visitors on the history of
the place and Sikh doctrines, are provided to the visitors free of cost
for
the
by the guide. Most
SGPC by the late Professor Teja Singh of Khalsa College, Amritsar.^s
The guide, now designated as the Information Officer, has a full fledged
office located near the main entrance to the Temple. At present
S. Narinderjit Singh Nanda holds this important office.
Guru Ram Das Library
Soon after the takeover of the management of the Temple by the
SGPC the local Gurdwara Committee set up a library for the benefit
of the sangat. In the beginning, the reading material in the library
was confined to newspapers only. Gradually, the library grew rich
with thousands of books added to it. In 1927, this library was merged
into the Shanti Ashram Library situated in the lane of the Shahid
Bunga-^* The new library was named Sri Guru Ram Das Library. A
Librarian was appointed and a regular library service was started. At
first, the library was housed in a small room near Kaulsar Later on,
it was shifted to a hall constructed by the Gurdwara Committee at
the site of two shops belonging to Darbar Sahib and adjoining Guru
Ram Das Sarai.^^ It is now a full-fledged library with adequate
arrangements for the issuing of books on various subjects in Punjabi,
English, Urdu and Hindi. Prominent dailies, weeklies, monthlies in
Punjabi, Urdu, English and Hindi are also available there. Hundreds
of people visit the library daily and get benefit from the reading facilities
in it. The library opens both in the morning and the evening. The
membership is open to all at a very nominal subscription.
The Sikh History Research Board and The Sikh Reference Library
are housed on the first floor of the entrance to tht parkarma on the
Ata Mandi side. The library has a rich collection of rare publications
and manuscripts in Punjabi, Persian, Urdu and English and is of
immense value to researchers in Sikh history.
Central Sikh Museum
M
1 the mansion
built over the entrance to the Golden Temple on the erstwhile Clock
h

25 Ibid., p. 152.
23 The library was founded in the memory of Shrimatr Urmila Devi by her
husband, Bhar Daya Kara Giddu Mai SindhI of Bandra (Bombay), On 9 February
1927, us collection of 1,004 books and funds of Rs. 5,400 and Rs. 125 and 12 annas
were handed over to the Gurdwara Committee, Jieport Sri DarbTir Sahib, p. 152.
27 Shops nos. 7and8, Ref. Municipal Committee nos. 634/5 and* 635/5'/6<y
p. 153.
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Tower i.e. the eastern side. The need for a museum and picture gallery
depicting Sikh history and Sikh relics, had long been felt by the Sikh
community. It was to fulfil this need that the Central Sikh Museum
was opened on 11 July 1959. Since then the Museum has made rapid
strides. It has a rich collection of oil paintings, documents, manuscripts
and relics pertaining to Sikh Gurus and Sikh Warriors. A visit to it is
indeed educative and entertaining^ too. The glorious past of the Sikhs
is presented in vivid pictures there.
The articles on display in the Museum have come from different
sources. Originally the Museum was started with a few items selected
for display, from the Sikh Reference Library, Now it has replenished
itself from all quarters. It owes its progress greately to the efforts of
its ex-curator, Sardar Bhan Singh, who had nursed it with tremendous
zeal since its very inception. The Museum is a source of great
attraction to the public. On accounts of its location at the main
entrance to the Temple, the visitors do not miss paying a visit to it.
About one thousand visitors pay it a visit daily. A register is kept in
its office wherein the eminent visitors jot down their impressions.
The museum is maintained well and is a living picture of the Sikh
annals. Its collection is impressive and highly inspiring. The categories
of exhibits at the museum is as per below :
1. Oil Paintings
2. Water-colour paintings
3. Sketches and etchings
4. Coins
5. Relics
6. Documents and hukamnafnas
7. Manuscripts
8. Photographs and prints
9. Arms
10. Miscellaneous articles.
Oil Paintings
Beautifully executed and majestically conceived oil-paintings hang
against walls of (he Museum. They depict important events from the
lives of the Sikh Gurus and heroes. Their number runs into one hundred
(approx"). These paintings are memorable works from the brush of
some of the most celebrated Punjabi artists of this century, namely
Sardar Sobha Singh, Sardar Thakur Singh, Sardar Kirpal Singh,
Sardar Bahadur Sohan Singh, and Master Gurdit Singh. These artists
were specially commissioned by the SGPC to make paintings for the
Museum. Two of the oil-paintings that deserve a mention are of
f
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Baba Buddha, and Hazrat Mlaa Mir. The miniatures of bhagtas
arc in t h e k a n g r a style (Tempera). They comprise portraits of Jai Dev.
Mira
A few water-colour paintings of exquisit beauty are also on display.
28
One set of the GurQS miniatures is the work of Bhat Gian Smgh^
Another set is a specimen of Kashmir art while still another is the
craftsmanship of some unknown artist. A scene of Maharaja Ranjit
Singh's court by Kishan Sihgh stands preserved there. Most of the
miniatures are the products of the early nineteenth century, whereas
some of them belong to the early part of the present century.
Sketches and Etchings '
The museum has some rare pieces of artistic sketches and etchings.
A sketch of Maharani Sada Kaur by Kehar Singh, another of Sri
Harimandir Sahib which is 125 years old, and still another, 65 years
old, depicting Baba Atal, are great attractions for the visitors.
Coins
The Museum has also a small collection of coins. Silver and copper
coins of Maharaja Ranjit Singh's reign, as also coins and currency notes
of some foreign countries stand exhibited in glass cases.
Some of the original hukamnamas (epistles despatches and letters) of
the Sikh Gurus stand preserved there. The hukamnamas are the primary
and foremost source of information on the Sikh organization and the
Sikh sahgats in the early period of the evolution of this faith. An
original Jmkamnama of Guru Gobind Singh is a rare exhibit for scholars
of Sikh History.29
Photographs and Prints
Important photographs and prints of the relics of the Sikh Gums,
Sikh rulers, Sikh generals and Sikh leaders are at display in ihe Museum
too. Some of them pertain to events relating to the Gurdwara Reforms
Movement i.e. the Jaito and the Gum Ka Bagh Morchas, as also to
the Agitation for the Keys, i\it Kar Scwa (1923) and the Punjabi
Suba agitation. A few photo-prints by Miss Emil Eden, dated 1838,
are specially noteworthy.
2^ For his account sec Chapt. VII infra.
29 This hukamn^ml is addressed lo the Sikh sahgat of Machhiwara, District
Ludhlana. The Guru orders the sahgat to send the offerings direct to him and not
to the masahds, the mediators or agents of the Guru). Because of decline in the
character and integricty of the ma^flrtd^, the offerings collected from the Sikh sahgat
were misappropriated by them. The Guru in this hukanviUma strictly prohibited his
Sikhs (the Khalsa) from maintaining any contact with the masaiids.
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Anns
Another attraciion of the Museum is the collection of arms and
weapons. They are displayed in a small room adjoining the Museum
hall. The collection belongs to the eighteenth, nineteenth and twentieth
centuries. The barrel of a gun and bullets of lead that were in use
during the days of Guru Gobind Singh, are some of the most prominent exhibits in this section. Other articles worthy of mention are
a pistol of Maharaja Ranjit Singh's time, wall guns of the eighteenth
century, bows, arrows, spears, shields, and swords used in the past by
the Sikh fighters. Cannon balls of the nineteenth century, Shuttar
Zamburah and a big cannon are some of the other arms of the Sikh
period. A recent addition to this section are a number of shells
used in the Indo-Pak Wars of 1965 and 1971.
Miscellaneous articles
Some relics said to be the personal belongings of the Tenth Guru and
a few musical instruments are also at display in the Museum. A comb,
an armour belt of Guru Gobind Singh and a strap of his sword are
other exhibits of this category. Some musical instruments have been
kept to give an idea of the sort of instruments that the Sikh artistes
have been making use of- For example, there is a saranda (a stringed
musical instrument) belonging to Baba Sham Singh (1803-1926), a
harmonium belonging to Bhai Samund Singh, a mardahg, a sarahgU a
rabab, a dilruba and a sitar. A miniature printed volume of the Guru
Granth (size IJ") and some illustrated Janamsakhi manuscripts too
adorn the glass shelves of the Museum.
The pace of construction work at the Temple got accelerated after
the amendment of the Gurdwara Act in 1945, as a result of which the
work of supervising the affairs of the Golden Temple was taken away
from the local committee and entrusted to the SGPC itself. An
ambitious scheme of widening the parkarma and giving it a new look
was launched. The work is still in progress.
r

The Golden Temple served as a great philanthorpic centre during
the turmoil of the partition of India in 1947. It provided food and
shelter to thousands of refugees from Pakistan.
After independence, the Golden Temple became the venue of Sikh
politics again. Under the leadership of Master Tara Singh, the Akali
Party launched its movements from the precincts of the Temple for the
creation of the Punjabi Suba on the basis of language.
Master Tara Singh undertook a fast unto death on 15th August
1961 in the premises of the Golden Temple in support of his demand
V
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for a Punjabi Suba. The Temple remained a centre of politics and
anxiety for the Indian people and the press for 48 days. The efforts of
the Maharaja of Patiala and Hardit Singh Malik brought about an
understanding between the Government and the Akali Dal.^" Eventually,
A few months
on I October 1961, M
later, Sant Fateh Singh took over the leadership of the SGPC and
renewed the agitation for the Punjabi State. The subsequent programme
of the Sant created a widespread tension all over the country and once
again the Golden Temple became the venue of Sikh politics. On
16 August 1965, Sant Fateh Singh announced from the Akal Takht to
a gathering of about 25,000 Sikhs, of his intention to commence his
fast unto death from 10 September 1965 for attaining Punjabi Suba
adding that, in case his demand was not conceded, he would immolate
himself by burning on the 16th day of his fast.
The Sant took his abode in a building adjoining the Akal Takht.
All arrangements were made for carrying out the final threat. The
situation became very tense. In the meantime, the Indo-Pak War broke
out (September 1965). The attitude of the SGPC and the agitation of
Sant Fateh Singh began to be viewed as anti-national. The radio
propaganda by Pakistan promoting the Sikh agitation put the Sant in
an awkward position. Wise counsels prevailed and Sant Fateh Singh
postponed his fast (9 September 1965).^^
After the ceasefire, the demand for the Punjabi State was revived by
the Sant in December 1965, because the proposal of the Union
Government about the demarcation line between Punjab and Haryana
as separate States, particularly the snatching of Chandigarh from the
Punjab did not satisfy him. He threatened again with self-immolation.
The atmosphere of the Punjab became tense and there was the fear of
serious outbreak of riots on this issue. On 26 December 1965, Sardar
Hukam Singh arrived at the Golden Temple with certain proposals for
negotiation with the Government.^^ After a long discussion, an
announcement was made by the Akali leaders to the sahgat at the
Akal Takht about the Government's agreement with Sardar Hukam
Singh.33 ji^g Akali Dal approved of the proposals and thus the adverse
30 V.N Datta Amritsar Past and Present, p. 105.
81 Ibid ,1^. 109.
32 Ibid.^p. 110.
33 It was agreed that the Union Government was to appoint a committee to
consider the question of the disputed areas between the Punjab and Haryana. The
question of Chandigarh and the Bhakhra Dam was left to arbitration by the
Prime Minister.

13. Kar Sewa, 1973
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A view of the Golden Temple during the Kar Sewa, 1973
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f effects

of the political agitation by the Sikhs were warded off and a new
chapter in the history of the Punjab was opened.

In the recent past, the most remarkable event in the history of the
Golden Temple was the kar sewa of 1973. The/:5r ^ew'a this time was
undertaken and executed under the supervision of Baba Jiwan Singh, a
great Sikh missionary of the present century. The work commenced on
1973,
Round-the
clock
voluntary
service
by
the
devotees
March
was a marvellous sight to look at. The occasion remained the focal
point for the news service during the days of kar sewa was going on.
Lacs of Sikh devotees from India and abroad participated in the event.
Some non-Sikh devotees and even a handful of Muslims took part in it.
The discipline and the enthusiasm of the Sikh sahgat observed during
* the kar sewa, won praise for the Sikh community and their selfless
" serviceinthe'causeof their faith. Massive arrangements were made
for the lodging and boarding of the pilgrims. The desilting of the tank,
the repairs of its steps and the intended modifications went on
according to the plan. But no alteration has been made in the original
architecture of the tank. The steps of the tank and the surafig diwaris
rarches) under the bridge have been given reinforced cement-concrete
plaster (R.CC.) Iron mesh (steep bars) have been replaced at the base
of the steps to impart a solid foundation. It is believed that the life of
the present contructed steps will be about 500 years. The kar sewa was
completed sometime in May 1973 whereafter the tank was refilled with
fresh water.
The SGPC launched a peaceful morcha from the Golden Temple
against the promulgation of Emergency in 1975 and demanded early
elections to the Lok Sabha (the Indian Parliament), and the Vidhan
Sabhas (the State Legislative Assemblies). Batches of Akalis marched
out of the Temple daily and courted arrest for full 19 months during
which the Emergency was in force i.e. from June 1975 to January 1977.
The Akali leaders during their confinement played a conspicuous role
in suggesting the formation of a united front, later on called the Janata
Party to fight the ruling party and overthrow it.
Celebration of the Quartcrcentenary of the Founding of Sri Amritsar
The SPGC made vigorous preparations for celebrating the Quartercentenary of the Founding of the City of Amritsar at the Golden
Temple. A week-long programme covering development projects and
the illumination of the Temple was arranged by the S G P C The
celebrations began on 24 October and concluded on 29 October 1977,
the birth anniversary of Guru Ram Das, the founder of the city.
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A special Committee was formed to prepare schemes and to chalk
out a befitting programme for the occasion,^* The SGPC announced a
grant of Rs, fivecrores for the purpose.^^ One of the important features
of the celebrations was the gold-plating of the Harimandir with about
one quintal of gold, worth 6 lakhs of rupees. The most significant
project thrown up by the quartercentenary celebrations is the construction of the Guru Ram Das Hospital. The hospital is estimated to
cost Rs. 1 Crore. It will have arrangement for 120 beds lodged in a
four storeyed building. It will be constructed on a piece of land near
Gurdwara Babeksar.^s The hospital will have two wings : the general
and the special. The general wing will house emergency services
including the intensive-care unit, outdoor and indoor patient departments, a clinical laboratory, X-Ray, ECG, blood bank, the dental
section and the administrative offices. The special wing of this hospital
will treat patients of cancer. The cancer wing is estimated to cost 14
Lacs of rupees and will be the first of its kind in northern India.

34

The prograinme of the Quarterceatenary of the Founding of Amritsar was due
to be celebrated on 14 June 1977 but on account of elections announcedby the
Central Government to the State Legislature scheduled to be held in June 1977, the
SGPC had to postpone all the major celebrations.
^^ Previously the SGPC had earmarked Rs. 5 lacs for the purpose in its
budget for 1977-78. See Budget Speech of the General Secretary, SGPC, 27 March
1967, p. 2.
^^ The shrine stands at the bank of Babeksar, constructed by Guru Hargobind
in AD 1634. The site was the favourite spot of the Guru where he used to hold
spiritual discourses with his disciples.

>

MANAGEMENT AND THE STAFF PERSONNEL
The management of the Golden Temple has been evolutionary in
character. It has grown in accordance with the exigencies of the time.
For most part of its life, the control of the Temple remained vested
with the Sikhs. From its commissioning in 1604, which came about
with the installation of Guru Granth in the Temple to the present
day the Harimandir continued to be managed directly by the Sikhs
or through their agents, except for a short interlude of 14 years (17341748) when the Temple was occupied by the Mughals; and, again for
a span of 77 years (1849-1906) which it passed under the control of
the British authorities.
Under Guru Arjun and Guru Hargobind (1604-1634)
Its working during this period had one special feature. Religious
observances, customs, and the mode of worship were followed strictly
in accordance with the instructions laid down by the Gurus. The
religious services were usually carried on by men of high calibre and
great integrity. No laxity, therefore, could creep in the performance of
the various duties. No person, howsoever high in stature, dared assert
his personal will and interfere in the administration of the Darbar
Sahib. The settlement of all disputes was done by the Gurus themselves. The management during the early period of the Gurus was
a simple affair and there were no intricacies except for a few quarrels
which occurred because of Prithi Chafid's (the elder brother of Guru
Arjun Dev's) attempt at misappropriating the Temple funds and
resources
Under the Minas (1634-1699)
The management of the Harimandir under the mim gurus commenced
with the departure of Guru Hargobind from Amritsar in AD 1634.
The Harimandir then passed into the hands of Sodhl Miharban, son
of Prithi Chand. The Temple remained under his descendants till
1698, when, because of family dissensions, the mina sahgat at Amritsar
got divided into three groups, resuhing in the total decline of the

N
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mind hold over the Temple.^ The total period of the minds control
over the Harimandir spanned a little over half a century.
The set up of the Harimandir during the mind period witnessed
unwholesome changes and a great deterioration in the Temple services.
The traditional mode of worship and ceremonial practices were
adversely affected- During the mina regime the Temple was looked
after by the masafids, but there was no strict control over themThis gave the selfish masafids ample opportunity to neglect their
duties and misappropriate funds. Soon after the death of Harlji, severe
dissensions arose among his successors as a result of which the management of the Harimandir again passed into the hands of its real
master.
Under the control of Guru Gobind Singh (AD 1699-1708)
This happened in 1699, when at the request o^thesahgat of Amritsar,
Guru Gobind Singh deputed Bhai ManT Singh as the sewdddr (incharge)
of the Temple with five Sikhs to assist him.^ Bhai Mani Singh managed the affairs of the Temple efficiently and his services were duly
appreciated by Guru Gobind Singh.^ He continued to serve the
Temple, although he left it occasionally to pay short visits to the Guru-,
This went on, till the death of the Guru in 1708. The most significant
outcome of the management of the Temple during this period was
the restoration of the traditional form and mode of worship. The
religious services at the Temple were made regular. Of these, the performing of hatha formed an important part. The religious congregations were usually held at the Akal Takht.
Under Bhai Mani Singh (AD 1708-1734)
Bhai Mani Singh continued to manage the Harimandir even after the
death of Guru Gobind Singh. Then followed the difficult period for the
Sikhs. The management of the Temple was adversely affected by
dissensions that went on between the Tat Khalsa and the Bandai Khalsa
and because of State persecution. Bhai Mani Singh was able organiser
and a brave soldier. He proved his worth in both the fields- Through
his sagacious handhng of the situation, the conflict within the Sikhs
over the control of the Harimandir was averted and the Mughal
challenge was also bravely faced. The Temple remained under the
control of the Sikhs till 1734, when Bhai Mani Singh was executed and
the Harimandir was occupied by the Mughals.
1 ShahidBims (Bhai Mani Singh), pp. 69-70.
2 Ibid,, p. 70.
,
^ For full details see HukmnUmH of Guru Gobind Singh, issued in the name of
Bhai Mam Sixsgh—Shalud Bifns {m^\ Mani Singh), p. 71.
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^ The Sikhs regained control over the Harimandir in 1748, when Sardar
Jassa Singh Ahluwalla conquered Amritsar and freed the Temple. The
outstanding feature of this period is that on account of special
conditions and the involvement of the Temple authorities in the
struggle for survival, the Harimandir became the central seat of Sikh
politics and the target of the Mughal oppression to suppress the Sikhs.
Another remarkable development in the management of the Temple
pertaining to this period is the coming of the Udasl Sadhus to the help
of the Sikhs when the services at the Temple came to a stand still due
to the repressoin of the Sikhs by the State. In those trying days the
Udasis proved to be helpful custodians of the Temple. For having not
been initiated into the order of the Khalsa, they were not the target
of the wrath of the Mughal rulers.*
Under the Udasis (AD 1748-1764)
The management of the Harimandir by the Udasis continued well
after 1748, when, subsequent to the conquest of Amritsar Gopal Das
Udasi was formally appointed its granthi by the Khalsa.^ The Udasis
•continued to manage the temple till 1764, whereafter it came under the
direct control of the Khalsa.
The Udasl management during this period was not satisfactory,
They did not adhere to the Sikh mode of worship, nor kept up the
traditional ceremonies of the Temple. They did not observe the Sikh
code of conduct either. They preferred to read the Panj Granthi in
place of the Granth Sahib.^ Consequently, the Khalsa became highly
discontended with the UdasT management.
Under the Misis (AD 1764-1802)
From 1764 commenced the direct control of the Harimandir by the
misls. The Khalsa removed the UdasT incharge alongwith other Udasl
service personnels of the Temple, and appointed baptized Sikh priests in
their place- The Guru Granth was reinstalled, and the traditional Sikh
worship, observances and ceremonies were restored.' The completion
of the Temple complex, its beautification, expansion and prosperity
were the primary aims of the/w/^/ management. All problems of the
Temple were discussed in the joint meetings of the Sarbat Khalsa and
directions were issued to the person incharge of the Temple. Rules
and regulations were laid down for the appointment of the service
personnel. All appointments were to be made by selection and not on
^
5
*
7

Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 113.
Report Sri DarbUr SUhib, p. 19.
TawUnkh-i'Amritsar Ke Chahd M^khiz, p. 41.
Ibid.
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hereditary Grounds. Persons of high moral character and marked
spiritual inclination were to be chosen. Only a baptized bachelor Sikh
observing all the rules prescribed for a baptised Sikh was to be
appointed a granthi attendant on the holy Granth.^ The new
appointments were to be made with the consent of the authorities
of the Darbar Sahib, the Akal Bunga, the Jhanda Bunga, the Shahid
Bunga, Baba Atal, the Sikh sahgat and the sewadars. The dismissal,.
if any, of the service personnel was to be made by the sardars themselves.^ But the sardars did not interfere in worship, nor did they lay
any claim to the proprietorship of the Temple. The worship and the
services at the Temple, remained, as before, in the hands of the priestly
olass subject to their appointment by the Ktalsa. The ownership of the
Harimandir remained vested in the Sikh gurus and the Sikh sahgat.^'^
Now, the control of the Akal Takht was taken over by the Buddha
Dal (the old guard.) A Few Nihang Singhs were put incharge of worship
there. They looked to other services at the Akal Takht too. The
arrangements for the management of the Akal Takht made by the
misls continued till the first Sikh War (1848) whereafter the Akal Bunga
passed under the control of British authorities along with the Temple.
The remarkable achievements of the managements under the misls
were the construction of the present building complex of the Temple
and the tremendous increase in its income.
Under the Sikh Rule (AD 1802-1849)
The managements of the Harimandir which had improved during
the time of the misls got perfected during the regime of Maharaja
Ranjit Singh. After the conquest of Amritsar in 1805, the Maharaja
appointed a Managing Committee to look after the affairs of the
city and the Harimandir. A certain portion of the income from the
octroi of the city was allotted to the Temple. The greater stress of the
management in this period was on the beautification of the Harimandir
with gold work, marble and frescos. Special care was taken to raise
r

a suitable contingent of artisans to carry on the work. Sardar Lehna
Singh Majithia was given the overall charge of the Temple while
Giani Sorat Singh was appointed its Manager to look after its day
to day work. The appointment of granthis, pujarjs and service
personnel was made on merit. Only selfless workers were selected
for the sewa. A new feature was introduced in this sphere too. Not
only were married persons appointed to the posts of the grantlns but
^

,

8 Jbid., p. 40.
9 Ibid.
^0 Feport Sri DarbUr Saliib, p. 90.
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their hereditary rights, specially of the gidms, to succeed were also
acknowledgcd.il No change, was made in the traditional mode of
worship at the Temple and the observance of the various rituals.
However, the Maharaja enjoyed the supreme authority over the
management of the Harimandir.
The arrangements made by the Maharaja proved very fruitful. His
successors too followed the same line. The council appointed by the
Maharaja continued to look after the affairs of the Temple. The
construction work and expansion schemes went on as before. Anxious
to give greater fillip to the reconstruction work, Maharaja Sher SmgH
granted hig jdglrs and cash allowances to the Temple.
After the death of Maharaja Sher Singh, the helm of the Sikh Empire
passed on to the stronger element of the nobles at the Lahore Darbar.
They had no interest in the affairs of the Harimandir. Consequently,
the State control over the management of the Harimandir slackened
and the interests of the Temple suffered a set back. The selfish
members of the priestly class engaged in the service of the Temple,
took advantage of this situation and usurped undue rights in the
offerings and property of the Harimandir. The temptation for
affluence made them neglect their duties and indulge in amassing
wealth. This unhealthy development led to greater deterioration in the
character and work of the priestly class and afflicted the management with incurable maladies. The situation worsened during the
British period when, after the annexation of the Punjab in 1849, the
Golden Temple passed under the control of the British authorities.
British Period (AD 1849-1926)
The British authorities carried on the management of the Temple
for the period 1849-1859 through its Resident. Thereafter, the
Temple passed under the control of the Deputy Commissioner,
Amritsar, who formed a committee of loyal Sikh sarddrs to carry on
the work. All internal matters were left to the hereditary priests of the
Temple who were sharply divided among themselves over the distribution of the offerings. As there were no rules and regulations for the
administration of the Temple, the management became a difficult task.
Later on, the British framed a Dastur-ul-'Amal (rules and regulations)
and regularized the pattis (shares of the offerings) of the pujariSi
grahthis, rdgis etc. A sarbarah (manager) was appointed and a
committee, called the Golden Temple Committee, was formed. But
the arrangement could not bring about any material change. The selChahd

/
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fish priests continued to neglect their duties with the result that the
worship and the daily routine of the Temple grew slack and irregular.
The sarbardh, being an agent of the British, ignored the welfare of
the Temple and worked according to the dictates of his foreign
masters. The Golden Temple Committee had no say in the management. The Sikhs were deeply agitated. They demanded immediate
reforms in its management. But there was no response from the
Government. This saw a powerful agitation on the part of the Sikh
community which ultimately, brought in the Gurdwara Act in 1926
and the end of the 77 years' foreign control of this important shrine
and the nerve centre of the Sikh community. ,The management of
the Temple suffered greatly from internal disorder and the British
interference during this period. The only redeeming feature was a few
healthy changes introduced by the newly sprung SGPC in its short
Span of control.
The Local Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee (AD 1926-1945)
The Local Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee was formed in accordance with the provisions of the Gurdwara Act to control and
administer the arrangement of the Golden Temple and other local
Gurdwaras at Amritsar. This committee was elected in August 1926.
It took over charge from the previous management on 26 November
1926. Ever since the inception of the first Local Gurdwara Prabandhak
Committee, elections to subsequent committees have been very regular.
The Local Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee proved to be a boon
for the rapid and orderly development of the Golden Temple, This
Committee divided its activities into separate sections, namely the
Library, the Hospital, the Parkarmd, the Lahgar, Guru ka Bagh, the
Karkhana-Safig-marmar,
Sanitation, etc. For the management.
supervision and control of the staif and maintenance of accounts
pertaining to these sections, the committee thought it worthwhile to
establish a full-fledged office too.
Sbiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee
After the amendment of the Gurdwara Act in 1945, the Local
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee was abolished and the administration of the Golden Temple was taken over by the ShiromanI
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee itself under article 55. The staff of
the Darbar Sahib Prabandhak Committee was disbanded. A full-fledged
Manager, assisted by a permanent staff, was appointed to look after
the affairs of the Golden Temple. The keys of the Tosha-khana of the
Golden Temple now remain in the custody of the following four
persons :

y
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1. President, SGPC
2. Secretary, SGPC
3. Manager, Sri Darbar Sahib
4. Head Granihi, Sri Darbar Sahib
Service Personnel
v . nersonnel of the Temple may, approA study of the various service personnel oi i
v
priately, be made under the following four heads :
i) The Old categories
ii) The New categories
„ , ^
•..««
iii) Staff of the Local Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee
iv) The present staff of Sri Darbar Sahib
personnel
I)
1. The Granthts
2. The Pujaris
3 The Rdgis and Rabdbls
4. The Muldzams (miscellaneous servants)
1

5. The Gidnls
The Granthis
.
.^
The institution of the ^..«./n-. (priests) came into existence synchronically with the instalment of the holy Granth in the Temple m 1604.
Originally, only one granthl was there to read the holy scripture.
Later on, with the expansion of the day's work two more granthis
were added to this service. Only men of high character and complete
Merit
dedication to the Sikh cause were chosen, for the purpose,
the only criterion for selection. There were no considerations of caste,
this post was not hereditary. When the SGPC took over the administration, the strength of the granthis was raised to three.^ At
present, four granthis and one head granthi are in the service of the
Harimandir (see Appendix V).
The Pujaris (priests)
. . ^.
The pujaris comprised the following classes of personnel of the
Harimandir :
i) The Arddszds
ii) The DhUplds
iii) The Musaddis
The pujaris were hereditary priests. Originally, six pujdris were
appointed for the purpose during the period of the Gurus. By way
of emoluments these pujdris were allowed a fixed share (pattl) of the
offerings. Out of the six pujaris, one was the arddsia who invoked
1^ Report Sri Darbar Sahib, p. 22
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benedictions of God for the devotees. The second was the dhupid. He
burnt incense in the holy precincts. The other four were musaddis.
They sat on the ma^/io^ by turn to attend to various duties.^* These
posts, in due course, turned hereditary, so that the descendants of the
original six pujaris went on manning them and shared the income
among themselves. Their number decreased after the Akall agitation
when the administration of the Temple was taken over by the SGPC.
Many of the pujaris did not submit to the new conditions and left
the Temple service. Only those pujaris who agreed to serve the
Temple in accordance with the dictates of the SGPC, were retained
in service and their emoluments were continued. The pujaris who had
left of their own accord, were not paid any pension or allowance. Those
who agreed to remain in service were paid their arrears too.
The ousted pujaris and other personnel who had left the Temple
service, filed suits against the SGPC with the Sikh Gurdwara Tribunnal
set up at Lahore by the Punjab Government. Only a few of the
claimants won their cases and were awarded rozind (allowances) by the
Tribunnal. The Cases of the rest were, however, dismissed. The
total amount paid to the pujaris as round came to Rs. 12,314 a year.
The rozind was fixed for the life-time of the pujaris only. After their
death, their descendants had no claim on it.
Only five pujaris agreed to serve in accordance with the dictates
of the SGPC and they were paid Rs. 48 a month in those cheap days.
This was in addition to the share of their hereditary allowance
(rozind).
The following five pujdi is ioined service under the Local Gurdwara
Committee in 1927 :
1. Bhal Surjan Singh Jathedar
2. Bhai Jaimal Singh
3. Bhai Narain Singh son of Bhai Rattan Singh
4. Bhai Narain Singh son of Bhai Deva Singh
5. Bhai Nikka Singh
The Ragis and Rababis (Musicians)
Kirtan (singing) is performed by the ragis (musicians), from early
morning, when the doors of the Harimandir are flung open, till late
in the night, when they are closed. In early days i.e. soon after the
establishment of the Harimandir, eight chaukis of ragts (musicians)
were appointed to perform kirtan by turn. Seven of these chaulas
were joined by Muslism Rababis (rebeck players) also. These musicians
i

18

Ibid.
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were paid Rs. 282 per month out of the oiferings of the Temple. The
service of the Muslim rabdbis whose predecessors had been in the
service of the Harimandir were sought, whenever needed, A portion
of the offerings was paid to them. The rabdbis were allowed to perform
kirtan outside also on birth, death, betrothal and marriage when
requisitioned by the public- They were governed by set rules as is
evident from the case of the appointment of Bhai Bura, a descendant of
BhaiBabak. (See Appendix VI). The Muslim rabdbis rendered excellent
service to the Temple and were very popular during their days. (For
prominent rabdbis^ see Appendix VII).
The Mulazams (Miscellaneous Servants)
The old category of the miscellaneous servants of the Harimandir
included a ghardyUd (bell-striker),i* a kunjibarddr (key-bearer),
munshis (record-keepers), a darogd (treasurer), a khazdnchi (cashier"),
chardgids (lamp-burners) and mdlts (gardeners;. They, were paid
monthly salaries.
The Gianis
This category of the service personnel originated in early eighteenth
century with Bhal Mani Singh's appointment as Manager of the Harimandir. Later on, the honour passed on to the family of Giani Surat
Singh during the period of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. It is with him that the
Giani lineage of the Golden Temple started. His descendants served the
Temple for the next four generations. (See Appendix VlIIV In its initial
stage, the post of the manager was not hereditary. Only a great scholar
and devout Sikh, was chosen for the purpose. The managership of the
Man
for the management of the
and
Temple affairs, the performance of worship, kathd and kirtan^ the
arrangement of ^fH'a/T5, the maintenance of accounts of the Temple
funds, the settlement of disputes and the defence of the Temple, With
the emergence of the Giani family, the post of the manager of the
Temple became hereditary. However, all the gidnis who filled in the
post successively fulfilled the desired qualifications and served the
Temple with zest.^^ In the beginning, the gidnis' duties were confined
to kathd and kirtan. Because of their excellent record of service and
undoubted integrity, the responsibility for constructing the Temple was
also later on entrusted to them by Maharaja Ranjlt Singh. The status of
+

^^ It is claimed that thi creation of this post was eavisaged by the Guru himself
at the time the construction of the holy tank and the Temple was in progress. Guru
Arjun Dev appointed a ghatyHliTi (bell-striker) to announce time.
1^ For full details about the giUms see. Report Sri Darb^r SUhib, pp. 24-25.
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this post, however, began to loose its importance towards the end of
the nineteenth century, when its last incumbent, Giani Gurbaksh Singh,
gave up one of the foremost duties enjoined upon a gidni i.e. the
recitation of hatha. He attended to the construction work of the
16
Temple only.
When the local Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee took over charge
of the Darbar Sahib after the Akali Movement, the responsibility for
the construction work at the Temple came under its direct control.
On this the gidnis lineage in the service of the Temple duties came to
an end.
The New Categories of Service Personnel
The following categories of the service personnel have served
the Golden Temple ever since the management was taken over by
the SGPC :
1. Grant hi Singhs
2. Chaurbarddrs
3. Pujdri Singhs
4. Arddsids
5. Darogds
6. Kunjibarddrs
7. Fardshes
8. Sewdddrs
9. Chobddrs
10. Jot ids
11. Narsinghewdlds
12. Swaiyd reciters
13. Rdgis a,nd Rabdbis
14. Pensioners
15. Miscellenous
r

1. The granthi singhs (formerly 3) used to sit in attendance on
the Guru Granth in the Harimandir and read hymns from the
holy scripture at fixed hours in the morning, evening and night. They
performed ceremonies incumbent on the opening and closing of the
Holy Granth i.e. reading out the injuction of the day or the particular
occasion, technically called the vdk, or hukam to the devotees attending
the Temple. Now four granthis perform this duty. The v^A: (word) from
the holy book is read in the early hours of the morning and is also
written daily, at present, on a glass-framed board, fixed against a wail
^^ Ibid., p. 25.
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in the parkartnd adjacent to the Darshani Deorhl. This is to enable
the late-comers to knovv the Guru's injuction for the day.
(2) The Chaurbardars (the fly-whiskers, 3). Thsy used to sit turn by
turn alongside the granthis, behind the holy Granth. Their duty was
to wave the fly-whisk {chaur) over the Guru Granth and accept flowers
and garlands from the devotees on the guru's behalf. Now this duty
is performed by sewdddrs.
(3). The Puj'dri singhs (Five). Their duty was to take Wflft-praiai
from the devotees and invoke the blessings of God over it. Since the
pujdri class is no longer in the service of the Temple, this duty of
accepting the kardh prasad and its distribution has now been taken
over by the sewaddrs.
4. The Arddsias (2). The arddsids recited the ardds (prayer) five
times a day. They performed the ardds for all the akhahd pdths
(non-stop readings of the Guru Granth as well. They changed pushdkas
and evening.
fscarfs)
At present, Sardar Nikka Singh and Sardar Darshan Singh perform
these duties.
(5) The Darogds (2). Orignally the darogds were employed to keep
accounts of the offerings at the Temple, They received cash offerings
from the devotees, couated them, deposited them in the golak (cash
box) and gave necessary saropds (robes of honour) to the devotees
according to the offerings made. At present, this duty is performed
by the sewaddrs. The darogd had also to keep the accourits of
the treasury, maintain the attendance register of the staff, prepare
reports and to receive cash donated for the purchase of gold, marble,
silver, etc. for use on the Harimandir. The post of the daroga was
abolished sometime later and the work is now done by the administrative staff of the Darbar Sahib Committee.
(6) The Kunjibarddrs (key-bearers, 2). They were responsible for
the safe custody of the robes {pushdkas) and other articles of the store.
They performed the duty of arranging jaldu also. The palki sahib
(the palanquin for the holy Granth), kept in the room adjacent to the
Darsha^Li Deorhi was also looked after by them. These services are
performed by the sewdddrs now.
(7) The Fardshes (2). Their duty was to clean and wash the inner
shrine and spread carpets and cotton sheets on the floor. At present,
this service is performed by voluntary sewaddrs^ who get prior permission for the purpose from the SGPC. They enter the Harimandir
before the Darshani Darwaza is closed at 11 p.m. and help make the
holy Granth retire for rest during the night. After the gates are closed,
1
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they role up the cotton sheets, cushions, carpets, etc. and wash the floor
of the Temple with water mixed with milk. After cleaning the floor,
they spread out carpets and sheets before the arrival of the pdlki in the
morning.
(8) The Sewdddrs. They receive the kardh pvasdd and distribute
it and clean the outer parkormd of the central shrine.
(9) The Chobddrs (mace-bearer, 4). The original posts of the
chobddrs have been retained by the SGPC They stand on duty at the
Darshani Deorhj, turn by turn, for four hours each. Each one of them
looks after the security of the Temple and ensures that the visitors do
not carry prohibited things inside the Temple.
(10) TT/eJc/m (lamp-lighter, 1). Originally his duty was to light
the ghee fed flame i.e. the Joii inside the Harimandir. He was
also responsible for keeping the joti (lamp) burning all nightlong during
Akhand Paths, Now this duty is performed by the sewdddrs.
(11) The Narsinghewdid (horn/conch-blower). His duty was to
herald the coming of the palkz carrying the Guru Granth by blowing
the narsinghd (a big conch shell). Now this duty is performed by the
Sikh devotees.
(12) The Swaiydparhanwdid
(the sawaiyd-recxter). He
recited
sawaiyds (hymns) composed by the Bhattas, during the morning from
the time the holy Granth reached the Harimandir till the time it
stood arrayed for recitation of the first word i.e. the vdk. Now this
service is performed by the Sikh devotees.
(13) The Rdgis and Rabdbis (musicians and rebeck-players). The
kirtan starts early in the morning at about 2 a.m. and goes on usually
till 11 p.m. at night, whereafter the Temple is closed. A number of
musicians participate every day in the 21-hour long session, during
which devotional hymns from the Holy Granth are sung. At present,
there are 11 c/^aw^^e^ (batches) o^ rdgis who perform this (service) of
kirtan. Originally, Muslim rababts were called upon to perform this
service at the Harimandir. They sang hymns from the Granth Sahib to
the accompaniment of the six-stringed rebeck. These rabdbis were in
the service of the Golden Temple till the partition of India in 1947.
Now, only Sikh rdgi jathas perform this service, turn by turn, for
two hours each. (For famous rdgis of the period see Appendix VH).
(14) The Pensioners : Pensions were given to some of the old pujdris
in lieu of their rozind for their lifetime, Orginally, six pujdris were
given this benefit in pursuance of the dictates of the Dastur-uU*AmaL
When the administration of the Harimander was taken over by the
Local Gurdwara Committee in 1926, certain changes were affected in
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the service personnel of the Temple, and the number of the pujdri pensioners was reduced to five. Approximately, RE. 10,' 00 per annum
was given to the pujaris as rozind. The amount now has dwindled
considerably due to the death of the pension-bearing pujdris. The
last beneficiary in this category was Sardar Mohinder Singh a retired
Ordnance Officer.
(15) Miscellaneous stajf: T^ie ^oWomng miscellaneous staff was in
the service of the Temple previously :
1. A washerman to wash sheets, clothes and other articles of the
Temple.
2. A nisbdnchi (flag-bearer) to lead the yaddi chauki of Baba Buddha,
in the morning service. Now this duty is performed by the
Sikh devotees.
3. A mishdlchi (torch-bearerj to carry the torch and accompany ihe
vaddi chauki of Baba Buddha- Now this service is perform.-J by
Sikh devotees.
4. A far ash io dust off the carpets, druggets, etc. This sewd is
done by the Sikh devotees now.
Administrative StaflF of the Local Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee
The following categories of staff had served the Golden Temple
since the formation of the Local Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee
in 1926 to its dissolution in 1945 :
L The President
2. The Joint President
3. The Secretary
4. The Superintendent
5. The Relieving Clerk
6. The Record Keeper
7. The Accountant
8. The Treasurer
9. The Storekeeper
10. The Mukhtdr
11. The Sewdddrs
1. The President. His post was honorary. His duty was to supervise
all the affairs of the committee. He had to stay at Amritsar. The President had the right to convene the meetings of the Committee, to present
the agenda, to implement the decisions and to supervise the office. The
appointment of the sewdddrs rested with him. He signed all bills and
vouchers and made arrangements for fighting of cases pending in courts.
The President could fine the employees and terminate their services,
except those of the granthis.
V
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2. The Joint President. He officiated in the absence of the President.
3. The Secretary. His duty was to manage all the works of the
office according to the instructions of the President, to control and
administer the associated gurdwdras, to sign cash receipts for the
offerings, to maintain the Minutes Book, the Office-Order's Book,
the General Orders Book and the Record Book of the Toshd-khdnd.
4. The Superintendent. His duty was to carry out the orders given
by the President and the Secretary. Preparation and disposal of the
budget, office correspondence and accounts of the Committee were
all under his charge. He was responsible for checking occasionally
the store and the library too.
5. The Relieving Clerk. His duty was to assist the Superintendent
in the day to day work, to keep the attendance register, and to lend
a helping hand to the clerical staff in the absence of any one of
them.
6. The Record Keeper. His duty was to maintain the records of
the office, to receive and despatch the dak, to purchase stationery
and to maintain service books of the office personnel.
7. The Accountant. His duty was to keep up-to-date accounts of
the journal of all the ledgers, to maintain a list of all registers
pertaining to the establishment and accounts, to draw up bills, to
prepare balance-sheets, to check the cash book of the treasurer, and.
to examine the records of the store-keeper etc.
8. The Treasurer. His duty was to receive cash and issue receipts,
pay bills, to distribute salaries to the service personnel of the Gurdwaia
Prabandhak Committee, to maintain the daily cash-book, to deposit
cash offerings, to maintain full details of registered hundls (bills of
exchange) and cheques.
9. The Storekeeper. His duty was to deposit all the articles
received by way of offerings, except cash, gold or silver, in the store
to purchase necessary provisions and to maintain the stock-register
of the store.
10. The Mukhtar. His duty was to pursue cases in the courts as
directed by the President and to maintain records of all the legal
proceedings and of the properties of the Golden Temple and the
associated gurdwdrds.
11. The Sewadars (voluntary workers). Originally only four sewdddrs
were appointed by the SGPC to assist the service personnel of the
office. The number has now increased considerably.
The Present StaflF of Sri Darbar Sahib
Ever since the amendment of the Gurdwara Act, 1945, and the
»

^
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transfer of the management of the Golden Temple direct to the SGPC
the following staff has been in operation :
1. Manager- At the time of writing this treatise, Sardar Ranjit Singh
is the Manager of Sri Darbar Sahib.
2. Additional Manager. Sardar Surjit Singh holds charge as the
Additional Manager.
3. The Superintendent
4. The Engl nee
5- The Mistry
6. Jatheddr Sarai Sri Guru Ram Das
7. The Accountant
8. The Cashier
9. Clerks
10. Typists
11. Sewdddrs (workers)
12. The Information Officer
13. The Curator alongwith gallary-assistants and artists of the
Central Sikh Museum (appointed in 1959).
All these posts are on the permanent cadre. The staflf is under the
control of the Manager. The appointing and dismissing authority rests
with the SGPC in respect of the staff. The services of an employee
found guilty can be terminated by the SGPC by giving him one month's
notice in case he is a permanent and twenty-four hour's notice in case
he happens to be temporary.
Service Personnel
Since the new set up made in 1945, the following service personnel
have been attending to the various duties in the Temple :
L Granthis. The total strength at present is four, one of whom
(at present S. Kirpal Singh) has been designated as the Head Granthi,
the rest are ordinary granthis, the present incumbents being Giani
Sohan Singh, Giani Mani Singh and Giani Sahib Singh.
2- The Arddsids
3. The Chobddrs
4. The Sewdddrs
r

5. The kirtani jathds : A number of kirtam Jathds are always at hand
to perform the kirtan at various hours of the day, at the central shrine
and the Akal Takht.
F

Besides the above staff the following technical experts and assistants
are also on the rolls of the SGPC to look to the construction side.
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The Engineer Incharge
His is an honorary post. At present, Sardar Dharam Singh is performing this important duty.
The Supervisor
This again is an honorary post. At present it is manned by
Chaudhari Gurbachan Singh.
The Overseers
Two overseers hold permanent posts. But these posts are subject
to the needs and quantum of the construction work going on in the
Temple.
The Draftsman
One draftsman is on the rolls of the Temple. At present, Sardar
D.S. Gill holds this post.
The Tracer
The Storekeeper
The Clerk-cum-typist
The Sewdddrs
The Watchman
The construction Office is housed in Nanak Niw5s, adjoining Teja
Singh Samundrl Hall. The construction has an electrical subdivision
also. This is under the charge of a supervisor who is assisted by three
electricians, two helpers and one projector incharge.
Income
The annual income of the Golden Temple runs into one to three
crores of rupees.
Expenditure
The expenditure invariably touches the income level so that no
r

:

i

attempt is made to save money or to accumulate wealth. Major
items of expenditure are the lahgar and the kardh prasdd^ Some
idea of the income and expenditure incurred on these two items during
the year that expired (1977-78) can be had from the figures given
below :
Income :
Charjiat (Offerings) :
3,891,601
Lahgar :
i) Collections in cash
393,856
ii) Collections in kind
300,668
Kardh prasdd:
4,463,090
Expenditure ;
Lahgar
1340,284
Kardh prasdd
2,015,421
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Current Budget
The budget of Sri Darbar Sahib for the year 1978-79 amounts to
Rs. 1,33,38,257."

••

fct.

I

^^ It seems necessary to indkatc here that since three yeafs hkVe elafJsed in sfedng
this manuscript through the press, details about the Temple history as also its finances
convey information only upto the year 1978-79. For subsequent years the reader is
advised to refer to Budgets of the Shiromanl Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee. In
passing it may be mentioned that the budget of Sri Darbar Sahib for the year
1981-82 amounts to Rs. 2,07,00,000.

CEREMONIAL PRACTICES AND CELEBRATIONS

The Golden Temple is open to all. Everybody irrespective of his
caste, creed and social status can enter it. On entering the Temple, he
has to take off his shoes, wash his hands and feet and cover his h e a d as
a token of respect for the holy Temple. Various ceremonial practices
had commenced even before the Harimandir was first completed and
the holy Gran lh vas installed in it (1604). On that occasion, the
holy Granth was brought to the Tempi e in a Palki (palanquin) followed
by a procession of the Sikh devotees,^ Kavi Sohan. the author of
Gurbilas Patshdhi Chhevin, writes that Baba Buddha carried the Granth
on his head, and Gum Arjui waved the Chaur (fly-whisk) over it all
the time walking behind it birefootei. The r5gf^ accompanying the
procession recited sabad kirtan, foliovved by the sahgat. Inside the
Temple, the Granth was placed in the central hall on a manji (cot), The
sahgat sat around it on the ground. 'Asa dl Var' was, then sung at the
completion of which Guru Arjun asked Baba Buddha to open the Granth
at random and read out a hymn from there to the congregation,^ Thus
was introduced the holy Scripture of the Sikhs to the people present.
Baba Buddha was asked to act as the first granthi of the Harimadir
and to read out the holy scripture to the visitors. Guru Arjun Dev
introduced the practice of performing kirtan as well- He ordained the
celebration of Baisakhl at the Harimandir too. The practice seems to
have been adopted in pursuance of the Hindu custom of celebrating the
said festival on the first day of Baisakh at Haridwar. Later on, the
^ This process was followed as a practice aad is called MaharTij Jl di osw'5riy to
be discussed in detail hereafter. In the beginning, the aswari of Granth Sahib was
kepi at Guru ke Mahal In Amritsar and it used to be brought to the Harimandir in
the small hours of the morning. The Granth was placed in the Temple for the day
and then taken back to its resting-place at night. This practice continued till the
beginning of the seventeenth century. After the construction of the Akai Takhl
the resting-place of the Garnth was transferred to a place inside it.
. 2 GurbilUs Patshdhi Chhevin, pp.92-93; Santokh Singh, Sri Gur Fratclp Suraj Granth,
p. 2143.
r
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celebration of Diwali was also added to the list. This was done by
Baba Buddha to commemorate Guru Har Gobind's release from the
imprisonment of the Mughals, in the Gwalior Fort.
These practices gradually took a firm root,^though there were
intermitent interruptions. A reference has already been made to the
deterioration that had set in duiing the Mind regime. After Harjl's
death these practices again found their way under the dynamic personality of Bhal Mani Singh. There was some dislocation of these
practices during the trying days of the conflict between the Tat Khalsa
and the Bandals, the two factions of the Sikhs struggling for control
over the Temple. With Bhai Man! Singh reappointed grantln in
1721, the ceremonial practices at the Temple were resumed. But they
were again stopped after he met his martyrdom in 1734; the uddsis
who were then in control of the Temple, did not prove equal to the
task.
When the Sikhs regained power, the Temple was rebuilt in 1764,
but ceremonial practices could not be restored in their proper form,
^s the then Grant hi, Baba Gopal Das Udasi showed no interest in
their restoration.4 The affairs improved slightly under the next
GraiUhi, Bhai Chanchal Singh, who reverted to all the customary
practices of yore and took personal interest in keeping them alive,^
There was a further improvement when the sarddrs of the various
'misls, particularly Maharaja Ranjit Singh, took a keen interest in the
affairs of the Harimandir and the town.
The ceremonial services continued to be observed under the management o{sarbardhs appointed by the British rulers. They carried on the
practices but not with the same zeal. Many malpractices crept into
them when selfish manager and corrupt ;?i//5a'5 had their way. The affairs
of the Temple continued to be unsatisfactory till the Gurdwara Act
came in operation and the management of the Golden Temple was
taken over by the SGPC. Under its penetrating supervision efforts
were made to reintroduce original ceremonies and practices, a study
of which is proposed to be made at some length under heads and subheads enumerated below :
(A) The Day's Routine
The Kiwai
The Kirtan
I

h

^ The period of Guru's stay there is stated to be not more than two years. See
Teja Singh and Garida Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, VoL I, p. 119.
* TawUrikh-i'Amritsar Ke Chahd Mdkhiz, p. 5.
* Ibid., Peport Sri Darbdr Sdhib, p. 20,
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Mahdrdj Ji di AswdrJ
The Fdlki Sahib'
The Awdza
The Kardh Prasad
The Worship
The Jot
Garlands and flowersThe Charhat
The Rumdids
The Amrit at Har ki Pauri
The Chaukis
The Akhahd Path
(B) Monthly Celebrations
The Sahgrdhd
The Masya
(C) Annual Celebrations
The Gurpurabs
The /^/aw
The Diwdli
The Baisdkhi
(D) Rules of Observance
(A) The Day's Routine
The KIWAR (Opening of the Entrance Doors)
The Golden Temple remains open throughout the day except for a
short interval of four hours during the night (12 p.m. to 4 a. m.).
The doors of the Darshani Deor;hi open at 3 a.m. and close at
11 p.m. during summer. During winter, the doors open at 3 a.m. and
close at 10 p.m. Previously, two persons called ihtfardsh, were allowed
to remain inside the Temple at night after the closing of the Darshajtii
Deoihi-They stayed inside the Temple for dusting, cleaning, washing
and changing floor sheets of the Temple.* Now this service is performed
by volunteers (devotees) who do the work under the supervision of a
fardsh. The washing of the temple floor is done at 12 p.m. with milk,
dilated with water taken from Har ki Pauri. Then the floor is rubbed
hard with towels. Separate towels are used for the interiors and
exteriors of the Temple. The outer Parkarmd of the Harimandir i»
washed with water from the holy Tank. The milk and water washings of
the interior of the shrine, to be precise, of the apartment proper of the
Guru Granth, are collected in a bucket. The devotees take handfuls of
it by way of amrit (nectar). The floor having been given awash,
r

J

m
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® Report Sri Darbdr Sd/nb, p, 26.
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the sewadars spread spotlessly clean sheets on Manji Sahib (the
supporting cot), also called ihe singhasan. This is the raised place on
which the Granth Sahib is kept. Thereafter carpets and sheets of
cloth arc spread for the safigat to sit. Hymns from the holy scripture,
appropriate to the occasion, are recited all the time this service goes
on. All these ceremonies are completed before the gate of the
Darshanl Deorhi is opened.
In addition to these attendants one sewadar (guard) remains on duty all
night long at the foot of the toshakhana (treasury) which is housed on the
first floor of the Deorhi. A chobdar (mace-bearer) stands at the gate of
the Darshanl Deorhi during the day too. He holds a sword in his hand
when on duty. The chobdars change their duty after every four
hours.
Sri Akhand Path or the non-stop recitation of the holy Granth goes
on continuously in the upper storey of the Harimandir. Tht pathis
(reciters), tht jot id (lampmen) and other sewdddrs are allowed to remain
inside the Temple with the permission of the Managing Committee of
the Temple.
The Kirttn
After the doors of the Temple are opened and the inside service
gets completed, regular kirtan starts and goes on continually till the
gates are closed for the night and the Guru Granth is taken back to
its place of rest {sukhdsan). The kirtan is an essential part of the
religious service at the Golden Temple. Efforts are made to secure the
services of the best ragijathds (musicians) for the purpose. Previously,
eleven chaukis (groups) of famous rdgis and rahdbis were required to
perform the kirtan each day.' At present, eight ragijathds do this job.
A separate ra^rya?//a is posted for service at i\iQ Akdl Takht. Only
sabads from the Guru Granth, compositions by Bhai Gurdas and ghazah
(lyrics) of Bhai Nand Lai are permitted to be sung in the Temple. '
The kirtan starts one hour after the opening of the gate in the
morning. It is followed by recitation olAsd di Vdr which goes on till
the Sun rises. One hour after the commencement of recitation of Asa
di Vdr^ the Guru Granth is brought from its resting place {sukhdsan).
At 12 in the noon the rdgis recite Anahd Sahib. At 3 p.m., the Char an
Kamal Artj is performed. From 5 to 6-15 p.m. the ragi^ recite wJar
through/r^r/a/7, and from 6.45 to 8 p.m. they perform drti (prayer).
After the evening prayer, the kirtan is again resumed and it goes on
till 9.45 p.m. This makes the last kirtan chauki of the day. The daily
routine ends with it.
+

'^ Report Sri Darbar Sahib, p. 27; Intra Sri Amriisar, p. 122.
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Maharaj Ji Di Aswari
Early in the morning, two hours after the opening of the gates of
the Darshani Deorhi, the As}van (procession) of the Guru Granth starts
from the Akal Takht. The granthi on duty, takes out the holy book
from Kdtha Sahib (the rest-room) at the first floor of the Akal Takht,
and carries it on his head to the paJki to be taken to the Harimandir in
a procession. Hundreds of devotees, men and women, attend this
ceremony at the Akal Takht. All the way long they chant hymns from
the Gurii Granth in a very melodious voice. They display their love and
yearning for the darshan (sight) oftheGuru.^ This is a marvellous
sight to look at. The melodious songs sung by the ragis (musicians)
mingle with the sweet voice of the sahgat. The whole thing displays the
great zest on the part of the devotees in that calm atmosphere of the
early hours of the morning.
As the grantin places the Guru Granth in the palkj, flowers are showered over it, and bits of cotton, besmeared with perfume and scent, are
distributed to the devotees present there, but not before they have been,
for blessings, touched with the palanquin. The palkj, then, is carried
by the devotees on the shoulders followed by a granthi who waves the
chaur (fly-whisk) over it. Brand white sheets are spread on the passage
over which the pdJkf is carried. The pdlki is followed by sahgat in the
form of a procession. A group of musicians technically called the
chauku led by a misdlchi (lamp-bearer) and a nlshanchi (standardbearer), then moves ahead of the aswdrL The whole procession marches
slowly on to the Harimandir. Entering the DarshanT Deorhi, it passed
over the bridge and reaches the Harimandir. Entering the door of the
sanctum sanctorum, the devotees place the pdlki on the floor. The granthi
takes out the Guru Granth, places it on his head, takes it inside the
Temple and lays down on the restorum meant for it, that is the
Manji Sahib. The pushakd (robes^ of the holy Granth is changed
daily.
All these ceremonies over, the rdgis now start reciting Asd di Vdr.
After some time the holy Book is opened, kirtan is stopped and vdk is
taken. After the granthi has recited the hymn, the kirtdn of Asd di Vdr
is resumed.
'
^ i) " 3 B t HT15 HfSMT, f el fHH §3'f5 I
^ e HfUH H^RH B?f^ ^^\ ^l^ig | '
Mar

ii) "f^R Ul ^Sl ^fu H^ fsH'al f55 ? II
?)

Granth

4 .
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The Palki Sahib
Although the pdlki is part and parcel of the Mahdrdj Ji di Aswari
as mentioned above, it has in the course of time, acquired a significance of its own and, therefore, deserves a separate notice.
The use oipdlki for carrying the holy Granth to the Golden Temple
originated with Guru Arjun. At the time the Granth was installed in
the Harimandir, he ordered observance of the procedure to show the
great reverence in which the Holy Word was to be held. It is a wellknown fact that the Guru collected Gurhdni composed by his predecessors, from Guru Amar Das' descendants, namely Baba Mohan and
Baba Moharl of Goindwal-' The manuscripts containing the Holy
utmost
Word
reverence.'"' The Guru himself walked behind the pdlki barefooted.
Later on, the Gurbdni collected from them, formed the corpus of Guru
Granth with Guru Arjun's own compositions and of some important
Hindu bhaktas and prominent Muslim saints included therein. On the
compilation, of the Guru Granth the volume was brought to the
Harimandir for installation with the same reverence. As before, a
palanquin was used for the purpose. The ceremony took place on
Bhadon Sudi Ekam, 1661 BK (AD 1604) under the direct supervision
of Guru Arjun.^^ Since then the practice of carrying the Guru Granth
in a pdlki has persisted, except for short turbulent periods of strife
with the Muslim rulers and Afghan invaders.
Devotees have been presenting beautifully built pdlkis to the
Golden Temple from time to time. The pdlki now in use, is gold+

plated. It was presented by Lala Moti Ram and Bibl Man Kaur of
Bazar Ata Mandi, Amritsar, on the occasion of Guru Gobind Singh's
birth anniversary that fell on 7 January 1930. Tht pdlki \i?is other
accessories i.e. velvet pillows and curtains. It cost the donar approximately Rs. 3,500 at a time when money was very dear.^^ On rainy
days another pdlki, with a waterproof covering, is used. These pdlkis
are kept in a room adjoining the Darshani Deojhi on the side of the
Gurdward Idlichl Ber.
The Awaza
The holy Word (awdzd) from the Gurii Granth is taken thrice a
day; first, in the small hours of the morning when the Granth is
^ Both, Baba Mohan and Baba Mohan, were the sons of Guru Araardas.
10 Tcja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 30.
" Ibid., p. 33.
" Report Sri Darbdr Sahib, p. 69.
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installed in the Harimandir for the routine prayers; then on the
completion of Asd di Vdr in the morning; and last, at night, before
the Granth is taken back to the retiring room in the Akal Takht.
The Ardas
The Ardds or the arddsd i.e. the prayer invoking Almighty's benedic' tions is made six times a day at the Harimandir. The first ardds goes up
immediately after the formahties in connection with the arrival of
the Guru Granth in the Harimandir, are complete, i.e. in the small
hours of the morning. It follows the recitation of Anahd Sdhib. It
has one special feature. It seeks benediction for tenderers of kardh
Prasad, as are on the permanent list. The kardh pradsd offered by them
is distributed to the safigat after ardds has been said.
•

The second ardds goes up on the completion of the recitation of Asd di
Vdr. The third goes at 12 in the noon, ^htnrdgis finish the recitation of
Anahd Sdhib. The fourth prayer is ofiered at 3 p.m. when the rdgis
finish the recitation of the Char an Kama! Art i. The ardds offered on
this occasion is offered in the evening after the recitation of Sodar
Rahirds. The sixth, forming the last, goes up after the recitation of
Kirtan Sohila i.e. towards the closing hour of the Temple service.
This ardds is offered before the holy Granth is taken back in a
procession to its retirirng room in the Akal Takht.
The Karah Prasad
The sweet candy called/car<7/z prasdd is distributed to the sahgat in
session first in the morning after the recitation of Anahd Sdhiby and
again in the evening when the recitation of the Arti is over. In addition
to these two specific occasions, the serving of kardh prasad to the visitors
goes on round the clock but outside the congregation- The devotees continue pouring in with their trayfuls of kardh prasad which is accepted
by the sewdddr on duty on behalf of the Guru. The quantity thus
collected is then taken to the parkarmd where it is distributed to
the sahgat.
The karah prasdd IS, prepared by the Temple authorities and is sold
to the needy at the counter in quantities donated by them. Stalls for
this purpose have been set quite close to the entrance of the Temple.
The Worship
The Sikhs worship the holy Word as contained in the Guru Granth
only. For that matter kirtan too is performed with hymns taken from
there. This practice has been scrupulously observed ever since the
Granth was installed in the Temple (1604). The copies of the holy
Granth, they use, are of two kinds: one has the Golden cover and the
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other the silver one. The first, popularly known as "Sone-dl Jild- Vdli
Bii\ is one of the four volumes said to have been prepared under the
personal supervision of Baba Dip Singh Shahid.the famous Sikh martyr.^'
It is said to have been copied from the Damdami Bir that was got prepared by Guru Gobind Singh at Talwandl Sabo in 1763 BK (AD 1706).^*
The copy of the Granth Sahib with the golden cover had become extremely old to handle. It was, therefore, repaired at Dera Baba Sham
Singh in 1930. It is said that gold weighing 180 tolas, 2 mashas and 3
rattis was used to repair it.''^ At present this copy is kept at the
Sukhdsan Asthdn in the Akal Takht. It is brought to the Harimandir
only on special occasions. The second bir (copy) of the Guru Granth
used in the Harimandir is ''Chdndi di Jild-VdlV or the silver-bound
one. This copy was got prepared by Bhai Harnam Singh, Head Granthi
of Sri Harimandir Sahib.i^ At present, this volume continues to be used
for v^orship at the Temple. Printed volumes of the Guru Granth are
used for recitation of the hymns at other places scattered all over the
parkarmd of the Golden Temple.
The Jot
A ghee-fed lamp is lighted inside the Harimandir daily before the
commencement of the Rahirds (evening prayer) and is extinguished after
the recitation of ^5^ di Vat in the morning. The lamp in which only
pure ghee is burnt, is kept in a cage covered with a piece of white cloth.
In addition, candles made of pure wax are lighted as subsidiary to the
above said lamp. Even now when the Temple stands equipped with
electricity, the custom of keeping ghee di jot burning continues as an
important ritual.
Garlands and Flowers
Garlands and flowers are offered at the Harimandir by the
devotees. Arrangements exist for the supply of garlands and flowers to
the devotees on the very premises of the Golden Temple. The Darbar
Sahib Committee gives contracts to trustworthy flower-sellers for the
sale of flowers and garlands. The contractus made on annual basis.
Two flower-selling stalls exist at present; one in the porch of the main
entrance (eastern) to the premises of the Temple and the other is in
the parkarmd close to the entrance to the bridge that leads to the Tern pie proper. The visitors can purchase garlands and flowers from
these flower sellers.
*^
1*
**
»«

Report Sri DarbUr STihib, p. 67.
Ibid.
Ibid,, p. 68.
Ibid.
/
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The garlands and flowers are presented to the Guru Granth in the
Harimandir through a sewdddr who sits on duty beside the holy
scripture. The person desirous of offering the garland has to move to
the hind part of the sanctum sanctorum to approach him. Garlands and
flowers are also offered at certain other places considered holy in the
Temple precincts,The Charhat
Cash offerings are placed by the devotees on the white sheet spread
in front of the holy Granth inside the Harimandir. The area is enclosed
by a gold-plated brass railing. The devotees who wish to offer currency
notes or gold or any other valuable, can hand their goods to the
sewdddr sitting on duty. He puts the offered sum into the cash box.
Those who offer five rupees receive patasds (semi-spherical porous
lumps of sugar) by way of benediction. A devotee who offers ten
rupees is presented a yellow head gear, called siropa (robe of honour)
by the sewaddrs. V.I.P's visiting the Temple are also honoured with
siropds according to their social status.
The daily offerings are stored up in the treasury room constructed
in a wing of the Central shrine i.e. the Harimandir proper. It is
a small room with a silver door. It has three locks. The keys of the
locks remain in the custody of three persons i.e. the Secretary, the
Treasurer and the Manager. After a week or a fortnight, the offerings
received in cash are counted and duly entered in account books meant
for the purpose. Gold, silver and other precious articles are taken to
the toshdkhdnd on the first floor of the Darshanl Deorhl and kept there
in safes. Entries of receipts are made in the registers meant for the
purpose and are duly checked by members of the Accounts Committee
from time to time. The money required for meeting expenses is taken
out of the treasury after getting due sanction from the President. The
surplus, if any, is deposited in a bank. Offerings in cash and the moneyorders are sometimes sent by the devotees to the Committee's office
direct. This amount goes direct to the bank and not to the treasury.
The devotees make offerings in cash, marble, food grain, gold and
other wares too. These are duly received and deposited in the office
of the Temple. Proper receipts are issued to the devotees in token
of the offerings received and proper records are maintained.
Those who \yant their names inscribed on marble slabs, as also on
gold plates to be fixed in the Temple, have to fill in a prescribed form
and deposit the amount in cash for the purpose. Only receipts in cash
and money-orders are accepted, not cheques- Intimations are sent to
the subscribers by the office after their behests have been carried out.
+

t
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The location, where the inscription with their name has been fixed, is
invariably mentioned in the despatch.
The Rumalas
It is customary among the Sikhs to present rumdlas (robes) to thes
Gura Granth. This had been practised ever since the sacred book wa
installed in the Temple. Each set of robes contains three pieces, one
riimald proper, the central piece and two side pieces i.e. the palkdn.
\

r

The current practice in the Golden Temple relating to the robes is that
they are changed daily, in accompaniment with the singing of a hymn
appropriate to the ceremony.^^ In the past the number of rumdlas
offered by the devotees, became nrnvieldly large so, the discarded ones
began to be auctioned. The practice, however, did not find approbation
by devout Sikhs who considered it to be an alct of sacrilege. This
practice of the disposal of the n/ma/a^ was discussed at a meeting of
the General Committee of the Darbar Sahib on 15 November 1889. It
was decided that the/7/mrt/^5 presented to the Temple should not be
disposed of through auction. For future disposal of the rumdids the
following rules were laid down :
, (i) Rumdids may be given to deserving persons as siropd;
(ii) Rumdlas may be sent, with the consent of the granth^ to other
Sikh temples, if a request to that effect is received;
(iii) With the permission of the manager and the darogd (treasurer)
of the Temple, the granthi may present, a less costly rumdld^
For instance, costing upto five rupees, to any of the visitors,
he deems fit.
(iv) Likewise, the manager may give a rumdJd without the consent
of the granthi to any person making an offering.^^
The General Committee resolved that the rumdids should be kept in
Xosdkhdnd and that the Manager should check them up once every three
years, and after keeping the required ones, he should place the rest at
the disposal of the grantlns. The number of rumdids that a granthi
-could keep in his custody was also laid down. It was decided that
r
_

•

•

•

*

i

1^ ''O.f U^25T H nfu f^HT ^ ^ S ^ l[fH Hgl I
F

^T^T ^\-^^ Rt^i ^^T ^T^sr H'H z ;iT^T §^i n
3f fHH^f^ ^f f5?e; HW fnyw ?; f^3H ^^T ii
Guru Granth, Salok ^fahaU 5, p.520.
^ Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgharia's personal notes on Golden Temple, (MS),
Note Book no. 2. Sikh Reference Library, Amritsar, Ace. No. 7237. Translation of
the proceedings of the meeting of the Committee of Darbar Sahib, held on 15
November 1889, item no. 4, (this MS is in English).
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there should be at least 21 rumdlds with each granthl.^^ At present, the
stock of the ruirtalds is kept in a room outside the DarshanT Deorhl,
where the pd^ki is also kept.
The Amrit At Har Ki Pauri
In the southern side of the Temple is situated Har ki Pauru All
the pilgrims who visit the Temple take a handful of ^mr/Y from the
sacred tank at this place but not before they have paid their homage
to the Guru Granth in the central shrine. It is said that Guru Arjun
had had a vision of the Divine Being in the form of a labourer at this
place when the digging of the tank was going on. On that very occasion
the Guru is said to have uttered the following hymn:
''H3T § STT^fH >HTU y^fu»fT

-

ufd m sraT^fe wfe»{^ U^H II

> >

It is claimed that the place was named as Har ki Pauri by the
Guru himself.^^
The Chaukis
The custom of taking out chaukzSy sometimes pronounced as
chaunkis relates to devout Sikhs who, reciting particular hymns at
particular hours, take round of the Temple. Each chauki is reverentially called chaiiki sdhib^ The practice of taking out chaukis originated
in the days of Guru Hargobind.-^Opinions regarding the identity of the
person who initiated it, however, differ even among Sikh scholars.
Sikh historians, particularly Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, write that the
custom originated with Guru Hargobind. He ordained the moving out
of the cAm/to with the blare of trumpets and flare of torches and
singing of hymns in stirring tunes, to see that a new life gets infused
into the drooping spirits of the Sikhs who were crest-fallen in the period
immediately following the martyrdom of Guru Arjun. This practice, as
the Sikh chronicles records, began to revive them like greenery in the
rainy season. The said authors further opine that the ''Emperor was
alarmed at these preparations and summoned the Guru to his presence. The Guru went and was sent as a state prisoner to the fort of
Gwalior'\22
^Q Ibid,

Mohal
21 Teja Singh and Ganda Singh, A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p . 40,
22 A Short History of the Sikhs, Vol. I, p. 40.
The authors have pointed out the serious error in which Shea and Troyer, theXxdiUsX^Xorsoi Dabistdn-i-Mazdhib (A.H.lQSGjKiy
1645) have fallen due to a misreading of the Persian text. Where as the author has ascribed imprisonment of the
Guru to the reasons of his 'adopting posture of a soldier', vide Vas'a-i-Sipdhidn
pesh
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The conventional Sikh tradition, however, holds a different view.
According to it the practice originated with Baba Buddha, Bhal Gurdas
and other prominent Sikhs living at that time.23 It is asserted that
the commencement of the first chauki took place when Guru Hargobind
was held prisoner in the Fort of Gwalior under orders of the Mughal
emperor, Jehanglr. Baba Buddha, alongwith some devout Sikhs, went
to GwaHor from Amritsar, met the Guru in jail and expressed the
anxiety and sorrow of the Sikh sahgat. On his return from Gwalior,
Baba Buddha started the practice of taking out chaukis. The devout
•

9

m

Sikhs moved about singing hymns in honour of their Guru It was
an expression of the regard and the deep faith they had in their
Gurn. Apart from keeping Guru's memory alive, this formed an
appeal to the Almighty, and perhaps to the rulers as well to restore
their beloved Guru. The daily traversing of the parkarmd by
hundreds of Sikhs singing and praying for the early release of the
Guru was no doubt, a mighty expression of their solidarity with him and
their deep resentment at his incarceration. Since then the practice
of taking out chaukis seems to have gained fashion among the Sikhs.
The procedure pertaining to the taking out of a chauki is like this.
In the evening after the completion of the Rahiras at the Akal Takht,
r

r

devout Sikhs gather on the spot in large numbers. They then move
out in a procession. It is this procession with all its arrays and displays
which is called a chauki. It starts from there with a standard bearer
and a person carrying a sword {sri sdhib) at its head. Two mishdlchis
(torch-bearers) accompany the chauki. One group of the sahgat follows
one mishdlchi and recites sabad's. The second mishdlchi is followed by
the second group of devotees who respond by repeating sabads (hymns)
sung by the first group. A chobddr (mace-bearer) walks ahead and
instructs people sitting in the parkarmd to stand up in honour of the
chauki. In this manner the procession goes round the ;?ar/:arma. The
chauki thereafter enters the Temple. As it reaches in front of the
central shrine, it perambulates the outer parkarmd of the Temple and
offers ardds After that kardh prasdd is distributed to the members of the
chaukiy the chauki disperses. Booklets containing specific iabads,
published by the Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee are
gariftj the translators have rendered it into "embezzlement of the money entrusted
to him (Guru) for disbursement to his troops.' The mistake has evidently, crept
in duo to the misunderstanding of the Persian word Vas'a a (posture) for vqjak
(money/allowaces).
^3 Kavl Sohan, Gurbiids FdtshUhi Chhevtn, p. 219.
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available to facilitate their recitation. "The time, the' occasion, the
ritual, the mode and the custom of each chauki, all are .fixed. It is
taken out in the evening from the Akal Takht without fail. It does
not matter if it is raining or a storm is blowing or the weather is
inclement. The people are extremely devoted to this feature of the
worship at the Temple. The expenses of the chauki are met by the
Gurdwara Committee from funds of Sn Darbar Sahib. This is the^
original c/;^wA:i of the Harimandir.
Besides this original c/zau^f, taking of some other chaukis has also,
come in vogue. They are taken out on special occasions. The procedure
is invariably the same. Selected hymns are recited and the parkarmd of
the Temple is traversed. The second chauki was started by Mahant
Sobha Singh.
The third chauki was established by Mahant Dina Nath. Initially,
this chauki was started by the great Sikh missionary Bhai Kanhayia
Singh, an Addadshahi saint, in the eighteenth century. Later on, it got
divided into two branches. One branch is known as "Sobha Singh
Wdli Chauki"' and the other as "Mahant Dind Ndth wdli chauki". Both
these chaukis are taken out in the evening after the round of the
first (original) chauki is over.
Mahant
The fourth chauki is
Das brother of Bhai Arjan Singh Baghanwala, was the patron of this
chauki. The Baghanv\ala chauki came into; existence some seventy
years ago. This chauki is taken out in the morning after Maha
di Aswdri reaches the Harimandir from the Akal Takht.
The fifth chauki was started by Bliai Sant Singh Kaliwale'about
65 years ago. Thh chauki is also taken out in the morningr^ The
total number of chaukis taken out at the Golden Temple is five; the
first three are a feature of the night, and the remaining two a feature
of the morning.
;'
The Akhand Path
1

Arrangements exist for performing akhahd paths (non-stop
recitation) of the holy Granth in the Harimandir on request from the
devotees. Only akhahd pdths commemorating happy occasions are
undertaken; akhahd paths commemorating occasions of grief, e. g.
death, etc. are not permitted. Likewise, khulld path (not bound by
time) and saptdhik paths (recitation^ spreading over seven-days) are
not piade. Four akhahd paths go on simultaneously on the first floor.
*

24

For details of all these chaukis,^tQ Report Sri Darbar Sdhib.pp. 38-39.
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They are so arranged that the biwg ceremonies of two akhahd paths are
invariably held each day. These akhahd paths are managed by the local
committee. The'person
of
has to deposit a fixed amout with the office of the local committee
after which his name is registered and; the akhahd path h performed
when his turn comes,
iMonthly Celebration .
The Sangrand
Sahgrohd (the first day of the month according to the Bikrami
calendar) is' obseived as an auspicious occasion by the Sikhs.
Thousands of devotees throng from far off places to have a dip in the
holy tank. This tradition originated during the period of the Gurus.^s
The Sikhs have a belief that a bath in the tank and a visit to the
Tcmpk on the first day of the month, ensures prosperity, health and
peace to them throughout the month.
The Masaya (Amawas)
Like the Sangrand, Masaya (moonless night) too has a special
place in the observances at the Golden Temple. A large number of
people come from all over the country to have a dip in the tank on
that day. This practice too, it is claimed, come down from the days of
the Sikh Gurus.®^ The masaya bath is related particularly to the tank at
Tarn Taran. The people visiting Tarn Taran also come to Amritsar and
take bath in the Amritsar Sarowar hoping for a double benediction.
Many people come direct to Amritsar. The majority of the visitors,
however, is from villages. The occasion takes the form of a mela (fair).
Adequate arrangements are made to serve the large gathering with
lahgar, sabadkirtan, hatha, etc. On the night proceeding the masaya i,e,
on chaudas, a chaunki from the Akal Takht starts in the usual manner
for Tarn Taran at about 10 p.m. Tt is joined by hundreds of devoteesThey march on foot to Tarn Taran singing hynins all the way long and
reach the destination in the small hours of the morning to take a dip
in the holy tank. The processionists are served refreshment on the way.
This practice of taking out a chauki or a mass pilgrimage by the
sahgat to Tarn Taran is said to have originated with Guru Arjun. It
is considered to be a very pious thing by the Sikhs. Bhai Santokh
Singh, the great Sikh poet, has vehemently eulogised this pilgrimage.^'
F

I

- ^^ BansUvdli n^ma, p. 39.
2^ Report Sri Darbdr Sdhib, p. 70, ^
^7 Kesar Singh Cliibbar records that Guru Ram Das used to go to Amritsar
BansUvdlinumli, p. 39,
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(C) Annual Celebrations
The Gurpurabs
The birth anniversaries of three Gurus, namely Guru Nanak, Gum
Ram Das and Gum Gobind Singh, as also the installation anniversary
of the Guru Granih are celebrated with great zeal and zest at the
Temple. These events fall on Kartifc Purnimd, Kartik Vadi 2, Poh
sudi saptami and Bhadon sudi 1 respectively. They are marked with
great festivities. Thousands of rupees are spent on these occasions. On
the Guru Granth Installation day, precious articles and jewellery
belonging to the Temple are displayed. This is called the Jalau. Special
^ kirtan programmes arc chalked out on the eve of these four occasions.
Giganticc arrangements for lahgar are also made. The bridge to the
Harimandir is covered with shdmidnds. The four silver gates of the
Harimandir are replaced by golden ones. At night, earthern lamps
are lighted all around the tank. Illuminations with electricity are also
profusely made in the Temple and the surrounding shrines. Fascinating
fireworks are displayed during the night, (pevotces of all shades and
faiths collect in thousands on these occasions to express their jubilation
and to take a bath in the holy Tank.\
The Jalau
^
The v/ordjaldu is the Punjabised form of the Arabic v/ordjilwd which
means show of splendour.^^ In the Sikh parlour it has, however, a
particular meaning. In the context of Sri Darbar Sahib, it means
the display of the various precious articles and jewellery of the Temple
with the avowed purpose of presenting it in all its glory. Apart from
the four occasions mentioned above, the Jaldu was held on two
special occasions too. The first was in 1965, when the sacred relics
and arras of Guru Gobind Singh were brought from the United Kingdom. The second occasion was the concluding of the work of karsewd in 1973. The time earmaked for the Jaldu is, usually, from 8 a.m.
to 12.00 noon.
History of the Jalau
Ihejaldu has a history behind it. The Sikh sarddrs in their hay day
used to offer priceless gifts and rare things to the Temple. They made
up jewellery of precious stones, gold and silver. The biggest contribution was made by Maharaja Ranjit Singh.
The articles of the Jaldu, display a rare craftsmanship, elegance and
beauty. They point out to the devotion of the Sikh sarddrs and Maharaja Ranjit Singh to this sacred shrine. They remined us of the different
28

Bhal Kaban Singh, Mahdnkosh, p. 385.
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15. Jalau
(The jewellery and other precious articles of the Harimandir)

1
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episodes connected with them and show the sentiments of the Sikhs.
Certain offerings made by Muslim devotees are proof of the esteem
with which Sikh religion has been held by members of other communities
as well Before dwelh'ng on the care with which the jaldu articles arc
maintained, it is essential to give a brief description of each, its history
and craftsmanship. The articles meant (ox jalku at the Golden Temple,
the Akal Takht and Baba Ajal are distinct and must, therefore, be
accounted for separately :
Articles of Jalau for the Harimandir
1. Golden gates : Four golden ^ates consisting of 8 planks are fixed
on the portals of the four doors of the Harimandir at the time of Jalau.
r

-

*

At present, only two golden gates are displayed, one at the front
entrance and the other at the hind entrance i.e. towards the Har ki
pauru It is said that two of these golden gates were presented by
Maharaja Ranjlt Singh and the other two were got prepared by the
management of the Temple themselves. They are engraved with floral
designs and episodes from the lives of the Sikh Gums.
2. Golden Chhatar {The canopy with the bejewelled peacock) : It is a
rare piece of extraordinary craftsmanship. The chhatar is made of pure
gold, studded with emeralds, diamonds, rubies and pearls. On the top
of the chhatar, a peacock is carved out in gold with precious diamonds,
studded in for eyes. A beautiful pearl necklace is placed in the beak
of the peacock. Thejhdlar (fringe around the chhatar is decorated with
one hundred and eighty genuine pearls of a rather larger size presented
by Maharaja Sher Singh, son of Maharaja Ranjlt Singh. The chhatar is
decorated with more than two hundred diamonds of the finest quality
identified as the *almds hire^>^^ The total gold spent on the chhatar is
estimated to be about 20 Ibs.^*^
3- Gold Chakras^^ : Two gold chakras (large sized rings) weighing 18
tolas^ 8 mashas and 6 rattjs, also form part of the jalau.
4. Pearl chhabas (tassels) : Yet another thing that finds display is a
contingent of nine gold chhab'as decorated with pearls and emeralds.
5. Golden Gauchha Mukaishi : "(tassels) : They are ten golden tassels
studded with costly emeralds.
6. Jhalar tile di (golden frill) : A fine piece of workmanship, the
jhdlar is made of 19 tolas and 6 mdshds of gold.
29 Report Sri Dmrblir SUhib, p- 57.
^^ Narindcrjit Singh. Around the Goldgn Temple, p. 19.
^\ For details of this and subsequent articles of jalUo see Report Sri DarbUr SUhib,
pp. 57-62.
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7. Golden fans (sone de pakkhe). These are two fans, the bamboo
frames of which are studded with gold.
8. Jarau sehrd (bejewelled gold-pearl-headband) : This headband
was prepared under orders of Maharaja Ranjit Singh for adorning his
grandson, Kanwar Naunihal Singh's head at the time of his marriage.
It is said that when the Maharaja looked at the headband at the time
of sehrdbandi oi \hQ Prince, he was thrilled with its splendour and at
once decided to present it to the Darbar Sahib. In this way, the costly
headband shaped as a marriage sehrd come to form a precious possession of the Darbar Sahib. This jarud sehrd is made of pearls, diamonds
and emeralds. The total number of pearls strung in the headband is
2,953. The beauty of the article is enhanced by a number of pearl
strings hanging downwards. It is said that this headband cost the
Maharaja more than one million rupees. According to the present level
of prices, its cost must run into staggering figures.
9- Two big necklaces : These gold necklaces were offered to the
Darbar Sahib by some Sikh devotees.
10. Golden dsd (gold-plated clubs) : There are two golden frames in the
Jaldu of the Harimandir. Gold plate is placed on these wooden frames.
11. Gold-coaied kamams {a,rchQs), two.
12. Gold-plated thamms (pill2irs)y t'wo.
13. Sword of Maharaja Ranjit Singh: This sword has a golden
handle, studded with jewels, rubies and emeralds. It is displayed on
ceremonial occasions only.
14. Golden 'kahjs' (spades, 5 ) : The handles of these spades are
made of silver while the blades are of gold. These were got prepared
by the Temple authorities at the time of the first kdr-sewd (1923) of
the holy tank.
15. Silver 'bdtds' (pans, 5) : These five articles were also got
prepared by the Temple authorities at the time of the kar-sewd
in 1923.
16. 'Chdnani\a canopy) : A canopy made of dark-red velvet embroidered in gold and studded with pearls and precious stones, was
presented by the Nawab of Hyderabad to Maharaja Ranjit Singh as a
token of friendship. This was, later on, passed on to the Temple as a
gift. It now forms part of the property of the Golden Temple. It is estimated that even the smallest precious stone studded in the canopy does
not cost less than 500 rupees.^* At the time of its presentation about
150 years ago, the canopy had cost eight million rupees. It is said that
w
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'* Nartnderjrt Singh, Around the Golden Temple, p. 20.
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the canopy was spread for the
Mah
Singh
once. He was greatly impressed with its splendour. He, therefore,
decided to send it, as a gift, to the Darbar Sahib. Since an article once
used by a mortal, got tabooed for use in the Harimandir, the
Maharaja was reprimanded for this lapse by the jathedar of the Akal
Takht. The Maharaja pleaded guilty and asked for punishment.
According to the verdict given at the Akal Takht, he was to pay
a heavy fine, to which he readily agreed. He granted a permanent
jagir of two villages covering Bhanauri (District Kangra) and Narainpur
(District Gurdaspur) to the Temple as well. The canopy once offered
was not to be returned. It was fixed in the Toshdkhdnd. It continued
to be there till 1905,
- A few interesting episodes connected with the canopy are often
narrated. A rumour got afloat during the tenure of Sardar Arur Singh
sarbardh that it had been sent to England. Consequently, there was a
great commotion among the Sikhs. A diff^erent version gives out that
a native prince of India presented a canopy of the similar type to
Lord Curzon, the then Viceroy of India, and when be took it to
England and displayed it to his people there, it was wrongly thought
to be the famed canopy of the Darbar Sahib.^^
,
\

Another interesting incident associated with the canopy is linked
with the visit of the Prince of Wales to Amritsar. The then Deputy
Commissioner of Amritsar, who was also the caretaker of Lhe Golden
Temple, through its sarbrdh, Sardar Arur Singh, got the canopy fixed
near the Clock Tower, where the Prince of Wales (later, on King George
V) and Government of India officials were to assemble for a visit to
the Harimandir. It is said that some of the pujdris objected to the use
of the canopy for honouring a mortal, but the objection was ruled
34
out.
After this sacrilege the canopy was debarred for use anywhere
r

+

•

n

in the Temple. At present, it is kept locked up in a glass case in
the toshdkhdnd'
17. Chondan dd Chaur (The sandalwood fly whisk) : This fly whisk
prepared from sandalwood is a univue piece of Muslim craftsmanship.
It was presented by a Muslim fakir,
Haji Muhammad MiskTn,
who held Guro Nanak and his teachings in great esteem. The. Haji
offered the c/iflwr to the Golden Temple on 31 December 1925 on
his visit to Amritsar through Bhai Hira Singh Ragi.^^ It is said that
r

33 Heport Sri DarbUr SUhib, p. 54.
3* Ibid.
35 Ibid, p. 56.
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chaur^^ and it took him five years

fak

and seven months to finish the work. The chaur contains one lakh and
fortyfive thousand hair-like fibres taken out of sandalwood that
weighed 9 maunds and 14 seers.^"^ The chaur was received by the Golden
Temple authorities in a large congregation {ckwan) held in front of the
Akal Takht. The chaur remained displayed to the masses for quite
some time. The Darbar Sahib Committee, in return, conferred on the
donor hundred and one pounds sovereign in cash together with a
shawl by way of siropd (robe of honour).^^ The chaur is at present
kept in a teak wood case with glass panes. It stands deposited in the
treasury of the Darbar Sahib.^^
A few precious articles offered to the Golden Temple on the eve of
the kdr-sewd held in 1973, stand added to the/a/aw articles of Sn
Harimandir. The most prominent amongst them arc the silver spades
and pans and a khahdd (two-edged sword), with kirpdns (swords) on
either side and a chakra or ring around it. The last-mentioned article
is made of white gold and was presented to the Temple by a Sikh
devotee from Africa.
Articles of Jalau for the Akal Takht
The following are the articles of jaldu earmarked for the Akal
Takht:
1. *'Chhatar sone dd''(a, gold canopy) : This gold canopy contains
a plume and is made of pure gold and weighs 20 pound.^*> It is
studded with diamonds of fine quality.
2. Chhdba Muqqaishi (Golden Tassels), (twenty one).
3. Jhalar tille di (golden frill), one.
4. Chabha sunahri (golden tassel), one.
5. Golden dsd (frames, 5).^ The gold plate is laid on the wooden
frame covered with a gilt-copper plate.
6. Thamm sunahri (golden pillars two). Gold-leaf has stands studded
on iron rods.
F

3^ Wc have itill another version of the story of this chaur. It is said that HajT
Miskin prepared two suchflywhisksout of a load of twenty-eight maunds of taodalwood. He offered one at Macca and the other, he kept back for presenting it to
some holy place of cosmopolitan nature- He found the Golden Temple the most
suitable place where no discrimination against any religion was made.
^^ Report Sri Darbar STihib. p. 56.
38 Ibid., p. 63.
3» This chaur was pr«sentcd to Srr Darbar Sahib, but it is displayed in the jalau
at Sri Akal Takht Sahib on ceremonial occasions.
*o Narinderjit Singh, Around the Golden Temple, p. 20.
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7.

Kamanidh (golden arches) : Gold stands plated on the brass frame
of these arches.
8. Sunaihri pahkhe di dahdi the (supporting frame of golden fan, 1) :
gold stand laid on the wooden frame of the fan.
9. Chandan dd chaur (sandalwood flywhisk) : The details of this
article have already been given above under the heading Articles
of Jalau for the Harimandir.
10. Sehrds i. e. headbands of gold, two. They were presented by
some unknown devotee.
11. A ring having a big sapphire with eight small diamonds studded
around it. This ring was presented by Princess Bamba, daughter
of Maharaja Dalip Singh, the last heir of Maharaja Ranjit Singh.
12. Pearl necklace : This precious necklace contains three pearKstrings
and three diamonds. It was presented by the Sikhs from the
United States on their visit to the Golden Temple a few years
ago.
13. Jewels: A few precious jewels offered by the grand-daughter of
Mai
the Toshdkhdnd and are
the
taken out for display at the Akal Takht on ceremonial occasions only.
Articles of jalau for Baba Atal
1. There is first a small canopy of gold, weighing 1 seer 9 chhatduks^^
It is kept in the toshdkhdna of Darbar Sahib and is used for the
decoration of the jaldii at Baba Atal Temple on ceremonial occasions
only.
2. The second is Sehra motidh dd jardu- This is a bejewelled pearl
headband studded with diamonds and emeralds. There are 6,077
pearls, 50 diamonds and 80 emerald pieces in it.^^
•

3. Golden chhabd (tassel, one) with a gold frill.
4. Golden chhabds, without golden frills, nine,
5. Golden chhabd decorated with pearls, one.
6. Golden kamdni or arch, one, with gold laid on the iron frame.
Besides the above, there are a few other pieces of jewellery which
belong to the Temple at Baba Atal. To wit, there is a golden drti
(divd) and a ddiini tikkd (a head ornament), but these articles
are not displayed in ih^ jalau.
Maintenance of the Jalau Articles
All the articles meant for the Jaldii are preserved with utmost care in
^^ Report Sri Darbar Sahib, p 65.
4 2 WL:J
« I:A
^^ Ibid., p. 64.
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the Toshakhdnd on the first floor of the DarshanI Dcorhi. These
articles after use, arc kept in appropriate casings, cushions or wrappers
(as the case may be) and always remain locked. During the British
period, the keys of the treasury remained in the custody of three persons,
namely the sarbardh, the head granthi and one government official. The
door of the treasury could be opened in the presence of all the three
and this act was to be witnessed by a number of pujdris. The articles
of jaldu were taken to their respective places for display after taking
a careful note of them. After the ya/aw, the articles are redeposited in
the toshakhdnd. The same practice is followed even now. The representatives of the Darbar Sahib Committee, the Head Granthi and other
members of the Committee open the toshakhdnd in a body.
A guard remains on duty, round the clock, at the DarshanI Deorhi
in front of the doors of the stairs leading to the treasury-room- The
likelihood of any article going astray or being stolen is, therefore, very
little.
The Diwali
Diwali is one of the most important festivals of the Hindus. It is
also celebrated by the Sikhs at the Golden Temple with the same zeal
and zest. It falls on the moonless night of Kartik corresponding to
some date in November or in the closing part of October. The DiwalT
festival at the Golden Temple has been a special attraction for pilgrims
since the day it was included in the list of festivals to be celebrated at
the Temple by Baba Buddha in commemoration of Guru Hargobind's
return to Amritsar from the prison at the Gwalior Fort. The number
of visitors to the Temple on this occasion runs into massive figures. It
takes the form of a big meld (fair). The premises of the Temple present
a colourful picture of Punjabi life and culture on this occasionThe history of the celebration of Diwali at Harimandir is long and
tumultuous. It spreads over two long centuries. Some account of it
has been given in chapters on the history and the management of the
Temple above. Here, we would deal only with the ceremonial practices
observed at the Golden Temple on the occasion of the Diwali festival
only. These celebrations spread over three days.
The arrangement of various functions is done by the Shiromani
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee through a sub-committee constituted
for the purpose. The expenditure in connection with the Diwali festival
concerns mainly the kardh prasdd, the lahgar, the congregations {dfwdns)
held, illuminations and fireworks. Special arrangements are made for
free board (lahgar) and lodging of the pilgrims.
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Round the clock free medical aid is availabe to the pilgrims. Services
of qualified doctors are specially requisitioned for the purpose. The
District authorities extend their co-operation by opening a Red Cross
dispensary near the Golden Temple. The Municipal Committee looks
after the sanitation and cleanliness of the city and makes special
arrangements to cope on with any emergency that may arise. Adequate
police arrangements are made to ensure law and order and to control
traflSc in the area round the Temple, in particular, and the city, in
general. In his appreciation of the Golden Temple, John Campbell
Oman makes a mention of the advantage of visiting the Temple on the
occasion of the Diwah festival."
The programme starts one day earlier. The festivities and the celebrations are at their peak on the Diwali night. The Temple, the parkarma and the adjoining buildings are elegantly illuminated with electric
lights, and earthen lamps {divas). Fireworks are displayed at night
from 8 p.m. to 9 p.m. It is an exhilarating scene to look at. Next
morning, the pilgrims take bath in the holy tank. The devotees recite
*Japuji while taking the bath. Separate arrangements for ladies to bathe
are, inevitably, made in a corner of the tank with the help oikanats
(screens). After taking the holy bath, the pilgrims go inside the Temple
and pay their homage to the holy Granth. Large offerings arc made on
this occassion in cash and kind, viz. flowers, sugar cakes (patdsds),
kardh prasad, parched rice, etc. The visitors do not forget to perambulate the parkarma of the tank before leaving the premisesReligious congregations are held at various places in the Temple,
such as the Manji Sahib, the Akal Takht and Baba Atal. They continue
for three days. Special ragi jathas are obtained for kirtan
besides the holding o^ diwdns and kavi darbdr, delivering of lectures and
the recitation of heroic ballads i.e. the phadi programme. Visitors and
pilgrims participate in all these functions with a great zeal.
r

h

The recitation of the Guru Granth is carried on at the Temple, the
Akal Takht, the shrine of Baba Dip Singh, Gurdwara Manji Sahib
and Baba Atal. Thousands of pilgrims throng from far off places to
pay their homage and perform their worship at the Temple on this
occasion, Men, women and children turn up in large numbers to
witness illuminations and other celebrations. Special arrangements
for regulating the crowd are also made by the Gurdwara Committee.
TheBaisakhi
Baisakhi, the New Year Day of the Bikrami era, is observed on the
^3 Customs and Superstitions of India, 1972, p. 85.
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first day of Baisakh. It is, no doubt, the most important festival of the
Punjab too. The celebrations of this festival at the Temple was, as
stated earlier, started by Guru Arjun in pursuance of the practice of
the Hindus to celebrate their Baisakhi at Haridwar, the biggest
centre of Hindu pilgrimage Its celebration was further strengthened
when Guru Gobind Singh, created the Khalsa on the occasion of the
famous Baisakhi day that fell on 30 March 1699 (Julian Calendar). This
was giving birth to the Sikh way of life, distinct from the Hindu
practice. Thereafter the Baisakhi festival of the Harimandir came to
be associated with the birth of the Khalsa. The Sikhs assembled in
the temple in large numbers. Even during the period of their persecu-.
tion, the Sikhs continued to visit the Temple on the Baisakhi day.
The festival was observed, sometimes with the permission of the Government, after paying a huge tax levied on them.
D) Rules of Observance
1. Persons desirous of visiting the Golden Temple have to remove
their shoes and cover their heads before going in.
2. Cigarettes, tobacco, alcohol and other intoxicants are strictly
prohibited inside the Temple.
3 Swimming, the use of soap, the washing of clothes, the wringing
of wet garments, etc. in the tank are prohibited.
4. No person is allowed to take his luggage, an umbrella, a stick,
wet clothes, or any other prohibited thing inside the Darshani
Deorhi. Arrangements are made for depositing such articles in a
room in the Jhanda Bun^a situated in one of the corners of the
Akal Takht.
5. Visitors are not allowed to take cameras beyond the Darshani
Deorhi and take photographs. They have to deposit them with
the chobddr (mace-bearer) on duty at the Darshani Deorhi.
6. No person is allowed to spread his own dsan (carpet) and sit upon
it after he has entered the precincts proper of the holy shrine.
7. No person is allowed to read any other scripture or literature
inside the Harimandir.
8. Ladies are not allowed to sit inside the central hall of the
Harimandir in the small hours of the morning i.e. immediately
after the opening of the kiwar_ (gates) and at the time of the recitation of the first i(7/:?r/J (J/^/c) of the holy Granth to the second
Vdk, taken after the hhog (completion) of Asd di Vdr (morning
prayer). During this period, the ladies can sit on the first floor of
the Temple. Men are not allowed to sit in this floor of the
Temple during this period.
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9. No person is allowed to take bath at Han ki Pauri.
10. Visitors are allowed to read Gurbdm in the parkarmd of the tank,
but it should not interfere in the routine worship and peaceful
atmosphere of the Temple.
11. No one can hold a diwdn (assembly), recite kathd or give a
lecture in the precincts of the Temple without the permission of
the committee.
12. The selling and distribution of newspapers, leaflets, pamphlets, etc.
are strictly prohibited. Only literature essential for the propagation
of the Sikh religion can be distributed, and that too with the
permission of the local Gurdwara Committee.
13. Visitors are expected to maintain the cleanliness and sanctity of
the Temple and follow the rules of observance. They can take the
help of the sewdddrs in this respect.
14. In case the visitors have any complaint against the sewadars, the
administration, etc., they can lodge it with the office of the local
Gurdwara Committee.*^

4i

Report Sri Darbdr Sahib, pp. 129-30

ART AND ARCHITECTURE

With art coming into contact with the Sikh mind, there emerged
in the Punjab a distinct style in architecture. This style has been mterpreted by Percy Browne as a 'late* form of the Mughal style of architecture,^ But the Sikh architecture is at once striking and attractive
and presents a certain character of its own although its exponents
adopted the Muslim architecture and harmonized it with the Hindu
style.2 Specimens of this style are the Sikh shrines at Amritsar. The
most striking example of the synthesis wrought by the Sikh mind in
Muslim styles of architecture, is the celebrated Golden Temple which
may be said to represent the Sikh architecture in all its distinctive
features.^ It testifies to the fact that the Sikhs had acquired skill in
adopting patterns and motifs suiting to their own taste, philosophy and
way of living with its exterior covered all over with golden plates and
marble, and the interior profusely decorated with fresco-paintings and
filigree embellishments, the Golden Temple is, no doubt, the acme of
Sikh architecture.*
As already mentioned the Harimandir owes it present structure to
the joint efforts of the misls. It began to take shape from the year AD
1765 by when the Sikhs had beaten back successfully Ahmad Shah
Abdali and his hordes. The marble laying and gold-plating, however,
came much later through the philanthropy of Maharaja Ranjit Singh
who had great reverence for this nerve centre of Sikh power.
The architecture of the Golden Temple is marked by the beauty of
its superb setting. The overall effect of the Temple is very striking.
The Central shrine raising its head in the middle of a big tank, with
its enchanting reflection in the clear water with only a single bridge to
reach, imparts the building a heavenly look.
^

1
«
^
*

Percy Browne. Indian Architecture : islamic Period, p. U4.
Harinder Singh Roop, Sikh Te Sikhi, p. 46.
Percy Brown, op, cit,, p. 115.
Harinder Singh Roop, op, cit., p. 46.
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It is evident from the Sikh chronicles that the original design of tlie
Harimandir was envisaged by Guru Arjun Dev himself. It can, therefore, be presumed with some amount of certainty that the very design
has adequately been retained in its present structure barring, of course,
minor alterations and architectural decorations.
The premises of the Harimandir is approached through an archway
built on the eastern i.e the erstwhile clock tower side of the Temple.
The entrance porch has a dome in modern structure with a big clock
fixed just below it. The sacred tank which holds the Temple in its midst
like a lotus flower, is 150 metres square and metres 17 feet deep.
Running around the outer edgQ of the tank is a marble pavement
(Parkarmd) 60 feet wide, with marble slabs of various shapes, designs
and colours. Operations are still going on to make all the sides of the
Parkarmd uniform.
r

The architecture of the Darsham Deorhi is extremely impressive.
The air-houses on the top of the Deorhi stand modelled on the BengalMughal chhatri style. The gate frame of the Darsham Deorhi is 10
feet by 8 feet. The wooden portals attached to it are made of shisham
(Dalbergia sisco) wood, and are six inches thick, covered with silver
sheets. These, in their turn, are ornamented with panels. At the backside of the door are square and rectangular panels inlaid in artistic
ivory work. There are geometrical and floral designs. Birds and
animals (viz. lions, tigers and deers) are depicted in these designs. Green
and red colours are also used in the ivory inlay of the Darsham Deorhi.
The overall effect of the ivory craftsmanship is extremely rhythmical.
An interesting story relating to the acquistion of the portals of this
gate is often narrated. It is believed that they originally belonged to
the famous Somnath Temple and were taken away by Mahmud of
Ghazna during one of his several invasions. These were later on
recovered by the armies of Ranjit Singh from the Afghans and got
fixed in the Temple. But there is no historical evidence to support this
oral tradition.
According to another version, the portals were got prepared by one
Bhai Des Raj in AD 1765 i.e during the misl period out of voluntary
contributions made by the people, and the inlay in ivory was done by
4

muslim craftsmen of Chiniot. The exquistite ivory work, however,
reminds more of the pristine glory of Hindu craftmanship than of
Muslim.
A causeway, about 60 metres long, spans the water on the western
side of the tank to connect the Temple with the Darshani Deorhi. The
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causewav has balustrades on either side. Each balustrade is crowned with
elegant lanterns made of copper-gilt. ^ They number nine on each side.
Reaching the centre of the tank, the causeway opens into a
platform, 20 metre square, over which the Temple proper (52-meters
square) stands.
Special features of the central structure of the Harimandir are the
'^balconied windows thrown out on carved brackets, low fluted domes
and ogee arches, elliptical caves with multifoil soffits, and other structural embellishments of similar order."* The square building of the
Harimandir has a dome-shaped roof, plated with copper-gilt. The
Central shrine is a two-storeyed structure over which rises a low-fluted
majestic dome in copper covered with gold. The dome is designed after
the shape of a lotus flower. In the words of an art critic *'The Hindu
Kalsa, based on mount Kailas, atop this shrine is a fanciful elaboration of the Islamic dome above the Hindu cubist architecture, inspired
by the synthetic Sikh faith'*.'^ Tlie petals of the dome present a very
harmonious setting. Architecturally, the dome presents neither exclusively, the Hindu form nor the Muslim one. It shows an evolution of
its own, called the synthesis of the two styles. The Central dome puts
up splendidly sparkling appearance in sunshine. The glittering beauty
of the dome has been a subject of absorbing interest for the Punjabi
poets, singing of the mahiwd (glory) of the Harimandir.^
A number of smaller domes drawn in a line decorate the parapet.
*'The combination of several dozen of large, medium and miniature
domes of gilded copper create a unique and dazzling effect, enhanced
by the reflection in the water below".^ Four chhatris (kiosks) with
fluted metal cupolas stand at each corner. The floor of the upper
storey is paved with Nanak Shahi bricks. These red bricks are broad
on the top and narrow at the bottom, and stand exquisitly laid in very
fine brick-mortar and lime. They have a fine black clay lining too.
The frequent introduction of windows supported on brackets and the
^ Here, mention may be made of a 'dhupghari (sun dial) fixed on a pillar between
the 5th and 6th lamp posts on the left side of the bridge from the Darshanl Deorhl.
It IS a specimen of the craftsmanship of the nineteenth century (Samvat, 1951,
AD 1894).
^ Percy Browne, Indian Architecture : Islamic Period, p. 115.
7 Mulk Raj Anand (ed.), "Homage to Amritsar", Mdrg, Vol. XXX, No. 3, June
1977, p. 22.
8 For a few specimens. See Appendix, X.
Md
Vol. XXX, No. 3, June, 1977, p. 23.
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enrichment of arches with numerous foliations on the first floor give
a picturesque appearance. Intricate designs on marble inlaid with
stones of different hues on the entrance to the inner sanctuary, provide
a great attraction to the passersby. A large hall forms the interior of
the Harimandir. The holy Granth rests under a gorgeous canopy in
the centre of this hall. Fine filigree and enamel work in gold decorate
the interior of this hall. The door on the southern side of the central
hall provides approach to the water in the holy tank. The steps there
are called Har-ki-Pauri. The staircase adjoining Har-ki-Pauri leads
to the first floor of the shrine. There is a small square pavilion surmounted by a low-fluted golden dome in this storey. The interior of the
pavilion is set with pieces of mirror of different sizes and colours,
that is why it is called the Shish Mahal. The hall is 42 feet square.
It has been designed so as to leave a square opening in the centre to
facilitate view of the ground floor from the balcony. It is said that
originally the first floor was a pavilion where the Sikh Gurus sat in
meditation. The hall was profusely embellished with floral designs
during the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. The inlay work on the
ceiling as well as the walls of the Shish Mahal, is reminiscent of the
great skill of our artists. This part of the building is now used for
aA:/z^/7fil;7a;/i5 by devotees from all over the world. The walls of the hall
are decorated with floral designs and its arches are ornamented with
verses from the Guru Granth reproduced in letters of gold. This seems
to be an imitation of the Muslim practice of engraving verses from
the holy Quran.i" The Sikh artists, however, have maintained the excellence of their art and have not allowed Gurbdni to dominate. The
walls of the hall stand inlaid with figures and floral designs adorned
and studded at places with precious stones. This Jaratkdn (craftsmanship) reminds us of the pietra dure tradition. It somewhat resembles
the Mughal technique used for the decoration of the Taj Mahal at Agra.
But the Jaratkdri of the Golden Temple has an edge over the Jaratkdn
of the Taj in that the former has human and animal figures also besides
the usual floral designs so characteristic of the Taj. The Sikh artists
seem to have taken these motifs from the Vedantic concept of life.
This subject will, however, be discussed at some length in the section on
the fresco paintings of the Harimandir.
The walls of the first floor contain fine art work in plaster of Paris
too. The ceiling of the central dome is admittedly a work of rare
craftsmanship. The decoration on the porch of the first floor displays
" Harinder Singh Roop, op. cit., p. 47.
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fine naqqashi exectued in gold and various colours and cut-glasses of different shapes and varieties. Likewise the walls of the stairs leading to the
second floor abound in some of the rare master pieces of the Sikh
paintings.
Speaking of the lavish embellishments and the colourful decorations
of the Golden Temple, Percy Brown opines :
''As an example not so much of architectural style but of religious
emotion materialised in marble, glass, colours and metal, the Golden
Temple at Amritsar is equalled only by Shwe Dragon Pagoda in
Ragoon; the former symbolises the faith of the Sikhs and the latter
is the highest expression in a very similar range of material of
another Indian religion, that of the Budhists.^^i
The architecture of the Goldtn Temple testifies to the fact the Sikhs
vociferously patronised the architectural embellishments and ornamental accretions to their mansions. They spent lavishly in beautifying
their holy Temple. Ahmad Shah Batalia, the author of Tdrikh-i-Punjab,
which is a compendium of information on the history of the Punjab,
amply bears out this fact.^^
The desire to see their temples gloriously constructed impels the
devotees even today to present their offerings in the form of marble
slabs and gold. The slabs are laid at various places in the Temple with
inscriptions carved on them giving the names of the donors and the
amounts donated by them.
The embossed metal work of the Golden Temple is a specimen of th^
excellence attained by the Sikh craftsmanship in the skilful harmony of
brass and copper.^^
The same is the case with frescos, naqqashi and allied arts displayed
at the Temple. The wood-carving and the ivory mosaic work of the
Temple display admirable perfection of the Sikh artists in this craft.^^
The Sikh artists had a genuine sense and appreciation of Nature in the
setting and architecture of the Temple and the imaginative laying out
of a garden, the Guru ka bagh beside the Harimandir.
+

/

I

The conception of the total complex of the Harimandir is not the
work of individual mind. It is rather the outcome of the composite
mind of the whole community. Beside, it went on for long, spreading
almost over a century. It is thus an evolutionary growth. In course
^^ Indian Architecture : Islamic Period, p. 115.
« GurbaJcsh Singh (Tr). Text, p. 14. Tr. p. 38.
^' Percy Brown, p. 115.
1* For drawings see Marg, Vol. x, No. 2, 1957, pp. 26-27.

19- Naqqashi on the panels of the Shish Mahal
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of time it grew into a complex of buildings spread all around it, most
of which were the duplication of the same architectural design. Till
the middle of this century the Golden Temple stood surrounded by a
number of biihgas (rest-houses). Most of these buildings have now
been pulled down under the ntsy parkarmd schtmt. The new structures raised in their places are likely to lend a still greater unity and
coherence to the whole complex.
Fresco-Paintings
The walls of the Golden Temple contain a variety of excellent
mohrdkashi or fresco-paintings. These frescos are said to be modelled
after the wall paintings of its time found in the Kangra Valley.
Most of the fresco-paintings of the Golden Temple are representations of Hindu mythological themes. They reflect the original spirit of
the Vaishnava cult, but the technique has suitably been modified to
suit the needs of the Sikh art. It is to be noted here that the tolerance of
the Sikhs towards other religions motivated the Sikh artists to borrow
extensively from the Hindu and Muslim traditions. Moreover, it reflects the practical outlook of the Sikh artists who had not enough time
to make experiments of their own. Hence they borrowed tbe fresco
technique from the Hindu tradition. For example the fresco-paintings
depict a number of animals pauncing upon one another which is symbolic of the struggle for existence. Then there is a Yogi in padmd dsan
over and above a number of ferocious animals the tiger, the lion, and
the snake. This sympolizes mastery over animal instincts and wordly
fears, still another may be the KaUa (a water-pot) with fruits, flowers
and leaves all symbolizing material prosperity and good-will.
Most of the fresco-paintings are, thus, an adaptation of the Hindu,
the Persian and the Mughal motifs. Still the distinctive setting and
combination of plants, flowers, birds and animals betray some
originality. These do not merely repeat the old themes in the old
style but show dimensions with added meanings. The Sikh craftmen
expanded the canvas of the Hindu fresco from the Krishna cult to
the pantheistic trend. Although the Sikh artists adopted the Mughal
mohrdkashi style involving the Iranian motifs of relief of bold flowers
of glamorous colours and geometrical designs, yet the Sikh artists
penetrated deep into the spirit of the art and depicted fine samples
of their own. Consequently human figures, animals, birds, flowers and
leaves can be seen drawn in their natural but, atonce, beautiful
settings. Bright colours, cut-glass and coloured stones have frequently
been used. Beautiful borders in traditional designs enhance the
aesthetic value of the mural paintingsh

r
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The fresco-paintings at the Golden Temple contain two miniature
portraits of the Sikh Guriis. The first mural representing GurQ Gobind
Singh on horseback is depicted in a corner of the wall of the northern
staircase that leads to the top of the shrine. The second mural is a
vigorous portrait of Guru Hargobind depicted on a wall of the Akal
Takht receiving Bhai Bidhi Chahd with two horses.
Taking stock of the whole, the contribution of the Golden Temple
to the art of fresco-painting lies in the preservation of the native
tradition and in an extension of the art of the Kangra and the allied
schools.
The Fresco-Paintings, Technique
The techniques employed in fresco-painting of the Golden Temple
have a few special features. Their foremost characteristic is their
endurability and fineness of details. The artists seem to have worked
hard to secure a lasting cifect for their portraits. That is why the
fresco paintings at the Temple have stood the ravages of time, and
look as fresh as at the time, they, were first mooted.
Motifs for Frescos
The frescos of the Golden Temple represent floral patterns interspersed with animal motifs. There are hundreds of such patterns
decorating the walls of the Temple. From a distance these murals
look like beautiful mini Persian carpets. The patterns can be classified
into a variety of categories. *'Among these the most prominent is known
by the name of Dehin; a medium of expression of the imginative study
of the artist's own creation of idealised forms. GharwaJjj is the base
of the dehin. This is also a decorative device involving knotted
grapples between animals.
In the Golden Temple are seen
ghamonj ^homng cobras, lions and elephants clutching one another,
carrying fiower vases in which fruits and fairies have been depicted.
Patta is a decorative border design used around the dehin and sften
depicted through creepers."^^ Apart from floral depictions there are
a number of fresco paintings depicting creatures, as if, from real life.
To give them their appropriate setting acquatic animals i.e. the machh
(fish), the kachh (crocodile) etc. are drawn on the nether part of the
frescos, while the animals figure in the middle and the birds in the upper
part. The idea sought '.to be conveyed through depiction of jaU
jivas is that just as these creatures cannot live without water, so also
the jtra (being) cannot live without mdya (desires). The central parts
r

^^ Kanwarjit Singh Kang, 'Art and Architecture of the Golden Temple', Mdtgy
Vol. XXX, No. 3, June, 1977, p. 24.

20. Guru Gobind Singh on the horse-back.
(Mural on the inside >vail of the stair-case, first storey. Central Shrine,
Golden Temple)

21.

Guru Hargobind receiving Bhai Biddhi Chand
(Mural, the Akal Takht, second slorey)
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of the walls depict asthal jantus (earthly creatures), e.g. the elephant the
serpent and others. The elephant symbolizes splendour and power in
man (the traditional Indian view) and the snake represents greed Qobh).
Some of the paintings show elephants in chains, the idea appears to
be that human passions can be controlled and mastered through mental
discipline and the recitation of bdnl A child is also shown there. The
child represents the innocent soul. A snake is coiled around the child,
suggesting that the innocent soul {jjva or being) is a prisoner of greed of
the world (jnayd). The idea seems to be that by virtue of nam and simran
(the recitation of God's Name), the soul is released from the clutches of
greed. The upper wall of the upper portion of the drawing represents the
winged wanderers of the sky. For example, the peacock and the pigeon.
The peacock represents the good self (super ego) in man and the pigeon
is a symbolic of peace. In some paintings the yogi and the kalsd
stand depicted. In some others, serpents, elephants and angels are
w

shown in chain. Fairies too can be seen following one another in chain.
The fairies have Persian caps on their heads reminding the onlookers
of the Persian element in these paintings.
Drawgins for Frescos
The designs to be painted were first sketched in pencil or charcoal
on a thick sheet of paper. Then they were transferred to the
required area of the wall through the perforating process. This act
was called preparing the 'khdkd. This consisted of a number of subprocesses. First, the required area of the wall was wetted by the incessant
sprinkling of water. The area then, was covered with lime plaster
called pord. The pord was then given a layer of dogd, a sort of thick
white plaster prepared from burnt and drenched marble, but not before
another lime plaster called kattdy had been applied to it. This plaster
was intended to make the dogd stronger and whiter, when the dogd was
still wet, the design, intended to be sketched, was transferred to the area
with the help of charcoal dust sprinkled over the paper design through a
, potli (a small cloth bag). Then the intended colours were filled in at the
intended places in the design. The colours were worked into the plaster
by means of a small wooden shoval, called the neJiIa. The nehla was
kept constantly thumping on the wet plaster. The whole process required
utmost skill, patience and concentration to bring about the perfect
rendering. When the colours were still wet, further coatings were
given for bringing out details. The most essential thing for the success
of the whole process was wetness of the area under operation.
The scarcity of experts for carrying on the work of fresco-painting
needs no emphasis- The old technique mentioned above is not applied
«
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even in repair work today.^^ Instead plaster of Paris is used to halt
decay of frescos. Accordingly replica of tlie original design that is
sought to be reproduced, is transferred to the place by the process of
perforation. After that colours are filled in at the intended places
while the plaster is still wet. Sometimes, a retouching is given to the
original painting with the help of oil colours.
Colours
The colour scheme in the frescos does not fail to attract the onlooker.
The variety of colours is sufficiently rich, the major hues used being
red, blue, green, yellow, and black. Their combinations and tones
impart brilliance. The ingredients from which the colours were
prepared were of distinct quality. They could endure well the destructive effects of time. The colours were prepared by craftsmen
according to their need in a special manner. The undermentioned
appears to be their normal way of preparing colours.
(i) Red : This colour was prepared from a clay called hurmachi
which was procured from the hill areas. The colour was powdered
fine by grinding it on stone slabs with water. To ensure fineness the
pulverized clay was then passed through a porous piece of cloth.
(ii) Green ; The green colour was prepared from a special kind of
green stone called 'sahg-i-sabz\ imported from Jaipur (Makrana). The
colour paste was obtained by pulverizing small chips of safig-i-sabz in
water.
(iii) Black : Black colour was prepared from charred coconut shell
in the same way as mentioned above.
(iv) Whfte : White
marble, obtained generally from Agra and Jaipur. Burnt marble chips were drenched in water
(like limestone). This mixture was then passed through a sieve and a
thick paste was obtained. It was called 'doga'^'^
(v) Blue : Blue colour was prepared by mixing ultramarine with
Prussian blue.
(vi) Yellow ; This colour was obtained from yellow clay which was
readily available in the local market.
The range of colours used by the artists in the fresco-paintings of the
Golden Temple is noteworthy. Generally, all the colours, excepting
the green, were toned up by mixing them with the white colour. The
green colour was usually treated with yellow clay. Great care was
taken to preserve pastes when not in use. They were kept wet with
h

" Sardar Atma Singh Naqqash is the last surivival of this craft.
^^ Harinder Singh Roop, op. cit., p. 49.
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water in earthen pots.
A passing mention of the brush so important for fresco-painting may
be made. Brushes used by the painters were prepared by the artists
of the squirrel or from
(naqqashes)
camel hair.
Arts
•ts allied to Fresco-Paintings
Fresco-Faintmgs
The following arts aHiedto the fresco-paintings at the Golden Tempi e
aree noteworthy
noteworthv :
(i) Gach work
(ii) Jaratkdri
(hi) Tukri work
Gach Work
Gach which in Persian means lime stone, refers in Punjabi to work
executed in gypsum. The process for preparing gach paste was simple
but interesting. First of all, gypsum was pounded and heated in a
pan with small quantities of water added to it every now and then. When
the needed temperature was attained the paste was put to .use. Only
that much of it was prepared which could be made use of at one sitting,
because the material dries up quickly and turned hard again like
stone.
The ^<7c/; paste, thus prepared was applied like lime. Thereafter, it
was scraped through with steel cutter the nehld pattl, and other implements to give it the required floral design. The whole process had to
be com.pleted while the gach paste was still soft. When the paste
became dry, it was painted yellow and was then mixed with varnish and
pasted over with gold-leaves (waraks).
Excellent specimens of this art can be seen on the first floor of the
central shrine, specially the part that cover Har-ki-Pauri. Verses from
holy Granth also stand inscribed in this manner. The gach work in
question was executed by late Bhai Giln Singh Naqqash towards the
close of the nineteenth century.^^
Jarakari
The Jaratkdri refers to the art of inlaying coloured stones in marble,
in set patterns. First of all, a sketch of the intended design is prepared.
It is then transferred to the marble slab. After this the transferred
sketch is made pucca by technical experts (naqqashes). For the next
process stone-engravers are requisitioned. They engrave the required
design to the required depth, on the marble slab. The_^original sketch,
r

M.
issue on The Heritage of the Panjab'), p. 28.
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complete with the colour scheme prepared by the naqqdsh h then
assigned to the third kind of expert i.e. the begarld (the coloured stonedrcsser). He cuts patterns from multi-coloured stones according to the
requirements of the design. Afterwards, the intended patterns are set in
marble by the stonedresser (pattharghara). Jaratkari makes heavy
demands on the industry, patience and skill of the worker. The beauty
of the Golden Temple no doubt, stands considerably enhanced due to
Jaratkdri. The variety of precious stones used in the Jaratkdri at the
Golden Temple is marvellously rich. Below is given the details of the
stones and their hues that have been used :
1. The Arabic ^ww^^-light black
2. The Black marble
3. The Haqique—red and pink shades
4. The Khattu—yellow and orange
5. The Ldjward—ultramarine and sky-blue
6. The A^e^/am—sapphire
7. The Sabz patthar ghdr—dark green
8. The Sabz patthar nargas—green
9. Th.Q Sang pashm—light green
10. The Safig Yashb—of different varieties and colours viz. green,
light green, white, and blue.
11. The sip—milky white
12. Various kinds of stones in their natural hues with fibres and
fascinating textures, i.e. the dbri,
13. The Surkhd—dark red
14. The Zahr mohrd—green^^
Several other kinds of stones, not covered by above list, have also
been used for Jaratkdri but sparsely. These stones were procured from.
Jaipur, Jaisalmir, Agra and Madras. The cutting of the coloured
stones for Jaratkdri requires great skill. This is done by highly skilled
labour with th6 help of fine implements. The cutting is done with
extreme care and precision to fit in with the size of the carvings in the
marble sla.b. Various efforts are made to reach the exact size and the
needed shape. Fine cutting is done to prepare the gaz and the hdnkari
(fine stripes) also. These refer to the borderlines of the Jaratkdri^ Th
cut-out marble pieces are set in and fixed in their place with white
morter prepared from cement and gum acacia.
Tukri work
Twfcrz work, which is the indigenous name for inlaying mirrors of
1^ Harinder Singh Roop. op, cit.y p. 50.
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small sizes in walls and the ceilings, was resorted to profusely for
decorating the ceiling of the central shrine. It was adoptation of the
Mughal art which was very popular in India and can be seen in the
architectural style of the Shish Mahal buildings.
The tukri work consists in setting in gach, pieces of glass turned
into mirrors. When the gach is applied and cut into the needed pattern,
it is inlaid with pieces of coloured glass, mirror glass and gold leaves
(warkos). Before setting in, the lower sides of tukns are covered with
mercury oxide. An implement called kruhd is used to do the cutting.
The distinctive feature of the fi/fcrl-work at the Golden Temple, is that
pieces of precious stones too have been inlaid along with mirror pieces.
The Mohrdkashi (fresco), the tukn and the gach work at the Golden
Temple owed their execution and progress to the patronage of Maharaja
Ranjit Singh.
The Naqqashes of the Golden Temple
Naqqdshes were engaged for decorative purposes first by Maharaja
Ranjit Singh in 1805, when he visited the Harimandir and made lavish
grants to beautify it. Giam Sant Singh was asked to supervise the
work. The Giam happened to hail from the ancient town of Chiniot.
In those days the naqqdshes of Chiniot excelled in naqqdshi and were
famous throughout the Punjab^^.
With the passing of time Giam Sant Singh's office became heriditary.
His successors served the Temple in the same capacity as the great
Giani generation. The members of the family became renowned for their
excellent contribution. Giam Gurbaksh Singh was the last successor
of this illustrious family in service of the Temple.^^
With the emergence of the local naqqashes^ there grew up a new
style of naqqdshi at the Golden Temple, and this marks the origin of
the Sikh School of naqqdshi. The earliest specimens of the Sikh School
of naqqdshi are preserved in the murals at Baba Atal. This style got
developed still further in the murals of the Golden Temple. The Sikh
artists surpassed all their predecessors in the conception of work and
their execution. Kehar Singh was the foremost artist in this respect.
He served the Temple during the days of Maharaja Ranjit Singh.
Kehar Singh's real name was Sher Singh. It is said that the Maharaja
did not like his employees calling themselves Sher Singh as it was the
name of one of his brilliant sons. Sher Singh naqqdsh was, therefore,
rechristened Kehar Singh by the Maharaja. Kehar Singh served the
•

^

*" /6;W., p. 41.
^^ Harinder Singh Roop was the son of GianI Gurbaksh Singh.
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Temple for a very long period. Unfortunately, none of his paintings
survive. A few of bis miniatures, however, stand preserved in the
Central Sikh Museum.
Kehar Singh was succeeded by his two nephew disciples, Kishan Singh
and Bishan Singh. Both of them perpetuated the style of their uncle
and developed it still further by adding rich colours giving their paintings the effect of light and shade.22 Paintings of Kishan Singh and
Bishan Singh, too, have not survived in a big way. The naqqdshi done
by Bishan Singh in the first floor of the Central shrine was preserved
by the timely action of Sardar Arur Singh, the sarbarah of the Golden
Temple. He got the paintings covered with glass. This was sometime
in the first decade of the twentieth century. These paintings on the
J>anels of the western side of the main hall are fine specimens of his
^kill Thelast work of Bhai Bishan Singh dated 1941 BK (AD 1834)
IS preserved in the eastern wing of the first floor. Mahant Ishar Singh
was another//a^^^5/? of this school. He adopted Kehar Singh's style.
His works stand depicted in frescos of the Darshani Deohri-^^ Another
name to be mentioned is that of Jai Singh. His paintings can be seen
in the staircase of the Central shrine.
Bishan Singh was succeeded by his sons and disciples : Jawahar Singh
and Nihal Singh. Both the brothers proved not only worthy of the
family tradition, but also improved upon their predecessors in the
/wA:rf and the ^acA work. Their work can be seen in the hall of the
first floor of the central shrine.^*
Nihal Singh was succeeded by his pupil Gian Singh (Bhai) who served
theTemplefor thirty two long years.25 Gian Singh showed excellence
in tukri and gach work. The superb naqqdshi done by Gian Singh on
the dome of the central shrine has immortalized him in the history of
the Golden Temple. For his excellent services, Gian Singh was
honoured with a siropd (robe of honour) by SGPC in 1949. He maintained the traditional motif of flower and leaf, but introduced figures
of animals (in miniature). He took great care of harmony in drawing
as well. His flower motif stand renderded in a very realistic manner,
with tender twists and curves here and there.
Gian Singh was the exponent of the Kangra school which he made
use of beautifully. Because of his dexterity, the naqqashi of the Temple
*
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assumed new dimensions.2« He was the last master of the Sikh School
of naqqashi. After his death, no artist came forward to replace him.
Consequently, the naqqdshi (gach work) has been given up and resort
has now been made to oil-painting. This change of the medium for
fresco painting indicates the decline of the Sikh art that set in after
the death of Bhai Gian Singh.
After his death, Bhai Harnam Singh was employed for carrying on
fresco-painting at the Temple. He discarded the traditional gach style
and adopted the mixed style of gach jind oil.
Harnam Singh was succeeded by Atma Singh. He retained only a
few traits of Bhai Gian Singh's style and switched over to oil painting.
Atma Singh did a lot of naqqdshi in the interior of the Temple and also
retouched some of the decaying murals. At present, no great artist
is engaged in the naqqdshi at the Temple. Efforts are made to preserve
from decaying the old paintings only.
The Architecture of the Tank*
The original kaccha pond was turned into a masonry structure in 1584.
Mughals
tank and
filled it many times but every time the Sikhs cleaned and
reconstructed it immediately after the retreat of the invading armies.
In its structure it is not perfectly cubicle as is generally supposed to
be. It's base is narrow and top broad. Each side at the bottom
measures approximately 470 feet- The walls of the tank rise slantingly
till the sides at the top get broadened to 510 feet each- The tank at
the bottom is kaccha. The base of the tank is 3 feet lower the foundation of the Harimandir, It rests on a one foot thick concrete layer.
The tank has a raft foundation. Nanak Shahi bricks of 1.5 inches
thickness have been laid with a special kind of mortar called khamir.
It was prepared by mixing, lime, black-sugar (gur), jute, and a few
other ingredients in equal proportion. The walls making the tank are
5 feet wide.
Another special feature of the tank is the diversity in the designs of
the steps. The diversity is not for beauty but for protection. It was
intended to safeguard the walls against cracks that are liable to be
caused by the constant pressure of the water. The number of steps
down to the bottom of the tank is ten. A cement railing stands fixed
at the edge of the sixth step as a safeguard against drowning of bathers*
The railing is 4 feet high and 4 inches thick. The top of this railing
^
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28 Ibid., p. 44.
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*The information about this study is based on the spot survey conducted by the
authoress during the kdr sewd of the Tank in 1973.
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is even with the height of second step- Hence the railing stands 3 feet
below the surface of water and is not visible when the tank is full to
the brim.
The architectural details of the remaining nine steps are equally
interesting. The second, third, fourth and fifth steps are of equal size,
i.e. each has a span of 2 feet and 1.5 inches, and a rise of 1 foot and 4
inches. The sixth step has a tread of 6 feet and 4 inches and a rise of
4 feet and 4.5 inches. The seventh step has a tread of 1 foot and 6,5
inches and a rise of 1 foot and 4 inches. The eighth and nineth steps
have an equal tread of 2 feet and 1.5 inches. The rise of the 10th and
last step is 4 feet above the kaccha surface of the sarowar.
Special care has been taken to keep the tank safe from pollution
with dirty water. A side drain runs parallel to the tank on all sides of
the parkarmd to carry away rinsed or dirty water. The internal
structure of the side drain is of the trezo floor.
r

The most significant feature of the tank is that it is immune from
being infested with algae and the growth of acquatic plants. Various
constructional devices have been used to keep it safe from such
infestations. To mention a few
(i)

The bottom of the tank is kaccha and natural reservoir
contains sulphur potentialities, (on the side of the Dukh
Bhanjani Ben). These conditions withhold the growth of
underwater green plants, bacteria and fungi.
(ii) The material used for lining the walls of the tank is claimed
to be weed resistant.
(iii) Fresh water from the Hansali taken out of the river, contains
minerals and chemicals which aflFord a good protection against
germs.
(iv) The fishes preserved in the Tank consume the algae and other
rnicro-organisms.
The Bridge
The marble bridge connecting the central shrine with the Darshani
Deohri measures 240 feet by 21 feet. The foundation of the bridge is
19 feet and 6 inches lower than the level of the parkarmd. The brige
has a raft foundation of 2 feet and 3 inches on a base of dry sand.
The bridge is provided with tunnels or acqueducts called surafig dwaris
Their number is large enough to give the water beneath the bridge an
easy and free flow. This reduces pressure and protects the building
against cracks. The number of aqueducts serving the bridge number 52.
They cover the bridge as well as the central shrine. These acqueducts
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22. The Bridge connecting the Central Shrine with the
Darshani Deohri-An Architectural view
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24, Drawings of the dats adopted in the construction of the surang dwaris of
the Bridge and the Har Ki Pauri
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have arched constructions. The types of arches adopted for the purpose.
are of two kinds :
(i) The ddrdshdhi arch with two curves
(ii) The surdhidar arch with four curves
The ddrdshdhi arches and the surdhtddr arches alternate each other
and are at a distance of about 2i ft each. Both the types rise to the
same level i.e. 5 feet (approx). The width is 3 feet. The arches under
the bridge on both the sides exactly face each other.
Another special feature of the bridge is the construction of the
inner acqueducts. These acqueducts are smaller than those of the
outer acqueducts. Their height is 2\ ft. and width of almost the
same size. The inside acqueducts have pointed arches (nokddr ddts).
They form only one type. Each acqueduct stands at a distance of
2 feet and 6 inches from its immediate neighbour. The inside acqueducts of the bridge face exactly the outer ones. The bridge ends into
the tank at Har ki paurl where it has a long step with 25 inches
tread and 61 inches rise. The central shrine has its own parkarma
Avliich touches Har kl paurl on its eastern side. The architecture at
Har ki paurl is simple and comprises a portico and 14 steps. The
first step is in level with the water in the tank. The remaining thirteen
steps are underneath the water. The tunnels serving the central shrine
have three types of arches on both sides. The first arch on the outer
side is surdhtddr (with many curves); the second is nokdar, and the
third mehrdhi i.e. (semicircular). There are two such arches inside the
^

suraftg-dwdn under Har ki pauri.
Hansali
The Hansah supplies water to the tank. It was at first taken out of
Canal
the Ravi, Later on, it was connected with the Upper Ban Doab
during the British period. It remained kaccha for long till it was
cemented and also covered. The construction of the Hansali canal
is a unique example of the voluntary efforts of the public. This project of great utility was the outcome of the joint efforts of the Udasi
saints and the Sikh sarddrs during the misl period.^^
The following is the account of the Hansali water course :
It was due to the efforts of Bhai Santokh Das and Bhai Pritam Das,
the Udasi saints of the Sangat Sahibia order, popularly known as the
Saints of Amritsar, that the construction of the Hansali Canal was
initiated to solve the problem of water shortage in the tank of the
2' Tawdrtkh-i'Amritsar Ke Chahd Mdkhiz,lp.[3S;[Uddsi
RandhirSingh), p. 349.

iSikhJln Di Vithid (ed.
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Harimandir.
The shortage of water in the tank in the past depended upon rains
only. The tank dried up during winter and summer if the rains
happened to be inadequate. The tank became almost dry in AD 1783
and a serious shortage of water was felt. The granthi and mahahts
of the Harimandir and some representatives of the Sikh community
approached the famous Udasi saints, Mahant Santokh Das and Pritam
Das Nirban, of Amritsar, to solve the problem. They resolved to make
some pucca arrangement for the supply of water to the tank.^^
Mahant Santokh Das, along with a batch of 500 sadhus reached
Pathankot and persuaded the Bhahgl Sardar of the area to lend his
hand in the project of constructing a canal from the Ravi to the tank
at Amritsar. The Bhangi Sardar readily agreed. ^^ The connecting
canal was taken out of the Ravi at Madhopur, in Tehsil Pathankot,
District Gurdaspur.=*<> The portion of Hansali that fell within the
territory of the Bhafigl Sardar was got constructed by him.
The Udasi sddhus, then approached other Sikh sarddrs through
w

•

whose territories the planned canal was to pass and persuaded them
to lend their hand in the construction of the Hansah. Each gave the
strip of land necessary for canal to pass through his territory, free of
cost. The example of the Bhafigi Sardar was followed by other Sikh
chieftains too. They bore all expenses for extending the Hansali to
its destination throueh their territories.^^ The below mentioned
sardars joined hands and lent strips of land from the territories noted
against their names, to see the project through :
The Kanhaiya Mis!
1. Sardar Amar Singh Bagga : Pargana Sujanpur Dharamkot and
Brahmpur.
2. Sardar Jai Singh Kanhaiya : Pargana Gurdaspur, Batala a n a
Fatehgarh.
28 Uddsi Sikhdn Di Vithid, p. 397.
^^ Ibid.yP' 398. According to another version, '*they repaired an old channel
as the Hansali, which had been made from Pathankot to Majltha in 1639 by All
Mardan Khan, Viceroy of Lahore and again let water into it from the Ravi. Out of
the Hansali they made a branch leading straight to Amritsar, the actual worki
being done by the people through whose land it ran, who were forced to do the work
by the Udasis sitting dharand at their doors, by destitude people suffering from the
aflfects of the famine of 1783, who were fed in return for their labour"—D/^/r/cr
Gaze/Ze 1892-93, p. 156 as quoted by Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgarhia in . Gw/We to
the Darbdr Sahib or Golden Temple of Amritsar, p. 15.
^^ Report Sri Darbdr Sahib, p. 46.
3^ Uddsi Sikhdn Di Vithid, p. 398.
I
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Sardar Desa Singh : Pargana Sujanpur and a few other villages.
Tha Ramgarhia Misl : Sardar Jassa Singh : Pargana Qadian,
Batala (some villages) and Kalanaur.
The Bhangi Misl : Sardar Desa Singh : Pargana Pathankot (some
villages), Kohali and Majithapur.
A part of the Hansall (about one mile long) was constructed by Sant
Pntam Das at his own cost. The whole project stood completed in
1842 BK (AD 1785).^^
.
The completion of the Hansalljproject ensured perpetual supply of
water to the Harimandir tank. Subsequently, four more tanks of
Amritsar i.e. Ramsar, Bibeksar, Kaulsar and Santokhsar were fed
from it. Later on the tank at Tarn Taran was also brought within its
range. For a considerable time, these tanks continued to be fed by
this canal.
The Hansall canal constructed by voluntary service of the Sikhs
was also known as Sikhanwali Nahar. When the British took over
administration of the area, they made use of the base of the canal and
opened two more channels : one was known as the Amritsar-Lahore
Branch and the other as the Kasur-Sabraon Branch. Thus the old
Hansali canal practically came to an end.
The remanants of Sikhanwah Nahar are till in existence in areas
through which it passed in the districts of Gurdaspur and Amritsar.
In many places, these remanants have turned into big pools and are
still known by their old name. In the old revenue records^ these
places, throiigh which the canal passed, were entered as the property
of Sri Darbar Sahib. Later on, the British administration deleted
these entries.^^
At present, the tank is fed by a canal taken out of the Jethuwal
distributory of the Upper Bari Doab, somewhere near village TuhgThis is called Darbar Sahibwah Canal. This arrangement has worked
well since 1866, when it was first introduced. In the beginning, no
water was allowed for irrigation purposes from this water course.
It was used exclusively for feeding the tank of the holy Temple. But
later on the sarbardh of the Golden Temple allowed the owners of
adjoining gardens and lands to obtain water for irrigating their lands
from it as well. In the beginning, the Darbar Branch of the canal
emerging from a place called Domuhi (near village Tung) traversed
the outer bounds of the city and then branched off into three sub-canals
+

r

^^ Tawdrtkh-i-Amritsar Ke Chahd Mdkhiz, p. 39
^* Report Sri Darbar Sahib, p. 46.
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near the Ghee MandL This arrangement is still in existence. The
first sub-channel goes to the holy Temple and feeds its tank. The water
enters the tank through its South-eastern corner. From there through
a subterranean channel, the water of the Hansali enters the Kaulsar.
It then passes out through another channel and accumulates in the
drainage reservoir built in bazar Dhab Wasti Ram, near the entrance
to the street now named after the Hansall.
The second sub-channel passing through the Bazar of the Ghee
Mandi, Kucha Hansali, Bazar Bakarwana and the Government High
School Grounds enters Santokhsar. It is named Hansali Santokhsar.
The third sub-channel circling round the Sultanwind gate and the
outer flank of the city, feeds Babeksar and Ramsar tanks.
The Pucca Construction of Hansali
This newly constructed canal, from its base at Domuhi to the outskirts of the main city, remained uncovered for long. This exposed
the water to pollution from dirt and dust. Therefore, sometime in 1919^
Sant Gurmukh Singh and Sant Sadhu Singh, both of Patiala, took the
initiative to make the Hansali pucca. They started their project to
give all the three branches mentioned above, a pucca lining as also a
covering. After this project was completed, they started covering the
Hansali Branch that fed the Tarn Taran tank, too. It was given a
pucca lining also. This prompted the idea of covering the Darbar
Sahib channel too from its base at Domuhi to the tankA deputation comprising Sardar Teja Singh Akarpurl, Jathedar Srr
Akal Takht Sahib, Sardar Hazara Singh Jama Rai, President, Local
Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee, and Baba Harnam Singh of Chawal
Mandi called upon Sant Gurmukh Singh to take in hand this project
too. Sant Gurmukh Singh agreed and the work was started in Jeth
S. 1985 BK/AD 1928.34 it was completed through voluntary service of
thousands of devotees and with liberal donations from the sahgat.
At present, the Hansali stands fully reconstructed and covered right
from its base at Domuhi to its tail end. The manholes constructed on
the Hansali at various points of its course, stand 6 feet above the
adjoining land and the road. The project has been taken with the
initiative of Sant Baba Kharak Singh Ji.
The Hansah water is now quite safe from pollution. The Irrigation
Department of the Punjab has been charging Rs. 3,000/- annually from
the Municipal Committee for feeding the three tanks. The surplus
water which flew out of these tanks was used to lease out to cultivators
3* Ibid., p. 49.
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pal
Committee.
Every
year,
a
fresh
agreement
was
made
Munic
and signed by the President and the Superintendenting Engineer,
Majitha division, Upper Ban Doab Canal, on behalf of the Government.
Th- statistics of the Hansali Canal are as follows :
The Hansali serving the tanks at Amritsar is 3 feet wide and 2{ feet
deep. Its length from Domuhi is 8,946 feet.
Two reservoirs have been constructed near Domiilii to store water.
Necessary sub-siphons have also been provided in them. The purpose
of constructing these reservoirs was to allow sand and mud particles
to settle before water is transmitted to the Hansali. At small distances
on the Hansali itself, screw-fitted covers have been placed for keeping
the water clean. The construction work was done under the personal
supervision of Sant Gurmukh Singh. The Sikhs made large donations
to meet the expenses. The Darbar Sahib Committee too donated one
thousand rupees a month towards expenses. At present water is not
allowed out of Hansah for any purpose other than feeding the tanks
of the holy shrines. A strip of land running parallel to the Hansali
has been loaned to the canal authorities by the Darbar Sahib Committee
for digging a separate water-course for feeding the adjoining lands
and gardens. The Hansah and the adjoining lands however, continue
to be the property of Darbar Sahib. No buildings or houses or drains
th)
are allowed to be constructed over the area. The
the Hansali at the site of its flow into the holy tank measures wide by
7 feet. This is large enough for a person to stand and cleanse it
whenever required. The construction has been made stepcrate to
balance the flow. There is also an inlet-check to operate it.
Marble Work
The data collected from the records of the Golden Temple and
the information gathered through personal interviews establish the
fact that marble was laid in the Harimandir for the first time during
the misl period by the Sikh sarddrs. Later, Sardar Lehna Singh Majithia
got marble slabs worth Rs. 10,000/- laid through one, Mistry Yar
Muhammad Khan, in the inner parkarmd of the Harimandir, in 1890
BK (AD 1833). Maharaja Ranjit Singh was so much pleased to see
the marble parkarmd that he ordered marble worth Rs. 21,000 and
used it to beautify the Temple.^s Again in 1893 BK (1836), under orders
white marble slabs were fixed on the walls
Mah
of the Temple. They were later on adorned with beautiful filigree
work and blandished with enamel coatings. When completed, the
«5 Ibid., p. 13.
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Maharaja was so much impressed with the craftsmanship of the masons
that he bestowed on them big awards.^^ jn 1594 BK(1837), the
Maharaja got the marble slabs fixed on the parkarmd in front of the
Sarkar Bunga. After the death of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, his successor
the GoJden Temple, as
Maha
per schedule. He obtained marble worth Rs. 50,000 and put 500
masons and a thousand labourers on work. The project was to pave
the floor from the DarshanI Deorhl to the Akal Bunga. This was later
on demolished. After the dethronment of Maharaja Kharak Singh
rOctober 1839), the work was got completed by his successor Kanwar
Naunihal Singh.^^
r

The short span of the Mother Regent, Maharani Chand Kau;r and
thereafter Maharaja Sher Singh's rule, saw the continuation of the
marble laying work without interruption. No progress, however, could
be made in the construction work at the Temple for the turbulent one
year that followed. On receiving charge of Regency on behalf of Maharaja Dalip Singh, Sardar Jawahar Singh restarted the work through Bhai
Parduman Singh Gianl. This was continued by Giani Gurbaksh Singh
even after the fall of the Sikh empire. But soon there was a lull in
the construction activity under the administration of the Britishers.
The work was resumed with renewed vigour when the Singh Sabha
Movement gained momentum towards the close of the nineteenth
century. Ever since then, it has become a regular feature; now laying of
new marble slabs and replacement of the old go on side by side.
The desilting operation of the Tank in 1923, saw marble slabs fixed up
in a considerable part of the parkarmd as also on the steps of the tank.
The visitors made big contributions in cash and kind to see the work
accomplished at an accelerated pace.
The ground floor of the Harimandir was decorated with marble for
the first time during the latter half of the nineteenth century. Thereafter a
considerable part of the Temple, including the floors, walls, the cause^^ It is said that Kanwar Naunihal Singh resolved to get the Temple and the tank
built at Tarn Taran on the same lines as Darbar Sahib and for this purpose, he
purchased marble worth seven lakhs of rupees . But as ill luck would have it, the
ex-Maharaja Kharak Singh (in confinement) and Kanwar Naunihal Singh died on 5
November, 1840. The death of Kanwar Naunihal Singh was the result of the
conspiracy of the Dogra brothers, Gulab Singh and Dhian Singh. Opinions, however, differ on this point. Thereafter, great confusion and disorder started in the
Sikh State, Most of the marble purchased (referred to above) was looted by
marauders on the way to Tarn Taran and whatever could reach Amritsar was fixed
in the Darbar Sahib- -Report Sri Darbdr Sahib, pp. 13-14.
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way and the entire passage around the tank got paved bit by bit. The
parkarmd got fully covered with marble by 1966.
Types of Marble
The marble used in the Golden Temple is of different hues, namely
white, black, yellow and green-cum-grey, also called the Kotdh stone.
Prominent of these are, however, white and black though we find sprinkling of quite a few other hues as well.
Marble is a costly material and shows great variations in accordance
with its quality. Care is taken to have it of the best quality. The
consignment comes from Agra, Jaipur (Makrana), Kotah, Jaisalmer,
Bombay, Calcutta, Madhya Pradesh and Madras.
The marble slabs used vary in their thickness (gauge), In the early
period a thickness of 2.5 inches was considered ideal. Poor means of
transport must have weighed heavy with this choice. There was no
guarantee for the safe transportation of the marble in those days. Hence
the thicker slabs were preferred to avoid breakage. With improvement in
the means of transport and with the development of cutting techniques,
the old concept has now undergone a change. At present marble slabs
of 1.5 inches thickness are considered ideal.
J

Rubbing
The smoothness and brightness of marble are obtained through
rubbing and polishing. The marble slabs are rubbed with sand and
vatti (a piece of granite stone). This process is also followed in
removing stains from the marble and in cleansing it.
Cutting
The marble slabs are cut and designed with great care. The cutting
of the marble is done with chisels and special implements {nehla patti).
Setting
,
The laying of marble is done according to set designs. They are fixed
in position with a special mortar prepared from white cement. The
estimated life of the marble used in the Golden Temple is 50 years. The
marble slab is laid usually on a basin of lime-concerte and pieces of
bricks. The marble used in the central hall of the Harimandir having
been done in the first decade of the nineteenth century, is safely the
oldest. The thickness of the marble tiles used there is 2.5 inches. This
marble has now become tarnished and is in a state of decay. The marble
turns yellowish when the decay sets in. The decay spreads from the
r

bottom to the top. After this stage is reached, cracks begin to appear
in the slabs.

t'
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Artisans and the marble factory
Marble laying is an ardous and time-consuming job. Therefore, few
people get attracted to it. Besides, masons of the plains seem ill equipped to carry on this special type of work. Hence most of the workers
in the trade ere imported from Agra and Rajsthan. They hail from
both the major communities—the Hindu and the Muslim. Muslim
sahgtarashes can be seen working in the Marble Factory \Karkhdndi-Sahg'i-Mannar) attached to the Sarai Guru Ram Das. It is run by the
SPGC. The factory was created in view of large quantity of the marble
that was to be laid in the Golden Temple and for the simple reason that
it is a very slow and time-consuming process and has, of necessity to
spread over long period; in fact, has to go on perpetually. It was,
however, at Maharaja Ranjit Singh's initiative that the marble factory
was set up. As already mentioned Bhai Sant Singh Gianl was put in
charge of the factory at that time. Subsequently the charge was held by
his son Gurmukh Singh and then, in turn by his grandson Bhai Parduman
Singh, and the great grandson Bhai Gurbakhsh Singh. At present one,
Chaudhari Gurbakhsh Singh, is in-charge of the Karkhana-i-Sang-iMarmar.37 xhe artisans of the marble factory do all sorts of decorative
work, of jar at kdr I and naggdshi besides the laying of marble. The
factory is financed with income from donations andjdgirs. The factory
has at present the following personnel on its staff :
A Senior Mason
Sahgtardshes
Naqqdshes
Masons
Carpenters; and
Labourers
t

r

•
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Gold Work
The central shrine of the Harmandir is covered with gilded copper
and is also richly ornamented with gold. The total amount of gold
used for various purposes in the Golden Temple has roughfly been
estimated at 162 Kgs. Most of the gold came from Maharaja Ranjit
Singh's treasure. Sardar Hukm Singh Chimm donated for the western
and southern domes. For the remaining two domes, gold worth
Rs. 31- lacs was also donated by Maharaia Ranjit Sineh in 1862 BK.^s
iaxy
Temple.
Harimand
^^ Report Sri Darbdr Sdhib, p. 13.
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Gold for the central dome costing Rs. 2^ lacs was donated by Sardar
Fateh Singh Ahluwalia. Maharaja Ranjit Singh further donated gold
worth Rs. 53,735 through Bhai Gurmukh Singh, who was entrusted
with the gold plating work after the death of his father Bhai Sant
Singh.3^ Three walls of the central shrine were got inlaid with gold
by Maharaja Ranjit Singh and one wall was decorated with gold
donated by the Maharaja's mother-in-law, Sada Kaur who inherited
the Kanhaiya estates after the death of her father-in-law, Jai Singh
Kanhaiya.^" Maharaja Samp Singh of .Tmd also contributed to goldplating.^i Among the other noteworthy donors of gold were the
Rdjds, Mislddr sarddrs, the Sikh aristocracy, the Sikh de\'otees and
visitors. Devotees professing other faiths have also, on various
occasions, donated gold for the purpose. Inscriptions on the gold
testify to the fact that a considerable amount of gold was donated by
the Sindhi (Shikarpuria) community of the Hindu faith.*^ According
to Gian Singh Giani the total cost of beautifying the temple with gold
and naqqashi \^2L& Rs. 6,411,000 out of which the Maharaja donated
Rs. 1.639,000.*3
1

Gold Work Techjaique
Gold leaves (waraks) have been laid on doors and windows of the
Temple. They are good specimenes of the Indian workmanship. The
techniques involved is an ardous one. First of all, the intended designs
are embossed on copper plates of 24 mm and 8 mm gauge by technical
experts. The art of setting gold plates with inscriptions from Gurbani
(with details about the donors) is also noteworthy. The holy texts
are embossed on gilt-metal or copper plates and then gold is inlaid
on them. The plates are fixed on the base (stone wall) with a thin
layer of mortar. Gold is also inlaid and sprayed to create naqqdshi
work. The gold work of the Golden Temple is carefully protected
by washing and cleansing the gold-plated parts from time to time.
39

/6/J.
*^ Gianl Singh Gian, Tawdrikh-i-Amritsar, (Punjabi;, p. 28.
^^ See the inscription on the arch at the southern gate of the centra] slmine.
Appendix II (vii).
^^ There is one inscription on the gold plate testifying to the fact that gold
donation was made by Diwan Sawan Mai LalwanT, of Hyderabad (Sind). The
inscription is fixed on the wall to the left side of the entrance gate in the central
Shrine. There are other inscriptions on gold plates fixed in the Golden Temple
on the arches of the four corners of the central hall and a few others at the roof of
and
indicating
^^ Gian Singh GianT, Tawdrfkh Amritsar (Punjabi), p. 30.
w
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For washing and cleaning, a mixture of kishtd and ritha (soap nut)
solution in water is used. Nowadays a rinsing powder, e.g. surf is
made use of for this purpose. The desired glitter of gold is obtained
by rubbing after washing.
Metal Work
The upper storey of the Golden Temple is sheathed in plates of
richly embossed and heavily gilded beaten brass and copper. The
embossed work has been done by chaterds (chasers). The doors of the
central shrine are covered with silver.
On the basis of oral tradition among the Sikhs the original idea of
decorating the Temple mansion with gold, jewels, pearls, precious
stones etc. was given up for fear of their being stolen. Therefore,
plates of gilded metal were used instead. It is believed that the idea
was borrowed from the Hindu temples at Varanasl. It is a known
fact that Maharaja Ranjit Singh donated a number of gold canopies
for the domes of Lord Vishwa Nath's Temple at Varanasx. The idea
to cover th.^ Harimandir with gilded copper plates may, therefore, have
come from there.
4

Wood Work
The artistic beauty of the woodwork done on some of the doors and
windows of the Temple has, indeed, been enhanced with gorgeous
paints, rich colours, ivory mosaic and several other devices. The door
of the room adjoining the Darsharil Deorhl where the pdiki used for
carrying the holy Granth is kept, and the wood work of the Kotha
Sahib at the Akal Takht, where the holy Granth is laid for rest during
the night, contain some of the finest pieces of craftsmanship in the
sphere.
^

New Scheme for the Parkarma
The tank has a 60 feet wide marble parkarma. Of this 50 feet make
the passage for perambulating while 10 feet are covered by the verandah,
beyond which have been built residential quarters for use by priests
and other employees of the Temple. All entrances to the Temple
except five have now been closed. One entrance is towards the east
that is on the erstwhile Clock Tower side, the second is towards the
south i.e. the Guru Ram Das Sarai, the third towards the west i.e.
the Sikh Reference Library and the remaining two are on either side
of the Akal Takht (one on the Thara Sahib side and the other on the
side of Bazar Maniarah).
A number of buhgds built for personal use by influential persoiis and
the ruling chiefs existed till late sixties on the parkarma. Most of

^
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them, however, have now been acquired and demolished by the Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee to widen the par karma. The outermost
fringe of the parkarma is now covered with symmetrical rooms on all
sides. At present the widened parkarma has not only more space to
serve as a pathway but ample sitting room in the covered area too.
This is a provision to make room for big gatherings that take place
on festive occasions like the Baisakhi, the Diwali, the Puranmashi
and the Amavas.
The work of extending the parkarma was taken in hand by Sant
Gurmukh Singh and Sant Bhuriwala in 1947. The plan is well on its
way to completion. A huge quantity of marble had been obtained for
pavement. No official estimates under the budget head on this scheme
are available, but it is believed that the total expenditure to be incurred
on the scheme would run into millions of rupees. Since the architecture
contemplated under the scheme has to conform to the norms and
patterns of the Temple, great skill is needed to execute it.
t
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ANCILLARY SHRINES AND THE BUNGAS
(A) SHRINES
The Akal Takht
C The Golden Temple is surrounded by a number of smaller gurdwdrds
which have a history of their own. In, front of the Darsha^i
Deorhi stands the Akal Takht, the highest seat of authority in the
religious hierarchy of the Sikhs. The foundation of the Akal Takht
was laid by Guru Hargobind on the site where he was bestowed with
pontificacy.^^ The Guru used to sit here on a raised platform and
would issue orders to his followers. Since the place was used by the
Guru as a bufigd (rest house) too, it is also known as the Akal
Bunga. During the Guru's stay at Amritsar hukmndmds (letters and
despatches) were issued by him from here. Ever since then, the
Akal Takht has remained the seat of the spiritual and the temporal
authority of the Sikhs.'^ During the eighteenth century when the Sikhs
were forced to seek resort in forests, it served as the rallying
point. ThL^mttimgo^ih^SarbatKhahd
(a general gathering of the
Sikhs) were held here. The occasions chosen for the purpose were
usually Baisakhi and Diwah. The Sikhs chalked out their strategy and
drew plans for their execution here. The gurmatds passed here carried
with them an authority the like of which had seldom been seen in the
annals of the Indian history. No Sikhs, whether a sarddr or a
commoner could aflford to go against injunctions issued from the
Akal Takht. When the Sikhs made conquests and established their
thdndSy they kept their records at the Akal Bunga. The sarddrs of
bands of Sikh fighters had a misl (file) of his conquests kept in his own
name, at the Akal Bunga. These misls were maintained under orders
of Sardar Jassa Singh Ahluwalia, who first [conceived the idea.^
He himself was a great fighter, an able administrator and a worthy
1 GiirbilTls Pdtshahi Chevih, pp. 150-51.
* PrTichzn Panth PrakUsh, pp. 331, 413 and 466.
» S.R. Kohll, Mahdrdin Raniit SinRh (Punjabi 1
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scholar of Persian. In this way the Akal Bufiga served as a record
office during the days of the ascendancy of the Sikh power.
With rise in Sikh power the importance of the Akal Takht grew
rapidly. During the eighteenth century, Sikh leaders, namely Nawab
Kapur Singh, Jassa Singh Ahluwalia, Lehna Singh and Charhat Singh,
dominated the scene. Although the Akal Takht remained a part and
parcel of the Harimandir, the purpose for which it was being put to
use and the stress of the circumstances gave it almost' an independent
status. The political leaders who wielded power over the Akal Takht
acted as spiritual leaders too. They administered pdhiil (baptism) to
willing converts here.
The Akal Takht was highly esteemed by Sikh fighters. They would
visit this exteemed place and seek blessings before launching their
campaigns. The mode of ceremonial practices adopted by the Sikh
warriors on such occasions has been recorded by Ratan Singh Bhangu
in stirring words. He writes that after performing some rituals relating
to warrior traditions, the Singhs (Sikhs) would take bath in the holy
tank. They would attire like a bridegroom, fully equipped with arms,
they were then taken in a procession to the Akal Takht. The beating
of the drums and echos of the martial music highlightened the
occasion.^
An important thing which needs mention in relation to the Akal
Takht is that the hindermost part of its premises was used for cremating
martyrs on certain occasions too. The importance of the Akal Takht
grew still further when the management of the Akal Buhga came
under the charge of Baba Phula Singh, the famous Akali leader, in
1799,^ It is said that once he ordered Maharaja Ranjit Singh to
receive cuts on his bare back in front of the Akal Takht for violating
Sikh code of conduct in having a Mohammadan courtesan Morah by
name as his keep. The Maharaja obeyed the order and presented
himself before the Sikh 5'fl'^^a/for the said punishment. This incident
greatly enhanced the prestige and honour of the Akal Takht and the
orders issued from there, although it is said, the sentence was not
executed.
The meeting of the Khalsa contmued to be held at the Akal Takht
till 1805 when Ranjit Singh established his absolute rule at LahoTe.
Thereafter, there was no problem of defence confronting the Sikhs,
necessitating a gathering at the Akal Takht. Social and religious
* Prdchin Panth Prakdsh, p. 418.
^ Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgarhla. Guide to the Darbdr Sahib or Golden Temple
of Amritsar, p. 48,
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matters, however, continued to be discussed at the place. Even during
the British rule all important Sikh movements were launched from
here.
Movement, Guru Ka Bag
Morcha and the Jaito. Ka Morcha. Even after Independence, Sant
Fateh Singh launched the agitation for the creation of the Panjabi
Suba and, later on, for the inclusion of Chandigarh in the Suba (1967)
from the Akal Takht.*
At present extraordinarily important meetings of the SGPC and
Akali Dal are held in the top most storey of the Akal Takht. The Akal
Takht is also a place of confessions and penance for the Sikhs. An offender stands before the balcony and confesses his offence in the presence
of the holy Granth before the Sahgat. The granthis (priests) fix a penalty
(tafikhah) according to the status of the offender and the nature of the
oiFence. After the penalty has been served, the offender is re-baptised
and is considered to have expiated in this world as well as the next.
The Akal Takht is the place where amrit (baptism) is given to the
persons desirous of joining the Sikh fold. The ceremony is arranged
twice a week, i.e. on Sunday and Wednesday at 2 p.m. as a routine
business. The administering of amr// is also arranged on Gurpurab days
and other special occasions.
The Akal Takht treasures a few holy relics, including weapons
belonging to the Sikh gurus and some of the renowned Sikh warriors.
Prominent among them are the weapons belonging to Gura Hargobind,
GurQ Gobind Singh, Baba Buddha, Baba Dip Singh Shahid, Bab a
Gurbakhsh Singh and Baba Naudh Singh. These holy weapons, kept
safe in an enclosure, are exhibited to the public daily in the evening
and on various impoft'aht occasions including the Jalau.)
The Akal Takht is managed by the General Committee of the
Shiromani Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee. A jathedar appointed
Takht
Like the Harimandir, the Akal Bunga was also destroyed by the Afghans more than once but was speedily restored by the Khalsa every time
it was pulled down. The present building of the Akal Bunga was built
during the eighteenth century. The edifice has five storeys. The
ground floor was constructed in 1831 BK (AD 1774) and the rest of
the building was built during the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh.
&

F

* At present the agitation for territorial and waters demands, inclusion of
Chandigarh in the Punjab, and formation of the Punjab as an autonomous state
is being launched by theAkalis from the Akal 7"afc/i/under the leadership of
Sant Harchand Singh Longowal, President of the Akall Dal.
** Now, Giani Kirpal Singh, the ex-Head Crfl/zz/a of the Golden Temple is the
JatheclTir of the Akal Takht,
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The gold work on the dome was got executed by Sardar H a a Singh
Nalwa. The warrior Sarddr wished to make it the most attractive
and imposing building. He contributed one lakhand twenty five thousand
rupees for the purpose.® But on account of the premature death of
this great general in a battlefield, the off'eriug could not be made use
of properly. The golden railing on the first floor and the rest of the
gold work on the building was got done by Maharaja Ranjit Singh.
The structure of the Akal Takht is of pure white marble. According
to Mulk Raj Anand ;
The elaboration of the structure of the Akal Takht on marble pillars,
as a semi-circular platform with an open view to the courtyard
was designed to ensure a perspective from which the holy throne
can command a view of the vast marble arena, where the congregation sat.'
The Akal Takht is larger than any of the thrones built by the
Mughal Emperors at Agra or Delhi. The murals in the small room
to the north on the second storey of the Akal Buhga contain some of
the finest specimens of Sikh wall-paintings. The most prominent of
them are the two depictions of Guru Hargobind. One of the murals
represents the Sikh shrine at Abchal Nagar i.e. Nander in the Deccan.
The paintings on the interior walls seem to be of the later Sikh period.
On the right hand side of the Temple stand two nishan sahibs on a
marble structure. The nishdiis were originally installed by the Udasi
Sadhu, Pritam Das, the founder of the Safigalwala Akhara at Anuutsar
and known for mooting the idea of the Hansali canal. This great
missionary, it is said brought a sapling of Sal tree; planted it in front
of the Akal Takht to see it grow high enough to serve as a nishan
sahib, but it fell down in a storm in 1888 BK (AD 1831). Later on, the
tree was replaced by two goldplated iron poles by Sardar Desa Singh
Majithia. His son, Sardar Lehna Singh, got them repaired. Maharaja
Sher Singh, too furnished some gold for gilt-plating the poles.
The well, named Akal Sar, situated to the east of the Akal Takht,
and a garden called Bagh Akalian, are attached to this mansion.
These were founded by Guru Hargobind in 1676 BK (AD 1609).*
At present the garden has given way to commercial shops, residential
quarters and a few parks all of which are the property of the Akal
Takht. A number of jdgifs in the districts of Amritsar, Gurdaspur
and Kangra stand in the name of the Akal Takht. The income from
offerings and the immovable property is quite large.
^ Report Sri Darbar Snfiib, p. 221.
' Homage to Amritsar, MUrg, Vol. XXX, No. 3, June 1977, p. 37.
• Report Sri Darbdr Sahib, p. 211.
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Six granthis, four sewaddrs and four rdgis are engaged in the service
of the Akal Takht- The mode of worship and ceremonial practices
observed at this holy place conform to the practice at the Harimandir.
The doors of the Akal Takht are closed after the holy Granth is brought
back from the Harimandir and laid for rest in the Kotha Sahib.
Immediately after this the Sewaddrs (formerly the farashes) bring
water from the Akal Sar, wash the floor and spread mats and sheets
on it. The doors of the Akal Takht are opened at 3 a m . one hour
after the opening of the doors of the Hari nandir. The morning prayer
at tlie Akal Takht starts after the departure of the polki from here to
the Harimandir. First, a hymn from a random page of the holy
soripture is read out to the sahgat. This ceremony of taking vdk is
carried on from the first floor of the Akal Takht. After this Asd di Vdr
is recited by the rdgis. This is done on the ground floor. The morning
service at the Akal Takht comes to an end when the recitation of ^i-d
diVdr at the Harimandir is over. The granthis and sewaddrs remain
in attendance on the holy Granth. all day long at the Akal Takht.
Kirtan is performed there in the evening also for about an hour and
a half daily. After this the Sodar Rahiras (evening prayer) is recitedThe day's programme closes with the recitation of a hymn from the
Guru Granth in the usual random way. After this the holy arms displayed in the Bangla Sahib (golden railing) earlier during the day, are
put back in their respective casings and deposited in the almirahs.
One sewaddr, remains on duty at night till the holy Granth is brought
back to the Kotha Sahib for rest. The sewaddr then hands over the
charge to ihtfardsh who does cleaning, dusting and spreading of mats
and sheets.
The arrival of the holy Granth from the Harimandir and its departure
from the Akal Takht are announced with the beat of a nagdrd (a large
drum). The completion of the morning and the evening ardds (prayer)
is also heralded by the beat of the nagdrd.
Gurdwara Lachi Ber
The shrine is situated in the left flank of the Darshani Deorhl, by the
side of a small jujube tree {ben). It is said that Guru Arjan Dev used
to sit under this tree and observe the digging of the tank from this
place. Bhai Salo, a devotee of Guru Arjan, sat here after doing his
day's service at the tank.' It was here that Mehtab Singh Miraiikotia
tied his horse to the ber tree when he arrived from Buddha Jauhar in
Rajasthan, to kill Massa Rahehar, the local Muslim chief who had
» Ibid., p. 273.
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occupied the Harimandir forcibly and who, to the anguish of the Sikh
people, desecrated it in a painful way. Tho gurdwdrd comprises a small
shrine built on a marble platform abound the lachi ber. No property
is attached to this place.
Gurdwara Thara Sahib
This Gurdwara stands towards the northern side of the Harimandir
quite close to the Akal Takht , in a narrow market, called Bazar Thara
Sahib. It commemorates the visit of the ninth guru. Teg Bahadur, to
the Harimandir undertaken immediately after his succession to the
gurugaddi in 1721 BK (AD 1664). It is said to have been erected at the
site where the Guru sat for-a while when refused entry into the
Harimandir by iht pujuris and mahahts of the Temple under orders of
Harjji, The episode has already been narrated in chapter II above. A
copy of the Guru Granth is displayed also here. One granthi and one
sewddar attends to the various duties at this shrine. This gurdwara has
some property and land attached to it.^*' The place is highly venerated
by the Sikhs, who visit the site and meditate there in the underground
chamber called Bhora Sahib.
^

BerBaba Buddha ji
In the parkarma of the tank towards the eastern side, quite close to
the main entrance, theie stands a jujube tree said to be about five
hundred years old, A marble platform stands erected at the foot of
this old tree. This is to preserve the memory of Baba Buddha, the
first head priest of the Harimandir. He sat under this tree, and
supervised the preparing of mortar etc. at the time the construction of
the Harimandir was going on.^^ Baba Buddha was famous for his humility and devoted service. No property is attached to this place.
Gurdwara Dukh Bhanjani Ber
In ih.^ parkarma towards the eastern side of the Harimandir stands
the well known Dukh Bhahjani Ber. Literally it means Uhe jujube tree
that ends sorrow'. A gurdwara stands erected by the side of this
famous tree. It is associated with the tale of Bibi Rajani. It is said
that the name *Dukh Bhahjani* was given to it by Guru Ram Das.
People have a strong faith that the water of the tank at this place
contains healing powers.
A dip in the tank at the Dukh Bhahjani Ber is highly coveted by the
"^^ The property attached to this Gurdwara was a subject of litigation between
the pujdris and the Gurdwara Committee after the enactment of the Gurdwara Act,
1925. For Full details regarding the court cases, see Report Sri Darbdr Sahib,
pp. 284-85.
^1 Report Sri Darbdr Sahib, p. 273.
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Sikhs and is considered to be the first requisite of a visit to the shrine.
Sikhs from all over India flock to this place to get relief from their
various ailments. A copy of Guru Granth is kept in the attached
Gurdwara, A granthi and a number of sewdddrs attend to the service
at this place. An enclosure to serve the women folk as a bathing place
stands built on this place. No property is attached to this Gurdwara.
Gurdwara Manji Sahib
Guru ka Bash turned now into
ara M
a very spacious lecture hall built with the initiative of Sant Bishan
S'ngh. The sight commemorates the holding of diwdns by Guru Arjan
Dev in his time at this place. He is said to have distributed provisions
and wages to the workers engaged in the construction of the Temple,
from here.^2 A beautiful marble platform has now been built at the
site where the Guru's mafijt (cot) used to be. A copy of the Guru Granth
is always on display in an adjoining room. In earlier days the pujdrt
attendant on this Gurdwara lived on the spot in a room allotted to
him for the purpose. After the Gurdwara Reforms Movement, the
residence of the pujari was shifted to some other place.
Athsath Tirath
This place is situated in the parkarmd opposite to Har ki pauri.
It is marked by a big marble platform and is quite close to the
Gurdwara Dukh Bhanjam Ber. The place is associated with Guru
r

Arjan Dev. It is said that he would sit here and observe the construction of the Amrit Sarowar. The manuscripts containing the holy Word
of the Sikh Gurus brought from Goindwal by Guru Arjan himself are
said to have been deposited here. For that reason, it is claimed, a
person taking a holy dip at this spot in the tank is sure to enjoy the
fruit of pilgrimage to the sixty-eight holy places of India. This legend
has brought it the appellation of Athsath Tirath. Its architecture
consists of a raised platform of marble in the shape of a mafijt. No
property is attached to this place.
Gurdwara Baba Atal Sahib
The holy shrine stands at a distance of about 150 yards from the
Guru Ram Das Sarai. Its elegant nine-storeyed building, octagonal
in shape, was erected in the memory of Atal kai, the younger son of
Guru Hargobind. Atal Rai died at this site at the age of nine. It is
said that he, through his spiritual powers, brought back to life one of
his playmates, Mohan
Guru Hargobind
r

12 Ibid., p. 274.
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got highly annoyed with him because of the display of the miracle, since
displaying of miracles was considered against the Sikh principles. (However as a popular belief it remained a prerogative of the Gurus only and
not of anybody else). When reprimanded for this lapse by the Guru
(his father), Atal Rai laid down his life to atone for the mistake. He
went into a trance (samadhi) and did not regain consciousness. His pyre
was lit on tine edge of the tank called Kaulsar. This was on Asuj 9,
1685 BK (AD 1628).1^ Later on, a monument was built at the site
in his memory by the Sikh sarddrs during the misl period. The sarddrs
jointly contributed funds and planned to build an octagonal building.
The foundation was laid in AD 1770. The first two storeys were
built by Sardar Jodh Singh Ramgarhia.^* Sardar Jassa Singh Ramgarhia
contributed lavishly to the construction of this shrine. The Sardar
also provided funds for erecting the dome of the building. Sardar
Desa Singh Majithla (d. 1832) donated gold for gilding the top of
the shrine.
Baba Atal is about 150 feet high and is the tallest building in the
city of Amritsar. One can have the view of the whole city from its top.
The shrine covers 125 feet square. The nine storeys of the building
represent the age (nine years) of Baba Atal. All the sotreys are not of
the same size. The first six storeys are bigger than the remaining
three. The four doors of the ground floor are decorated with elegently
embossed designs on brass and silver sheets. The interior walls and
ceiling of the ground floor are covered with a number of murals. These
contain frescos in series. The largest one depicts scenes from the
Janamsdkhis (traditional biographies) of Guru Nanak, Murals represent Guru Nanak and his nine successors, as also his sons, Baba Sri
Chand and Baba Laklimi Das, together with the four sons of Guru
Gobind Singh. There are paintings depicting scenes from the Battle
of Muktsar and the life-history of Baba Buddha too.
The legend associated with the life history of Baba Atal is painted
in a large fresco on the wall by the main gate to the shrine on the left.
The brick and lime-mortar construction of the building is exceptionally
strong. This is due to its massively broad walls. During the subsequent
period, some samadhis (structures enshrining the ashes of the dead)
sprang up around the Temple and consequently its parkarmd became
very narrow. The area was cleared and the parkarmd was widened after
the control of the shrine passed into the hands of the Akalis.
•
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" Ibid, p. 252.
1* Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgarhia, Guide to the DarbUr SUliib or Golden Temple
of Amritsar, p. 53.
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A copy of the Guru Granth is kept in the ground floor of the
building. The worship and ceremonial practices of the Temple conform
to the mode of worship at the Golden Temple. Granthis, sewdddrs and
rdgis carry on their usual duties at the shrine regularly. Free food is
served to the poor and needy and also to the pilgrims. This character
of the Temple is reflected in the following maxim :
"Bdbd Atal, pakki pakdi ghaV
(Send me, O Baba Atal, food duly cooked).
The Jaldii is displayed here also on the occasion of gurupurabs.
A number of shops and houses, the Kaulsar Tank, Bazar Baba Atal, the
Hansall street and some tracts of land, form property attached to this
Gurdwara.
Gurdwara Asthan Mai Kaulan and the Kaulsar :
This tank situated towards the south-west of the Golden Temple
is known as Kaulsar (the Lotus Tank) and the shrine as Gurdwara
Asthan Mai Kaulan- Both are connected with the memory of a Muslim
lady said to be an admirer and devotee of the sixth Guru.^^ Trustworthy details of the birth and the early life of this lady known as
Kaulafi are not available. There are different versions, some of which
contain only a casual mention of her; others depict the story in brief
using symbols only. There are some who have tried to weave a romantic
tale of her association with the Guru. Her antecedants are no less
a mystery. According to one version, Kaulah was the daughter of
Rustam Khan, the Qazi-in-Chief of Lahore.^^ It is said that she was
a girl of spiritual disposition and was a devotee of Saih Mian Mir.
In the sufi congregations held at Mian Mir's Khanqah, she came into
contact with Guru Hargobind and got attracted to him. Kaulan decided to remain unmarried, live near Guru Hargobind and lead an
austere life dedicated to the worship of God. At this her father got
annoyed and ordered her to be put to death.^^ At the suggestion of
Mian Mir, she left home and set out for Amritsar to seek the Guru's
protection.^^
According to the second version, Kaulan was originally a Hindu
lady having been purchased by the Qazi as a slave girl (Kaniz)P
^^ The lady earned this name after her conversion to the Sikh religion; vide
MacauHffe, Sikh Religion, Vol. IV, p. 43.
^^ Sri Gur Pratdp Suraj Granth, p. 2590.
1^ Macauliffe, Sikh Religion, Vol. IV, p. 44.
^^ Sri Gur Prafdp Suraj Granth, p. 2591.
19 Report Sri Darbdr Sahib, p. 290.
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Through the intervention of Sain Miafi Mir she came under the
protection of Guru Hargobind.
Whatever the origin of Kaulan and the subsequent story of her
meeting the Guru, one point is clear that in the medieval Indian Muslim
society, no latitude could be given to a Muslim girl, whether a
daughter or maid, to choose her own spouse. At that time the Mushm
women were observing strict iJMrcfa/z and were obliged to obey all the
customary laws which practically barred them from social and
spiritual discourse. Kaulah's decision to remain unmarried and
associated with the spiritual adherents of a non-Muslim fairh, was
against the established social norms of the Muslim society. Still
Kaulan, became a devoted disciple of the Guru and stuck to him and
his faith to the end of her life. The Guru was pleased with her
devotion and provided her with all facilities. A separate residence
was constructed for her near the Guru's site, from where she could
listen to the Guru's discourses. She took such a fancy that one day
she gave all her jewellery to the Guru with the request to get a monument raised to perpetuate her memory.^" The Guru granted her
request and got a sarowar (tank) dug on the site where she lived, to
immortalize her name. The construction of the tank was started in
1681 BK(AD 1624) and completed in 1684 BK (AD 1627).^i Baba
Buddha supervised the construction of the tank. After the tank was
completed it became customary with his devotees to take a dip into
the Kaulsar first and then in the holy tank of the Golden Temple. ^^
This practice enhanced the prestige of the Kaulsar tank and immortalized the name of KaulanKaulan is reverentially called Mata Kaulan by the Sikh safigat.
Kaulan died on Sawan 5, Samvat 1686 BK (AD 4 July, 1629) at
Kartarpur where her mortal remains are enshrined in a samddhiP
+

Bungas and their Contribution to Literature and the Indigenous
Education
The ^ww^a^ of which only the name survives now, most of them
having been demolished, played an important role in the history of
the Golden Temple as also in the political organization of the Sikhs,
and the development of literature and indigenous education in the
Punjab.
^0 Sri Gur PratUp Suraj Granth, p. 2739.
^^ Report Sri Darbdr Sahib, p. 290.
2^ Sri Gur Pratdp Suraj Granth, p. 2774.
23 Mahdnkosh, p. 354.
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The word buhgd is derived from a Persian word which means an
abode, a rest-house or a place of dwelling." In Sikh literature it has
come to stand for a rest-house for pilgrims and a place to store one's
luggage in.25 Only buildings erected with the said motive are called
buhgas. No other building used for religious purposes is so named.
Some accounts left by Siich writers and chroniclers of the Punjab,
contain significant references to the buhgas. The earliest reference to
them is to be found in a late eighteenth century Punjabi work
Ustat Sri Amritsar ji ki by Kavi Saundha.^e Stray references can be met
with in some Persian sources as well.27 Early accounts of the Sikhs
left by European writers contain many specific references to the buhgas.
Later historical accounts however make casual references 10 them as
•the hospices and the rest-houses of the sarddrs\ Most of these accounts,
however, refer to the Akal Buhga as the highest political seat of the
Sikhs. About the rest they maintain discreet silence. The Sikh
chronicles, on the other hand, are replete with references of the
huhgas in general, and to the Akal Bunga in particular.
Earlier Hutments
Ratan Singh Bhango is the first Sikh historian to brief his readers on
their origin and growth. According to him the buhgas began to take
shape even as the Guros had launched on the project. When the holy
tank was being dug, thousands of Sikhs flocked to the place paid
homage to Gurii Ram Das and lent him a hand in the digging of the
tank. The Guru constructed hutments and a number of houses around
the tank for pilgrims and visitors to stay in^*. These buildings, however,
were not called buhgas at that time.
The Rise of Bungas
In an earlier chapter we have dwelt at length on the subject of the
desecration of the tank three times by the Afghans. In his invasion of
1762 Ahmad Shah Abdah not only demolished the Temple and filled
Its tank with debris, carcasses of slaughtered cows, and rubbish, but
also got the surrounding hutments and houses demolished." When
24

Gyas-ul-logdt, p. 90.
Mahdnkosh. 3rd Edi
° p. 333; see also Buddh Singh, Buddhi Bdridhi Gmw^A (S. 1868 BK/AD 1811),
MS. No. 194, Guru Nanak Dev University Library, Amritsar, p. 18.
2' See Ahmad Shah^Batalia, Tdrikh-i-Punjab, tr. Gurbaksh Singh7p:-14, tr. p. 39.
'^ Report Sri Darbdr Sdhib, p. 40.
29 The Punjab ; A Hundred Years Ago as described by V. Jacquemont (1831) aad
Punjab
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the Sikhs established their military strength as Dal Khalsa and
emerged triumphant as a political power under the misls, they
consolidated their position in the Punjab with Amritsar as their chief
centre of activity. They ruled over the Punjab conjointly.^o They not
only reconstructed the Temple but made pucca arrangements for its
defence and security as well. In that flux of moment each Sikh
Sardar of some repute thought it fit to erect for himself a pucca buhga
around the parkannd of the holy tank. The idea was to provide the
central shrine a ready line of defence. The chiefs of prominent misls
to wit, the Bhangi, the Ahluwalia and the Ramgaria, were asked to keep
their jathds in a state of readiness in their respective bufigds for
meeting any emergency." The buhgds were, therefore initially a
J

defensive device, though they served as places for stay of their respective
pilgrims also. Later on, when the misl had got consolidated and the
community had produced its own hierarchy of rajas and maharajas,
more buhgds were built for the ever increasing number of pilgrims.
The influential Sikhs of various areas too followed suit. The construction of the buhgds was considered a great service to the Sikh
community. Of all buhgds, the Akal Bunga attained the greatest
eminence. Special features of the history of this Bunga have already
been attended to a number of times.
The Gharialwala Buhga reminds of the peculiar use to which this
mansion was put. It served as a timekeeper to announce time during
the day to the labour engaged in the construction work at the Temple.^^
Special Features of the Bungas
Two distinct features emerge from a consideration of the buhgas :
First, these buhgds were named after the Sikh chiefs or sarddrs or misls
who built them. Second, the buhgds were considered panthic property
from their very inception. They were to provide accommodation to
'0 See Ahmad Shah Baialia, Tarikh-i-Punjab, text p. 14, tr. p. 37.
'1 Sardar Sunder Singh Ramgarhrs, The Annals of Rdmgarhid Sarddrs, p. 33.
32 The History of the Gharialwala Bunga is very interesting. When the construction of the holy Temple was in progress. Guru Arjan appointed ghariyalis (bellstrikers) to announce time. Later on, a buhga was built for the ghariyHlis outside
the Harimandir. The device to measure time was primitive but interesting. Outside
the Ghrral Bujiga was kept a big jar full of water. On its surface floated a small
iron utensil with a hole at its bottom. The water filled the utensil in twenty-four
minutes. This made one ghari. The moment it became full of water, it sank to
watchman
After
emptying the measuring utensil it was again kept floating on the surface of the
water. See, Roshan Lai Ahuja, "Bunge Jugo Jugo Atal", Alochand (May-June
1965), p, 39.
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the Sikh pilgrims and, with the passage of time to act as seats of
learning, if possible.
Categories
The different types o^ buhgds could be categorized as follows :
i) Misl Bungas : Bungas belonging to the various misls.
ii) Personal Bungas : Bufigas belonging to individual sarddrs and
classifiable as personal buhgds^
iii) Community Bungas : These buhgds belonged to the rich and
influential communities of towns and big cities and were constructed to facilitate the stay of pilgrims from their respective
areas.
iv) Ecclesiastical Bungas : They belonged to different religious
orders; for example, the buhgds of the Uddsis, the Nirmalds and
the Sewa Panthis and AkdJis. These were bungas of the institutional type and were centres of learning and religious
preachings.
Management
The management of the buhgds is an important offshoot of their
history. Each buhgd was managed by a person called buhgai (manager).
The buhgai had to look after all the affairs of his buhgd. He kept the
Guru Granth in the buhgd and performed all sorts of duties connected
with its display and recitation. He looked after the comforts of
pilgrims during their stay at the buhgd. Whenever the Sikh rulers and
sarddrs came to pay their homage to the Golden Temple, they presented baskets full of sweets and huge sums, for distribution among
tht buhgais of tht various buhgds as a reward for their services. The
status and position of a buhgai depended upon the significance, status
and the size of the buhgd- For the bigger buhgds, the Darbar Sahib
allotted rozinas (allowances) while the Akal Takht gave funds for
repairs of the buildings.^^
The sarbardh of the Golden Temple issued instructions to all the
buhgois for maintaining cleanliness, whitewashing, repairs and the
mental and moral health of the buhgds. But there was no control
over the activities of the buhgais. Later on, when the administration
of the Golden Temple b-came lax, all sorts of evils crept in, in the
runnmg of the buhgds. Men of bad character often stayed there and
indulged in vl\ sorts of objectionable activities. Even misdeeds against
the Sikh community itself became a common thing in the premises
of such buhgds.^* On the transfer of the control of the gardwaras to
^' Report Sri Darbar Sdhib, p. 41 .
8* Ibid.
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the Akalis and the formation of the ShiromanI Gurdwara Prabandhak
Committee, these evil practices, however, came to an end.
The Sikh Gurdwaras Act 1925, recognised bufigds and lands attached
to them as Gurdwara property. On this persons incharge of the
buhgds i.e. bungais, the descendants of the sarddrs, after whom the ftwn^'a^
were known, and the people of the ilaqd laid their claim to the buhgds
and sued the Gurdwara Committee before the Gurdwara Tribunal at
Lahore. The Tribunal decided most of the cases in favour of the
parties who had filed suits.^s The appeals against the Tribunal's
verdicts were lost in the High Court. Thereupon, the Darbar Sahib
Committee resorted to the affecting compromises with most of the
plaintiffs on the following conditions :
i) The buhgds would remain reserved for the stay of pilgrims to
the Golden Temple,
ii) Mortgaging or sale of the property attached to the buhgd would
not be allowed.
iii) The control of these buhgds would rest with the descendants
of the founders of the bufigas so long as they professed the
Sikh faith. They would continue to administer the buhgd
property and appoint amritdhdri (baptized) Sikhs as their
stewards.
iv) The buhgais would keep a copy of the Guru Granth in their
respective buhgas and also observe all customs and ceremonies
in connection with the opening, recitation and maintenance
of the holy book. They would not allow any violation of the
Sikh code of conduct in the premises of the buhgds. They
would allow the pilgrims to stay in them free of charge and
would not demand any compensation.
v) The controller of the buhgds would change the buhgai in case the
Gurdwara Committee lodged a complaint against him.
vi) No change in the construction of the part of the buhgds facing
the Golden Temple would be made without the permission of
the Gurdwara Committee.
Details of the Bungas
Comprehensive details about the name of the founder, the owner,
the year of its construction, the building complex^ jdgirs and properties attached to each buhgds as also the name of its buhgais can be
seen in the Report Sri Darbar Sahib and Tawdrikh-i-Amritsar Ke
Chahd Mdkhiz. Opinions diflFer on the number of the buhgds. The
*

35

Ibid.
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compiler of the Report Sn Bar bar Sahib records that originally, there
were 84 bufigds of which a number of small and insigniQcant bufigds
were merged into the bigger ones. Another compiler enumerates
72 bufigds only. Tawdrikh-i-Amritsar Ke Chafid Mdkhiz gives a descriptive list of 73 bufigds.^^ The recorded information in both the
cases reveals that there were 74 main bufigas. Some of them had their
branches also. Following is the list of bufigas built around the Golden
Temple from the time of its inception to the beginning of the twentieth century. Most of these buildings were constructed between 1765
and 1833 :
1. Kcthan Sn Granth Sahib
"]
2. Bunga Granthlan
| The origin of these bufigds syn3. Jhaiida Bunga
^chronized with the construction
4. Bunga Gharialwala
1 of the Harimandir.
5. Bunga Dukh Bhafijan Sahib J
6. Akal Bunga (1609)
7. Akhara Sadhah Niraban/Akhara Brahm Bata (1754, rebuilt
in 1789)
8. Bunga Shahid( 1764)
9. Bunga Bhag Singhwala (1765)
10. Bunga ChhapparWala (1765)
11. Bunga Ladwa, Bunga Charagian, Bunga Sukarchakian and
Bunga Pathanfcotia (1781)
12. Bunga Sadhanwala (1794)
13. Bunga Bhangiahwala (1794)
14. Bunga Kahan Singh Ragiwala (1794)
15. Bunga Amar Singh Ragi^ Giar i/Bunga Giania (1794)
16. Bunga Jassa Singh Ramgharia (1794)
17. Bunga SodhiSahban (1794)
18. Bunga Burianwala (1794)
19. Bunga Ahliiwaliah (1796)
20. Bunga Maharaja Ranjit Singh and
Bufiga Chichanwalia (1799)
21. Bunga Kesgarhian (1799)
22. Bunga Anandgarhlan (1799)
23. Bunga Hukmnama (end of the eighteenth century)
24. Bunga Thara Guru Tegh Bahadur (end of the eigh
tury)
25. Bunga Nauhathian (1800)
26. Bunga RagianWala (1807)
27. Bunga Lehna Singh Majithia (1808)
3« Sec, pp. 44-60.
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28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
<58.

Bunga Singbpurian (1808)
Bunga Kanhaiya (1808)
Bunga Malwai (1809)
Bunga Sardar Jwala Singh Pathania (1809)
BuhgaSadhah Nirmala(1809)
Buhga Sadh Pahalwan/Bufiga Pahalwan Ke (1809)
Bunga Jhabaliaii (1809)
Bunga Kot Jhuliahwala (1809)
Bunga Amar Singh Dhupia (1809)
Bunga Garhdiwala (1809)
Bunga Jamedarah (1809)
Bunga Atariwala (1809)
Bunga Barahdan Mai Singh Wala (1809)
Buhga Barahdan Chinpuriah (1809)
Buhga Barahdan (1809)
Buhga Kaithal (1810)
Buhga Chiliahwala (1811)
Buhga Sardar Baghel Singh (1811)
Buhga Kalianwala (1811)
Buhga Tara Singh Ghaiba (1811)
Buhga Bhafiga Singh Sardar (1811)
Buhga Nakkai (1811)
ChahSado Buhga (1811)
Buhga Mian Singh Kumedanwala (1812)
Buhga Dallewaha (1812)
Buhga Gurdas Singhvvala/Bunga Bhai Gurdas (1813)
Buhga Sialkotiah (1813)
Bunga Goindwalia (1813)
Buhga Jalliahwala (1814)
Buhga Bhai Wasti Ram (1814)
Buhga Mirankotia (1819)
Buhga Sardar Maja Singh Sahni (1819)
Buhga Khadunan (1823)
Buhga Jethuwalia (1829)
Buhga Nirban Jharukashan/Buh?a Mazhabi Sikhah (1829)
Buhga Sohlanwala (1829)
Buhga Buddh Singh Raja (1829)
Buhga Bhumawasiah (1829)
Buhga Jodh Singh Sodhiahwala (1829)
Buhga Maharaja Sher Singh (1829)
Bunga Barkiwala (1832)
4
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69. Bunga Sardul Singh (I9th C )
70. Bunga Kapurthala (late 19th C.)
71. Bunga Hazura Singh Sadh
(beginning of the 20th C.)
72. Bunga Kishan Singh Kamboj (
„
)
73. Bunga Charhat Singh Ragi
(
,,
)
74. Bunga Shahabad
(
M
)
Decline of the Bungas
Some of the buhgas coU^psQd at an early period of their existence,
but a number of them owned by private persons, missionary orders
and former ruling Sikh chiefs, endured till the third quarter of this
century. With the exception of a few, the most prominent of which
is the Akhara Braham Buta all the buhgds have now been purchased
by the Gurdwara Prabhandak Committee and pulled down with a
view to widen the par karma under the new scheme. This has bereft
this great Temple of a rich heritage in centres of Sikh learning. No
attempt was made to preserve them in one or the other form. It appears,
the Gurdwara Prabandhak Committee could not visualize this eventuality.
Literary Contribution of the Bungas
Some of the buhgds produced a number of excellent Punjabi poets,
who were also great literatures of their time. They were responsible
for composing works of high order. Full details of some of these
poets and their works have been given by Bhai Kahan Singh N a b h a ,
in his so far unpublished anthology entitled Guru Mahimd Ratndvali^'^
Sant Nihal Singh (Nirmala) associated with the Sohlahwala Bunga,
was a poet of great repute.^^ He compiled anthologies, viz. Kavindrd
Parkdsh, Bhav Sdgar Setu (a commentary on Japuji Sahib) and
Sudhdsar ^atak Pachisd (an anthology on the Golden Temple, dated,
1920 BK/AD 1863. His disciple, also named Nihal Singh, was a
man of letters and acted as Mahant of the Bunga Sohlanwala for a
long period. He compiled Aparokh Anubhav Parkdsh Viveky which
contains a lot of information about his teacher.
Bhai Sant Singh of the Bufiga of the Gianian (Katra Nihal Singh)
was a great scholar. His merit and scholarship were recognized by
^^ The pubh'cation of this manuscript is under the active consideration of the
Deptt. of Guru Nanak Studies of this University.
^® Nihal Singh was born to Mata Koer Devi and Mai Singh inSamvatl^il
(AD 1830) in the village Sahbajpur, District Amritsar. He lost his mother in
childhood and was brought to Amritsar by his maternal grand father Sukha Singh.
Nihal Singh became a disciple of Bhai Lai Singh, a Nirmala Sadhu and learned
under the guidance of Gianl Ram Singh.
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Maharaja Ranjit Singh. The Giani compiled a pothi on amrit or pdhul
and wrote a commentary in prose on Tulsi's Ramdydna.^^ Bhal Sant
Singh trained many a pupil in the ars litre. Some of his trainees
attained very high position in their respective fields.
Gurmukh Singh known as pahld (the first) and a priest of the
Akal Buhga, was also a poet. He composed, in poetry the life history
of Guru Hargobind. This is known as Gurii Bilds and spreads over
21 chapters. He wrote this in collaboration with Bhai Barbara Singh
Chaukiwala. The account was completed in 1900 BK (1843).
Santokh Singh, pennarae 'Tokh Han' son of Sardar Sant Singh,
the pujdn of Gharialwala Bunga, was a famous poet of his time. He
composed Guru Kavityd Mdnikya Manjusd for Bhal Narain Singh,
Rais of Bagarian. The work was completed in Samvat 1934 (1877).
The poet laureate of Maharaja Ranjit Singh's court, Bhal Buddh
Singh, was associated with the Shahid Bunga. Before joining the court
at Lahore, he had stayed at this Bunga for some time and translated
the Persian classic, 'Aydr-i-Ddnish into Hindwi. It is available under the
title Buddhi Bdridhi. This translation was completed in AD 1811 and
was presented to Maharaja Ranjit Singh. Buddh Singh was a celebrated
poet of his time and has been referred to as a towering contemporary
poet of Braj Bhasha by the Punjab Historian, Ganesh Das Badehra,
in his Persian chronicle Chdr-Bdgh-i-Punjab.^^
Ratan Singh Bhafigu Shahid, the author of the first secular history
o^ theSxkhs, cdXltd Prachin Panth Prakdsh, was related to the Bunga
of Shyam Singh of Singhpuna Misl. He completed his work at this
Bunga in 1898 BK (1841). Prdchin Panth Prakdsh is a valuable source
of information on Sikh History from the times of the Gurus to the
third quarter of the eighteenth century.
The great epic writer, Bhai Santokh Singh born in AD 1788 at Nurudin^
Tehsil Tarn-Taran, District Amritsar, was a product of the Buuga of
the Gianian. Santokh Singh wrote mainly in Braj. His topmost
work is Guru Pratdp Suryd, popularly called the Suraj Prakdsh, This
includes Ndnak Prakdsh as well. The work was completed in 1848.
The contribution made by the buhgas to the literature of the Punjab,
though not extensive, is significant indeed. The contribution of the
last two scholars is well known. It has gone a long way to influence
the thought of the Sikh people not only of its own age but of the
future generations too.
P

r

F

^^ This work was published in the Gurmukhi script at Lahore in 1951 BK
(AD 1894) and in Hindi at Kharag Vilas Press, Banklpur, in 1954 (1857).
*o (Punj. Tr.), p. 129.
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Bungas as Institutions of Learning
The Sikhs are a community of disciples and learners. The traits
of equality, liberty and republicanism are visible in their educational
organization too.^^ The biihgds played an important role as educational
institutions of the Sikhs in the latter part of the eighteenth century as
also in the first half of the nineteenth century. They imparted indigenous education to all, irrespective of caste and creed. It is an important
point to note that the biihgas were not only defensive fortifications
built around the parkarmd of the holy tank, but centres of Sikh
learning too. The buhgas belonging to the Nirmala, the UdaSi, the
Sewa Panthi and the Giam orders rendered a great service in spreading education. Details of six buhgds manned by the Nirmala Pundits
are available.^^ These Nirmalas were great exponents of Vedant, the
Dharma ^dstfds (Theology) and the Kdvyd Sdstrd (poetics).
The Udasi Bungas did not lag behind. Mahant Santokh Das
Udasi of Akhara Braham Buja and Baba Pntam Das UdaSi of Safigalwala Akhara contributed much to the traditional learnirig of their
time. They gathered a large number of chelas (disciples) known as
bankhandi Jamdt, around them and imparted training in spiritual
disciplines. The bankhandi jam at moved to places of pilgrimage and
participated in discourses and religious debates.^^ The buhga, associated with Bhai Wasti Ram, was also engaged in imparting education.
The Bufiga Granthian was a popular Gurmukhi School/*
A lineage of the Bhais of Kaithal, popularly known as Gianis, was
another school of great scholars. Some of the famous Gianis of this
school were Bhai Amardas, Bhai Sant Singh and Bhai Ram Singh.**
Two bungas were engaged in teaching Sanskrit exclusively. They
were Buhga Hukm Singh and Buhga Maikwal- The Buhga Hukm Singh
was run by Agya Ram and the Buhga Maikwal, had a pathshala
attached to it which was called the Pathshala of Brij Lai. Both the
buhgds were under the Uddsis. Besides Sanskrit, Curmukhi was also
taught there.*^
Some of the buhgds were institutions of higher learning and^advanced
*^ See G.N. Leitncr, History of Indigenous
Educatien
p. 29,
*2 Roshan La] Ahuja, "Bupge Jugo Jugo Aial", Alochna (May-June 1965), p. 35.
*» Eandhrr Singh, (ed.). Vddsi Sikhdh di Vithya, p. 398.
''^ Roshan Lai Ahuja, op. cii., p. 35.
*^ Ibid., p. 36.
*^ Ibid., p. 38.
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Studies. In them, instruction was imparted in Vedant, Grammer,
Prosody and Rhetorics, One such buhgd was that of the Malwais.
It was built through the munificence of the Sikh rdjds a.nd sarddrs of
the Malwa region. The bahga was built especially for the Nirmala
order and was administered by them. Here advanced courses on
Vedant were conducted. The standard of education imparted by this
institution was very high.
The Kapurthala Bunga was known for its literary acuemanship,
interpretation and commentaries of the Guru Granth. The Maharaja
of Faridkot called an assembly of expert Sikh theologians and scholars
of the Granth and got an annotated edition thereof prepared. It
later on won recognition as an authentic Tikd of the holy scripture of
the Sikhs. The renowned Sikh scholars, Sant Chanda Singh and
Sant Daya Singh were the product of this bufiga^'^ Some other wellknown giants and granthis were also thrown up by this buhgd; for
example, Giam Sant Singh and Giani Praduman Singh later on linked
with the Bunga of Giams, originally hailed from this Bufiga. Both
the gidnis were great commentators of the Granth Sdhib, at Amritsar.
r

L

Maha Kavi Bhai Santokh Singh was also an alumnus of this buhgd.
Another of its product was Bhai Ram Singh who was a descendant
of Bhai Wasti Ram. Bhai Ram Singh had the honour of acting as
tutor to Prince Kharak Singh son of Maharaja Ran jit Singh. He was
running a private pdthsdld for the teaching of Gurmukhi too. It is
said that he received a grant of rupees one hundred every month for
his institution from the Maharaja,
Some of the buhgds imparted specialized type of instruction. For
example, the buhgds of the rdgis trained pupils in Rag Vidya (vocal
and instrumental music).
The buhgds of Ragi Kahan Singh, Ragi Charat Singh and Ragi
Dhanpat Singh were very famous. The Bufiga of the Ahluwaha was
en academy of music.*^
The Maharaja of Kapurthala was the chief patron of this centre.
Raja Fateh Singh was himself adept at music. The young trainees
who acquired some proficiency in basic rdgds were given further
training in advanced courses and were made to specialize in various
rdgds and raginis. Great stress was laid on acquiring the skill to
sing the Japuji, the Asa Dl Vdr, the Kirtan Sohila and the Sodar.
In the initial stages, a rudimentary knowledge of Gurbani was imparted
*7 Ibid.
^8 Ibid.
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and then recourse was made to the teaching of higher ragds^ For this
purpose, the Ahluwalia Bunga had one Gurmukhi Pathshdld attached
to it.^» The Bunga of Ahluwahan imparted special instruction in
instrumental music. It was famous for courses on rabdb, sdrangl, mirdahg
kacchawd, the musical instruments in use in the Golden Temple then.^^
The inference that can be derived from this account is that th
Ahluwaha Buhga trained rdgis and rabdbis for the service at the
Harimandir and other Sikh shrines. The music centres at the buhgds
welcomed all pupils such as were genuinely interested in learning music
no matter it was their hereditary vocation or not.
Another signficant technical training course conducted in some of
tht buhgds ^B.s calligraphy. Up to the close of the eighteenth century,
printing was unknown to India. Copies of the holy Granth and of
works on religion or literature were made by hand- Calligraphy
was one of the most important arts touching this field. Sikh scholars
got attracted to this art and succeeded in achieving great perfection
in it. The Bunga of the Singhpurian produced a few calligraphists
of repute in the person of Bhai Lahora Singh and Bhai H a n SinghThe Chief patron of the biifigd of the calligraphists was Giani Sant
Singh who was also the overall incharge of the Harimandir.^^ He himself was a fine calligraphist, though not a professional. The Sikh
calligraphists did not encourage drawing portraits. Therefore, no
buhgd whether of the calligraphists or others, developed any style
in miniature painting. Whatever illustrations were produced and
made part of the Janamsdkhis or other works were got executed at
Lahore or some other art centre.
The third professional training imparfed in the buhgds was related to
the science of Medicine. One such buhgd belonged to Pandit Sarup DaS
Udasi. He was a great scholar and authority on Ayurvtd.
The
physicians at the buhgds imparted training in Hikmat and Chakitsd
(Medicine) besides treating the patients free. Pandit Sarup Das was a
great practitioner of Susrutd Samhitd^^ (an ancient Indian text on
surgery) and Chdrak Samhitd (a treatise on the Indian system of
medicine).* Another place associated with the medical profession was
^^ Ibid., p. 37.
^« Ibid
^^ Ibid.
^^ Susrutd Samliitd was written by Susruta, the famous ancient Indian surgeon.
He was, expert in restoring limbs of mutilated persons. The Susrutd Samhitd
describes such cases and other treatment as also the implements, at some length.
* Chdrak Samhita was written by Charak, a scholar of Ayurved of the Vedic Period.
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that of Jallianwala Bunga-^^ The hufigd here was noted for the treatment of skin diseases. The Udasi Bunga associated with Bhai Wasti
Ram also made an important contribution to this field. Bhai Wasti
Ram was himself a famous Vaidyacharya (authority on medicines).s"
Dr. Leitner, the first principal of the Oriental College, Lahore, who
did a lot of research on the indigenous education and methods of
teaching in the Punjab of his times refers to the buhgds as institutions
of Sikh learning engaged in imparting instruction in Gurmukhi and
Sanskrit. He lists five Gurmukhi schools and three Sanskrit pdthshdlds
being run in the buhgds.^^
The education imparted in these buhgds had a few distinctive features.
Not only religious but secular education also was imparted. They
were institutions of universal recognition of their times. They attained
a high degree of popularity and attracted students from far and near.
The learners flocked to these buhgds, completed their studies and, then,
in some cases, started their own pdthshdlas (schools) which earned reputation in their respective spheres.
Every buhgd had its own tradition, and the system of instruction
was traditional. No fees were charged. On the contrary, the taught
were given free board and lodging. Admission was open to all,
irrespective of caste and creedThe expenses of the buhgds were met by the ruling chiefs and
sarddrs. Sometimes, community grants were also made available.^*
As economic conditions deteriorated and funds grew scarce, the buhgds
ceased being philanthropic institutions. This brought about their
decline. Soon they ceased to be popular institutions of learning.
The buhgds^ it can be said, rendered valuable service for about 200
years. They not only served as a means of defence to the Harimandir
and resting places for pilgrims but also as promoters of the idea of
^^ Roshan Lai Ahuja, '*Bunge Jugo Jugo Atal", the AlochanH, (May-June, 1965),
p. 38.
^* Ibid.
Ak
the largest of its kind. There, Bhai Atma Singh taught Gurmukhi and the Granth
to 150 pupils. Five more tort^'a^ running Gurmukhi schools were: Bufiga Hukm
Singh, Bunga NurMahallan, Buriga Ahluwalyan, Bunga Anandpurian and Bunga
BrahmBuja. The Sanskrit Schools were run by these three bungas : Bunga Hukm
Singh, Akhara Braham Buta, Bujiga Mayanwala. The author has also given
details of the names of the teachers and the number of pupils who attended these
institutions. See Lietner, op, cit. Part II, Amritsar Division, p. 54.
^^ Roshan Lai Ahuja, op. cit, p. 35.
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self government in matters of the holy shrine. It is because of the
services rendered to the Sikh community by these bufigds that they are
remembered in their daily ardas (prayer) by the Sikhs as '*buhge fugo
higo aiar\ This is to say, *^Long live the buhgds'\
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COPY OF LAND SETTLEMENT OF AMRITSAR VILLAGE
TEHSIL AMRITSAR YEAR 1865.

No. Boundary Area 348 Map. No. 3
Serial No. 456
XXX
XXX

Side Amritsar
XXX
Patti
Dheri
XXX
OWNER
Tenant
Nationality
and
Possession

Name of the
tiller
description of
the kind, the
community
and residence
along with
the total land
under tillage
Name of
Well
Khasra

Seal

Darbar Sahib Guru Ram Das
through
Kharak Singh S/O Chet Singh
Deva Singh S/O Jodh Singh
Kuldip Singh S/O Budh Singh
Jodh Singh S/O Bhagat Singh
Jati Singh S/O Bela Singh
Sher Singh S/O Bhag Singh
etc.
Sadhu etc.
7
Rs
Annas
5
(12)
Orchard
6
Rs.
Annas
5
(11)
Under tillage
1
Rupee
Self
Through
Sher Singh Contractor
Bagh
Garden
Shiga
49
Corner
0
0
3
(2)
6
Corner
1

Guru

5^3

o

<

<

5
o
a-

n

CD

O

CO

00

a-

3
O

cr
p
t3*

(Inside)

oo

(1)

>

CO

Biswa
16
9
5
1

P

•3
c:
^

2 (Guru)
19

61
12
Amount due from As!
Rs. 250.00
owner payable to Govt. Swai
30. 5
Total 280. 5

(Translated into English from original in Urdu, Personal Collection)

APPENDIX II
INSC RIPTIONS

(i)
The iDScription over the entrance to the Western side of the Central
Shrine from the cause-way reads :
( (

HH3 Htti?"
[The great Guru in his wisdom looked upon Maharaja Ranjit Singh
as his humble servant and caused him to render many acts of service
for the Temple in Saw^'ar 1887. (The year indicates the time of the
completion of the service).]
(ii)
The first inscription over the entrance to the Northern side of the
central shrine towards the Ghantaghar side runs :
"H^

gr? g^H^n ^ ^

HUrgi^ g ^ 5

HUS

sf^ wu

RUI

m^

sfl g^M^

H^

;^

H1

fRUI ?n ^ 5fHT^ HTUS3 HT W^ H 3 fHU| HTCFT^ rft ^ II

H)^3 "^tt:)"

p

luck for himself Maharaja Ranjit Singh
got executed the auspicious service of Guru Ram Das Ji in gold and
marble through Bhai Sant Singh Giani in Samvat 1887. (The year indi)

(iii)
The second inscription over the entrance to the Northern side of the
central shrine reads :
11

HHaig rll eft

felF

gg

^piT fjquj ^\

y^TQ^:p,^ ygg] f^'iy -^

?§fer3 fifui t?t § ^Gi' 3l5 ^ fe3 5fu 51HI TP^ 5fu R?^ sraret I
M
HH3 Httfd II
[This service to the Temple (in the shape of donating golden plate to
Mah
Kanwar Naunihal Singh in Samvat 1896. (The year indicates the time of
the completion of the the work).]
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(iv)
The inscription inside the central shrine towards the left side of the
entrance reads :

* \

B^B IRII gUT§ II 1{T;^ STg MF^rg Ry ^ 3 ^BS fe^g IRII d RH^ >H3IH U3?7
Hfu HTfe>}f iFfg ipii >Hn ^if HZF 3fe»ns ST^^ yifg ^ ^ r g 11311

[This gold plate was donated by Diwan Sawan Mai, son of Nirbhao
Das Lalwani of Sindh, Hyderabad in Samvat 1938.]
(V)

An identical inscription engraved on a gold plate of the same size,
stands fixed inside the central hall towards the right side of the entrance
gate also. The name of the donor is Diwan Chanda Singh of
Hyderabad, Sindh. Immediately above this inscription is a gold plate
which reads :
r

H^

Rfeurar ^^Rrfe 11 H ^ H^IST ^ 11 gistnt 11 H eiR aiu fRtf^T feg f3%

^R fy^R^T H^ H5 >>{^^ S 5fT^ ^Tfefl1§-II feg H5 3 ^ §?RT H Hrggi §0

5H'fe H]§- II fe»fai^ H?) 5fl H33t f?RT§^ ^Tl' 5T§ fll§ II fef jjT^f^ ^fg
^URr?3T ^ ^ j 5 ^ 5 3 | ^
^-^^ II g § »fryg gfe ^ ^ ^ ^ H offu>HT Rf
gSTHT^ ?ftt 11 afU 5UI3 tfHT^ gt(rR»iT gifg ^T^fs; of|»{T ilFfTt ?!tt 11 H ^Ufe

^ feR3' f ys] uf u?F feiff^ j»fu{Tfe HtO" 11 ^ are ^1R fRy^^ feg fef^ fef^
Hrgrf urfe ifit 11311
^ o s H^ 5f9T5^ fen ifgf ^ RJ gggrg Rrftjg fit ort RH3 i f ?)*S5f R^fug
tft RH3 H^rgsf H H 3 Htf 3M H'U{ HI ^M W ^ R T fm i^r ufeRfeHJ? 3USc?
i2T »ffe ^TH ^T gfg§ ^T^T ueUTgr^g fjfq :3T3 Hf^ II

TR'UI

[This golden plate was donated by Atma Singh, son of Hari Sai Mai
and Tarlok Singh son of Aya Das Mago by caste and natives of
Magh
(vi)

Another inscription nearby runs as under :
"H§

RfegiU l{RTfe ! Rgs HfijHT tf II H^ t ST^ ^Hfe f BW II U^ S'^T
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fe"-fe>HT OH ofo§ UTH ggrfe 30I sft^ inn ga^t n y^fe u^ i^fe§ 3 ^'foc^
^ 3 H3S off qifg^fT II »f-fe jqgr cfTg OTT '^ST fgoqr ^^nj gnrfe^HT IIHII c^
OfO 5fH§ 3 1 0 fT^ H f%§ 30 §T4fe§ ^ fel^fT^T 11 Ulfe 0l H^fe feOH? § t
3 yT13 tf^»r?>T IP g g 3 7I3H 50H3 3 O^fo^ »fHfgO Hfe ^
U'^
HTOT ^ U^fe y^ ofO ^ ^ ?iT^5f gT3 gHTHt |I3
t055 R ^ ^O^e! JTI ^ 0 ^ 0 RTfog tit 5?^ 3^0^ fm PTSTS Or^SfU^
^
HH3 ^tf53 »iH :58 HH^^O II
[This plate was donated by Tara Singh Kalal of Rawalpindi on Asu
24, Monday, Samvat 1923 (AD 1866).]
(vii)
Inscription on the arch to the southern gate of the central shrine
states that the gold plating on this side of the shrine was got done by
Maharaja Sarup Singh of Jind in 1920 BK (AD 1863).

APPENDIX III
BHAI MANI SINGH
Bhai Mani Singh belonged to one of those medieval Sikh families
which were renowned for their fighting traditions. He not only proved
himself to be a worthy descendant of his family, but distinguished
himself as a great scholar and efficient administrator too.
Mani Ram (later on Mani Singh) son of Mai Dat and grandson of
Ballu (a bodyguard of Gurn Hargobind and killed in the battle of
Amritsarin 1634) was born on Chet 5w^z 20, 1701 BK. (AD 1644) at
Kiratpur. Mam Ram joined service with Guru Har Rai when he was
only thirteen years old i.e. in 1714 BK (1657). Thereafter, he served
all the three succeeding Gurus in very important capacities. In Samvat
1716 (1659), he was married to Sito Bai daughter of Lakhi Rai, a rich
contractor of Delhi who, later on, earned fame for himself by carrying
away Guru Tegh Bahadur's body from the place of execution (Sis Ganj
in Delhi) to Rakab Ganj for cremation at a great personal risk. Mam
Ram accompanied Guru Harkrishan to Delhi in 1663 and joined
Guru Teg Bahadur at Chak Nanaki in 1729 BK (1672), where he
devoted himself to the compiling and transcribing of Gurbani, At
the time of the execution of Guru Tegh Bahadur, Mam Ram was in
attendance on Gobind Rai (later on Gobind Singh) at Anandpur, He
was given a special assignment by Guru Gobind Singh. At the relatively
young age of 35^ he became a celebrated theologian at the Guru's
Darbar. He accompanied Guru Gobind Singh to Dehradun to express
sorrow on the death of Ram Rai (18 Asu, 1744 BK, 19 September
16S7). He was sent to Dehradun for a second time at the request of
Mat a Punjab Kaur, widow of Ram Rai for suppressing refractory
Twa^-^/i^^ of that order and for restructuring the management of the
Sikh centre there. Bhai Mani Rarji gave ample proof of his martial
spirit in the battle of Bhangam (18 September 1688) and in the battle
of Nadaun (20 March 1691). For his bravery and mastery of arms,
he was regarded as one of the outstanding soldiers of the Guru.
But Bhai Mam Ram was a man of religious bent of mind. He occupied
himself in giving exposition of hymns of the Guru Granth and attended
to day's religious duties. He is said to be the originator of the hatha
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tradition of the Sikh worship which later on was introduced at the
Harimandir as an essential part of the spiritual service at the Temple.
This was when he joined the Temple in 1699. His excellent services
earned for him the rank of the dtwdn of Garu Gobind Singh in 1691.
At this iuncture of his life Bhai Mani Ram went to his native place
He was present
Multan
at the famous Baisakhi festival chosen by the Guru for administering
Khande di pdhiil (30 March 1699) to the Sikhs. He also took pahul on
this occasion along with five of his sons and was now Christened as Mani
Singh. Sometime after that he was appointed granthi of the Harimandir by Guru Gobind Singh* He spent a major part of the rest of
his life at Amritsar, where he managed the Temple, consolidated the
position of the Khalsa and prepared them for a bold response to the
desperate situation in which they were placed after the death of Guru
Gobind Singh. He was executed by the Mughals in 1734 for failure
to deposite th^ stipulated sum of money for holding a fair in the
Golden Temple.

J

APPENDIX IV
A copy of the Dastur-uWAmal (English Translation as given by Ian
J.Kerr in his article, ^The British and the Administration of the
Golden Temple in 1859,' Published in The Panjab Past and Present,
Vol, X, Part II, October 1976, Punjabi University, Patiala, pp. 317-321Translation of Administration Paper for the Sikh Temple, dated 15th
September, 1859.
Administration Paper for the better management of the internal
affairs of the Sikh Temple at Amritsar drawn up by Raja Teja Singh,
Sardar Shamshere Singh, Sardar Dyal Singh, Sardar Mahtab Singh,
Sardar Jymal Singh; Bhal Parduman Singh, Sardar Lai Singh, Bhai
MQI Singh, Sardar Mangal Singh, Sardar Hurdit Singh, Bhal Lehna
Singh, Sardar Jodh Singh, and signed in the presence of the Panches
and principal respectable merchants and residents, together with the
whole of the Pujaris and other officers connected with each College
and shrine on the 12th September 1859, at a convocation assembled
by the Deputy Commissioner with the approval of His Honour the
Lieutenant-Governor of the Punjab.
Preamble
It is a well-known fact that a dispute has lasted some \ ears among
the Pujaris, Rababis and Rdgls of the Temple concerning the distribution
of iht votive offerings. The Deputy Commissioner with a view to
effect an arrangement to prevent the continuance of discreditable feuds
in the 'Darbar Sahib' had addressed letters to the Sardars assembled
today-, in order that they may lay the basis for its future proper internal
administration. The Deputy Commissioner has, moreover, forwarded
for our inspection the various misls appertaining to the subject- In
accordance with the invitation above, the Sardars addressed have
assembled at the residence of Raja Tej Singh. We hcive pursued all the
papers. We have also enquired orally of all persons connected with the
Darbar. On reviewing the subject in its entirety it appeers, 1st, that
the sole proprietor of this sacred institution for c\tr: is Guru Ramdass :
no person else has any title to proprietorship*. The claim to the
Boviciate or chelaship belongs to the whole 'Kbalsa' body. The Pujdris
* See Appendix I.
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and others receive their wages from the offerings according to their
appointed dues for service performed.
First Grade
The Granthis of the Temple who read.
They are entitled to receive the pro>ceeds of the several Jagirs recorded
in their names. They may also keep any personal offerings which
may be made to them, exclusive of their share in the general contributions on the floor of the shrine. It is arranged also that when one of
the Granthis who have only a life grant, shall die, some provision out of
the offerings and out of the perpetuity tenure of the Head Granthi shall
be made; and it is hoped that some slight provision out of the lapsed
tenure may be released by the State.
Second Grade
They are the Pujdris (Mutasaddis) of the Temple, whose duties are to
look after the offerings, and the compilation of the accounts and
other minor offices. Their rank is above that of the Rababis and Rdgis^
for this reason that the latter have no concern with the above
important offices. The Pujdris receive a certain iixed allowance out of
the aggregate collections in perpetuity.
There are six pattis enjoyed by the following, and developing upon
their descendants :
Man Singh, whose son
Than Singh
Khoshal Singh
whose sons
is Jodh Singh & c.
whose sons are
are Ram Singh
Kuldip Singh,
Kirpa Singh & c
& c.
Taig Singh, whose sons Enjoying IJ patti- Hari Singh, (Urdasia)r
are Cheyt Singh, Bagh
Cheyt Singh Bagh
whose sons are Deva
Singh, & c.
and Gulab
Singh Singh, Shere Singh,
Singh f
and
Kanhiya Singh, Ratan
Shere
Singh.
Singh I
Dyal Singh, whose
Halfpatti.
The value of c^ch patti Is Rs.
son is Tye Singh & c
4^ per diem, or 27 company's
rupees per diem.
Third grade
The Rababis (Mussalman) Rdgis (Hindus and Sikhs), the choristors
and musicians they enjoy between them 15 Chowkis (fixed shares)^
8 to the Rdgis and 7 to the Rababis :
The Ragis :
(I) Bhai Man Singh, Deva Singh (2) Misr
(3) Bhai Lehna Singh & c.
(4) Ratan Singh & c.
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(5) Ganda Singh & c
(6) Agya Singh & c.
(7) BhaiBishen Singh
(8) Bhai Budh Singh
The Rababis :
(1) Bhai Buta & c.
(2) Bhai Khana & c
(3) Bhai Lalla & c
(4) Bhai Atra & c.
(5) Bhai Dittu & c.
(6) Bhai Amira & c.
(7) Hira, ShikarpuriaThe salaries are for certain hours of duty, as follows :
Rs. 282, Company's rupees, per month out of the collections in
perpetuity for the 15 chowkis.
Fourth grade
The Bell-striker, the Treasurer, the Key-keeper, Munshi, & c. and other
menial officers.
These all receive certain salaries from the Temple collections in
perpetuityIn addition, are 'gardeners', palki-bearers', *khalasis' etc, who
receive monthly pay from the collections. Their appointment and
dismissal (being stipendiaries at will) should be controlled by the
^Sarbardh' on report from the PiijdrjsInterlocutory Memo
The above is the exact state of the Darbar affairs. The following are
the replies of the convocation to the four queries propounded by
the Deputy Commissioner :
1st. What are the rights of the Pujaris ? Define their rights, & c.
Reply: Having carefully consulted the records of past years,
and being well acquainted with traditional usage, it is clear that since
Sambat 1872, in the reign of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, up to 1908, during
38 years, they received pay only for 14 years, viz. Company's
Rs. 63,054, in one year and two monhts; in another three; in another
four months; in another eight months; in others a whole twelve months
pay. For 26 years they received nothing. The extra Assistant cast
the average of the rate of payment they would be entitled to. A result
was attained (on the 6th August 1852) that the Pujdns were entitled to
an equivalent of two months on the whole proceeds of the year's
offerings. On this, vernacular proceedings, 31st August, 1852, was
drawn up by Messrs Saunders and Denison to the above effect. Notwithstanding that according to this the Pw/ar/5'have been paid, still
they have always been displeased. In the opinion of the convocation,
the decision of Mr. Cooper, Deputy Commissioner, on the representation of Sardar Jodh Singb on April 17th 1857, that three months
should be allowed and distributed accordingly, was highly equitable. If
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that arrangement had been allowed to remain, there might have been
no disputes. Because, if the collections of the jagirs allowed to the
Pujdris be taken into consideration which formerly were cast into the
treasury, the value will be equivalent to five months' assets. The
Pujdris now desire and pray that they may receive exactly in accordance
with the rules of Maharaja Ranjit Singh. In the opinion of the convocation, their petition should for the future be complied with. The
rules of Maharaja Ranjit Singh were that after paying ten months'
wages to the Rabdhis and Rdgis and other dependants, and defraying the
miscellaneous expenses of the Darhar, sometimes two months, sometimes four months, sometimes eight months, sometimes twelve months,
according to the balance in hand, be paid to the pi/jdris : sometimes in
case of deficit nothing at all (it hss been shown that out of the 38 years,
in 26 years they received nothing). In future, therfore, it is laid down
in accordance with the above as follows—that after payment of the full
ten months' wages to the Rabdhis, Ragts and mendicants, and defrayment
of the necessary expenses, the balance, more or less, shall be distributed
over the six pattis of the Pujdri shareholders, according to their several
shares, on condition of good behaviour. Should ever possibly there
remain a balance after distribution of a full twelve months, it will
be credited to the Temple- On the question of the right of transfer,
the convocation rule that no Pujdri has a right or title to sell or
mortgage his property in the six Pattis. The rights devolve to his heirs,
male, direct, on condition of good behaviour. Should there be no heir
direct, transfer may take place by gift, in the presence of the shareholders of the ;7flm-to a grandson on the female side, or to a''chela"
on condition of his being a Hindu Sikh. But should there be a flaw
or imperfection in the deed of conveyance, the right shall be
reserved to the shareholders.
2nd Question : Define, & c , about the Rabdhis and RdgisAnswer : We are clear that these cflScials are entitled to ten months,
having always received this sum, on condition of good behaviour, in
perpetuity, after deduction of certain trifles according to traditional
usage. They are to perform their functions daily. Fifteen days of
absence only can be allowed, on report to the Sarbarah, for special
circumstances. They can find their own substitutes, who will remain
untill the return of the incumbent.
1

3rd Question: As to making over the control of the public buildings.
repairs and adornments of the Temple and the custody
of the accounts.
Answer : These duties had in the Maharaja's time been performed by
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Bhal Sant Singh and his sons. These duties have been made over to
Bhai Parduman Singh, his grandson, who conducts the duti:s, and no
doubt will continue to do so to our entire satisfaction.
4th Question : Can the Temple affairs be peaceably conducted without
the support of Government or not ? If it can, how ? If
not, what are the causes ?
Answer : In the opinion of the convocation, this is impossible.
Great disputes will supervene between the Pujaris and Rabdbis and Rdgis.
In the first place, there will be robberies of the offerings. At the
time of distribution, without a *Hakim' to keep the peace, distribution
will be impossible. In addition to this, the peaceful management of the Temple and good repute of the Government are closely
allied. The ^Sarbarah' or Extra Assistant will not have the slightest
connection either now or hereafter with any religious question raised.
It seems proper that there should be some responsible authority who
will have an eye to the bad characters who may occasionally assemble,
in order to keep the general peace undisturbed by precautionary
measures, and that this authority should especially be present once a
year at the distribution. It will be requisite that an upright and
honourable Sikli or Hindu should perform this duty; and especially
one without sectional jealousy. The convocation have especial reason
to be pleased with Sardar Jodh Singh. On his demise or resignation,
doubtless the Government will secure a successor, as above desired.
In addition to the above decision, a general warning (in the spirit of
Circular No. 42, dated 8th April, 1859, from the Judicial Commissioner) is held out to all the Pujdris, & c. connected with the Darbar
Sahib, that persons connected with it should maintain the decorum
enjoined by tradition, that they should never appear in a disorderly
manner within ^the [precincts, and that they should refrain from
tampering with|^the|offerings, on which conditions alone they will be
entitled to [their payments. In case of proved profligate conduct,
according to the term of tbe Circular quoted, the offender is liable to
ejection.
A Darogah on Company's Rs. 6 a month should be appointed out
of the Temple proceeds to guard the offerings at the shrine, to be
changed every six months.
These two documents are found in a number of Government
records, e.g. Punjab Government Judicial Proceedings, October 29
1859, Nos. 47-48; Government of India, Home Public A, Proceedings,
Nos. 65-71; 'The Golden Temple or Darbar Sahib at Amritsar', Punjab
Government, Home Confidential File A, Printed Notes, ca. 1890.
p

APPENDIX V
LIST OF GRANTHIS
The following granthis have served the Temple since its very origin :
Baba Buddha Ji
Bhai Mam Singh
Sant Gopal Das Udasi
Bhai Chancha] Singh (Nai)
Bhai Atma Singh
Head Granthi
Assistant Granthi
Assistant Granthi
(Grade Second)
(Grade Third)
Bhai Sham Singh
Bhai Makhan Singh
Bhai Gopal Singh
Aror a
Brahman
Bhai Jassa Singh
Bhai Ghaniya Singh
Bhai DiWan Singh
Aror a
Aror a
Brahman
Bhai Jawahar Singh
Bhai Bhagat Singh
Bhai Hira Singh
Saim
Arora
Brahman
Bhai Harnam Singh
Bhai Sunder Singh
Bhai Partap Singh
Saim
Arora
Brahman
Bhai Fateh Singh
Bhai Sant Singh
do
Arora
Arora
Bhai Gurbachan Singh
do
Arora
(Sh
Committee takes over the charge
and cne more post of the Assistant Granthi was created)
Head
Assistant
Assistant
Assistant
granthi
granthi
granthi
Grade 3rd
Grade 2nd
Grade 4th
Bhai Fateh
Bhai Gurdit Giam Kart
Bhai Labh
Singh
Singh
Singh
Singh
do
do
Bhai Thakur
Singh
do
Giam Bhupinder
do
Singh
Giam Chet
Giani Kirpal
do
Singh
Singh
Giani Kirpal
Giani Sohan
Man
Giam Sahib
Singh
Singh
Singh
Singh
Giani Sahib
do
Mohan
Giam
Sampuran
Singh
Sinsh
c?
Singh

APPENDIX VI
FACSIMILE OF THE BAKSHASNlMl
(EDICT OF HONORARIUM)
ISSUED TO BHAI BOORA, THE RABlBl.
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TRANSLITERATION

[Instalment of Bhal Boora (a descendant of Bhal Babak) as a rabdhi
of the Harimandir and the settlement of his emoluments.]

II Hfe Hi y\-^w Mifu II RpgyV ^R ^§sfTg II

SSHI

7|T

t

tf^l sggTg n

'>rft|3Rg Ht >HR UUH HS'H^ »IRgT^ UfaHS^ FFfeH H1 ^ H R^Sf gT§gt fRW
Rg^ ^^3?) ^

^grgf^ Rg g yfo^T ql || gyt^t TRV ^ § UtTTgl>HT fRUJ §

^H^t u faT»{T § II g s ^ ??3^ Tr?JH ^ HH II t fg^u ^ RH g??^ ^ ul csut" ii
fen ^R§ §g Rs^u uel §q[ 3gTg! ^ ¥ST B^ uigr t ^5f3 C?T n t n R Hsjgu
of!3T ^ U l t II R ^rgl ggr ggrgf Rgg ^lU3^ 5?T »fti5fTgl g || R R1 Uig
Hfug Ht ^ gu ^Sf3 »fgT5l

UTR^TR U §

^ j^gr^g Sflgr

R1

•^^'^^

|| § fy^Hfe ^ ^rgl

grgs? ^ g^g g]| ufg aifge Rlug § g i H^ y^ tonfe sfM R1 IfeR^ R §
^ S l g 3 t 54THST ^TH^ )| Rgn ^IgHcS § Qw^ ^iH§ ^5!^U RH9 t

§

^S

5fl3T 5 RgS i^T II gg ^ 3 H3H S ^ ^ !l) »{S »f^ § f s l 313 ^1
Rgn i5T 11 ^3RT5l gu^T J53§ s l UU §1 I R Ul S1>HT TTTfar 11 gg ^^3 R ^
HQCSU

H 3 t t ug 5l >HRT gl ^l»iT TF€3TT II fe^ RTfg§ nfuM yg M ' 3 M^^ ngi
^ » r ^UT§ II ^ f^)>{T^T :§^ §pf 5/1 § ^ fgR g1 ^H5] ^T ^^gfl II >^{g gg
^eS^S lj[T5l § §g H?^Rg ^ 11 fHR ^^^^ 5?T f g ^ g;§gfr gr ^§ § ^ ^ 7^313^
^u II fR ^5f3 H UBT^ § :? 1) H^T ^ gy ?s^s 111 gg i{ HR nfT^ii=) MH gg
.^sfH f5frg»fi R^T guuftw 11^1} sl>HT sfgijt II (?) II HUT9 TFg gg II ffTR ij[T?j|
t fyi ^fgM s t f5ffg>>f ^Isf^ ^ H Rgs sf^gns 3fg^f<tun R :?I) R ^ ^ B U §
fefg»IT § ^?gr^ ll ^ ?f^ Sfl ^s/t Sfgrfgyr || |_) y ^ »|T^ ^-^ ^-^^

f;jqg ^r^*!
*

^ fgj5 € ^ RR5?^g ui^T § R sfl yfgsl Hfis yg ni) R?T gyfe-^HT ii »jg §fl
^ ^g ug 11 = ) SR )HJ§ n?Ufefg>v{T^ =1) fesf lufe>HT SIM^ iqr^gTT n mu H
^ g §ira feyr g R Rg^ f ^ JH^sm 5TH1 1 3 ^ si MT ?pigF 11 nara 5^^]
1 3 ^ Wm M H^TRg 5 grg >^:gHl RH3 ^Sl ^^^ S Ufg H5fT yg ^rR§
Rg^ t feMTf H ^ HfsfMT g s r7'5 R^sl »jg atnl 3 t
^? § S

»{TSH!

fe^ IjTR 11 f^

ggr $g

^R 3 B

M^HHI

feSf qTR f :a

s f II »ig Rglg 3fT g g n 5
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uy Hy H 5?g nutg ^yf u€ ^^

g s u^ § fe ug § t n ^ t ii H m ^r

^f^

UTTutw fHiyt f ^ r F fee 5^^ sff 3T H O T R HJ gj^ ^ H S T R mf^g i^t sft
§SH'3 § fg-dT^gt 3fT §3HTg ntgr^ ii feR ? m § feu ?sf^HH gyaR^^^T grgt
53 t

» r i E t >HT7 Ul»F HUU^Si J^Tfe fetf ^t^T U ^ R?Je U? II U^^ f^^

^M RHH ^tf33 fg^R U^^ ^ ^

fes

^tu^Tg II eut H^KTU fRW giggt g r ^

utgT few gragl ^ RUT ^gin TRW grtgl ^g^^'t i s ^ g fRUj H R ^ -^H^^ \\ g^t
iref RH5 ^tf3 (^) ^"R ^
. fR'uj UW^ RUl ^gn fRW UHTUl SgT fHUf UTPgl
Rut ^H fRW gyt»ff
^' 5T fR u[ q yl>HT
RUl Sf^H fRUI nift»{T
RUIH

gg[l»f...s

RTU fR"w

HUt ^ ^ rR"u[ UTITUt
rij[3irs TRW UHTut
feir^ fRui g'5(T RuT

Rul 3T^ ufufen fnw uHrgl

3is

TR'W

ulgf TRW
HUB fR"uf grtgl 5fT Hoi

RUt gJSrg fR"uj
gffe fRUf
3T5l feu^S fRUf
5TH! 5fH)-f fRUf

HTR Ht 5fT
U?S fRUf UtTgt

RU! ^ U t R ^ fR^Uf IfHTUi
RUt U^H fHW UH^uT
RHtfS fRUf y^qraf^
RUt R 3 fRUf M U H T R W
SRysr ((n fRUf
RUl ^Tgl gjgjT fffui

HfUHfRtm^

Rut ^ a r fR"uf vHueml^T
gTH ^RUj MU^BTFlW
tf>>f g fR^Uf >>fUgrRl>>{T
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w^ OT^ fHur ^ I g a w^ w s Hi^gl u. 381 §' d
Rul Hs fnuf isr giHt M ^ HHyn u^t ^5t WR' fm
^

4

r

•Manuscript (Authoress* personal collection).

*

APPENDIX VII
SOME FAMOUS RABABIS, RAGIS AND KIRTANIAS
OF THE GOLDEN TEMPLE

Rai Balwand and Bhai Satta were the first rabdbis to ser\e the
Harimandir under the patronage of Guro Arjan Dev. Then came
Bhai Babak. He was a skilled rahdhi and a warrior of Guru Hargobind's
time. He served the Temple for many years and also took part in
the Battle of Amritsar (AD 1634) fought by Guru Hargobind against
the Mughals. Babak died at Kiratpur in 1642.
Bhai Abdullah and Bhai Natha were the famous dhddhls employed
by Guru Hargobind to sing vdrs (heroic ballads) at the Akal Takht.
Bhai Abdullah's full name was Mir Abdullah. He belonged to the
village of Sursing, District Amritsar and was an expert rfl/>56-player.
His companion, Bhai Natha belonged to Sultanwind, District Amritsar.
He played on the dhad. Bhai Abdullah and Bhai Natha were very
popular in their time. They, it is said composed many heroic ballads.
The kirtan services got regularised after Bhai Mam Singh was
appointed manager of the Harimandir in AD 1721 for the second time.
A number of rabdbis and rdgis served the Temple ever afterwards.
Of them a few of note were :
1. Bhai Mansa Singh (Maharaja Ranjit Singh's time).
2. Bhai Boora (appointed in 1880).
3. Bhai Sham Singh Addanshahi (b. 1803, d. 1926).
4.
1926)
5. Bhai Gaja Singh (early twentieth century).
6. Bhai Chahd (served the Temple for a long time in the prepartitioned days).
7. Bhai Moti (served the Temple for a long time in the prepartitioned days).
8. Bhai Lai (served the Temple for a long time in the prepartitioned days).
9. Bhai Hira Singh (b. 1879, d. 1926).
10. Bhai Santa Singh (b. 1904, d 1966).
11. Bhai Sunder Singh (d. 1938).
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12. Bhai Sher Singh RagT, Gujjaranwala (d. before partition).
13. Bhai Surjan Singh (b. 1911, d. 1965).
14. Bhai Samund Singh (b. 1904, d. 1972).
15. Bhai Gopal Singh (d. 1974).
A few of the prominent rdgis and kjrtamds of the present time are
1. Bhai Gian Singh Giani *AIniast'
2. Bhai Bakshish Singh
. Bhai Ba Ibir Singh
4. Bhai Gurmej Singh
5. Bhai Amrik Singh
6. Bhai Vir Singh
7. Bhai Surinder Singh
8. Bhai Hira Singh
9. Bhai Shamsher Singh
10, Bhai Chatar Singh
11. Bhai Gurmel Singh
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APPENDIX VIII
THE GIANI LINEAGE
The foJJowing persons from the Giani lineage served the Golden
Temple as its manager ;
Giani Snrat Singh (joined Temple services in 1805).
Giani Safit Singh (d- 1832).
Giani Gurmukh Singh (d. 1841).
Giani Parduman Singh (d. 1877).
1921)

APPENDIX X
HARIMANDIR SAHIB IN PUNJABI LITERATURE

Ever since the coming into being of the Hanmandir, it has been a
subject of adoration by Punjabi writers and poets. The faithful
believe that a dip into the Amrit Sarowar (the Tank of Immortality)
can attain for them redemption from all ills of life.
+

Guru Ram Das was the first Punjabi poet to introduce the holy tank
(Ararit Sarowar) in the Punjabi literature. He enumerates the blessings that a dip in the tank coupled with devotion can bestow on the
believer ;
^

**He who calleth himself a disciple of the true Guru,
Let him rise early in the morn and contemplate the Lord's name.
Yea, let him awaken himself thus in the early morn, and bathe in the
Pool of Nectar.
Let him dwell upon the Lord through the Guru's word that all his sins
are washed off.
And when the sun rises, let him sing the Guru's Word, and reflect on
the Lord's Name, upstanding and downsitting.
Yea, he who contemplateth my Lord with every breath, he, the Devotee,
becometh the Beloved of Guru.
He on whom is the Lord's M-ercy, him along he instructcth in the
Giiru's wisdom.
Nanak craves the Dust of the Saint's Feet who contemplates himself and
maketh others contemplate the name of the Lord."
Sri Guru Granth Sahib (tr. Gopal Singh, Vol. T, pp. 305-06).
The next notice taken of the holy tank is by Guru Arjan. He is said
to have composed the following hymns on different occasions to
commemorate its completion and stress its importance as a place of
pilgrimage. The tenor of all these hymns is the Grace shown by God in
seeing it through, and the blessings that a dip in it can bring. Here
are their texts translated into English :
< i

I
God Himseff hath Come to Fulfil the Task of the Saints ;
yea, He Himself hath Come to Do the Task.
^
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And, now Blessed is the earth,, the Tank and the Nectar with which it is
filled.
Perfect is the Blessing of God, and all our wishes are fulfilled;
And our victory resounds through the universe, and all our woes arc
past."
Ihid, Vol. Ill, p. 783.

u
*'Hc whose task it was, He Himself Accomplished it : else, what can a
mere man do ?
His Devotees look Beauteous singing His Praise, and they ever proclaim
His Victory.
Singing His Praise, Bliss welleth up in one, and one befriendcth only
the Saints.
Yea, He who Caused il\t tank to be dug up
O' how can one utter His whole Praise ?
(The Merit of) all pilgrim-stations, all righteous deeds, all virtues (is^
in bathing in this Tank)
For it is the Innate Nature of the Master to Purify the sinners; and
Nanak's only Mainstay is the (Lord*s) Word/'
Ibid, p. 784.
IH
*'The Creator-Lord hath Himself caused the Neciar-Tank to be
completed.
And now (the Lord's) Riches rain upon me.
I'm now short of nothing.
For, such is the Will of my perfect Guru.'Ibid, Vol. II, p. 625.
IV
**0 Saints, beauteous is the tank of Ram Dasa;
Yea, whosoever bathes in it, his whole progeny is Blest.
He is acclaimed by the whole world.
And all the desires of his mind areifulfilled.
i
Bathing, his mind is at Peace,
For, he Contemplates his Lord, the God.
He who bathes in this tank of the Saints.
Receiveth the Supreme Bliss,
He dieth not, nor cometh, nor goelh;
(For) he dwelleth only upon the Lord's N
He alone knoweth this Wisdom of the Lo
Whom the Lord Blesseth with His Mercy.
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Nanak seeks the Refuge of the Lord, the God,
And all his woes and cares are past."
Ibid, p. 623.
V
**He who bathes in the Nectar-tank of Guru Ram Dass.
All his sins are washed off.
Let's sing ever the Praise of our Lord,
And Contemplate Him, associating with the Society of the Saints''
Ibid, p. 624.
VT
*'Bathe thou thyself each day in the Lord's Pool,
And Shake thou it, and Drink thou the Nectar of the Great Essence,
Pure, Immaculate, like water, is the Lord's Name,
Bathe thou in it, and thou art fulfilled.
Ibid, Vol. I, p. 199.
99

>

VII
**To Contemplate our Lord, the God, this Temple (Harimandir)
I've built,
that, congregating there, the Saints sing His Praise.
And Dwelling upon Him, their Master, they shed all their sins.
So Sublime is the Lord's word that hymning through it the Lord's
Praise, one Attaineth Siiipreme Bliss :
Yea, Sweet is the Lord's Gospel of Poise, for it uttereth the Unutterable Truth.
Auspicious was the moment, when the eternal foundations of this
Temple were laid :
The Lord is Merciful to me and all His Beneficent Powers have Blest
it.
Ibid, Vol. Ill, p. 781
99

vni
^'A Home, a Garden and a Tank have sprung up for me and I've met
with my God, the king.
My mind is Pleased, as are my Friends in Bloom, and we all hymn the
Praises of the Lord.
Yea, we Contemplate our True Lord and all our wishes are fulfilled."
Ibid., p. 782.
The identification of the city of Amritsar with the holy Temple has
earned for it a special feature of its being a city par excellence. The
bdni of Guru Arjan has clear reference to this City and the Tank on
this aspect :
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IX
"Eternal is this city of my Guru, my God : Contemplating (herein)
the Name, I have attained Bliss
And have attained all the fruits of my mind's desire; yea, the Creator
Himself hath Established it.
I'm Blest with Gladness and all my kindereds and followers are in
Bloom.
And they all sing the Praises of the Perfect Lord and so are wholly
fulfilled.
Our Lord, the God, Himself is our Refuge : Himself is He our Father
and Mother.
Sayeth Nanak : '*rm a Sacrifice unto the True Guru who hath Blest
this City"...
**His Glory Pervadeth all through : yea, His Praise one cannot utter.
Sayeth Nanak : Fm a Sacrifice unto the Guru who hath laid the Eternal foundations (of this City)."
Ibid, Vol. lir, p. 783.
X
'*I have seen all places : there is not another like thee, For, thou wert
Established by the Creator-Lord Himself, who Blest thee with Glory.
O Ramdas Pur, how thickly populated thou art, and wearest unparalleled beauty.
And whosoever batheth in thy tank, is rid of his Sins."
Ibid., Vol. IV, p. 1362.
The post-Guru Punjabi literature is replete with euologies of the
Harimandir and the Amrit Sarowar. The sublime beauty of the place,
its art and architecture, its buhgds and shrines, its decoration on festive
occasions and its serene atmosphere liave been a subject of great
interest to the Sikh bards (poets) and chroniclers. Some of the imporF

tant sources containing outstanding pieces of verse in euology of the
Golden Temple are given below :
1.
)

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

(P
Kesar Singh Chhibber, Bansdvah Ndmd Dasdn Pdtshdhidh Kd,
AD 1769 (pub.)Sarup Das Bhalla, Mahimd Prakdsh, AD 1773 (pub.).
Kavi Sau^ndha, Amritsar Mahimd (mid-eighteen century), (unpub.).
Buddh Singh Lahorl, Buddhi Bdridi Gianth, completed in AD 1811,
MS. No. 196, Guru Nanak Dev University Library, Amritsar.
Santokh Singh Kavi, Sri Guru Part dp SuraJ Granth, AD 1848 (pub.).
(pub
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9.

^

10. Gian Singh Giani, Panth Parkash, AD 1874 (pub).
11. Gian Singh Giani, Tawdrikh Guru Khdisd, AD 1892 (pub.).
12. Gian Singh Giam, Sri Amritsar Parkash n.d. (pub ).
13. Guru Mahimd Ratandvali, ed, Bhai Kahan Singh Nabha, MS.
The collection contains significant verses of some prominent poets
of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, who had composed
them to describe the mahima of Sn Harimandir Sahib.
14. Puran Singh, Ustat Sri Amritsar Ji ki, AD 1833, MS. Sikh
Reference Library, SGPC, Amritsar.
15' Sant Singh Chhibbar, Amritsar Mahimd, n.d., MS. Sikh Reference
Library, SGPC, Amritsar.
16. Buddh Singh (Mrigafid), Amritsar Upmd, MS. Personal Collection,
Prof. Pritam Singh, Arvind, Mall, Patiala.
17. Jai Singh Saini, Sri Amritsar Ashtak, MS. Bhasha Vibhag, Library,
Patiala, No. 287.
18. Sant Lai Singh Nirmala, Sudhdsar Mahdtam, MS. Guru Nanak
Dev University, No. 954.
19. Muhakam Din, Siharfi Ustat Sri Amritsar Ji Ki, (pub.).
20. Srt Amritsar Ji Kt Ustat, (pub). Raj Prakashan.
21. Ustat Sri Darbar Sahib te Amritsar ^ahar, MS
Dev University Library, Amritsar, No. 986-
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GLOSSARY
In this study many terms and words from Persian, Sanskrit and
Punjabi languages have been used. The most commonly used wor*ds
are listed below >
dbri: a stone*in natural hues with fibres and textures.
Adj Granth : the Guru Granth Sahib, sacred scripture of the Sikhs.
Ahluwdlid : the Sikh section of the Kalal caste.
Aikdddshi: eleventh day of the light or dark half of a lunar month in
Indian Calendar.
Akdl : deathless, eternal, the Timeless one, the God.
Akal Buhgd : Pavilion of immortality. The place of the sixth Guru,
Hargobind at Amritsar opposite to the entrance (Darshanl Deohrl)
of the Golden Temple.
Akdl Takht : The throne of the Almighty : th^ highest seat of authority
in the religious hierarcy and political matters of the Sikhs The
foundation of the Akal Takht was laid by Guru H&rgobind in 1606
at the site where he was bestowed with pontificacy.
Akdli : the name of a class of orthodox Sikh devotees who wear blue
dress; a devotee of Akdl (the Timeless One, God); also known as
Nihangs a particular class of the followers of Guru Gobind Singh,
The term has been variously used and designated at different levels
of the development of the Sikh history. During the Sikh struggle
for independence in the eighteenth and ninteenth centuries the title
was designated to the Sikh warriors noted for their bravery, strict
discipline and sacrifice for the Sikh faith. During their reign of
Maharaja Ranjit Singh, the Akahs formed a group of self-styled
guardians of the Sikh faith defying even the state rule of
lav^. The modern Nihangs are the descendants of this group. In
the early twentieth century, the title of the Akdh was adopted by
the Sikhs, agitating for the Gurdwara Reforms Movement and the
general uplift of the Sikh community. At present the term stands for
a member of the Akall Dal, the dominant political party of the Sikhs
with its headquarters in the precincts of the Golden Temple at Amritsar.
akds : the sky, the firmament, the heavens, space, air, the atmosphere^
the celestial sohere.
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akhand Path : non-stop recitation of the holy Granth performed by a
team of grant his as readers.
akhdrd : A religious establishment, particularly of the missionary sects
of the Sikhs such as Uddsis and Nirmalds; the term is also used for
an arena, a court etc
akhbdr : plural of Khabar, news, newspaper, report etc.
aldms hird : A quality of the diamond.
aJankdr : ornament, jewels. Rhetoric, figures of speech.
AmavasjAmdvasaya : Fifteenth or the last date (having the darkest
Moonless night) of a dark half of a lunar month in Indian Calendar.
amrit : nectar of immortality; the water used for baptism in the initiation cermony of the Khdlsd i.e. pdhuL
Amritdhdri . a baptised Sikh.
Amrit KundlAmrit Sarowar : The reservoir of the nectar of immortality.
Anand : pleasure, delight; a rdg] one of the sections of the Adi Granth.
ArddsjArddsd : Supplication, prayer, petition, a letter, representation,
request; Sikh mode of worship; an offering to a deity used mostly
by the Sikhs.
arddsia : one who recites the ardds, supplicator, one who offers to a
deity; a Sikh priest who offers prayers.
Arord : a mercantile trading caste, particularly important in the
Punjab.
Artt/Arati/Arta : a ceremony performed by the Sikhs in adoration of
the Supreme Being by waving burning lamps before their holy book
the Gurii Granth Sahib; the hymns in praise of God sung on the
occasion of performing the ceremony; a platter containing a burning
lamp with several wicks; also the mood of utter humility and
spiritual dependence.
^r/f 5o/^//5 : a selection of hymns from the Guru Granth Sdhib sung
by devout Sikhs immediately before retiring at night, and also at
funerals.
Asd'.hope (of mansd-desire); a rdg; one of the sections of tht Adi
Granth.
Asa Di Var : a section of the Adi Granth^
asan/dsana : Yogic posture; abode of yogis, a body-posture; seat; a
woollen rug on which Hindus sit to perform their worship.
dshram/dsram : abode; residence of religious men, hermitage, institution
of a religious order.
Ashtamj: The eighth day of the moon; the birthday of Lord Krishna.
Ashtpadi : a hymn containing eight verses.
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dssa ' a rod; a sceptre.
Assu/Asuj: The name of the seventh month of the Hindu Solar year
(from middle of September to middle of October),
asthal jantu : earthly creature.
asthan : place, locality, spot, post, seat, station, abode, residence;
temple, shrine.
asthdpan : establishment, the act of establishing, appointment, to fix,
to set.
Aswdn/Asudn/MahdrdJ Jt Di Aswari : conveyance (as a horse, elephant,
camel) carriage, palanquin etc; especially the procession of Guru
Granth Sdhib^
atari : a small room built on the roof cf a house; a balcony.
athdnw/athaydni : an eight anna piece.
Athsath Tirath : Sixty eight holy pilgrim stations of the Hindus.
Atmd : individual soul; the self beyond body and mind, spirit, the
reasoning faculties.
avtdr/awtar : God's incarnation; incarnation of a deity, usually Vishnu;
a descent; human birth.
dwdgawan/dvdgawan : transmigration of souls coming and going.
Awdzd : the holy word; to read one or more verses from the Sikh
Scripture for the first time at the opening of the holy book, or before
the commencement of any religious ceremony.
Ayurved : Indian system of medicine; indigenous system of medicines.
Bdba : 'Father'; old man, th
k
/

'

Badhans : the name of a
Ad
bagh : garden; also a kind of coarse cloth, embroidered all round with
silk (patt) of various colours, worn by women of Punjab in old
times.
baguld : heron.
Bahddur : brave, bold, courageous, high spirited, a herO, champion,
a knight; also a title of honour conferred or affixed commonly to
the names.
bdhi : the side of (the tank).
Baisdkh : the second month of the solar year of the Hindus beginning
generally on 12th or 13th of April.
Baisdkhi; the first day of Baisakh.
Bakshish : beneficence; bounty; reward With money or blessing; a
present, gift, honorarium, gratuity, liberality; also forgiveness.
BakshishnamalBakshisrtama: the grant of a Bakshish; an edict or a
sanad of a Bakshish.
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Banda : a human being, name cf the Bairdgt disciple of Guru Gobind
Singh and the military leader of the Sikhs after the tenth Guru.
Bandais : the followers of Banda Singh Bahldur who commanded the
leadership of the Sikh community after the death ofGuiuGobihd
Singh from 1708 to 1716 A.D.
bdni : devotional poetry; the utterances of the Gurus and bhaktas
recoided in the ^^/ Granth.; the word, tlie Guru's word; the testament.
banjdrds/vanjdrds : traders, itenerant traders, trademan, pedlar, an
exporter of grain; a trader caste; also figuratively the seeker.
bdnkari : fine strip prepared from the marble.
bankhandi : the condition or state of living in the wildeiness.
baoli/bauJj ; a large well with stairs descending ito the level of the water.
barddari: brotherhood, men of the same caste, kinfolk, fraternity;
community, society.
Baroopid/Barupid/Buhrupyd : one who assumes v^Hous disguises, an
imposter, a hypocrite; a folk-artist.
batdsd : a kind of sweetmeat, a sponge cake also odWtd patdsdjpatdsd.
bdtja/bdtd : a pan, a large brass basin.
bdzdr : permanent market; a street of shops.
begarld : the coloured stone dresser.
ter/ben : the Jujube tree, a fruit-bearing thorny tree; a plum.
r

Bhdbrd : a sub-caste of the Aroras; a caste of the Jaini persuation
(chiefly employed in traffic), a man of that caste.
BhddronjBhddon : The sixth month of the Hindu Solar year (from the
middle of August to the middle of September),
-6/75: :'Brother'; a title applied to Sikhs of learning and piety; a title
of sanctity and respectability among the Sikhs; and epithet generally
used for a Sikh connected with matters of religion; kinsman, a friend;
the term is often used as a synonym for granthi andra^f or other
gurdwara employees.
bhaktajbhakat : A devotee of God; a man of God; an exponent of
bhakti; lit, participant (in God); a worshipper, a reh'gious man, holy
man; a pious man.

/

of
God
through
loving
adoaktilbhagti: The d
ration; belief in and adoration of a personal God.
Bhangi: Sweeper.
Bhangi Misl: One of the twelve misls of the Sikh federation that
flourished before the advent of Maharaia Ranht Sineh.
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Bhatt: A caste of bards and genealogists who kept genealogies of
important families; a division of Brahamns who sing eulogy in praise
of persons in the hope of getting rewards; a learned man, a scholar,
a philosopher.
bhent : offering.
bhikshus : monks.
Bigah/Vigah . a measure of land containing four Kandls, varying in
different places, as fixed by British law 120 feet square.
blr : volume; a book; a copy.
Biswa : the twentieth part of a thing, particularly of a bigdh of land; a
part, a portion.
Brahma : The Supreme Being, the all pervading; the Ultimate Reality;
the divine essence of the world.
Brahman : A caste of the Hindus, the first and foremost in Hindu caste
hierarchy.
Braj Bhdsha : Braji, a dialect of Hindi used in Braj area.
buddhd : elder; an old man.
Buddhd Dal : The old guard/the old league.
buddhi ; the mind as the source of wisdom; intelligence.
Buhgd : rest house, a place of dwelling, a store-house, also rear of an
army; a structure specially attached to a Sikh temple for the pilgrims
and to store one's luggage in; mansions erected by the Sikh sarddrs
around the Harimandir (The Golden Temple) for the defence of the
Temple and the occasional stay of the sarddrs, visitors and the
pilgrims; also the lofty peak in which an Akdli/Nihang finishes his
head dress,
Buhgai : The manager of a Buhgd.
chabutra : a raised platform.
Chak/Chak Guru : a settlement; a village, a town (later named Amritsar)
foulnded by Guru Ram Das, the fourth Guru of the Sikhs, also
called Chak Guru Ram Das.
Chakitsd : Medicine.
chakra : a circle, a wheel, a large sized ring; one of the arms worn by
Nihangs upon their headgear (turban).
chdnani : Canopy.
Chandan : Sandalwood.
Charan Kamal Arti : a section of the Adi Granth.
Charat : offering.
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Chaudhari : a person of distinction in a village or a number of
villages, both for his special position and his recognized connection
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with the officials of the government; a landlord, a big farmer. Most
commonly used as the principal purveyor of the markets in towns
or camps.
Chaukt/Chaunki/Chawkj : A police post; a place where guards are
placed; a customs or octori post; a group of devotees; also a team of
rdgis and rababis employed in the service of the Harimandir,
chaur : A fly-whisk made of the tail of Yak used as a mark of respect
for royal or holy persons or scriptures.
chaurbarddr : the fly-whisker, one who fans the chaur.
chela : a disciple, a follower, a pupil.
Chetr/Chetra : the first month of the Hindu Solar year.
chhabbds : tassels.
chhabil : a stall set for supplying drinking water to the visitors and
the passerby.
chhatank : a unit of indigenous measurement, l/16th of a seer.
chhatar,: Canopy.
chhatn : a Mughal style of architecture of the entrance gate of an airhouse, also Kiosk.
chhauni : camp or cantonment.
chhevin : Sixth.
Chhibar : a sub-caste of the Brahmans.
chobddr : a mace-bearer, an attendant carrying a staff or a mace.
chubachchd : small tank to provide water to the visitors to wash their
feet before entering the precincts of the temple.
DaftarIDufter : Colloquially the office and interchangeable with Cutcherry; the record room; also record of accounts; a book; a volume;
a register.
F

4

Dal Khdlsd : Army of the Sikhs; the united army of the Khalsd*
Dallewdlid : one of the twelve misls of the Sikh federation.
Dard Shdhi Ddt: an arch with two curves.
Darbar/Durbdr : A Court; the Executive Government of a Native
State; hall of audience, royal audience; a council of advisers;
generally applied to the court of the Guru, occasionally applied to
the court (government) of Maharaja Ranjlt Singh; the Lord's Court;
also used as synonym for Harimandir (The Golden Temple).
Darogd : Governor of a city or province; an ofiicial title; a superintendent, a manager; the head of a police station, customs, or excise
station, treasurer.
Darogd Safai I Officer-in-charge of sanitation.
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darshanldarsan : view, vision; audience with a person of regal or
spiritual stature; visit to a holy shrine or object pr person; the sight
of a place or a venerable person.
darshamldarsani: a good looking,
Gum
Darshani DeoharJ : the outdoor of a temple; the name of the threshold
leading to pass the bridge to the Golden Temple at Amritsar.
darwajd : gate, door.
dds/ddsa : slave; disciple.
Da'shahira/Dasahira/Dussehra : The name of the Hindu festival observe
in honour of Lord Rama's victory ever Ravana; also called Durga
Pujja, a festival of victory of virtue over evil.
DashmilDasmi : The tenth day of the lunar fortnight.
dastur : Custom, fashion, mode, manner.
Dastur-ul-'Amal: Rules of practice, manual of regulations, a code of
laws, a hand book etc.; rules and regulations, for the proper administration of the Golden Temple framed by British Government.
Daiwand/Daswandh : Sikh term for tithes (one tenth of the income) paid
by the true Sikhs for the Guru's fund fixed by Guru Arjan Dev; a
votive offering made by the Sikhs on charitable purposes.
ddt : arch, also a vault.
Daunl Tikkd : an ornament worn by Punjabi women on their forehead.
deep/dip : earthen-lamp, terra-cotta lamp.
dehin : ari item in the fresco-painting branch of the Sikh School of
Painting applied in the Naqqashi of the Golden Temple. A medium
of expression of the imaginative study of the artist's own creation of
the idealized forms.
deorhl : a porch, entrance gate, an entry.
dera : an abode; a place of congregation; a troop of Sikh army; a tent,
a camp; a place where the Sadhus and thtfaqirs live.
dhad : a kind of tambourine.
dhddi : one who plays on dhad, the ballad singer.
dharmajDharam : righteousness, conscientiousness, the appropriate
moral and religious obligajtipns .attached to any particular status in
Hindu Society: the moral law, the one ultimate reality, code of conduct in life that sustains the ?oul; ttie doctrine etc.
r
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Dhannarth : for reh'gious purposes, /5^/>.y/iand grants/ allowance fcr
religious purposes; also religious fund.
rdharamsdld/dharamshdld : the abode of Dharma; generally the Sikh
Gurdwara or Sikh place of worship; a building for any pious purpose,
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a place of religious assemblage; a rest-house for pilgrims and travellers.
Dharamsdstra ; theology.
Dhup gharl : a sun-dial.
dhupid : a sewaddr of the temple, one who burns incense (Dhup) in the
holy precinct.
dilrubd : a stringed musical instrument,
diva : earthen lamp.
Diwdli/Diwdii : Festivals of lights celebrated by Hindus and Sikhs in
the lunar month of Ka^tik (Ociober/November),
Diwdn : a minister, particularly a revenue or finance minister; a royal
court, assembly, a court of audience, a tribunal; Sikh religious
assembly.
Diwdn-Daroga I Treasurer; incharge of the cash oiferings of the Golden
Temple.
Dodb : a tract of land lyin3 between two rivers, particularly the one
between the rivers Sutlej and Beas.
dogd : a kind of plaster used in the fresco work of the Golden
Temple.
Duj: the second day of a half month (lunar) or the second dav of
lunar fortnight.
dukh : pain, sorrow, affliction, distress.
dukh Bhajani Ber/Beri : The healer of pain; one who relieves or
removes pain or sorrow; an epithet of God, the name of an ancillary
shrine in the precincts of the Golden Temple.
EkddashijEkddasijlkddashi : the eleventh day of each half of the lunar
month.
Ekam : the first day of the lunar fortnight.
fakirlfaqir : a mendicant; a poor man; a beggar: a Muslim monk;
loosely used to designate Sufis and also non-Muslim renunciants.
far ash I far as I fur dshe : A menial servant, particularly one who spreads
and sweeps mats and carpets and pitch tents etc.
Fateh : Victory, success.
fauj : A troop, an army.
Faujddr ; A Commander of the Military force under the Muslim
Government; a criminal judge or magistrate.
FirmdnlFurmdn ; an order, patent, a mandate, an edict, a charter.
gach/gachch : Cement, mortar made with lime; plaster; old mortar mud;
a lime stone.
gaj : a yard; a yard measure; an iron bar.
garhj: a small fortress; a castle.
V
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garwj: a mettallic; vessel for drinking water also called lotta.
gathri: parcel, a packet; the total of any amount; also luggage.
Gaukhdnd : cow-shed, a cow-house
Ghaiha : one of the twelve misls of the Sikh confederacy.
Ghalughdrd : holocaust. Great holocaust {Waddd ghalughdrd); destruction/loss of Sikh life in the battle (Feb. 1762) which was fought near
Barnala between the Sikhs and Afghans (under Ahmed Shah Durrani)
in which the formers sustained a loss of many thousands.
ghardyahd : bell-striker, one whose job is to strike the hour or the gong.
ghari : a period of twenty four minutes; a brass vessel used for measuring time which has a hole in the bottom through which, when the
vessel is placed on water, it fills and sinks in a space of 24 minutes;
also a watch, a clock.
gharjdl: A gong, a time-piece, a watch, a clock.
gharvanjhigharwanjh : the base of Dehin (an item in the Fresco-painting),
a decorative device involving knotted grapples between animals,
balanced by similar style of floral patterns W'th strong drawing.
ghumdshtd : an agent, a representative, a deputy.
gidn : knowledge, divine knov/ledge.
gldnj : One possessing gidn (jnana or knowledge or wisdom); a reputed
Sikh scholar, a Sikh theologian.
Gobind/Gowind : an epithet of God.
godarjguddar : a beggar's patched garment or bedding; a ragged
quilt- The pious man can be found wearing patched garments.
golak : cash-box; a money box with a small aperture in the lid, a secret
reception for money offerings.
gond/gaund: gum, a kind of gum which was used in preparing the
mortar applied in the construction of the Harimandir.
Gossain : a devotee, a holy man; a caste of Brahmins; a title of respect;
also a sect of the Hindu ascetics.
Granth : book, volume; a religious book, the Sikh scriptures; the
appellation used for two sacred books of the Sikhs; the Adz Granth
(the first scripture of Sikhs containing devotional poetic compositions
Musi
Guru Gobind Singh)
granthi: the reader or reciter of the Holy Granth of the Sikhs. The
Sikh priest; the functionary in charge of a gurdwara.
guchchhd : a cluster; several pods united together; a tangle of thread
tassel.
guchchha sunaihari: Golden tassel.
gumhaj : A dome, a cupola; a temple surmounted by a dome.
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gur : Jaggery or coarse brown (or almost black) sugar, made from the
juice of sugar-cane.
Gurbdni : Guru's word, the sacred hymns of the Sikh scriptures.
gurbhdi : a fellow disciple i.e. of the same guru*
Gur^j/J^ : Literally Gurii's pleasure or conversation, the book containing the lives of the Sikh Gurus.
gurgaddl: succession to the spiritual throne of the Sikhs.
Gurmata : resolution, the mind, or intention of the Guru\ the will of
the eternal Guru expressed in a formal decision made by a representative assembly of Sikhs; a resolution of the Sarbat Khalsd,
gurmukh : a pious man.
Gurmukhi: proceeding from the mouth of the Guru spoken by the
Guru; the script used for writing Punjabi.
Gurpurab : A Sikh festival celebrated on the birth or death day of a
Guru.
guru : a religious teacher, a spiritual preceptor or a guide, usually a
person but sometimes understood as the divine inner voice. In later
Sikh theology the concept also culminated in the doctrine of the
Guru Granth Sahib and Guru Panth.
Guru dt Mohar : Guru's seal; seal of authority sanctioned by the Sikh
religion.
Gurudwdrd/Gurdwdra : Guru's abode; also a Sikh Temple of worship.
Gurii Granth Sahib : The Holy Book of the Sikhs called the Adz Granth/
Guru Granth/Sn Guru Granth Sahib, compiled and edited by Guru
Arjan Dev in 1604 A.D.
Guru Kd Bdgh : the garden planted by the GurQ.
Guru ka Bdzdr : the market built by the Guru.
Guru kd Lahgar ; free community kitchen attached to the Sikh
Gurdwaras.
Gwrs Pa/a//2 : the presence of the eternal Guru in an assembly of his
followers.
hajuri: presence, audience, in the attendance (especially of the Guru
or the gurdwdra).
hakam : a governor, a ruler, a magistrate, an officer, a master, a high
oflScer; highest authority.
HakiklHaqiq : Cornelian; a stone having red and pink shades,
hakiml : the medical profession; the healing art.
hakuwat : government, rule; power.
hans : a swan; the soul (religious term),
Hansli/Hasli: A canal so called from its lying like a silver streak on
the fair bosom of the DoaK
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Hdrh : the fourth month of the Hindu Solar year, which begins in the
middle of June.
Han : An epithet of God.
Harimandir : The temple of the God, the central Sikh shrine in "Amritsar
commonly known 2s the Golden Temple. It is also called 'Darbar
Sahib'.
Han Nam : the Name of God; in Sikh usage the meditation of the
non-incarnated God.
hartal : strike.
a physician, to practise medicine;
t/K
wisdom, cleverness, contrivance, an ingenious device.
bird : a diamond; good, virtuous; beautiful.
hukam : God's will, God's command; order, authority, (Legal or
executive), rule, law, direction, decree, demand.
hukamndmdlhiikmndmd : Epistle, letter, order of the Guru; a decree,
an order.
hiindi : A bill of exchange or draft payable at sight,
Hurmachi : A sort of cLiy, a kind of red earth used medicinally; of the
colour of hurmachi.
//a^a : a territory, a province, a dependency, jurisdiction, a.locality,
area etc.
ildqdddr : an officer of an ilagd.
illdchi/ildchi/Idchi : Cardamon; Illachi Ber, a quality of Jujube tree
bearing very small fruits.
itt : a brick.
Itwdr/Atwdr : Sunday.
jagdt : Duty, custom, tax.
Jagat : The world, the universe.
Jdgir : assignment of land or land revenue or a fixed sum of money for
services rendered or to be rendered or for the maintenance of an
establishment of officers and servants, an estate or holding, also a
pension in the rent accuring on land.
jdgirddr : holder OiB^jagir, noble, officer, man of rank.
Jaijiya/Jazid/Jizya : The poll-tax which the Muhammadan Law impcses
on non-Muslim subjects.
Jaldu/Jilwd : pomp, glory, splendour, retinue, a show of splendour; a
display of the precious articles and jewellery of the Golden Temple.
jal-jiva : creatures who cannot live without water.
jdli : net work, lattice work.
Jamddar/Jemdddr : a leader of a body of individuals; a native military
officer.
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jamdt : a multitude, an assembly, a corripany, aclass, a congregation, a
community.
Janawsdkht : a traditioneJ biography, especially of Guru Nanak Dev Ji.
Jang : battle, war, fighting, quarrelling.
Jangndmd : Record of a battle, chronicle or Diary of a battle/ '
Jontil : AD animal, a sentinent being, a creature, reptiles.
JapjJdp : Repetition, mentally or aloud of the name and attributes of
God, meditation, telling of beads.
Japji ; the opening portion of the Adi Granth.
jarat : joining, knitting, fastening; setting as jewels.
jaratkdri : the art of inlaying coloured stones in marble in set patterns;
in-laying of coloured cut-stone in marble. The type of work can be
seen in sufficient relief on the outer walls of the Central Shrine in the
Golden Temple,
y^r5?^ : the mode of setting jewels; studded with jewels; se^t^ fastened
etc.
jardii sehra : bejewelled gold-headband.
Jdt : an agrarian caste with strong military traditions dominant in rural
Punjab; a tribe.
jathd : a band, a party, a group of volunteers, military detachment
etc.
Jatheddr : steward, leader of a group, head incharge, commander of a
jatha. At present the title designates a leader-organizer of the Akali
Dal.
Musi
Jeth : the third month of the Hindu Solar year beginning in the middle
of May.
,
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jhdlar : a fringe, a ruffie.
jhandd : a standard, a flag staff, an ensign.
jhdru : a broom.
JhdrubdrddrIJhaiukashdn : one who sweeps, a sweeper.
jhuggt : a thatched hut, a small cottage.
jild : the binding of a book.
jiva/jeev : individual soul (of Purusha - universal soul), also a living
being.
jogz : from Yogi, a renunciant belonging to one or another of the twelve
Gorakhnathi orders; also a class of Muslim, faqirs who sing songs
as they beg.
jord : a pair of shoes.
jorebarddr : shoe-keeper.
*t
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JotI Jon : light, the flame of a candle or lamp ; a light generally that is
lighted before an idol; also vision; the divine life, the essence of the
Spirit etc.
jotia : lamp-lighter or lampman,
Julka : a sub-caste of the Khatns.
kabitt : a sort of verse, a kind of poetry^ a verse of four lines; a poetic
metre.
kachd/kacca/kuccd/kuchd : not baked, not burned, built of sun-dried
bricks; clay-built.
Kacchawa '• a musical instrument used in the olden days.
kachhjkachchhu : A turtle, a tortoise.
kahi: a spade, a shovel.
Kaji/Kdzi/Qazt : a Muslim judge, an administrator of Islamic law;
an interpreter of law {Shcird).
Kdl : time; age; season; death; fate.
Koldl: the brewer and distiller caste, a person of this caste; a distiller.
a seller of ardent spirits.
KalaslKaUIKalash : an earthen water vessel, used in Hindu worship; a
spire of a temple; a dome, a pinnacle.
kamdni: arch, frame.
Kamboh : an agrarian caste; a tribe, a clan.
Kanhaiyd : one of the twelve misls of the Sikh confederacy.
kaniz : a slave girl.
food dispensed in gurdwaras;
dIK
a kind of sweetmeat made of flour, sugar and ghee very extensively
used and generally distiibuted in the Sikh temples to worshippers.
Kdrddr : An agent of the government, an official, the revenue collector.
karindd : an agent, a servant, an employee.
karkhdnd : foundry, a factory.
Marmar
ilk
tank (Amrit Sarov. ar) of the
Golden Temple; the operation of cleansing the silt that had accumulated at the bottom of the Tank.
Kartdr : the title of God, the Creator.
KdrtiklKattak : the eighth month of the Indian Solar Year.
Kathd : commentary, narrative; preaching, a religious recital, exposition of a religious text; to read or recite a sacred book, to preach.
kat/d : A market; a section of city, residential area with a market, a
locality.
kattd : a kind of lime plaster; also a small scimitar.
kaurd : bitter.
1
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kavi: a poet
kavj Darbir : sessions of poetry recital.
kavyd §astra : the art of poetics.
kesadhdrilKeshadhari: one who has uncut hair on his head; a Sikh who
has uncut hair.
khabar : news; report; intelligence.
Khajdnd : a treasurey; collection of cash offerings.
khdkd : drawing, a plan, a sketch, a draft; an outline.
khaldsi : exemption, relief, a tent pitcher; a coolie.
khdlsa : the pure, the mastery's own, the land or village administered
directly by government or Sovereign, of which the revenue remains
the property of government. It has various technical meanings but
as we introduce the term, it is applied by the Sikhs to their community and Church as instituted by Guru Gobind Singh, also used
as collective denomination of the Sikh people and the Sikh government.
khalsd Barddari: the Sikh community; an association of the Sikh
community.
khdlsd Panth : the Sikh community.
khamir : a kind of mortar.
A:/7J/7 : a title equivalent to Lord or prince; a soit of vague title of
\
I

F

honour; a common affix to the name of Hindustani Muslim.
khandd : two edged sword, a broad straight sword, a two-edged
dagger.
khande dipdhul: Sikh ceremony of baptism.
khdnqdh . A place where Muslim mendicants reside, a Muslim monaastry, centre of the Sufis.
Khatri ; a mercantile caste, business community, particularly important
in the Punjab; also a synonym of Sanskrit's Kashtriya or Chhatri.
khattu : a stone with yellow or orange hue.
Khazdnchi : treasurer, also a cashier.
ceremonial
khiUatlkiUut : a robe of honour presented by a superior on
occasions as a mark of distinction;
khirdj : a tribute levied by a Muslim Lord, upon conquered unbelievers;
also land-tax; land revenue paid to the government.
khulld path : recitation of Guru Granth Sahib not bound by time.
kildddr : the commandant of a fort, castle or garrissonkirpdn : sword.
kirtlkirat : work, business, occupation, earning, profession, earning
one's livelihood; economic pursuit.
I

f
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kirtan : devotional music, the singing of songs in praise of God,
generally by a group and generally to the accompaniment of musical
instruments; singing of hymns from Guru Granth Sahib. ,
kiwdr : door; opening of the entrance doors of the Golden Temple,
kos/koh : a linear measure varying from one to two miles in different
parts of India. In Punjab it has generally been computed as the
equivalent of one and a half miles.
kotwal : A police officer in charge of a kotwdli, a thand or a police
station; the city police superintendent.
kotwaJi : police station or a thana, the chief police station in a town
or city.
,
ksatriyd/kashatriyd : the second varna, the warrior caste.
kuldddr : cap-wearing, a Hindu or a muslim, generally speaking a nonSikh. ^
Kumbh : pot, pitcher, or jar; these water-vessels are identified with
mother-goddeses, and thus represent the womb, the 'generative pot'.
Extensive use was made of water-vessels in Vedic ritual, a practice
that has survived to the present day.
kunjz : a key,
kunjibarddr : the key-bearer.
kuhwar : a prince.
Labdnd : the name of tribe generally professing the Sikh religion. Their
principal occupation is trade and commerce.
Lachchhmi!Lachmi : the name of Goddess Lakshmi.
Idjward : Ultramarine and sky-blu^e stone.
Lakh/Lac : a hundred thousand.
Idl : red (the colour of Spiritual Bliss); also beloved.
Ldlwd 11 : a caste of the Sindhis.
lambardar : the headman of a village.
'

•

•
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lafigar : public kitchen or refectory, community kitchen; the kitchen
attached to every gurdwara from which food is served to all regardless of caste or creed.
laskharjlaskar : an army, a military force.
Lat Sahib ', Governor-General (a popular corruption of Lord Sahib).
Mfl : God's sport, play, pastime; Divine workmanship, the creation,
phenomena, wonders; also the amorous sports by Lord Krishna
(Krishna lildj
lobh : greed, avarice; inordinate desire,
• .
Lohgarji : the castle of steel/iron, the fortress built by Guru Hargobind
at Amritsar to fortify the Temple and the city.
h
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LokalLok : three worlds-heaven, earth and the under-world; a sphere,
also people, individual.
lotallotta ; a small vessel.
Liimba : the name of a sub-caste of the Khstris.
WQchhjmachchh : fish, a large fish, the fish Incarnation; the first of the
ten manifestations {avtdrs) of Lord Vishnu; also mt^ant for crocodile
or sea monster (magar machh).
Mdgh : the eleventh month of the Hindu Solar year from the middle of
January to the middle of February.
Maghar : The ninMi month of the Hindu solar year from the middle
of November to the Middle of December.
Mago : a Hindu caste.
Mahdjan : a wealthy businessman, a banker, a money dealer, a merchant, one engaged in mercantile concern; also a mercantile caste
(banid) of the Hindus.
MahalajMahdlld : a code word used to distinguish work by diflFerent
Guriis in the Adi Granth. Gum Nanak, as first Guru, is designated
Mahald 1 or simply Ml the second Guru Angad; is designated
Mahala 2 or M 2.
Mahal; A house of the better sort, a palace, a big mansion.
Mahaht : chief, superior of a monastery or other religious institution,
manager and head of a religious centre.
Maharaja : the great King, the King of Kings, a supreme Sovereign/
Prince.
mahatam : greatness, grandeur, glory, generally of religious work or
pilgrimage.
mahimd ; glory, fame, splendour, eulogy.
Mdjh : a rag; one of the sections of the Adi Granth.
Mdjhd : the area of central Punjab lying between the Beas and Ravi
rivers.
*

w

r

Majhabi : the Sikh section of the Chuhad or sweeper caste.
Mall : the gardLer.
Malwa ; the plains tract extending south and south-east of the Satluj
river, particularly the area occupied by Ferozepore, Ludhiana and
Patiala districts.
Mamla/Mudmld : a money transaction; revenue.
mandala : region.
Manji : the master, steerman, headmen; holding a rank of authority;
also a bedstead, a cot.
manji Sahib : the supporting cot also called singhdsan.
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mantar : an inca.rnSit\on, a charm, spiritual instruction; a text of the
Vedas, a mystical formula.
mardang : a musical instrument; a drummarhi : a small structure raised ov^r ashes or the place of cremation.
Masahd : an agent or a representative of the Sikh Guru; the holder of a
manji; the Sikh priest appointed from the time of Guru Amar Das
onwards to exercise spiritual authority on beha'f of the Guru, to
r

receive offerings from the Sikhs and to preach Sikh ism in designated
areas. Later on the masahds became corrupt and they began to usurp
the offerings received from the devotees and behaved independently
regardless of the Centred authority of the GurU^ Consequently they
were disowned and suppressed by Guru Gobind Singh, the tenth
Guru of the Sikhs.
mdshd : an elementary weight of 15 grams, one twelfth of a tola of 180
grams.
niashaki: water-carrier, one who uses a mashak,
masnad : a throne, a large cushion.
motd : counsel, advice, consultation, to contrive to, be of one opinion.
mdtd : mother, a title of respect given to ladies; an epithet used for the
various incarnations of Devis (Godesses).
n}d)d : cosmic illusion, delusion or that power of nature which veils the
reality and thus produces error and illusion in our mind; the corruptible and corrupting world, also desire
meld : a fair; a festival; a collection of people at a temple, shrine holy
bathing place etc,
Mewrd : messenger,
milirdb : arch.

r

Mind : unworthy, low, mean; a nickname given by the Sikh Gurus to
those who pretended to become Guru while they were unfit for the
noble work; the descendants of Prithi Chand, the eldest son of Guru
Ram Das, who formed a dissenter group after being rejected to the
succession of Gurgaddi.
mwdra/wundrd : a pillar, a tower.
Mirdsi : a sub-caste of Muslim genealogists and musicians, also called
Dum; Muhammadans employed as musicians, bards and genealogistsMisar : A title of respect given to a Brahmin.
MisljMisal : subjection, dependency, allegiance, the documents or
records of a case in court, the files; the Sikh confederacies or Sikh
military bands of the eighteenth century; also used for the territory
or troops of a Sikh sarddr.
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Mislddr/Misalddr : chieftain or a sardar of a misi; also belonging to
the misL
Mishalchi/misdlchi : torch-bearer.
mistary/mistry : a foreman, a master-workman, ?n artisan; a mason.
Mittha : sweet.
mohd : infatuation, undue affection, also illusion.
mohrdkshi : fresco-painting.
A/o/7?/y : a gold coin, a gold sovereign; a seal; the impression of a seal
a stamp,
moi'chd : agitation.
inoti : pearl.
miiafi: exemption, exemption from tax.
mukaddam/muqaddam : a head-man of a village responsible for the
realisation of the revenue.
mukaish : gold or silver thread ornamentally used.
mukoishi : made or ornamented with gold or silver thread.
mukhtdr : legal adviser, an attorney, a solicitor; also a headman, a
director, a superintendent.
muldimi: softness, mildness, gentleness, tenderness.
muldmmd : plated, gilt, gilting, coating.
Mulldzams : Miscellaneous servantsMuni : hermit, sage, man of silence, seer.
munshi : a Persian scholar, a learned man, a writer, a dark, also a
title of respect.
Munsif: one who docs justice, a judge; a sub-ordinate judge; an
arbitrator.
musaddi/mutasadi : a clerk, a writer, an accountant; a learned man, a
chief writer in the service of a rdjd, sarddr or a chieftain; an epithet
of some priests of the Golden Temple, Amritsar.
ndg : a snake, a serpent, a cobra.
nogdrd : a large drum.
Ndi: barber caste; a barber.
Ndib : a deputy.
najarjnazar : offering, presentation from an inferior; a present from
a devotee or a disciple.
nakds ; issue, outlet.
Nakhds : an open market place where horses (cattle) are sold.
ndkkd : the mouth of a river.
Nam ; tne divine Name, the inner-spirit of things, the essence.
ndm-simran : repeating the divine Name of God, meditating on God.
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Nanak-Panthi: followers of Gurfi Nanak; those who believe in the
teachings of Guru Nanak.
Naqashbandi : an orthodox order of the Sufis; the Ma
Mo ement introduced into India during the late sixteenth century,
vigorously promulgated and expanded by Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi
(1564-1624), The adherents of the order aimed to establish the
doctrines, ideology and practices of original Islam in India. Tiieir
orthodox and conservative attitude effused reactionary spirit in the
contemporary society. Shaikh Ahmad Sirhindi and his disciples
piayed a conspicuous role in creating hostility between the ruling
state and the Sikh gurus,
naqqash : technical expert in the art of fresco-painting.
Narsmghdjsinggi : a horn used for cupping; a Jogl's musical horn.
Narsinghewdld : horn/conch-blowerNaimii/Noumin : the ninth day of each half month of the Bikarmi
year.
nautchjndch : a kind of ballet-dance performed by women; also any
kind of stage performance; a dance, a dancing room.
Nautch'Ghh : dancing girls.
Nauwin : The ninth day of each Bikarmi month; ninth.
Nawdb/Nabab : a noble, the governor, the viceroy; a lord, an influential
man.
Nayyar : a sub-caste of the Khalns.
nazrdnd/najrdnd : Tribute from a tributary, dependent, present from
an inferior to a superior; nazrdnd was taken on various pretexts,
generally for the nominal pay of Government servants, but really to
increase the revenue.
Nazim : officer-in-charge of a Nizamat, a governor.
Ndzu'lNdjar : an inspector; a Persian Clerk in the courts,
NeelamjNilam : the name of a precious stone; SapphiYe.
nehld : a small wooden shoval used in fresco-painting; an implement
of a mason.
nidht : treasure, wealth, val leable, prosperity : the treasures of nine
kinds.
Nihang : one who has nothing and is free from anxiety and care; a Sikh
of the Akdii class.
nikds : issuing forth, origin, outlet, spring.
Niranjana : immaculate, spotless; an epithet of the Supreme Being.
Niranjanid : a sect of the Sikhs with its headquarters at Jandiala,
Distt. Amritsar; a dissenter group of Sikh gurudom.
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Nirankdr : without form, incorporeal; an epithet of the Supreme
being.
nirgun : without qualities or attributes, formless, unconditioned, the
belief in a God, to be without form or incarnation; the absolute
God.
Nirmald : immaculate, spotless, pure; an ascetic and renunciant
belonging to the Nirmala order (a missionary order of the Sikhs); a
class of the Sikh devotees.
NishdnjNisdn : a mark; impression, a standard; a flag; a token, password; a sign; also the flag (Nishdn Sahib) erected in the Sikh
temples.
nishdnchi: flag-bearer or standard bearer.
niwds : abode; residence, a rest-house, habitation, dwelling, also a
house.
nokddr ddt : a pointed arch.
Ohari : a sub-caste of the Khatris.
Padshdh/Pddishah/Pdtshdh : King, monarch, sovereign, lord, master,
owner, governor, proprietor; also the Supreme Being, an epithet used
by the Sikhs for addressing their Gurus.
PddshdhhilPdtshdhhi : a kingdom, an empire, a realm, royalty; reign, a
kingly government, imperial, royal; also a spirtual Kmgdom.
pahld : the first.
pdhuJjpduhal : the rite of Sikh baptism, generally called Khande ki
pdhul^ that is water used for initiation according to the ceremony
adopted by Guru Gobind Singh at the time of the creation of the
Khalsa at Anandpur in March, 1699.
paJkdn : small scrafs used as side pieces in covering the Holy Granth.
pdlkz : a palanquin, a kind of litter.
Panch : a member of the panchdyat^ or simply a prominent person in a
village, a town; a muhaJld or a community.
PanchamilPainchami : the fifth day of a half month (lunar).
Panchdyat : A court of arbitration consisting of five or more members
chosen by the parties themselves or appointed by the civil officer of
the government.
pandd : an erudite person, a mode of address used for Brahmans.
pandhd : a master; a teacher; an instructor.
Panj Granthi : Religious book of the Sikhs containing hymns of the
Gurus.
Panj Kakke : the 'Five K's', the five external symbols which must be
worn by all members of the Khalsd, both by male and female. The
appellation is so called because all the five symbols bcginwith the
r
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initial letter ^k' (Kakkd); viz. Kei (uncut hair), kanghd (comb)^
kirpdn (sword), kard (iron bangle), and kachh (a pair of breeches).
Panj Pydrds : the five chosen ones who were given the first pdhiil at
the inauguration of the ceremony of this practice by Guru Gobind
Singh on the famous Baisakhl day of 1699 at Anandpur Sahib.
pankhd : fan.
panth : a sect, a community, the system of religious belief and
practice; the title designates the Sikh community.
pontine : concerning the S\kh panth.
pardchln : ancient, old.
parchdr : publicity, religious publicity; propagation of any matter
or religion; propaganda; also proclaimation or publication.
pargandh : A tract of a country comprising of many villages, a
district.
parkaramdiparikarmd : the circumambulatory path, around a holy
place or site or an idol of a deity.
parsdd/parshdd/prasdd : a food or sweetmeat offered to the God (devtds)
or a deity.
parwdnd/parvdnd : A written precept or command, an order, a letter
from a man in power to a dependent; a permit, a pass; a warrant;
a license; a writ.
Pdssi: a sub-caste of the Khatns.
patdsd : semi-spherical porous lumps of sugar.
path : reading the sacred book as an act of devotion; also to read, to
study a lesson.
pathharjpatthar : a stone; a precious stone.
pathavghdrd : stone dresser.
pdthshdld : a school, an Indian school, an institution, a Indigenous,
school or institution of learning.
patit : a sinner, fallen, an apostate Sikh, one who having accepted
baptism into the Khdhd subsequently violates its code of conduct
specially the ban on cutting hair.
pattd/patthd : a decorative border design used around the Dehin and
other styles o[ Naqqashu
patti : shares of the offerings, portion, a share; also a strip of iron, a
metallic band; a letter; a twin chip or a scale.
+

Patwdri : government official who acts as village accountant and keeps
the land records.
paur : stairs, steps.
paiin : staircase; steps; stanza.
I
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Phagun/Pholgun : the twelfth month of the Hindu solai year from the
middle of February t"o the middle of March,
phulerd/phulaird : flower-seller.
pir : the head of a Sufi order, a Sufi saint.
Poh/Push : the tenth month of the Hindu solar year from the middle of
December to the middle of January,
pona/paund : to put on clothes, to dress, to wear; separate bathing
enclosures set up for women to bathe in the holy Tank.
pord : lime plaster used in the fresco-painting,
potht : a book; a religious book; a volume.
potli : a small cloth bag.
paced : solid, complete, mature; built of baked bricks.
plijd : worship; especially idol worship, in Sikh theology the term
connotes to the worship of Nirgun God.
pujdri : a priest, ?n attendent of a tcn^ple.
Purdna : the ancient holy scriptures of the Hindus. There are eighteen
Pw'dnas.
Purdnic : of Purdna derived from the Pur anas.
F

Puranmdshz/Purnimd : the full-moon night.
purdah : a screen, a curtain,screening women from the sight of men;
rules of seclusion observed by the Muslim women.
pushdkas : robes, dress, garment, clothing.
rahdb : a stringed musical instrument; a kind of violin with three
strings, a rebeck.
rahdbi : A rebeck player, a performer on the rebeck; a Muslim rebeck
player who recited the hymns of the Sikh scripture Gura Granth
Sahib or Sikh ballads rdrs with the accompaniment, of rabdb
(rebeck).
radd : a layer of bricks in building; load piled up on load,
raees : a chief, head, a rich man, an aristocrat, also an amir,
rdg : a tune, a musical note; a series of five or more notes upon which
a melody is based; Indian m^^Iodic organization.
rdgi : a musician, a singer of raga; a musician employed to sing hymns
in the praise of God in the Sikh Gurdwaras.
Rdgini : a ^nh-raga; a sub-division of a rdg.
Rdgvidyd : knowledge of Music.
rahatjrahit : the code of discipline of the Khdhd; manner, way of
living, morals, principles, conduct, code of conduct.
Rahdu : a refrain in music; a pause in reading; style of reading or
singing, tone of voice; it is especially used in Gurhdni literature,
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RahirdslRahras : the evening prayer of the Sikhs, a section of the
Adi GrantII

Rahit Maryadd : rites, ceremonies, rituals, customs; modes of worship,
observances etc.
Raj : A kingdom, government, sovereignty, rule, dominions, also the
mason and bricklayer caste.
Raja : a king; also the title.
Ram : the name of Lord Rama; an epithet of God.
Ramdyan : the great Hindu epic containing the history of Sn Ram
Chandra, the king ot Ayodhaya.
Rdmddsia : a disciple of Gum Ram Das, an agent of Gum Ram Das,
also Sikh section of Chamar or leather worker caste.
Rdmgarhzd : a Sikh artisan caste, predominantly drawn from the
Tarkhan or carpenter caste, but also including Sikhs from the
blacksmith, mason and barber castes; one of the twelve wish of the
Sikh confederacy.
Rdmkali : a rag; a section of the Adi Grantlu
Ram Raimi ; Fortress of God.
Rahgarh : a Muslim Tribe who claim to be of the Rajput descent; an
agriculturist class of the Muslims.
Rahghretd : the Si^h sectioL- of the schedule castes or chuhrds or
sweeper caste
rasam : a. rite; a form, a ceremony, a custom.
r

Rati/Rat ti: a weight, the eighth part of a mdslid : the seeds of Abr us
precatorius growing in the hills and in the plains used as a weight;
also means very little.
Raiini : fortress.
rekhtd : lime mortar, a plaster.
rlshi : a person who has left the society for meditation and spiritual
perfection.
rozina : daily allowance, wages, pay, a stipend, pension.
Rumdld : a piece of cloth or a scarf in which a book is wrapped; scarfs
used in covering and wrapping the holy Guru Granth.
/Rap
t/Raiyat
sabadlsabad/shabad : a hymn; a sacred couplet, stanza from the Sikh
scriptures (Adi Granth) also a sound, voice, a word, a verse,
iabad kirtan : holy music.
sibak : former, prior, first.
sabaz/sabz : green, raw, unripe.
iabhs : an assembly, a meeting, a committee, a company.
•
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sabjd : an emerald; a precious stone of green colour.
sacchd : true, just, righteous.
Sacchd PdtsJwh : the True King: the Spiritual guide; an epithet used by
the Sikh followers for their Gurus,
sddh : a religious person, a foqlr, a saint (Hindu term), holy, good,
righteous, virtuous.
sddhand : method of attaining or realizing an ultimate spiritual
objective; a spiritual discipline; also to learn by practice, to accomplish, to habituate oneself to a thing or a practice.
sddhii : mendicant, renunciant, ascetic, a saint.
safaidjsufedlsuffaid : white; white stone; marble (safig-safaid),
saguna : possessing qualities, attributes, manifested, usually as an
avatdr^
Sdhab/Sohib : an owner, possessor; a gentleman, ruler, governor, chief,
lord, master, Sir, husband; a title of God.
sahi : signature, a sign, mark, attested, sanction; also right, exact,
correct, true.
sahukdr : a banker, a money lender; a great merchant, a rich person.
sdkhi : story; testimony, witness, evidence; also a section of Jandmsdkhi
or hagiographical literature.
samddh : a memorial raised on the place of cremation; generally for
persons prominent in one sphere or another; tomb of a Hindu or a
Sikh.
samddhi: trance, super-consciousness.
Sombat/Samvat/Sammat : used with the years of the Bikarmi and Sikh
calendars.
sammdkjsumdq : very dark; a black stone.
sampradaya : sect; school; tradition.
san : a coarse kind of hemp commonly cultivated in the plains. Its
fibre is used for the manufacturing of ropes, twine and sacking. In
old days it was also used as construction material in buildings.
Sandhu : a sub-caste of the Jals/Jats.
sang : a stone; also association, accompanying a party of pilgrims or
travellers.
sahgat : gathering, assembly, religious congregation; collection, place
of meeting.
sahg-pashm : a stone with light green hue.
Sangrdnd/Sankrant/Sankranti : the first day of the month according to
the Bikarmi Calendar.
sahgtardsh : a stone cutter; a person engaged in this profession.
sankalp : A charitable donation having the force of a vow; a promise to
devote anything to God, or to perform a meritorious deed, accom-
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panied with a peculiar ceremony; a solemn vow; a purpose cr thought.
sankh : a conch blown by Hindus in their worship.
sant : a sadhu, a holyman, a devotee of Nirgima God.
sanydsi: a renunciant, particularly of the Shaiva faith.
saptShik path : reciUition of the Guru Granth Sahib spreading over
seven-davs.
SaptamilSatml : the seventh day of the each half of the lunar month.
sardi: an inn, a rest house.
^ w 5 / ; a money dealer, a banker; a trustworthy person, a respectable
man.
sarandd : a stringed musical instrument.
sdrangi: a stringed musical instrument; a kind of violin in vogue chiefly
among the rustics and folk-artists.
Saras : a species of crane.
sarharah : manager,
Sarhat Khdlsa : the assemblies of the mislddrs ^ndjatheddrs, the whole
Sikh community, the entire khdlsa,
Sarddr : chieftain, a headman, leader of a misl^ the term is now
commonly used as title of address for all Sikh men.
sarup : form, appearance, shape; one's own true form or nature; also
beautiful.
F

Satguru : the perfect (eternal) Guru i.e. God; the Guru as testament
(the Word).
Sati Nam : the true name.
sat sang : the fellowship of true believeis; congregation.
sdwan : the fifth month of the Hindu Solar year.
sawayyd/fswaiyd : the name of measure in poetry, a form of a verse,
the swaiydy found in the Adl Granth.
•
4

Swaiyd paran wdld : the priest who recites i\\t SwaiyasSeegri: a sub-caste of the Khatris.
seer : a measure of weight, a seer weight.
sehrd : headband.
sehrdbandi: th^ CQveivony of putting on the headband f^^/jraj on the
forehead of the bridegroom at the time of wedding; a popular Indian
marriage ritual.
vdlsewd : dedica
one who
ijsewd (service)
the Go'den Temple.
vakjsewak : servant (of God): a volunteer
• /
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Sewd Paiithi : a missiotiary order of the Sikhs. It was founded by Bhai
Ghanaiya, a devout Sikh of Guru Gobind Singh. Their headquarters
was at Bhera. At present their chief centre is located at Santpura
Distt. Jamunagar and is known as Baba Nichlial Singh Ashram.
sahar : City.
Shohid; ^ m-irtyr; ouQ who is killed fighting with infidels, any Sikh
killed in a battle; used also for one who is killed when bravely facing
a foe; also one of the twelve misls of the Sikh confederacy.
Shahidl : martyrdom; to obtain the degree of martyrdom.
Shahidi Jathas : the Sikh volunteers who joined various agitations
launched by the Akali Dal from time to time with a solemn vow to
Stake their life for their motto.
shahtutjtut : Mulberry.
Shaikh/Sheikh : an old man, elder; head of a Arab tribe.
shdmidna : a covering screen.
shdstra/idstra : the sacred books of the Hindus, the Hindu scriptures,
any sacred book of divine or standard authority, fourteen to eighteen
kinds are enumerated; a treatise, a code; also six schools of Hindu
philosophy.
Sheesh MahaljShlsh Mahil : a building or a palace studded with mirrors
or glass-work.
Shirdld/Shiwdld : a temple of Shiva; also a Hindu temple.
sift-saldhu : praise of God, or contemplating his attributes to become
his prototype; also virtue, quality.
Sikh : a disciple; the distinctive name of the disciples of Gum Nanak
Dev, who in the 16th century established the faiih ^Sikhism' which
eventually rose to warlike predominance in the 18th century in the
Punjab.
•

L

Sikhdnwdh : belonging to the Sikhs.
simran ; a recitation of God's name, to remember, to mention the name
of God; also a rosary.
Singh : lion; the title assumed by all male members of the Khdisd.
singhasan : the supporting cot also called Manji Sahib.
Singhpurian : one of the twelve misls of the Sikh confederacy.
Singh Sabhd : a movement comprising several local Sikh societies dedicated to religious, social and educational reforms amongst the
Sikhs. The first Singh Sabha was founded at Amritsar in 1873.
sip : a stone with millcy white hue.
^irnndlsarovd : a robe of honour presented to any person offering Rs.lO/-
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or more at the Golden Teiriple; VIPs visiting the Temple are also
honoured with siropas^
sitdr : a stringed musicaJ instrument.
sobhd ; splendour, beauty, elegance; fame, reputfition, a good name.
Sodar Rahirds : a selection of hymns from the Adi Granth recited
during the early evening/at sunset.
Sodhi : a sub-caste of the Khatris. Seven Sikh Gurus, from Guru Ram
Das to Guru Gobind Singh belonged to this caste. The Sodhis (the
descendants of the Gurus) were held in great esteem by the Sikh
masses and classes and they enjoyed big jagirs and other privileges
from the Sikh rulers.
Sohild : song of Lord's praise; a folk-song sung at weddings.
Soin : a sub-caste of the Khatris*
Sorath : a rag; one of the sections of the Adi Granth.
Sri Rag : a rdg; one of the sections of the Adi Granth^
Sri Sdhib : sword.
Siibd : a province.
Subeddr : the governor of a subd, the chief of a province.
Sudhd : the nectar, pure, simple, unalloyed.
sudhdr : reform, to correct, to mend, to rectify.
sudhardk : a reformer, one who works for bringing reforms.
siidhiIshudhi: purification; a ceremony conducted by the Arya Samaj to
induct or restore to Hindu society those outside its bounds.
sudt: the light half of a lunar month, the period of the waxing moon.
Cf. vadi.
Sufi: a class of Muslim mystics, the Muslim saints,/^^fr and renunciant,
Sukarchakid : one of the twelve misls.
Sukhdsand : the comfortable posture; the pl^ce cf rest.
Siikhmani : gem of peace; that which gives peace to the mind; a section
of the Adi Granth; hymns composed by Gum Arjan Dcv and are
recited daily at morning and evening by the Sikh devotees.
sunehan : golden, gilded.
surahiddr ddt : an arch with four curves; an arch with long narrow
top.
Surajbansi: iht Sanskrit Suryawanshi, one of the two major branches
of the Rajputs.
surahg'dawdri/surahg dwdri : arches, acqueduct.
Sun : a sub-caste of the Khatns; also a tribe of The A%bans.
surkhd : dark red; a stone with dark red hue.
swardj: 5elf-rule, home-rule, independence.
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Swaran Mandir : Temple of Gold, Golden Temple.
td^aJukd/ta'alluqd : a territory, area, an estate.
Tahsil : subdivision of a district.
TahsiJddr ; the chief revenue officer of a sub-division.
takht : throne, seat of royal or spiritual au,thority, also a large variety
of bench.
Taallukddr /ta'alluqddr : a government officer; collecting the revenue
of a taaUiik; or the holder of an estate so designed; big landowner.
tankhdh : wages, pay, salary; penalty or a fine among the Sikhs, for
breaking any of the religious precepts (rahit) laid down by Guru
Gobind Singh.
Tankhdyd : one sent to procure wages; one who is fined among the Sikhs
on account of a breach of religious principles.
Tarkhdn : the carpenter caste.
Tariind Dal: the Young League.
Tat KhdJsd : the adherents to the strict discipline of Guru Gobind
Singh; the puritan Sikhs.
Tawdrikh : History.
Teekd/tzkd : commentary, editing; editing with commentary and annotation.
thamblthamha ; a pillar, a column.
thdnd : a police station.
Thanedar : officer in charge of a thand or a police station, a Kotwal
tilak : A coloured mark on the forehead; saffron mark applied on the
forehead of the successor at the time of succession to the Gurgaddi;
a ritual of installation; a sectarian or ornamental mark made upon
the forehead by the Hindus.
rirath : a sacred place; a place of Hindu pilgrimage especially to
sacred waters.
iith : datp; the day of the lunar month.
told : a weight equal to twelve mashds.
toshdkhdnd : treasury, a store house, a ward-robe, a chamber in which
objects of value or curiosity, not in daily request are kept.
Trehan : a sub-caste of the Khatris.
Tukri : a small piece, a portion; an art of fresco-painting, a specimen
of coloured cut-stone work in gach (lime stone/plaster of Paris) and
its setting along with pieces of glass turned into mirrors.
Uddsis : an order of ascetics, the followers of the Sikh missionary
order of ascetics who claim as their founder Sri Chand, the elder son
of Guro Nanak Dev; also lengthy journey, a long tour.
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upania : greatness, glory, extolling, magnifying (mostly used in poetry
only).
Uppcd : a sub-caste of the Khatris.
ustatjustut : praise, adoration.
vadi : the dark half of a lunar month, the period of the waning moon.
Cf- Slid I.

VaidlWaid : A Hindu physician, one who practices Indian system of
medicines.
vaidydchdryd : authority on medicines.
rdr : a heroic ode of several stanzas, a song of praise, a dirge, a heroic
ballad
Veda/Ved : The holy books of the Hindus which constituted the basis of
the first period of the religion of the Hindus, the Four Hindu
Scriptures of ancient time, also the knowledge of true sciences.
Veddnta : lit. end of the Vedas; the philosophy and ideology of the Veda.
vidyd : skill, wisdom, science, learning.
waddd/waddi : bigger, great, large, exalted, lofty, high, eminent,
elder etc.
Waheguru : wonderful Lord, God.
waqf: religious properties.
WazirjVazir : a minister, usually the principal minister.
w

Yajna : oblation, sacrifice or worship as offering to the God.
Zahr Mohard ; Green, a stone having green hue.
ZamboorucklZamburahlZumboonick
: a small gun or swivel usually
carried on a camel, and mounted on a saddle.
Zamlnddr : a land lord, proprietor or occupant of land. In Punjab even
a peasant is called zaminddr.
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